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Abstract 

Spitalfields, within close distance to the City of London. has been subject to intense 

regeneration and gentrification in recent years. This thesis investigates the use of 

culture in promoting urban regeneration. This thesis analyses the role of 

multiculturally based regeneration in Spitalfields and assesses the possibilities for 

civic engagement in a number of recent regeneration initiatives. I argue that 

regeneration in Spitalfields has taken a cultural turn, and that a new set of discourses 

is present in regeneration practices. These new forms of regeneration practices 
demand a different kind of interpretation. This distinctiveness in policy consists of 

the use and mobilisation of `culture' and 'multicultural capital' as tools for 

regeneration. Most notably the study's timing during a phase of intense change sets it 

apart as one of the few studies undertaken of the complex relationship between the 

new cultural industries, multicultural capital and the practice of selling places. The 

study's theoretical framework draws from a range of inter-disciplinary literature on 

urban space. cultural politics and feminist theory. 

In capturing a series of moments that took place between 2000 and 2003,1 

analyse a range of regeneration initiatives but focus closely on three case studies: the 

construction of Banglatown in Brick Lane, the Rich Mix Centre for London, and the 

annual street festivals/melas that took place in 2001 and 2002. I focused on two sets 

of respondents - young people and young Muslim women whose experiences of 

regeneration raise unsettling questions of inclusion and exclusion in/through space. 

Cumulatively these sites are key examples of Spitalfields' multi-cultural spaces. 

They extend a sense of promise to all its residents in the hope of a cosmopolitan 

future or progressive city politics. 

The tensions from these cultural strategies pose challenges for thinking about the 

place of citizenship in urban multicultures. The research findings point to a 

sophisticated understanding of the relationship of ethnicity. gender. commerce and 

public space. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

The Politics of Regeneration in Spitalfields, in the East 
of London 

Introduction 

Pick a street at random and you can find yourself trapped in a mood. 
Each sector has its own ambience. Head down Artillery Row and you 
might find yourself tracing low-lit circuit through backstreets where 
Huguenot weavers wove delicate silk underwear in their live work 
spaces while hardworking prostitutes dropped their a few feet away. At 
the Old Truman Brewery, instead of bare and dray horses are now a 
thousand Brightish Young Things taking a break over a latte from 
designing T-shirts, home pages and CD covers. Take another step back 
and it's the Curry Gauntlet, famed Brick Lane and the spicy, sparkling 
vibe of Banglatown. To the north are flowers, to the south heaving 
traffic bound for Tower Bridge (Eastside Story, Time Out Group, 
2004). 

Spitalfields is reinventing itself as a new place in the world. It is constructing its 

symbolic and economic place in ways that would have been unimaginable in the days 

when Brick Lane was known for its bricks and dirty rag trades, a dangerous space 

outside the city gates. Today the reinvention of Spitalfields has surpassed all 

expectations to become one of London's premier visitor attractions. Tower Hamlets 

Council's response has been a massive investment in the tourist economy, delivered 

through the strategy of culture-led regeneration based on Spitalfields' multicultural 

heritage. This chapter introduces the aims and scope of the research, the research site 

and explains my motivations for undertaking this work. It briefly flag up the 

analytical framework used in the thesis to explore the research questions. It closes by 

outlining the structure of the thesis as a whole and summarises the main arguments of 

each chapter. 

The East End of London as a Real and Symbolic Space 

This research examines the risks and opportunities facing the East End of London as it 

consolidates its cultural and arts-based economic and social regeneration strategics. 

Trans-national urban spaces in Spitalfields in London's Fast End are often treated as 

spaces of resistance bý researchers on urban space. Multi-cultural idcntiticý. border 

crossing by marginal othc; r`', opposition to large scale corporate development. 
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conservationist projects, trans-national business practices and the entrepreneurial 
success of migrants are all depicted as attempts by local people (migrants, 

environmentalists, local campaigners and so on) to resist hegemonic spaces produced 
by big business, institutional racism, and the privatisation of public spaces. This 

research takes a closer look at the role of culture' in regeneration projects and its 
impact on the politics of space and resistance in the area. I consider how cultural 
regeneration strategies affect the politics of space in Spitalfields. 

Recent debate on globalisation and the commodification of culture have polarised 
between those who promote cultural difference in the market place and those who fear 

that an increasingly globalised market place will lead to homogenised cultural 

traditions (see Jackson, 1998). The relations of power within the local/global city in a 

global age generate a process of cultural homogenisation (mass media, consumption, 

tourism) yet at the same time they produce a pronounced articulation of identities and 

search for belonging. Addressing this tension is a critical issue in planning for a 

sustainable multicultural city. This research explores the role of difference and 
diversity in local regeneration strategies at a time when governments struggle to shape 

a positive future for the multicultural city amid fears for security against terrorism. 

I examine the uses of culture in local regeneration to illustrate how culture may be 

mobilised in different ways in contemporary redevelopment struggles. I locate 

discussion on culture, commerce and regeneration in Spitalfields in broader debates of 

economic and political developments around difference and the multicultural city. In 

recent years the cultural resources of cities have been subject to many claims. The 

East End of London is configured as an urban space that is richly endowed with 

cultural resources: its diverse population with chains of trading links across the globe, 

the flows of capital, trade, people and culture and the instrumental 1 stion of space as a 

symbolic economy for those inhabiting the chaotic city for work and play. The East 

End can be described as a complex network of trading interests and multicultural 

1 The status and definition of culture is contested in most theoretical disciplines (Williams, 1976) and has spawned a rich 

discussion on its meaning and agency for social change. Within post-modern theory culture became the crucial means by 

which to understand social processes, identities and social change and conflict (Hall, 1997). Leaning heavily on this 

understanding of the term culture. I concentrate on the symbolic dimension of culture, and on what culture does. This means 

seeing culture as a social practice rather than a thing (such as the arts) or a state of being (such as civilisation). This way of 

thinking about culture is linked to the study of language, which is fundamental to the production of meaning. Thus culture is 

defined as a set of practices by which meanings are produced and exchanged within a group. This definition of culture is also 

compatible with the research aims of this thesis as a whole, which seeks to illustrate how power works in everyday 

consumption practices and how social and economic inequalities follow from spatial construction and reconstruction of 

everyday culture. 
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identities. It is possible to view the East End as a space for new poý, sibilities. mixing 

the old and the new, openness to difference, innovation and risk-taking. The area's 
long-standing social and cultural diversity has been reinterpreted by planners to usher 
in a new understanding of the role of diversity and culture. For some, cultural 
diversity in global cities may be turned into economic advantage (successful ways of 
doing business) in a global economy which itself implies a growing diversity of 

economic relationships around an interconnected world (Mitchell, 1993 cited in Henry 

et al, 2000: 7; see also Mitchell, 1997; Demos, 2003). Evidence from multicultural 

cities highlights how the economic activities of migrant groups are socially embedded 

in, and predicated upon, ethnic ties, therefore giving cities with dense migrant 

populations a distinct asset in the global market place (Anderson, 1991, Mitchell, 

1997; Henry, 2000). 

I am also interested in exploring the extent of connectivity in the multicultural city. 

Despite regeneration programmes aimed at widening participation of marginalised 

groups, social connectivity between different groups is limited, undermining the long- 

term success of regeneration. While the use of culture promises a better future, it also 

risks sanitising public spaces and displacing indigenous industries and traditional 

populations. I am interested in the levels of participation of different groups in 

regeneration schemes and the effects of culture-based interventions in the local 

economy. People's involvement is an important consideration in publicly accountable 

regeneration programmes. 

10 
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Aims and Scope of Research 

This thesis looks at regeneration and public space in the context of a debate on the 

commodification of multicultures in Spitalfields. Spitalfields has been subject to 
intense regeneration interventions and gentrification in recent years. -1-here changes 
have been associated with an increasing tendency in planning to mobilise 

multiculturalism as a source of strength to the economy. My research questions relate 

to the increasing process of commodification in local regeneration. Commodification 

refers to the extension of the commodity form to goods and services that were not 

previously commodified, bought or sold in the marketplace. There are few spheres of 
human activity that have remained untouched by a creeping process of 

commodification - from work, education, wars, disasters as well as entertainment. 

This research reports on the extent to which multicultures have been commodified to 

promote regeneration in Spitalfields. The spatial and social relations in Spitalfields 

reflect the way in which the urban environment has been produced, regulated and 

domesticated. I unpack the promise of an inclusive future, which regeneration 

schemes claim to bring for local people. 

My research questions are: 

I How has cultural diversity been commodified in the promotion of economic 

regeneration in Spitalfelds'. ' 

2 How has the production of `multicultural capital' helped to sell the new East End'? 

3 How are different social groups positioned within the commodification process: ' 

4 How far are different groups involved in regeneration policy and implementation'? 

The aim of my research is to question the use of cultural diversity to regenerate parts 

of Spitalfields. I examine how the production of multicultural capital has helped to 

sell the new East End, while at the same time critically focusing on the experience of 

different social groups within the commodification process. Multicultural capital in 

particular refers to commodified forms of minority cultures and practices such as 

cuisine, expressive arts, performances, heritage exhibitions and festi\ als. I focus on 

the ways in which culture is mobilised to achieve economic and social goals in urban 

regeneration strategics. I explore how far different groups have been in\ o+lv, ed in 

regeneration policy and practice. I track how the production of multicultural capital 
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has helped to sell the new East End. The research will address how commodified 
spaces and services have affected local groups and their involvement position within 
them. The commodification of public spaces to promote consumerismn, for example, 
may have a negative impact on some local people while bringing positive benefits to 

others. I present research findings on the outcomes of regeneration process to assess 

whether they reaffirm or create social exclusion and a sense of inequality for other. " 
(see Jackson, 1998). 

My fieldwork was carried out in Spitalfields, a place experiencing, historic scale of 

change over the long term and intense redevelopment in the short term. Taking into 

account broad discussions of the politics of space and change in culture and 

commerce of the East End, this research uncovers the micro-scale process of 

regeneration. By grounding discussions on community development organisations and 

grassroots groups, I set up the framework for a larger discussion of the potential for 

ordinary people, often disempowered by recent economic changes, to forge a sense of 

ownership over the regeneration in the East End of London. 

A running theme in all the research questions is the issue of exclusion/ inclusion 

that regeneration produces. My research opens up to scrutiny different groups and 

their involvement in urban regeneration in different moments. By exploring the 

diversity within and between groups of local communities, I consider the relative 

capacities of each group to respond positively and defensively in shaping the politics 

of space in Spitalfields (Foreman, 1989; Eade, 1989). I show how diverse social 

actors change roles, how complexities emerge in individuals' actions, and ho« groups 

and individuals intervene in local/global narratives to produce alternative 

conceptualisations of a place-based identity. This is, in its broadest sense, the politics 

of space in Spitalfields today. 

Towards a Working Definition of Culture 

47 eo`graphy', The term culture is central to this thesis, as it is to the fields of human g 

sociology and inevitably in cultural studies. Yet attempts at definition produce a range 

of confusing concepts from the Arnoldian view of culture as the high point of 

civilisation, through to culture as representation and classification. In human 

geography it has even been seen as shorthand for diverse iýýues from identity, idca 
. 
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representations, context, positionality, difference, and institutional embeddcdnesý 
(Barnett, 2001: 7). 

There are a lot of excesses associated with cultural claims vet to attempts to define 

and clarify the concept approach a confused tautological argument: culture seems to 
include everything yet attempts to define its totality reduce its explanatory appeal. As 

Jacobs and Nash (2003: 265) describe it, culture seems to offer too little and too much 
by way of an analytical tool in cultural feminist geographies, and is at a crossroads, 

changing, re-shaping to take on new meanings so much that one can never quite pin 
its exact form. The volume of work on culture across disciplinary boundaries is 

impressively bad and in their view, points to a `proliferating and undisciplined use of 

the term 'culture'. 

Instead of trying to use a specific definition, it might be more sensible for 

researchers working on culture to track the use of culture in different contexts and by 

different interests. This approach would fit in with my broader analytical framework 

in this thesis which is concerned with moving towards a situated and grounded study 

of culture-based regeneration, away from abstract assertions on the commodification 

of culture (Jackson, 1999). Barnett (2001) has developed a theoretical approach which 

is able to provide such a useable definition of culture as an object analysis, which sets 

out thinking on culture along the lines of `governmentality'. 

As a concept, governmentality cuts across a standard division between 
the history of ideas and a history of social institutions (Minson, 1993, 
page 60). It implies integrating recognition of the institutional 
formation of culture's variable conceptualisation and deployment into 
theoretical understandings. (Barnett, 2001: 7) 

This instrumental deployment of culture is constitutive of modern conceptions of 

culture. Its key lies in its instrumentality, and utilitarian deployment in modern 

technologies of government. Barnett goes on to argue that (discursively) splitting 

culture can define, first of all, 'resources for governing (a canon of cultural %%orks and 

artefacts, as well as modes of interpretation, appreciation, and judgement): and 

second, it defines a set of domains to which these technologies can be applied to 

change conduct (Bennett, 1998b: 82 cited in Barnett. -1001: 
1 3 ). 

This is a far more limited and situated notion of culture than what IS circulated in 

conventional texts: 
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Culture is understood as a set of practices or technologies for the 
transformation of individuals into subjects capable of governing 
themselves. The critical project suggested but this reconceptualisation 
is to track specific formations of the cultural and the extension of 
distinctively cultural forms of government into the fabric of modern 
social life, as new fields are reconfigured as cultural in order to be 
subjected to particular forms of social management'. (Barnett, 
2001: 14) 

He argues that this is not novel or pragmatic driven by policy impulses. but it is 

significant for the particular understanding of the relation of culture and power that 

implies (ibid: 14). This definition draws attention to the relations between culture and 

power and underscores the critical project of tracking the institutional formation of the 

cultural and the development of distinctively cultural forms of regulation into social 

life. The culture-and-government idea is drawn from debates in cultural studies and 

the significance of the everyday as a site of contestation of culture (see Bennett, 

1997). Interestingly the literature on governmentality relies on some of the 

connections between the liberal traditions of critical intellectual reflection in relation 

to the authority of the state by redefining particular educational practices as forms of 

self-government. 

The culture-and-government idea is able to connect culture with resources and 

structures of governance, self-regulation and meanings of belonging. This approach to 

culture captures both the language of rights and obligations at the national level, and 

also the `everyday lived experiences and local negotiations of difference on micro- 

cultures of place through which abstract rights and obligations, together with local 

structures and resources, meaningfully interact with distinctive and inter-personal 

experience' (Amin, 2002: 11). 

Using this understanding of culture, and the subject of my thesis, the uses of 

culture in regeneration programmes, I have used culture in the sense of its uses to 

social actors and institutions, in regulating populations, implementing multicultural 

planning, and how culture contributes to contemporary problems of social relations. I 

take the view that culture is closely related to the concept of governance and the idea 

of governmentality. This definition draws attention to the need to denaturalise the idea 

of culture, and associated features in this thesis such as `-, entrit cation, re`eneration, 

cultural difference. Looking at the connections between ordinary social practices and 

big issues like 'democracy' and 'citiienship'. Barnett for example writes about the 

'flexible utility' of culture and the way in which it has become instrumental in 
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governance (2001: 31). Barnett's ideas on cultural policy initiatives. particularly on 
European integration, have been informed by theoretical engagement %w ith Foucault 
ideas of governmentality. His focus on the formalisation of what he calls the 'cultural 

action' following the recognition of culture in the Treaty of the European i 'nion in 

1992 shows the multiple instrumentalities ascribed to culture as a tool for managing 
European integration. He argues that the evolution of policies to promote cultural 

cooperation was an example of a progressive "governmentalism" of culture at the l .1 

level. This analysis can be extended to other geographical scales, notably für my study 
to the national scale and level of East London. Barnett put,, forward positive 

arguments for cultural policies which should look at citizenship practices in emergent 

political networks and interests (Barnett, 2001b: 405). Barnett's ideas provide a useful 

way out of the current over-use of the term culture is not to attempt precise form of 

culture but instead to look at how culture is used within a discipline and its fields, a 

method which invokes a Foucauldian notion of governmentality. This may allow me 

to look at the way culture is used and its implication of using culture-based 

regeneration programmes to deal with economic decline, social polarisation and calls 

for cultural diversity. Taking this view of culture as resource, culture becomes a 

means to provide employment in depressed neighbourhoods, especially through 

tourism and local heritage industries. At a first glance Barnett's work, along with 

Fraser's critique of culture in `rethinking recognition' (2000) might suggest that 

culture has a conservative impulse, but his interest and concern with opening up 

spaces for citizenship might suggest a progressive outlook for the uses of culture. 

Nevertheless its value may in fact turn out to lie in its self-inventiveness and self- 

production (Strathern, 1999 cited in Jacobs and Nash, 2003: 267). Culture can and is 

able to contain a positive vitality, pointing to the kind of arguments that are favoured 

by Judith Butler in her search for a progressive notion of cultural politics as far from 

being `merely cultural' but rooted in transformative possibilities (1998). 

Focusing on the progressive and self-inventive component of culture will allow me 

to think with those critics of cultural politics, like Nancy Fraser ww ho urge us to rethink 

recognition. I attempt later in this thesis to link this producti\ c definition of culture to 

the notion of the 'cosmopolitan conundrum' - the idea that living with difference 

necessarily entails a complexity and ambiguity that needs working through in 

practical `eographies and analytically. 
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Selling Places: Urban Regeneration and the Arts 

The longer term economic shifts of urban policy in the late twentieth century has set 
the context of economic and social regeneration strategies shaping Spitalfields today. 
The use of culture to reinvigorate cities has been a major theme in urban planning in 
North America and in Western Europe since the early 1970s. Howw-e% er it ýN as not until 
the early-1990s that culture-led regeneration strategies were placed within an 
approach that combined market solutions with public approaches to urban change. 

The growth of cultural regeneration strategies has also been influenced by changes 
in social and economic structures and the rise of consumerism. The \va\' in which 

global cities are organised through the lens of consumption, instead of production 

practices, explains, among other things, the process of gentrification in key global 

cities. Zukin (1995) has argued that there are enormous power differentials between 

those who can impose a public identity on place, and those whose identities that are 

written out of dominant narratives. These new representations of the city fit into the 

framework of the `symbolic economy', which Zukin describes as the intertwining of 

cultural symbols and entrepreneurial capital' (Zukin, 1995: 3). This new, symbolic 

landscape is more imagined than real, complete with a tremendous power to attract 

new investors and residents to its overvalued residential property and office spaces. 

The growth of the symbolic economy has had tangible spatial repercussions. This 

symbolic economy 'reshape[s] geography and ecology' (1995: 8), both creating new 

types of workplaces, commercial areas, and residences, and throwing into turmoil 

conventional meanings of public versus private, local versus trans-national, 

commodity versus culture (1995: 8). This research considers the power differentials 

between those who can impose a public identity of Spitalfields, through the 'heritage' 

and 'tourist' industry, and those whose lives are written in/out depending on the 

imperative to 'sell' Spitalfields. I analyse key texts to highlight the gaps, silences and 

omissions in representations of Spitalfields. 

From recreation to re`ºeneration. from urban identity to tourism, culture is central 

to the development of the modern city - no sphere of activity remains untouched by 

the imperative of commodification. This research builds and contributes to theory in 

relation to the transformation of space in multicultural cities (Zukin, 1990. Jacobs and 

Fincher, 1998. Back, 1996: Sandercock, 1998: Holston, 1995. Mitchell. 1997; 

Sennett, 1994). It tracks the tangible and intangible factors that push people to come 
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to spaces such as Spitalfields in search of the urban, uncanny. and meý,,, v experience 

of the contemporary global city. One of the features of contemporar`! regeneration 

schemes is a visible change of the representation of migrant population,,, as a source of 

economic strength in an increasingly globalised world. The shift in thinking about 

migrants as positive assets is driven more by economics than social justice concerns, 

and local authorities with large migrant populations have welcomed the mo\ c. An 

influential British centre-left think tank, Demos, recently published a report on the 

richness and diversity of cities to argue that diversity was the key to the creative city 

of the twenty-first century (Demos, 2003). In Britain, Birmingham has emerged as the 

clear leader in paving the way to using culture and ethnicity as an economic asset (see 

Henry el al, 2000: 7). This positive articulation of race, culture and trade found in the 

post-colonial heritage of the city is vaunted as the only way forward in creating a 

globally competitive business environment (see Henry, 1998, Henry and Passmore, 

1999). In this respect this research builds on earlier works, which similarly introduced 

the notion of the complexity of multiculturalism in urban development strategies in 

North American, Australian and British cities (Anderson, 1987,1994; Mitchell, 1993, 

1996; Jacobs, 1996). The UK government, too, has recognised the value of' culture 

and the cultural industries in boosting the economic competitiveness of major cities 

such as Birmingham, Glasgow and Liverpool (Bianchini and Parkinson, 1993; 

Comedia/Demos, 1997; Foord, 1999; Landry and Bianchini, 1995; Hewison, 1995; 

Miles, 1997, Henry et al, 2000). 

Significantly, this study takes forward the literature on the multicultural city and 

social change and complicates multiculturalism and situates its goals in local 

economic and social development strategies. I question the idea that multiculturalism 

is always a positive goal for social change and suggest that multicultural ism should 

not always be seen to promote progressive goals. I consider whether culture-led 

regeneration supports or undermines the sustainable city. This thesis challenges 

conventional accounts which place multicultural groups either as 'powerless' (passive: 

victims of racism) or 'powcrful' (celebrating hybridity): it places migrants in relation 

to other social groups to produce an account of how multicultural strategies can he 

mobilised for urban regeneration goals. 

The popularity of culture-led regeneration is fuelled by claims that arts led 

;ý interventions arc able to deliver on 'sott' political goals as Ntell as economic one,,. 
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growing literature from the UK and the USA has indicated that the arts and cultural 
industries play a revitalisation role in local economies and engage disaffected `groupps. 
especially young people in mainstream projects. The arts are seen as especially 
responsive to the needs of local people (Matarasso. 1997, Stern and Seifert, 1998). As 

a result, governments have welcomed arts and cultural sites as central planks in 

promoting economic competitiveness and reducing poverty, and social exclusion in 
disadvantaged neighbourhoods. I also consider the way in which the arts are 

positioned in public policy goals to deal with the effective management of migration, 
immigration and social cohesion in polarised neighbourhoods. 

The risks and dangers associated with an optimistic interpretation of the role of the 

arts have received attention from a number of writers (Miles. 1997, Deutsche, 1996). 

Their criticisms have focused on the complicity of public art with corporate interests 

in cleaning up and sanitising urban spaces to exclude, displace and evict weak social 

groups from the public realm. The first wave of gentrification is aided by the arrival 

of artists into formerly depressed inner city locations (Smith, 1986). Much of /ukin 

(1996) and Smith's (1986) work on the culture of cities and gentrification argues that 

local cultural industries need investment (capital) to develop but also diverse 

structures (public interventions) to support talent and creativity in the longer tern. 

Researchers have questioned the limitations of regeneration strategies to enable weak 

groups to rise out of the poverty that besets their communities. Public interventions 

have not always been associated with progressive politics and instead have been 

galvanised for profit making without due regard to reducing poverty (see Anderson, 

1990; Mitchell, 1997; Bhattacharya, 1998). 

I bring together debates on new urban cultures in sociology (Hall, 1996, Zukin. 

1996; Bhabha, 1995, -Gilroy, 2000; Back, 1996,2000; Hutnyk and Sharma, 2000) and 

the use of public space in geography (D. Mitchell; Young. 1996; Smith. 1996; l. cy, 

1996; Ward 1998; Philo and Kearns 1993) to develop an argument around a politics 

of difference and urban and social change. I build on this literature to dex e lop 

arguments about the relationship hetween identity, art, political action and urban 

regeneration. The research findings bring a much-needed `rounded quality to 

theoretical discussions of the nature of essentialism, ethnicity and social change. At a 

broader level, the discussion of regeneration and the politics of space highlight a 

productive notion of space (Soja. 1996; ! Massey, 1994: Lefebvre. 19'14). the social 
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and economic inequalities that exist in Spitalfields are not the result, -, of existing 

power relations between different social groups. It is also the case that spatial 

organisation helps to maintain, and reproduce social, cultural and economic 
differences. The arguments that I develop in this thesis are ultimately related to 

thinking about different ways to de-stabilise and disrupt dominant urban narratives 
(Sennett, 1994; Sandercock, 1998; Holston, 1995; Portes. 1997). These writers, in 

their own interpretations of space and resistance, suggest arguments that help to 

situate grounded examples of regeneration practices that transgress and resist 
dominant representations of identity and place. 

Spitalfields and the East End of London 

Spitalfields in the East End of London was always considered as a place for people on 

the outside or the margins. It was built outside London's city walls. Its indeterminate 

and insecure status gives it energy, restlessness that has attracted social entrepreneurs, 

artists and bohemians to its corridors. It was known for the development of industry 

and `dirty trades' outside the City's boundaries. This explains the legacy of the leather 

industry and brewing in Spitalfields. Spitalfields is historically renowned for 

providing a refugee to people fleeting persecution and economic hardship. In the 

eighteen century Spitalfields in particular was the home to French Huguenot silk 

weavers who fled from Catholic persecution in France. In the twentieth century the 

area absorbed hundreds of European Jews fleeing pogroms in Eastern Europe. Since 

the 1960s Tower Hamlets has been the landing destination of migrants from former 

British colonies. Bangladeshis migrants settled in the late 1960s and early 1970s and 

more recently Somalian and Vietnamese populations have inhabited the area. By the 

turn of the century again in 2000 a new wave of migrants from Eastern Europe had 

begun to settle into the area. Today, the population of Spitalfields is predominantly 

Bangladeshi, reflecting the concentration of South Asian culture within it. 

In the past, the concentration of immigrants reinforced the apparently alien' 

quality of the neighbourhood. According to London social historian Peter Ackrovd 

(2000), this helped to underline another territorial myth that clung to the I ast l: nd. Its 

location towards the cast led to the association with that larger 'east' that la` he\ and 

Christendom and threatened the borders of Europe. Ackroy d draws attention to the 

constructions of' eXclusion'inclu"ion \V ithin a hegemonic national identity " l'he l . ast 

End was in that sense the ultimate threat and the ultimate mvster\. It represented the 
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heart of darkness" (Ackroyd, 2000: 679). The coupling of threat and desire that the 
East End produced in the national imagination was also tied up with racial and -sexual 
fictions that categorised 'black' masculinities with overt sexuality. The Fast End's 

association with radical politics for social change also fuelled the area's reputation for 
being a `dense concentration of dangerous difference' (Cohen, 1996-171). The 
iconography of poverty and radicalism co-exited in the past symbolic landscape of the 
East End. These hegemonic tropes were picked up with particular vengeance in the 

nineteenth century during the high tide of imperialism in Britain. Cohen writes. 

Although similar images were applied to other \vorking-class areas, 
and other parts of the country, they were articulated with particular- 
vehemence in the East End of London in the 19th century. For here, in 
the heart of the metropolis, within a stone's throws of the City, and 
within walking distance of Parliament and the West End, was a dense 
concentration of dangerous difference, where poverty wore a foreign 
face, and where people from far flung corners of the empire might 
strike back. (Cohen, 1996: 173) 

Philanthropists and social reformers of all descriptions and political persuasions 

came to the East End to aid the plight of the East End's poor. This intense movement 

of high-profile reformists gave the area a missionary zeal common to imperial 

projects in distant places at the empire's edges. Prolific social reformers such Charles 

Booth and Jack London situated their studies in the East End. The East [. nd's public 

identity nationally and internationally was forged by the series of reports on the 

murders allegedly committed by Jack the Ripper in 1888. As a result of the over- 

exposure public anxieties about cities became attached to the East End, as if part of it 

had become a microcosm of London's own dark life (Ackroyd, 2000: 678). As Cohen 

writes, 

No area in Britain has been more written about, more exploited as a 
source and site for the projection of public anxieties about proletarian 
combination or sexual promiscuity, the state of the nation or the 
degeneration of the race. (Cohen, 1996: 173) 

The East End has also been a source of political activism and fertile training `grouted 

for political campaigns especially in Bow, Poplar and \Vapping (Ackroyd. 2000, 

Palmer, 1989). The past two hundred years has seen a range of political agitation and 

pressure from the famous East London strikes and their contribution, to organi"ing 

unskilled workers into the union movement, the development of municipal socialisnl, 
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women's suffrage, Mosley's Fascist Blackshirts, to international communism and 
Jewish radicalism. 

The presence of foreign faces has not always been easily accommodated to the 
Borough's diverse social base. As late as 1999 a nail bomb exploded in Brick Lane. 

the heart of what is now Spitalfields-Banglatown. It was one of three bombs that wc re 

set off in London, aimed at minority groups. Violence and targeted racist action 
designed to exclude and terminate minority populations is not an uncommon feature 

in Spitalfields history. Aside the physical threat from racism there was an underlying 

symbolic act of exclusion that supported these physical acts of % iolence. T lie 

combined influence of foreign populations, endemic poverty, rising political agitation 

and material inequality set the scene for present day urban transformation in 

Spital fields. 

The 1980s and 1990s was a period during which the growth and expansion of the 

City of London had direct consequences for the availability of space in Tower 

Hamlets. Tower Hamlets' proximity to the City of London, the engine of economic 

growth in the UK, marked out the area as a prime site for economic development and 

speculative property expansion. Development policy in Spitallields has unfolded in 

the shadow of the lessons learned from the regeneration of the London's Docklands in 

the Isle of Dogs. The Docklands have an iconic status in urban geography for being 

one of the most spectacular urban regeneration experiments in contemporary times 

(Foster, 1999). The development of a major business district in the face of widespread 

community opposition formed the background to subsequent urban regeneration 

projects in East London and elsewhere. The Docklands development put the City 

under pressure to maintain a competitive edge. The increasingly limited options for 

the City of London were to focus on expanding further into Tower h anllets in 

Spitalfields. The preservation of substantial stocks of Georgian houses in the 1980s, 

located close to the financial heart of the capital, also provoked an intense process of 

gentrification in Spitalfields. The City of London also came under pressure expand 

further east in the 1980s bringing it into conflict with the old Spitalfield fruit and 

vegetable market in Lamb Street. For fifteen years protcster, have been fighting the 

redevelopment of Spitalfields market. The 1-0.000 square toot site of' -Spital t 
olds 

market, owned by the Corporation of London, originally sold flowers and vegetable,,. 

The original market relocated to I lackney as part ofa de \e lopnlcnt deal in 19')1. Ihe 
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remaining market in Spitalfields is now a major visitor site in the East End, attracting 
tourists, residents, artists, and traders. Some observers have also commented that the 

pressure for space in Spitalfields was partly responsible for the production of the 
Banglatown, created as a compromise measure through a political process involving 
local authority officials and councillors as well as private regeneration agencies such 
as Cityside Regeneration (Eade, 1996; Jacobs, 1996). The longevity of the campaign, 
its opposition to giant corporate firms, and its mobilisation of local people across 
diverse backgrounds of class and ethnicity have ensured that the struggle has become 

a powerful symbol and iconic statement of protest against globalised forces for the 

expansion of capitalism (Taylor, 2001). 

Before the conservation boom in housing in the 1980s, neighbouring Hoxton and 
Shoreditch had already developed as preferred location for living and recreation for 

gay men (Brown, 1998). The numerous small furniture shops along the Hackney Road 

are reminders of their residential settlements in earlier decades. The eclectic mix of 

small businesses, textiles factories, galleries, bars, shops and restaurants reflect the 

extraordinary complexity of Spitalfields. The power of a new placed-based identity in 

Spitalfields and Brick Lane, linked to other strategic consumption sites in Shoreditch 

and Hoxton, loosely termed as `East London' frames the public identity of the area. 

The new East End, with Spitalfields and Brick Lane at its core, and surrounding 

Shoreditch and Hoxton, gives the East End an alternative vibe. 

The pace of change alongside the persistence of social exclusion and material 

inequalities raises questions over the sustainability of the area for future generations. 

Key questions remain, such as which actors are driving the regeneration agenda in 

Spitalfields, and who benefits? While the scope for regeneration has been enlarged to 

include social outcomes and deeper community involvement, the diversity of actors 

and their interests and allegiances means that it is far from easy to paint a picture 

where local campaigners are opposed to redevelopment schemes as it has been 

possible in the past (Woodward, 1992; Jacobs, 1996). Taken together all these factors 

have provided a local environment where regeneration is not only a site of 

contestation but also a place where the lines of contestation appear blurred and 

interest groups are no longer neatly delineated as the campaigners, developers, local 

groups, community groups and government. 
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The `Urban Regeneration' Story 

Despite some successes, there is still a compelling need for urban regeneration. and 

the past thirty years of policy initiatives ha\ e not got rid of the same old problems that 

beset poor neighbourhoods. Council estates, for example. 'reuenerated' ten year, ago 

are still characterised as 'sink' estates. The persistence of the problem of multiple 
deprivations in many neighbourhoods across England is attributed, in part. to the 

failures of past area regeneration policies: 

The cycle of regeneration initiatives since the late 1960s has with little 
material effect returned to these concerns with depressed regularity. 
While the particular focus and form have differed over the years the 
model adopted remains essentially the same. It is one in which 
intervention takes place when either the specific needs of capital are 
the key driver for change (for example London's Docklands) and there 
is a concern that the social crisis within estates is spilling over into a 
political crisis of law and order (for example the intervention into 
Manchester's Hume and Moss Side estates). [Diamond, 2000: 141 

The cycle of regeneration initiative has indeed been perpetual and ww ith mixed 

results. It is instructive to look back at the evolution of urban regeneration policies 

and the ways in which successive eras have managed disadvantaged and deprivation 

in inner cities. After 1979, the Conservative government severely reduced the role of 

local authorities. Regeneration was to be managed by appointed quangos, known as 

Urban Development Corporations (t TDCs). The t JDCs were mainly property-led, 

unaccountable to local people, technocratic and were run by a board with some local 

councillor representation. Local residents were rarely involved, and local involvement 

was it mere idea (lmrie and Thomas, eds. 1999). By 1989, [ADCs, having increasingly 

lost credibility, through the reis-management the development of the London 

Docklands by the London Docklands 1'DC, a new regeneration scheme \ý as 

announced under the banner of City Challenge. I here were ti\ e-`car regeneration 

programmes, to he managed by local partnerships, %\ ith a requirement that 

partnerships should bring, to` ether public, private, and voluntary sectors, as well as 

reach out to the 'local community'. This was a direct recognition of the role of local 

people and their involvement in delivering regeneration proý, ramnles and sere ices. 

Alongside City Challenge, the Single Regeneration Budget (SRB) scheme was run 

along, the same principles of partnership and local invol\ ernent. supported by central 

government funding. By 1997. while SR13 continued, the \cw Deal for Communities 

emerged Out Of the governments news +, - created Social 1 \clu"ion 1. nit (Ski. ý, 1000). 
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Again there was a big push on area-based regeneration and ever greater involvement 

of local people and `the community'. By the early 1990s local people were given a 

prime role in regeneration. However, power to the people, while appearing to be a 
`good thing' did not really tackle the problem of operationalising 'community 
involvement' (Robinson and Shaw, 2000: 8). In reality there are many communities - 
geographic and interest based, and they are rarely homogenous. Another problem is 

that `the community' is rarely always progressive, as Iris Marion Young reminds us 
(1990) and can often favour the parochial over the progressive. Since 1979, while 
local people have been invested with new powers, always a good thing, 

correspondingly the role of local authorities, has declined. As Robinson and Shaw 

point out the most striking aspect of the shift in recent years is the declining 

legitimacy and the role of local government (Robinson and Shaw, 2000: 7). The 

fundamental issue is power and may in fact be reflective of a trend to shoulder 

responsibility onto local people without establishing structures of checks and powers 

which is the proper jurisdiction of local authorities. Local authorities, too, have seen 

their roles, not just reduced but significantly changed as the lines between economic 

regeneration and social regeneration were blurred. This changed the focus of local 

regeneration agencies which had traditionally focused on the economic realm. With 

the role of local authorities declining, social and community services have usually 
fallen to the voluntary sector, which traditionally used to act as an independent check 

and lobbying arm of the local government. Nowadays, the voluntary sector's services 

have expanded to encompass both care, and wider campaigning around policy, and 

service delivery, leaving little scope to keep check on local government. Another 

change is that voluntary and community sector, like all other partners, in the changed 

urban regeneration context of 1990s, is now both a deliverer of services and a 

campaigner, and, their roles expanded to embrace non-social services such as 

heritage, tourism, as well as social care. Under this changed landscape regeneration 

has become a crowded space with more players than ever before and where the line 

between social services and heritage and tourism is also blurred. 

What is also different in the regeneration story from the mid-late 1990s onwards is 

the role of place-building as an important element in creating new discourses and 

practices of urban regeneration. Places are social constructed, and the role of 

regeneration agencies, from developers, speculators to government regeneration 
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companies, has enlarged to contribute to the representation of particular imagined 

spaces. New forms of economic development and 'urban regeneration' are dependent 

increasingly on the promotion of the discourse of place, as both centres of production 

and the centres of consumption (Raco, 2003). This implies a selective representation 

of the regeneration agenda which may or not be aligned to what local people percc ive 

to be relevant for regeneration. The proliferation of new development actors has also 

meant that more and more actors, sometimes with contradictory perspective". have 

become active in `regeneration'. All organisations, from charities to semi-private 

government quangos, are addressing urban decline, dereliction and social decay as 

part their missions. These organisations, previously concerned with service delivery 

or campaigning against central government, have begun to fit into a broader regional 

drive in supporting city competitiveness. Organisations like Citvside Regeneration, 

the successor to the Government-sponsored Bethnal Green City Challenge initiatives, 

would not be confined to dealing with the after effects of economic restructuring: its 

work has spanned into social regeneration and is now an active player in promoting 

Tower Hamlet's re-invention. This is a somewhat changed landscape in which urban 

regeneration is taking place, compared with the early 1990s. 

Under this broad framework it is necessary to map out key organisational players 

operating in Spitalfields. The context of the government's new urban policy includes a 

range of development actors, from voluntary and community groups, not-for-profit 

organisations to private and profit making companies and organisations (scc 

Illustration 3). 
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Central Government-led 
Regeneration Schemes 

nal Neighbourhood 
rsal Strategy (2000) 

Partners 

ih side Regeneration Ltd. 
997-2004) 

Bethnal Green City Challenge 
(1992-1997) 

Urban Development 
Corporations (1980s) 

Private sector Voluntary /Communit 

Lon. Borough of Tower Hamlets 
City of London Corporation 
London Development Agency 
The Rich Mix Centre 

Spitalfields Development Group Spitalfields Small Business 
Association 
En,, ironment Trust 
Tower Hamlets Summer 
Universith 
Asian Dub Education 
Foundation 
Spitalfields Historic Trust 

South Poplar & Limehouse 
Action for Secure Housing / 
Environment 

Illustration 3 
Categorisation of Regeneration Players 
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The Spitalfields Development Group (SDG) is the main property de\ elopment agency 

working in the Spitalfields area, focused on the redevelopment of the Spitalficlds Fruit 

and Vegetable Market. Cityside Regeneration Agency is the local regeneration 

agency, set up by government, charged with economic and social regeneration of the 

area. Cityside was a non-profit making company and partnership between the public. 

private and community sectors including Tower Hamlets Council and the Corporation 

of London, operating in the west of Tower Hamlets from 1997 to 2004. It %N is 

established to manage regeneration programmes and assist with the de\ clopment of 

new opportunities for local people. The company also managed other significant 

regeneration projects in the area, including the development of the Rich Mix Centre. 

Cityside is awarded a place on the SDG's management committee, demonstrating the 

close relationship between the two agencies. The SDG's plans to redevelop the market 

has produced a long-standing popular opposition campaign, which has gone under 

various name changes and its most recent manifestation is Spitalfields Market Under 

Threat, a coalition of individuals and agencies, dedicated to preserving the market 

from redevelopment into commercial space. SMUT is led by Jill Cove who has 

remained a constant actor in the fight to preserve the Market. There are also a number 

of heritage-based organisations (for example, Spitalfields Historic Trust) whose 

interests are driven by conservationist impulses to preserve the built environment, 

particularly the area's historic architecture. A local charitable environmental agency, 

Tower Hamlets Environment Trust, has been active in the past 25 years in 

Spitalfields, working with communities to re-build and recycle derelict spaces and to 

open up green spaces and parks to the public. The Trust has been a keen purveyor of 

the changes that Spitalfields has undergone, at times, actively involved in arresting 

trends leading to mis-use of scarce space. There are a number of organisations \\ ith 

charitable status such as Tower Hamlets Summer University. the Asian Dub 

Education Foundation (operating out of the Rich Mix Centre) which have an 

education and training focus for young people that are supported by the local authority 

and independent grant funding which have a grassroots profile. Many of' the `oung 

people interviewed in this thesis were drawn from such organisations. Finally, the 

Rich Mix Centre, which emerged as a C'itvside proposal in partnership with the local 

authority, functions as a semi-autonomous organisation, dedicated to de\ eloping 

artistic talent and innovation for the area. Its board membership i, a reflection ot'the 

diftirent partners investing in a centre looking to the future of' the area. Although 
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these organisations are numerate and different in their profile, they tend to fall under 
two umbrella groupings: groups like the Asian Dub Education Foundation or Tower 

Hamlets Summer University fall in the middle sponsored and supported by a range of 

competing organisations. The SDG diametrically opposed b. SMUT and Spitalfields 

Historic Trust, and the Environment Trust. Cityside is attempting a delicate exercise 

working with both the SDG and local organisations, but not aligned to the S%IUT or 

the Environment Trust. All these organisations, SDG, SMUT, and the Environment 

Trust compete for the involvement of `local people' or the 'community' as they justify 

and legitimise their organisational role in the area, even though they themselves are 
`local' actors. These organisations, to some extent, position themselves against the 

non-local interests such as the City of London Corporation. 

Methodology 

Methodologically, my work uses in-depth qualitative research, including my own 

experience of living in Spitalfields for over twenty years. The choice of methodology 
has been made to reflect the complex ways in which people negotiate their identities 

in and through place and also the burden of representation people in the East End have 

to live with. Thus I have combined qualitative techniques such as semi-structured 
interviews, focus groups along with discourse analysis and content analysis of images 

and texts produced to `sell' Spitalfields. 

Following Jackson (1999), 1 argue that the commodification of culture should not 
be treated or settled in an a priori way. I ground my research on empirical case studies 

that are richly textured with illustrations in everyday practice. Instead of assuming an 

either/or position, a grounded study can illuminate abstract discussions on 

commodification. The empirical site of the research is located in Spitalfields and a 

number of selected projects and organisations working with disadvantaged user- 

groups. The first site is the `Banglatown' zone in Spitalfields, which is an ethnically 

conscribed trading quarter, mainly focused on Bangladeshi/Indian food in Brick Lane. 

The second site is the Rich Mix Centre for London which is due to open in 2004. This 

is a locally grounded project that is a powerful statement on the area's diverse history 

and one which its planners hope will contribute more muscle to the local and national 

visitor econonmy. I consider the festivals/mclas and local mobilisations of protest by 

local young Muslims around the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq as opportunities for re- 

claiming public spaces. the logic of selecting these site" is linked to my research 
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interests of exploring the extent to which particular social groups use and appropriate 

specific spaces. In all these sites the desire to celebrate alternatiN e historic are 

coupled with the logic of profit making, as flagship projects by their nature are also 

active-place making events. Together the sites are kc\ spaces for the critical 

examination of Spitalfields' diversity and 'multi-cultural' spaces. To further 

interrogate participation and social inclusion I have selected a number of community- 

based projects that offer opportunities for involving young people in social change at 

the local level. In these organisations I have also focused on the responses in key sites 

from a selected number of young people, mainly British Bangladeshis and young 

Muslim women, to ascertain how these groups are responding and contributing to the 

politics of space in Spitalfields. Their views are important because they represent 

voices that are often excluded from regeneration practices. The voices of women and 

in particular Muslim women have been marginalized in local regeneration structures 

and their exclusion and alienation from the range of culture-led regeneration is a key 

concern. Officials frequently believe that they are reaching out to Muslim women on 

the understanding that Asian women are accessing their services. However, the use of 

Asian as a proxy identity for Muslims does not always enable Muslim women to 

participate fully in mainstream projects. Their involvement is a critical issue for 

representation and equity in the planning or take-up of public services. Bangladeshis 

as a population group suffer from extreme levels of poverty and disadvantage 

(Modood, et al., 1997; Gillborn and Mirza, 2000, Foreman, 1989, Eade, 1989). 

Over the past twenty years there has been a steady growth of work on this 

population highlighting different aspects of Bangladeshi life in the East End ranging 

from topics such as early settlers (Adams, 1987) family life (Pollen, 2002), 

contestation of space in Spitalfields (Keith, 1995; Jacobs, 1996), community 

involvement in the arts (Fremeaux, 2002), young Bengali women (Gavron, 1998), 

transnational networks (Garbin, 2003), women's life choices (Phillipson et al, 21001), 

gang discourses (Alexander, 2000), and war protests (BeUum and lade, 2004). 

Collectively these texts illustrate the multiple ways in British Bangladeshis intcrv cue 

in the narration of `race' and 'nation' in the East End. 
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Motivations for Study 

The motivations for my research are both academic and personal. The abundance of 
work in Spitalfields or the East End of London more broadly be-g.. " the question of 
what this particular study would add. I argue that the distinctiveness of 'multicultural 

capital' as a policy tool for regeneration marks a disjuncture in Spitalfields' history. It 
is a radical departure from depicting the East End's people as need,, welfare 
dependent or suffering from institutional and structural problems. The study's timing 
during a phase of intense change sets it apart as one of the few studies undertaken of 
the complex relationship between the new cultural industries, multicultural capital and 
the practice of selling places. These new forms of regeneration practices demand a 
different kind of interpretation that connects innovation, dynamism and success with 

alternative citizen practices and transformative politics. It is also a timely 
investigation as specific parts of Spitalfields, such as Brick Lane, are under intense 

public scrutiny for aesthetic and political reasons. 2 

The relevance of this research is two-fold. Firstly, this work connects distinct 

strands of research on urban change and identity politics. My own interpretation of the 

documented changes draws from a range of inter-disciplinary sources, namely urban 

studies, cultural geography, migration studies, and sociology of new ethnicities. I 

bring together theorisation on the economy, class, race and ethnicity with a relational 

understanding of public spaces as socially constituted and social relations as 

geographically located and stretched over space (Massey, 1994). Spitalfields' historic 

connections as the point where Britain meets the world provides a rich analysis of 
different vectors of power - class, race, gender, economy and culture. The second and 

more pressing reason is to use the research findings on Spitalfields to problematise 

and challenge current understanding of urban regeneration, economic development 

and social participation. This is partly achieved by interacting with decision-makers 

during the fieldwork and asking them to think differently about their own work. But 

most importantly the research findings will enable diverse residents to discuss as 

common concern, thereby contributing to each others' understanding of other 

2 The recent success of Monica Ale's Booker-prize short listed novel, Brick Lane (2003), is an example of the commod tv value 

of Brick Lane and stories about the people who live and work here. Shortly after the book was published the national 

reception to Ah was one of praise and adulation; there were also voices of protest from the communities of Brick Lane at their 

mis-representation and degradation of British Bangladeshi life in the novel. See S. Sandu's essay in the London Revwr. I 

Books, 2003. 
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perspectives, leading to greater self-awareness of residents on local regeneration 
issues. 

Like others who grew up in the East End, I, too, am guilty of nostalgia at the 

passing of an area where I spent my formative years. This research is then a personal 
journey in trying to understand the processes of change and to capture the 

perspectives of people who are still caught up in this ongoing process of change. What 

is unfolding in Spitalfields today is a long running battle between different, perhaps 

competing, development discourses - development as gentrification (which iiocuses 

on bringing in outsiders) and self-development (which focuses on the best of \\'hat is 

already there) and regeneration (which is an attempt to use a gloss o' er the 

supposedly less palatable notion of gentrification). It is not, however, a study into the 

gentrification of Spitalfields or the East End. 

As a local, female, Bangladeshi researcher negotiating the research encounter in a 

place that is the field and home presented particular methodological challenges for 

me. Classically `home' is separated from the 'field' by a physical, imagined and 

temporal distance. My location and fieldwork presented an interesting exercise in 

dislodging anthropological frameworks which spatialise the home as a place of 

sameness and the field as a place of difference (see Gupta and Ferguson, 1997). In 

geography, researchers have disrupted notions of the field and the home to produce 

situated research accounts that locate the identity of the researcher in the research 

relationship (Katz, 1994; Kobayashi, 1994; England, 1994; Nast, 1994; Pratt, 1998). 1 

approached my research with an understanding that research takes place at the 

intersection of the personal, the political and the academic. Revising the classic 

fieldwork encounter in anthropology, Gupta and Ferguson have argued that the 

position of `in and out' of the field rests on the idea that different cultures exist in 

discrete and separate places (1997: 35). The idea of the field' therefore rests on a 

static view of social phenomena, suspected in time'space and untouched by 

tlobalisation. The discussion of 'culture', 'field' and 'home' are immobile and 

unchanging and most importantly these static positions do not question the position of 

the researcher in the social construction of research itself. Clifford and Marcus 

describe attempts to fixed the field as an impossible situation goal: 

'Cultures' do not hold still for their portraits. Attempts to make them 
do so always involves simplification and exclusion, selection of a 
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temporal focus, the construction of a particular self-other relationship. 
and the imposition or negotiation of power relationship. (Clifford and 
Marcus, 1986: 10) 

Structure of Thesis 

The next chapter outlines discussions of multiculturalism and identity politics and the 
increasing prevalence of `culture' as a commodity in a global marketplace. I discuss 

the broad tenets of multiculturalism and associated concepts such as hvbridity, and 
their implications for thinking through multiculturalism in a place such as Spitaltields. 

I also draw out dimensions of space and feminist thinking on a located politics of 
difference, and the importance of place within these discussions. The literature on 

public space and the increasing semi-privatisation of so-called public spaces is also 
discussed in relation to the commodification of public spaces in urban planning. This 

discussion will open up a critical dialogue around the increasing self-zoning of public 

spaces and the desirability to encourage the `right mix' of' people in Spitalfields. 

Public spaces demonstrate the spatialisation of difference in stark ways. I also discuss 

the practice of commodification in relation to marketing difference to illustrate the 

relationships between identity, culture, capital, and public space in Spitalfields. 

In chapter three I outline the literature on city competitiveness, place marketing 

and multicultural capital. The prevailing debates of the commodification of culture in 

an urban environment have either been articulated as wildly exploitative or 

uncritically celebratory. I develop a position of ambivalence and argue for the 

possibilities of contradiction and multiple outcomes from both the politics and play of 

identity and the aggressive place marketing tactics that may accompany these 

processes. I present the research design and methodological considerations in chapter 

four. I have used a qualitative approach to collecting and analysing the data from a 

selected number of empirical sites. I have combined interview techniques, observation 

and discourse analysis to produce a critical and comprehensive methodology. I also 

discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using this methodological approach. I set 

out my own positionality in the research process. 

Chapter five is the first of mv four empirical chapters. I Set up the concept Of' 

Banglatown as a lens through which to analyse competing discourses of de\ eloopmcnt 

in Spitaltields. I use ßanglatown as a framework under which to discus. the changes, 

twists, and makeovers in Tower hamlets' regeneration history. I ask whether these 
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competing discourses promote a sustainable form of development that is inclusix c, not 

exclusive, and one that better reflects the needs of local people. Chapter six presents 

the more detailed policies and strategies to regenerate Spitalfields and highlight the 

emphasis on visitors and tourists introduced in chapter five. I analyse images and tc\t,, 

of the tourist landscape to produce findings that show recurring patterns of 

representations in Spitalfields which include/exclude certain types of people. I argue 

that the visual feast of images and publicity manages to disguise the exclusionary 

nature of images used to sell the area. Chapter seven explores the opportunities 

available for young people to take part in the regeneration process and draw s attention 

to the limitations present in the built environment and the availability of provision for 

youth generally. I examine the use of public space from the perspectives of young 

people and young Muslim women as two distinct social groups. I develop the idea of 

Spitalfields as a gender-differentiated space with cross cutting distinctions in class and 

ethnicity. Young people's sense of belonging is reaffirmed and devalued by public 

actions and performances such as the festivals, melas and anti-war demonstration. 

Finally, the last empirical chapter takes forward the ways in which young people are 

able to use organisational structures to make critical interventions in promoting their 

rights. It looks at the work of the Rich Mix Foundation and the Asian Dun Education 

Foundation in developing a vision for the future based on insurgent citizenship and 

cosmopolitanism. The distinctiveness of this chapter is its focus on organisational 

responses to the need to engage young people as future citizens. l'he overall aim of 

this chapter is to suggest alternative ways in which individuals ºnay react or respond 

to their circumstances. I discuss the critical interventions the commodification of 

difference can make in promoting inclusive regeneration practices. 

Chapter nine brings together the different findings from the empirical sections and 

sets out the key conclusions of this research. As this research is concerned 'ý ith 

communicating the findings to people affected by change, I present some idea. on 

how planners might use the findings to build a sustainable and inclusive basis für 

regeneration in the future. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Beyond Multiculturalism: Reifications, Transgression or 
Regression? 

Introduction 

The commodification of culture and space must be considered within the context of 

the history of debates about `multiculturalism' and identity politics. \\'here and how 

urban interventions work is related to the discussions on the role of multiculturalism 

and the state, discussed in this present chapter, to show how `identity' and place are 

sites of contestations. It is impossible to assess the politics of interventions in cultural 

sites without interrogating concepts such as multiculturalism, hybridity, gender, space 

and so on. This chapter begins with an overview of multiculturalism and its 

contestation in theory and practice. I explore the arguments for why multiculturalism 
has in many ways lost the political argument for promoting social justice for all, but 

nevertheless for many people, at the level of local politics and neighbourhood, it 

continues to hold significant value as a political goal. I present the range of criticisms 

against multiculturalism but concentrate mainly on its inadequacy to deal with 

`difference' and other axes of identification. 3 I focus on the project of 

multiculturalism(s) to assess how useful the concept of hybridity may be in promoting 

a progressive sense of politics. I devote some time to the concept of hybridity to 

assess its potentialities for transformative politics4. The overall argument of this 

research is on demonstrating the positive and negative outcomes that follow from the 

mobilisation of multiculturalism and cultural hybridity in regeneration programmes. 

How do concepts such as `multicultural capitalism' help bring about changes in the 

quality of people's lives`? Theoretical discussions on a 'globalised' space also show 

how ethnicity and culture can generate both exclusion and institutional racism 

simultaneously, and how the inclusion of difference can take the form of racial 

exoticism where minorities are valued for their cultural dowry. I do not interrouate 

3I do not focus on criticisms on the way in which the conflation of "race" and class has stalled progress on social justice 

because my research interrogates multiculturalism and hybridity discourses and does not seek to explain the relative merits of 

class and 'race' based strategies for political action. This explains the narrow focus of this review on identity politics and 

multiculturalisms and justifies the omission of broader criticisms from the left by diverse writers such as Fraser (2003), 

Harvey (2000), Young (1990) and Sivinandan (1990). 

4 By discussing identity politics and the politics of recognition, and new ethnic the,. I appear to have camped r1 yself against 

groups that focus on class based interventions as the primary form of intervention. This is not the case. The f tus of my 

research requires a sustained interrogation of the terrain of multiculturalism and the politics of identity, difference and so on. 
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these concepts by using the classic dichotomy between the "primacy " of 'race' and 
`class' politics as the key determinants of social change. Does bringing in space into 

discussions of multiculturalism and identity politics help to settle the left's internal 

disagreements on the 'race'/class impasse? As a consequence my framework does not 

pre-suppose 'class' as the primary force in history. The focus of my Study also pre- 

supposes with Brah and others a rejection of a 'politics constituted around the 

assertion of the 'primacy' of one axis of differentiation over all others (Brah, 

1996: 12). On a more practical level the examination of the wary in which culture 
broadly is mediated and produced for consumption necessarily calls for such an 

approach to the analysis of social change. Geographical ideas on thinking 'relationall`y 

about space' (Allen et al, 1998: 12) inform this study on Spitalfields. The locatedness 

of identity politics leads into the notion of spatial identities, as they are played out in 

the city, bringing into focus the centrality of space in identity formation. While it is 

important to situate this discussion within a broader international context by 

borrowing examples in the wider literature, I discuss the British example of 

multiculturalism to inform my fieldwork in Spitalfields. This would help to situate the 

debates closer to the circumstances of migrants in Spitalfields affected by changes in 

official multicultural policies and government reforms. The next chapter pulls 

together the preceding discussions into a critical framework on the commodification 

of culture in urban environments such as 'multicultural' London/ Spitalfields. 

Rethinking Multiculturalism 

Multiculturalism as a discourse lost considerable credibility in academic and policy 

circles in the mid 1990s. However the logic of multiculturalism still operates at the 

level of public policy discourses and as such warrants revisiting in order to 

disentangle its meanings for thinking about identity and difference. The term 

multiculturalism spans a jumble of principles, policies, and practices relating to the 

treatment of culturally distinct groups in the liberal-democratic polity. It tries to 

explain difference, more narrowly, cultural difference, and to find ways of 

accommodating difference inside outside the 'universal framework' of liberalism, 

predicated on notions of equal rights, that dominate in multi-cultural societies. 

Multiculturalism was first used as a public phrase in the 196()s in a Canadian policy 

statement, and became official policy in Canada in late 1960,, 19 Os and in : Australia 

in the 1970s. The right has \ iC\\-e'd the multicultural project as all attack on national 
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heritage and the perceived homogeneity social cohesion of their societies. \lanv on 
the left have also contested this shift as it views the dissolution of identities into 

multiple axes as undermining a common commitment to social justice and structural 

reform (Fraser, 2003; Harvey, 2000, Sivinandan, 1990). Today multiculturalism is a 

contested term and its related policies are subject to intense debate in self-declared 

`multi-cultural' countries such as Australia and in bicultural countries such as New 

Zealand. The extent to which official multicultural policies relate to actual material 

conditions of cultural groups presents a severe challenge for theorists of 

multiculturalism. In the United Kingdom official policy lags behind the reality of 

diversity in its populations and the contributions many minority groups have made to 

the national culture. In Canada and Australia where official multicultural policies 

have been accepted as the norm for the past two decades, inequalities and 

disadvantages between minority and majority groups persist to produce a unity- 

through-diversity model of national culture (Bennett, 1998). In the U. S. A 

multiculturalism is still a bottom up process by excluded groups to gain inclusion into 

mainstream society (Bennett, 1998). In France, the denial of difference and ethnicity 

is the standard government position on cultural matters, and assimilation is sought 

under the prevailing banner of secularism and universal French citizenship. France is 

also an example where ideas on modernity with an emphasis on secular values based 

on the principle of the separation of the church from the state, continue to close down 

possibilities for heterogeneity and difference (Feldblum, 1999; Sayad, 2004; Favell, 

2002; Schnapper, 1998). This manifests recurrently with renewed moves to outlaw the 
5 

wearing of religious symbols including headscarves by Muslim girls in state schools. 

In India, a country with many different ethnic, linguistic and tribal populations, the 

term multiculturalism is redundant, and in its place, the term secularism prevails, 

pointing to differences in religion as the fault-line for conflict. The increasing 

demands from minorities for cultural recognition continues to unsettle governments of 

multi-ethnic countries, though few, with the exception of France, still extort 

assimilation as an ideal. The essence of what is meant by 'multicultural' became even 

more fraught in the 2000s. The 'war on terror' which followed the terrorists attacks in 

New York and Washington on September 11 and the US-led invasions of: \f`ghanistan 

and Iraq in 2001- 2003, created climate of hostility for minority 'Muslim populations 

5 At the time of beginning this thesis in 2000 the veil issue was low-key discussion in France. By the end of 2003, it had 

climbed to election platform for mainstream political parties in France to use as a campaigning. The appropriateness of 

religious dress in public spaces was used to construct an artificial debate to obscure social issues in the French nr, er c, ties. 
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across the world, leading to the growing acceptance of xenophobia against minority 
Muslim populations. 

As this discussion has shown, the politics of multiculturalism is by no means 

uncontested. It illustrates the broader national policy backgrounds in which planning 

decisions are taken in so-called 'multicultural' neighbourhoods and localities. 

Multiculturalism presupposes a hegemonic narrative of the nation-state in which 

dominant myths of French, British, Australian or American national identity are 

equated with a myth of white exclusivity in which multiculturalism is acceded as, a 

concession to weaker groups or the 'Other'. The prevailing analytical terms'rcferences 

for the discussion on ethnic relations at the level of policy and popular representation 

tend to favour a single paradigm: that of majorities/minorities (Hall, 1999). The crude 

picture which this paradigm generates is that of a majority 'host' society, which is 

politically unified, culturally and socially homogenous in sociologist Gellner's 

sense, a classic nation-state providing one roof over one people and one culture (l lall. 

1999). This is in contrast to the minority groups, who differ in race, religion and 

culture between themselves, but who, in relation to British society, can effectively be 

seen as homogeneously `Other'. These analytical categories can strengthen groups' 

claims for inclusion into the body politic or the nation. They can exclude groups by 

legally erecting institutional barriers or symbolically and discursively by excluding 

references to bodies of difference in everyday representations. Such binary paradigms 

can be challenged on the grounds that they have a tendency to produce, by corollary, 

assimilationist models for governing or over-running minority groups. The majority 

`belong' broadly speaking to one culture - the national culture: and this 'sameness' or 

identity (Hall, 1999, Pratt, 1999) underpins their claims as citizens. The 'Others' do 

not belong and consequently their claims to citizenship are more problematic. The 

construction of a 'foreign' identity is also associated with weak claims to state 

entitlements. 

This explains to a great extent why the disturbances by minority youth or 

populations are treated in national media with a separate sense of panic than is 

generally associated with crimes or disturbances by the majority populations. Youth 

(`cc Hall. 1978) have frequently been the source of moral panic in man\ societies. In 

countries like Britain the convergence of' a moral panic around youth who are a1"o 

from minority populations different heightened the perception of' crisis. l: reyuentl\ 
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events in the streets dictate the direction of multiculturalism. The disturbance in the 
northern English towns in 2001 between dispossessed and angry young Asian" and 
the police revealed the inadequacy of policy-makers to comprehend the action, of 
young Asian men who were born, bred and socialised in the l'nited Kingdom 
(Kundnani, 2001). These disturbances followed from a series of events in the northern 
towns in which racist white gangs were attacking Asian communities and the failure 

of the police to provide protection from this threat instigated the clasheso. 

Crudely speaking, following Hall's earlier arguments, binary categories around 
`Us' and `Them', `Host' and `Alien' and so on represents one accurate assessment of 

ethnic relations: it represents how power, broadly defined, operates between the two 

communities. Difference and diversity are collapsed and compressed into a single 

oppositional category of `black' or `non-white' that is constructed as a negative 

constituent of the dominant category of `whiteness'. The binary construction also 
involves countless inaccuracies in other ways, the first being the treatment of White as 

a privileged and unproblematic category placed above differentiated and fragmented 

ethnic categories (Bonnett, 1997). The construction of the national census categories 
in the UK, for example, led to intense discussions during the devolution debate in the 

United Kingdom, on the need to dis-aggregate the exclusive category of `White' into 

English, Scottish, Irish and Welsh. Subsequent explorations of difference have used 

the psychoanalytic work of Fanon (1986) to re-apply dualisms to highlight how the 

doubling of hatred and desire are both constituent of the dominant *Self and its 

relations with the subordinate `Other' (Hall, 1988; Back, 1996). These arguments are 

explored in more detail on the later section on the commodification of' cultures. 

Although there are many variants of multiculturalism (see Modood, 1999), the 

popular assumption focuses around its singularity of purpose and policy. There are 

considerable differences in singularity and diversity in practice. On the level of 

everyday public discourses, the requirement of assimilation ranks groups according to 

their resistance to assimilation. Public debates on immigration and asylum in the IX. 

for example, tend to be conducted as a private discussion between people linked by 

kin, a discussion that treats immigrants and foreigners as outsiders to this public 

6 One lesson to emerge \%. iu a concerted ctl rn to focus on economicaII marrinali. cd '\%hitc' groups in the \orthcm I ngli%h to%%n. \%hosc 

percei cd 'discriminatory treatment as a major reason tor a lack ,I communn, and social cohc'lon (I Ionic ( )tticc (antic rcrorl 2001) 
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debate. A multiculturalism that places emphasis on a singularity, such as a respect tier 

secularism, may not necessarily include the right of religious `groups to teach their 
own faiths in state schools. On this model diversity is limited to a model of 
multiculturalism that respects only a secular intolerance of faith and denies the 

practice of religion in public spaces. 

1-here is also a singularity assumed in purpose and policy of multiculturalism that 
is at odds with the plurality of diversity in practice. The purpose of policy objectives 
is usually to achieve social cohesion between disconnected communities. However, 

this model implicitly relies on a nostalgic understanding of the past as being 

homogenous and conflict free. This was never the case anywhere. While the objective 

of social cohesion is warm and inviting it should not be forgotten that unity is a 

nostalgic, maybe impossible goal. Social cleavages have always been historical 

features in most societies. The current goal for social cohesiveness, in the UK in 

particular, assumes an impossible representation of the past that may never have 

existed. The emphasis on immigrations as the reasons for the disintegration of a 

cohesive society may be political expediency. The singularity of policy also assumes a 
homogenous model of diversity in contrast to a majority population. In practice there 

are many diverse groups, different to each other, and to the mainstream population. 

The appropriate model of multiculturalism should acknowledge this plurality of 

multiculturalism or diversity within diversity in both policy and practice. 

The limits of multiculturalism and anti-racism are illustrated by the invisibility of' 

women within representative roles and structures of power. In this sense 

multiculturalism reveals itself as a hegemonie masculinist discourse. It can be said 

with some force that women's voices get muted in unified 'community' viewpoints 

that on closer inspection turn out to be male perspectives. This is one reason \v by I 

have focused the perspectives of young Muslim women in my research as their voices 

get swept aside in the battle towards finding a representative '% dice' for multicultural 

communities, which is almost always exclusively male. Bran (1996) has drawn 

attention to the double disadvantage of many women, particularly South Asian 

Muslim women in Britain. South Asian NiusliIll women that have migrated also 

occupy a weak position \ is-ai-vis the 'majority' society, h\ virtue of' their 

displacement and difference. It is all too easy for academic discourse on 

multiculturalism and its related concepts to hide persistent social divisions of class 
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and gender. In my own fieldwork these differences are highlighted to produce a 

context based account of young women and men's relationship to home and space. In 

the case of the young Muslim women I encountered in my fieldwork, the distinction 

between private and public space was doubly inscribed: the women were out of 

place' with regard to their religious appearance in public spaces in Spitalt olds that are 
inscribed with `secular' multicultural values, and they are out of place' in public 

spaces outside of their homes, which are inscribed with dominant values of femininit%, 

and domesticity found in Bangladeshi working class traditions. 

Britain: A Journey of Multicultural Drift 

Britain's present status as a culturally diverse society has been described as a journey 

of multicultural drift rather than a process led by policy design (. cc The Paretih 

Report 2000). Britain is a multicultural society where there is resistance to its 

becoming a multicultural nation. This makes it an interesting case for study because 

of its indeterminate status. It is also important to place these national policies in the 

context of debates about culture and globalisation. Globalisation is heavy with 

implications for all spheres of social identity and life - the economic. the political, the 

environmental, as well as the cultural. The `local' is produced through the global and 

vice versa. The forces of new technology, globalisation and `time-space compression' 

have altogether created a sense of information flows, fragmentation, replacing what is 

now perceived to be a previous stability of homogeneity and community. The tern 

Iglocalisation ' is useful to explain the local-global dynamics in Spitalfields 

(Swyngedouw, 2003). Conversely people's sense of attachment to place may ha\ c got 

stronger under the new uncertainties and risks associated with globalisation (I larv-ey, 

1989; 1990). Since the collapse of bipolarity international relations there has been an 

increase in nationalist sentiments, leading to break-ups in large territorial nation- 

states. Thus the place of multi-cultural policies with its implied threat to a 

homogenised national culture, taking shape in a compressed and globalised 

environment is likely to be riddled with tension and difficult`,. London is leadin,, tile 

way in disrupting traditional notions of global and local scales with its history in 

international finance and knowledge intensive economic,,, which rely on de- 

territorialiied spatial maps. Inside London's imperial and post-imperial grid lies a 
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microcosm of a glocalised space in Spitalfields with subjects who exereiýe multiple 
identities and relationships across boundaries and scales. 

The political history of Britain in the 1970s and 1980s was characterised by the 

emergence of `black' as a political subject in the new left. This caused a rift between 

those critics and activists that were focused on the structural inequalities around the 

economic system and those who believed that 'race' or cultural' markers of 
difference also shaped the experience of inequality. The Salman Rushdie aftair' 
(1989) further demonstrated the complex ways in which discussions on identity could 

no longer be understood solely in terms of "race" or "class". The affair highlighted the 
differences between the seemingly divergent political paths adopted by different 

sections of Britain's `black' populations: the Afro-Caribbean and Asian communities 
(Modood, 1995). By the late 1990s the term multiculturalism seems to have faded 

from popular usage. The word `race' has been dropped in mainstream liberal politics, 

and become supplanted by black and minority ethnic groups to move away from 

earlier definitions of "race" and colour. These movements may have been calculated 

manoeuvres by anti-racists and rnulticulturalists to bury their differences. In its place 

the language of cultural diversity, social inclusion and exclusion has prevailed. 

The British state also re-oriented itself in the 1980s to embrace principles of 
deregulation, privatisation and the reduction of public subsidies. The old spaces in 

which multiculturalism might have been imagined as a positive goal seemed less and 
less effective but nevertheless the situation of black and minority ethnic populations 

also changed from a model of uniform disadvantage to a model of diversity in poverty 

and wealth. It is it now impossible to speak of a blanket record of disadvantage for all 

black and minority populations (Modood, 1997). 

The events surrounding the murder of Afro-Caribbean teenager, Stephen 

Lawrence, 8 called into question once again structural inequalities of racism that had 

been sidelined by multiculturalists in the previous debate. The charge of'institutional 

7 British-Asian author Salman Rushdie's novel The Satanic Verses (1989) caused international uproar in the Muslim 

populations across the world. Rushdie was forced into hiding in 1989, after the publication of the novel that the late Irin an 

Ayatollah Khomenei said blasphemed Islam. 

8 In April 22nd 1993 Stephen Lawrence, an 18-year old black teenager, was murdered in South London by a gang of racists 

because of the colour of his skin. No one has been punished for the murder. The investigation of the murder was marred by 

police incompetence and eventually led to a Home Office enquiry into the way in which the Metropolitan Police dealt with the 

murder investigation and the wider criminal justice system on 'race' matters. The McPherson Enquiry in 2000 produced a s, ,t 

of recommendations for public bodies to guard against the occurrence of unwitting and indirect discrimination. 
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racism' in British society has opened up public institutions to scrutiny on equality 
matters. Back's more recent work on the impact of the Lawrence Enquiry on South 
London's neighbourhood showed how the way in which public authorities deal with 

racism at the national level reaffirm racism and symbolic \ iolence at the local scale. 

as witnessed on the continual desecration of the murdered teenager's memorial 
(2003). 

The Runnymede Trust published an influential report on the Future of \lultiethnic 

Britain based on an independent commission investigating the state of 'race' relations 
in the UK. The report formed the first review of "race" relations since the enactment 

of the Race Relations Act in 1971. The Parekh Report, compiled by the Commission 

on the Future of Multi-Ethnic Britain states that 

people have competing attachments to nation, group, subculture, 
region, city, town neighbourhood and the wider world. They belong to 
a range of different but overlapping communities, real and symbolic, 
divided on cultural issues of the day. Identities, in consequence, are 
more situational. This makes Britain, contrary to stereotype, more 
open. (The Parekh Report, 2000: 25) 

The Trust's attempts to conceptualise multiculturalism without essentialising the 

notions of `culture' and `community' has met a mixed response from the public`'. The 

Report set out a series of recommendations for measures to be taken on the political 

level, mainly to tackle discrimination and inequality. The hostile public reception of 

the report and subsequent media discussion reveals the inability of the majority 

population to accept Britain's multicultural heritage. Stuart Hall, who served as a 

commissioner for the report, commented in The Observer, [as] the coincidence of the 

Windrush celebrations and the Stephen Lawrence Inquiry showed, it is perfectly 

possible for multiculturalism and racism to exist' (The Observer 2000, cited in 

Runnymede Trust website). 

The Politics of Difference and New Ethnicities 

The discussions on multiculturalism in the previous section describe only a partial 

segment of the debate on identity politics as it evolved since the 1990s. The framing 

9 Criticism has also been levelled at the report from academic circles. For example, Vertovec (2000) has pointed out, some 

ambiguities remain in how the Commission theorises a core belonging to the nation-state and the dynamics f ethnic and 

cultural group definitions. The 'new multiculturalism' advocated by the Parekh Report thus seems to underes! -, ite the 

transnational dimension of community forwattons, and the global scope has been undermined in favour of an emphasis on 

'the social cohesion in one nation' (Vertovec, 2000: 9). 
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of the debate from anti-racism in the 1970s to multiculturalism in the 1990s describe 
the change in modes, expressions and paradigms for discussion on identity. Opening 
these discussions is important in the context of the present time where institutional 

and political barriers close down such possibilities under the security discourse behind 
international terrorism. The discussions on difference and new ethnicities represent a 
step forward from old multicultural policies but they produce their own sets of 
limitations. These discussions point to the way in which the present study in 
Spitalfields can be both situated and interrogated. They also highlight the ways in 

which it is possible to situate discussions on commodification and culture to explore 
to what extent cultural regeneration strategies support social and political change. 

As a result of globalisation and mass migration, identities are increasingly 'doubly 
inscribed' (Hall, 1999). Individuals seem able to juggle multiple identities; they can 
feel `attached' to the places and cultures that formed the basis of their lives in the 

past; and they are able to develop loyalties to new places in which they find 

themselves in and build their lives. Hence identities have become `situational' and 

aspects of them `negotiable' upon the circumstances of oppression. It matters less on 

`where you're from' and more on 'where you're at' - less 'roots' and more 'routes' to 

use Clifford's phrase (cited in Gilroy, 1994). The central idea is identities are not pure 

or static, but change in new circumstances or by sharing social space with other 

heritages and influences. Similar observations have been made about women who live 

out the fragmentation of different parts of their identity in middle class homes and 

working class occupations (Pratt and Hanson, 1988). These 'lived' or 'concrete' 

identities give rise to seemingly contradictory parts of our identity, made up of 'partial 

fragments'. The most powerful idea this concept generates is thinking of identity as a 

form of syncretism (Gilroy, 1987). Speaking about Black identity, Gilroy argues that 

blackness is necessarily a syncretic identity for it has historically grown alongside, in 

interaction with, and influenced by dominant and dissenting European or white 

cultural forms. Thus our individual identities are fragmented through each constituent 

elements of our personality, but also played out through constituent social categories 

of difference that others assign to us. In short identities can be contradictory and are 

always situational. This view seems particularly focused on race and racism, and a 

development of political 'blackness'. Young people in cities ha\ e used this strategic 

use of the political term 'blackness' in spaces as diix erne as l : urope and \orth America 

and some parts of' Africa and Asia to develop syncretic forms of youth identity to 
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emphasise their difference from establishment and authority by carving out 'black' 

expressive cultures as a dissident form of play. The growing importance of the global 

scale to identity formation has contributed to this process of syncretic, contradictory 

and situational identities. 

Theorising the theme of diaspora is necessary in order to ground the discussion of 

Spitalfields' incoming diasporic populations. Intensification of international migration 

has fuelled research interest into diasporic identities that are both local and global. 

Diaspora are networks of trans-national identifications encompassing 'imagined' and 

`encountered' communities (Brah, 1996: 196). The migration of people continues to 

transform the composition of society in the past and in the present, too, into a complex 

and heterogeneous grid of populations. Diaspora challenges the notion of a fixed 

`place' and re-defines place as a fluid and moving scale, in doing so the notion calls 

into question conventional understandings of `space' and 'place' both on an analytical 

level and in the realm of everyday practice. The experience of migrant or diasporic 

people is central to contemporary societies (see Appadurai, 1990). The presence of 

diaspora in a locality can give it a dynamic and transgressive characteristic (Gilroy, 

1987). For Brah the concept of diaspora offers a critique of fixed origins, while taking 

account of a homing desire (Brah, 1996: 197). She argues that the concept of diaspora 

refers to multi-locationality within and across territorial, cultural and psychic 

boundaries. As she puts it, 'Diasporas are places of long term, if not permanent, 

community formations, even if some households or members move on elsewhere [... ] 

diasporas are also potentially the sites of hopes and new beginnings. They contested 

cultural and political terrains where individual and collective memories collide, 

reassemble and reconfigure' (Brah, 1996: 197). Spitalfields' diasporic profile brings to 

the locality a counter-narrative of transgression that can be mobilised collectively at 

different moments in history -- such as anti-racist protests in Brick Lane or in ordinar-"v 

and everyday moments in the appropriation of space through protests and festi\ als. 

Diaspora is therefore an unstable and trangressive category and is critical in the 

theorisation of Spitalfields as a radical space. 

Others such as Hall (1988) speak of the emergence of new ethnicitic`' where 

questions of identity are subject to particularly intense negotiation over time and 

space. This 'ne\v- ethnicities' thesis was central in setting the tone and shape ot' 

debates on multiculturalism in the 1990s. which others took up and elaborated in other 
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contexts. Gilroy (1993) opened up intercultural and transnational perspectives on the 

study of Black British culture. He argued that the slave trade and its consequences 

created a trans-national link to America, the Caribbean, Africa and Europe that 

emerged as the black Atlantic diaspora. This trans-national link did not exist before 

the age of colonialism, imperialism and later decolonisation. For both Hall and Gilroy 

identities are subject to complex negotiations, and youth culture in particular played a 

special role in negotiating racial identities and in dealing with the oppressive effects 

of racism (Hall, 1988; Gilroy, 1993). Much of this theorising ignores how religion or 

other cultural traditions that intersects with `race' and `ethnicity' (for a critique of this 

kind see Modood, 1999). Nevertheless these broad theorisations set the context under 

which South Asian identities may be discussed and taken forward. Hall managed to 

revive the concept of ethnicity in a new guise to argue for complexity, contingency, 

and congruence of race, class, and gender in people's lives. Again, the reason for 

revising this concept was a political and strategic decision, not an intellectual or 

analytical one. Like Spivak (1988) before him, the context for writing on difference 

and ethnicity, was always a political imperative. 

Qualifying Hybridity Talk 

There is a growing literature on liminality, transgression, border existences, in- 

between spaces (Bhabha, 1992; de Lauretis, 1988), or third spaces (Soja, 1990) that 

points to the centrality of hybridity as a key concept in multiculturalism. Hybridity 

occupies distinct position within this thesis as a whole and therefore I want to 

critically unpack the ten-n. These theories of hybridity have emerged out of post- 

colonial and diasporic studies to explore the conditions of hybridity produced by 

immigration, exile, or in the existence of borderlands, or `junctures of cultures' that 

become sites for `blending and clashing'. These authors share a view of hybriditv as 

sites of interventions in narratives of race, which spark off progressive politics For 

transnational cultures. They also share an attempt to locate identity and culture in the 

realm of the beyond, in a transitory moment where space and time cross to produce 

complex figures of difference and identity (Bhabha, 1994). These 'in-bet teen' spaces 

provide the grounds for elaborating strategies for selfhood or, more narrmOy. identity. 

bell hooks has articulated how her movement across bounded places can lead to an 

oppositional consciousness (hooks. 1990): 
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For me this space of radical openness is a margin -a profound edge. 
Locating oneself there is difficult yet necessary. It is not a ". safe ' place. 
One is always at risk. One needs a community of resistance. (hooks, 
1990: 149). 

Hybridity is described as a state of play that undermines authority and displaces 
binaries upon which the status quo rests. Refusing to accept its fixed definitions 

ascribed by dominant actors, the hybrid intervenes and unsettles, and trans rests 
these fixed and categories. In moving beyond the prescribed nonnative borders. the 
hybrid calls into questions the establishment of power relations. Through its shuffling 

manoeuvres between borders, the hybrid is then represented as a libratory force, 

usually for the good, and ushers in new possibilities for alliances and movements. 
Bhabha and hooks also share an epistemological concern with breaking away from 

a sense of `cultural contemporaneity' - the linear and homogenous course of history 

to establish what Walter Benjamin (cited in Bhabha, 1994) has called 'a conception 

of the present as the "time of the now"'. For both writers, the intervening space 

`beyond' becomes a space of intervention in the here and now. Time is conflated with 

space to produce an interventionist account of politics. Such insights into disruptive 

dialectics of history point to shifts in social sciences in understanding the world 

through alternative frameworks to temporal and sociological imaginations. It is useful 

to bear in mind just how these shifts from essentialised frameworks relate to the 

project of multiculturalism. Hall describes the work of racism as being directed to 

secure us 'over here' and them `over there' to fix each race into an appointed place 

(Hall, 1996). The conflation of time, space and place therefore tells a story of peculiar 

stories of power relations which theories of hybridity disrupt and re-produce to create 

alternative histories and accounts of the 'here' and 'now'. This concern is strongly 

featured in the work of human geographers on space. 

Hybridity, too, has produced its own set of criticisms, much of which is related to 

the way in which it detracts from class based movements. Hvhridity may appear to be 

a loaded class-ridden concept and hides structural inequalities. In a related but 

separate critique Back has questioned the historical representation of hybridity in 

contemporary writings, which fail to show earlier accounts of hyhridity that celebrates 

forms of hyhridity such as fascism (Back. 1996: 145-146, see also Young, 1995). Back 

therefore pushes the limitations of 'hvhridity' further by examining the ways in which 

the concept is applicable to racist ethnicitics (1996) and svncrctistic fascism (2002). 
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Looking at fascist cultures and their syncretic quality Back shows how these 

movements can assimilate difference without contradiction while at the same time 

advocating bringing terror and violence to minority groups (Back, 2002: 150). 

The most repugnant and genocidal movements have been, and continue 
to be, for want of a better world - hybrids. This should stand as a 
salutary reminder to those of us who want to embrace with cautious 
optimism, what Salman Rushdie has termed the project of "change by 
fusion" [Rushdie 1991: 394]. (Back, 2002: 146). 

Hybridity talk is not distributed evenly between all countries where minority groups 
have settled. It is only found in countries where the minority group is 'oppressed', 

calling into question the proposed assumptions of inequalities in power. So far it 

seems a one-way process in which unequal minority groups are being called to adapt 

and adjust to more powerful traditions10. 

Most, importantly the arguments that suggest hybridity to possess a liberating 

potential follow on from arguments on the repressive aspects of essentialism. The 

answer to repressive essentialism is not always aggressive hybridity. An alternative 

may be theorised on the historicized understanding of how `cut n mix' strategies have 

evolved over the years. Following Brah this view invites us to draw attention to 

historically contingent relationships and space without falling back on reductionist 

class models, or essentialist alternatives. As Back argues, 

We cannot really neatly divide the debate on ethnicity and identity into 
"repressive essentialism" on one side and " liberating hybridity" on the 
other. (Back, 2002: 150) 

A similar argument is also found in Anderson's (2000) work on post-colonial urban 

encounters where she writes, ` neither people nor commodities move randomly, these 

itinerant attachments invite exciting possibilities for rethinking migrancy, but in ways 

sensitive to colonial legacies and the distinct class variable formations of already 

constituted spaces' (2000: 12). 

Mitchell's (1997) account on the Hong Kong Chinese population in Vancouver makes 

a similar plea to re-examine the hype of hybridity. Hybridity can promote the 

potential for an oppositional politics, or it can reduce the possibilities for bringing 

10 The notion of toleration is inherently unequal, for in what sense, does a majority culture ask to be tolerated? The question can also 

be asked of minority groups in a relatively better off position: does a privileged ex-patnot minonty community in Saudi Arabia ask to be 

tolerated by the Saudi majority in their purpose built compound homes' Younger generations of minority ethnic groups may reject 

notions of tolerance, which bestows upon them a structured and unequal status. 
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about change, the outcomes varies and changes over time. Her main concern. 
however, are that such theories need to be contextualised, and grounded empirically to 

gain any credibility or meaning. She interrogates some of these assumptions on the 

grounds that these arguments for third spaces occur in abstract. de-territorialized ways 

and miss the way in which hybridity is strategically used for economic gain. The 

Hong Kong Chinese population of Vancouver has been able to make substantial 
interventions in Canadian narratives of `race' and nation. large-scale property 
development in Vancouver in the late 1980s was supported by the flow of the Hong 

Kong Chinese money. Older, longer-settled residents of Vancouver experienced the 

tide of gentrification and rising house prices, funded by the Hong Kong dollar. 

Increasingly the rapid transformation of the city became associated with large-scale 

immigration, the demolition of homes, and construction of new, unaffordable private 
homes. Local people organised community-based resistance to the redevelopment of 

their neighbourhood and their resistance in particular was organised along the 

preservation of parks, gardens and trees. She concludes that hybridity is so often 

treated as a self-evident good, whereby writers are no longer required to demonstrate 

its relevance with empirical evidence. The demolition of trees and gardens caused the 

greater anger than the demolition of homes. Mitchell argues that the tress were linked 

with an image of the city that was enmeshed into Vancouver's streetscapes to revoke 

`pastoral Britain of the pre-industrial era' (1997: 543 ). They were interpreted as a 

symbolic link to an `imagined aristocratic past, but also as a bulwark against chainge. 

particularly the influence of change brought in from the outside' (1997: 544). Thus the 

power of the Hong Kong dollar was able to disrupt the Anglo-Saxon roots of the city, 

which may be described as a progressive and disruptive outcome, but at the same 

time, the arrival of the I long Kong Chinese population into Vancouver brought %\ ith it 

the ideology of free trade and free markets. The counter-narrati\ es of roots therefore 

becomes associated with the narrative of capitalism, and thus these ne%\ "inter" of 

`trans-national culture' become sites that produce capitalism and free trade 

(1997: 549). 

Such criticisms doe not reject out-right the possibilities for imagining alternatiNe 

futures. Instead with Mitchell, ; Anderson and other., antue fier a situated account Of 

hvhridity leaves open different possibilities ushering in change or counter-politics. 

Anderson, for example, in her earlier provocati\ e Stucdv On ('hinatown" in \(, )rth 
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America, has argued that in mapping our race polarities as unstable and contradictor' 
it is possible to uncover alternative political alliances and futures. It is this instability 

and alternative vision of the future that offers a promise for better prospects. I explore 

some of these arguments in Spitalfields where similar development logic operates 

around commerce, multiculturalism, and hybridity. 

An empirically situated account of multiculturalism and hybridity can demonstrate 

both these possible multiple and contradictory outcomes. Mitchell and Anderson", 

work raise several issues for consideration in my own research site as an example of 

the kind of interventions that are possible in relation to `race' and nation. The 

ramifications are directly related to the benefits produced by re-imagining Spitalfields 

through a visitor economy that primarily markets difference for its economic 

potential. 

Finally, there is an even more serious danger in the use and appropriation of 

`culture' in urban design and political developments. The risky of letting culture 

explain too much obscures power relations and often leads to racial typifications, 

sometimes with dangerous consequences. Anderson in her studies of race, ethnicity, 

gender and class sums this political concern in the following way: 

It's surely the case, therefore, that the scripting of immigrants in racial 
terms and the encoding of Chinatown as an "ethnic" space in the 
speech and practices of such officials feed into the complex matrix of 
oppressions currently shaping this district's fortune. Just as "culture 

seems to be the prison of 20"' century Aborigines" (Muecke 1992, 

p 18), where anything that happens for Australia's Aborigines is read in 

terms of an Aboriginal identity [... ] so too the race typification of 
"Chinese" works to obscure other vectors of power as their protection. 
It follows that to write a more inclusive Chinatown story requires one 
to draw on the reciprocal determinations of (at least) class and race, 

economy and culture'. (Anderson, 1998: 209) 

Anderson's work on the social construction of Chinatown in the mid l990s reflected 

shifts in on the 'cultural turn' in the social science in thinking about fluid identities. 

new ethnicities and social movements described earlier on in this chapter. The shitting, 

theoretical terrain pointed towards the study of minority populations in dificrent 

vectors of power. It' identities are multiple, shitting between possible axes of 

identification, and variably positioned. then the task of charting the varied processes 

by which difference is constituted is a major task for researchers engaged iii work on 

urban spaces. Identities that are racial, sexual and clasped, are all implanted in 
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frameworks of power. A similar sense of concern and danger can he applied to the 

construction of Spitalfields as a Bengali space. In discussions of identity it is 

important to pay attention to power relations to produce a more accurate account of 
identity politics, as played out in a multicultural space such as Spitalfields. 

Some of these observations can be met by considering the contributory role of 

power relations in the construction of identities (Massey. 1994). The lack of emphasis 

placed on power within hybridity discourses invites the charges of essentialism - that 

is using culture to explain too much of everything to the point that culture O\ er- 

determines social, economic and political phenomena. Exploring power relations 

behind the formation of identity allows Massey and others to give insights into the 

subtle ways in which the competition over identity, resources, rights to citizenship, 

and space are framed in and through difference that are variously constituted and are 

also determined by the context in which they take place. Jacobs and pincher term this 

conceptualisation of power linked with identity not simply as a 'loc'ated politics (? / 

difference' (1998: 2). They argue that multiple axes of identity can converge and 

conflict both at the same time. This is also a similar argument that Brah (1996) makes 

in her ideas about the politics of intersectionality. 

These observations and analyses have several implications for my own research in 

Spitalfields. An intense competition is underway over redevelopment, space and 

representation. Power and powerlessness shift between individuals and groups 

depending on the nature of the situation and circumstances. In some cases %ý bite 

working-class communities are as powerless as their Bengali and Somali working 

class neighbours; in other situations, white working class groups are more powerful in 

relationship to their ties to a hegemonic national 'white' identity. in other cases small 

businessmen, irrespective of their class and ethnicity. are powerful by Virtue OI' a 

redevelopment landscape that rewards enterprise and commerce o% er social goal". 

Women, youth and the elderly within all these populations are relatively powerless in 

the context of regeneration frameworks that reward male achievements and 

contributions in representative structures. More importantly Bangladeshis in lo ver 

Hamlets are represented in strength in the Borough's political composition and 

therefore wield collective power in the local governance , tructures (I ade, 1989: 

Garbin, 003). This political power does not yield collective benefits for either the 

Bangladesh population at large or the constituency population at large. \one of these 
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dynamics of identity are explained by recourse to cultural explanations and %ct 
minorities are subject to analysis and justifications for their behau iour, «elfare needs 

and business needs through a cultural framework. At best this demonstrates a 

patronising attitude to minorities, at worst it leads to naming and blaming failures of 

policies on the shoulders of minority communities. 

Multicultural Mosaic or Cosmopolitan Conundrum 

In this section I outline Sennett's (1994) arguments on the limits of multiculturalism 
in cities, which stands as a warning against the danger of commodifvin`g semi-public 

spaces such as the streets. I wish to expand on the descriptions of seemingly 

multicultural spaces provided by Sennett in his analysis of an iconic symbolic 
landscape of Greenwich Village in New York City. I use Greenwich Village in this 

instance as a deficit model of citizenship, particularly in multicultural relations. I do 

this to reveal the paucity of social relations and civic connectedness in a place like 

Greenwich Village with its trappings of bohemian life and appetite for multicultural 

ambience. People's attachments to each other, across social and cultural divides, are 

limited and fragile, easily broken. Sennett's writings on urban living connect the 

themes of the city, social diversity and cultural change. Although commentators have 

exhaustively used Sennett's writings on Greenwich Village, New York, they are still 

useful to explore questions of diversity for future cities (Jacobs, 1996; Neww man, 

1997; Sandercock, 1998). Writing about Greenwich Village, Sennett (1994) describes 

the lived reality of the city today as 'indifference to difference'. New York is in 

the mind's eye because it represents the city of difference, a city that is the meeting 

point for people from all over the world. It is a visually engaging scene, and vet he 

states 'one's eye often provides misleading social information about the diversity' 

(1994: 356-7). Difference and diversity co-exist in bohemian and multicultural 

quarters of urban areas but each group keeps strictly to its own territory or activities. 

Sennett comments further, 'difference and indifference co-exist in the life of the 

Village; the sheer fact of diversity does not prompt people to interact' (1994.3-57). 

This is a worrying observation, which can be applied to other multicultural urban 

places in comparable cities such as Paris, and in London. For Sennett a chief Concern 

is how to move from this indifference to a state of connectedness with others, many 

of whom will be strangers. 
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If New York's history poses the general question of whether a civic 
culture can be forged out of human indifference, the Village poses a 
more particular question: how that diverse civic culture might become 
something people feel in their bones. (Sennett, 1994: 359) 

There is very little awareness of people's commonality in Greenwich Village. The 
idea that the stranger and the citizen share a similar threat from environmental threats 

or the breakdown of social trust escapes the minds of both groups. This seem.,, a 
shallow defence of diversity. Sennett's concern is whether the best that can be hoped 
for is the daily practice of toleration, of benign neglect, which he observes among his 

neighbours in the Village, or whether it is possible for such a multicultural city to 
have a common civic culture. `Life in Greenwich Village exemplifies perhaps the 

most we have been able to achieve: a willingness to live with difference, though a 
denial this entails a shared fate' (Sennett, 1994: 370). This image of New York is 

depressing and portrays a microcosm of complex urban problems. Ills observation of 

urban life in New York implies a hollow state of multiculturalism present in An`gIo- 

Saxon countries (Sennett, 1994: 370). This analysis does not suggest that the record of 

multiculturalism is better elsewhere; it only serves to highlight the laudable claims to 

multi-cultural states today. 

There is a fine line between benign toleration (respecting difference) and benign 

neglect (respecting difference as long as it is left in the private domain) found in the 

streets of bohemian quarters of cities such as London and New York. Ironically 

writers like Sennett (1994) and Sandercock (1998) to name but at C\\, look forward to 

a cosmopolis in the future despite the official promulgations of multicultural societies 

in countries like the USA, United Kingdom and Australia. Their conclusions suggest 

that the ideal of cosmopolis is an idea, a vision, and a state of mind. But the principles 

each writer outlines - the principles of cosmopolis as ideal/ new concepts out of social 

justice, citizenship, community and public interest - are tangible, substantial and can 

be put in practice. 

A Divided Left 

As the preceding sections have made clear it is critical to ask how these ditl'u. "ed 

analytical debates contribute to a politics of' intervention or resistance. The 

considerations of a politics of difference and a politics of social justice (the two are 

not mutually exclusionary, of course) bring into sharp focus the internal debate,, in the 

political left on the direction of identity politics and its co)mmitmcflts and priority to 
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social and political change. In many self-proclaimed 'multicultural' societies 

structural inequalities intersect with cultural and social identities to produce racism. 

sexism and institutional racism. This traditional rift bet\\ een proponents of 

multiculturalism and anti-racism in the late 1980s becomes ever more confused in the 

variety of feminist critiques of multiculturalism. Feminists like Spivak (1988) have 

developed the idea of `strategic essentialism' for the sake of political mobilisation. 

Other feminists see serious problems with the analysis of post-modern and alternative 

non-essentialist deconstructionist approach in dealing with 'difference' ()'uval-Davis. 

1996). Terms such as `contingent identities' and 'hyphenated feminisms' detract from 

asymmetrical and systemic power relations (Yuval-Davis, 1996: 203). The discourse 

on race however is divorced from any recognition of the politics of racism (hooks, 

1999) or redistribution and social justice (Fraser, 2000). The development of 

multiculturalism and diffused identity discourses such as difference, diaspora, and 

hybridity, has thrown the political unity of the left into disarray over questions of how 

best to achieve social justice or social and political change. This internal debate on the 

left continues to unsettle many post-modern writers who have in the past helped to 

dislodge thinking on essentialist 'racialised' research projects. It is reflective of an 

internal debate on the left around the politics of intervention and the politics of 

recognition (see discussions by Nancy Fraser and Iris Marion Young in the New Left 

Review, 1997; 2000). 

In appreciating the inter-related pressures of different axes of identifications in 

different moments of history and in specific spaces Brah, develops a theory on the 

`politics of inter-sectionality' (1996). She addresses the relationship between 

structure, culture and agency, describing them as `mutually inscribing formations'. 

therefore developing an understanding of some of the ways gender, race and ethnicity, 

class and religion can intersect and interact with internal dimension of the self at any 

given moment. Her work has been particularly relevant for the analysis of South 

Asian Muslim populations where there is an `inter-sectionality of racism, gender, 

generation and class as a_fbrniutiºvcc dynamic within processes of the global. national. 

regional and local rc'. ct -ucturing of labour markets' (Brah, 1996: 10). 

I'he debate on whether to organise around "race" or class or hyphenated identities 

is a serious one in Spitalfields \\here the construction of' Spitalfields as a '13cngali' 

space is sometimes justified as a defensive space. The notion of' 'strate`iic 
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essentialism' is a dominant theme in Banglato«vn. These ambivalent positions on 

essentialisms and anti-essentialism are discussed in chapter five. 

Does Space Help? 

In attempting to understand the precise relationship between essentialist and anti- 

essentialist development strategies I have sought insights from geographical thinking 

to help inform my own theoretical ideas for the research. 

Human geographers now talk about `relational thinking' as a way to move beyond 

binary fixes. Simplistic dualisms inform reductionist terms such as North-south, 

black-white, majority and minority and so on. As part of an emphasis on relational 

style of thinking, human geographers highlight 'complex entanglements' and 'co- 

existing multiplicities' in contrast to the old paradigms (Massey et al, 1999). Many 

geographers stress the importance of using spatiality in an equal sense to historicity 

[the temporal] and sociality [the sociological] (Massey, 1994.1999, Soja, 1996). For 

some, this reconceptualising is part of a larger epistemological critique of grand 

narratives and 'totalising discourses' that limit the scope of new possibilities for 

knowledge. The reconceptualisation of space fits into similar critique against the 

essentialising of race and gender, against the construction of monolithic accounts of 

faiths, and against the constructions of fixed boundaries of households, cities and 

state. 

Bhabha (1994), reacting mostly against liberalism, writes that the recurrent 

problem with liberal notions of equality is that they contain a non-differential concept 

of cultural time (1994). He explores the positions of minority identity outside the 

borders of states. He suggests that we must reject binary categories such as 

part/whole, outside/inside of states, for they do not recognise the disjuncti\ e, 

'borderline' temporalities of partial, minority cultures. It is argued that borderline 

phenomena cannot be explained within dominant framc\\ orks of power (Marxist or 

liberal). Partial cultures, (some old, and others provoked by new negotiations) are not 

neatly categorised. Their unpredictability and undefined quality suggest that they are 

better characterised as 'third spaces'. Bhabha asserts that if we want to dive value to 

the cultures of minorities, we cannot simply affirm the authenticity and roots of partial 

cultures for that would mean measuring the value of these Culture` according to 

temporal milestones that belong, to liberal capitalism and its ladder of progress. 
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Instead, says Bhabha, we must re-orientate its positioning away from the 'host' or the 
dominant categories. Bhabha views minority identity as a collective performance of 
historical reconstruction, and sees this re-orientation as temporal rather than 

territorial. The minority culture is defined by a post-colonial views of histor% as 
`behind' or `belated' in time, still trying to catch up and conform itself to modernity 

or the West. The invention of the nation-state is seen as crucial in setting in stone the 

terms of reference for all cultures in this modern period. 

Bhabha believes that these `partial' cultures of minorities are 'temporall`y 

disjunctive', and are not simply contemporaneous with the modernity of the dominant 

culture nor simply out of date', lagging behind that modernity. It is temporall", 'in- 

between' and does not fit into binary models. Minority cultures' potential power to 

disrupt and unsettle linear histories is more compelling for Bhabha as a strategy for 

resistance. This connection to space and power may absolve him from the many 

criticisms that hybridity theorists are unable to answer. Bhabha, however, fails to 

make this connection between space and hybridity explicit. His conception of cultural 

time (or the lack of time lag) is critical to conceptualising resistance and minority 

agency in ways that are subtler than an exclusive analysis of `third space' or 

`borderland' suggests at first glance. 

Bhabha's conception of minority agency resonates with Massey's work on 

spatiality (Massey, 1994; 1999), though Bhabha uses the word `temporal' in a 

different sense from Massey. The privileging of time over space in social analysis has 

led to restricted possibilities for social change. Reversing the temporal imagination 

suggests a shift towards spatiality and the application of a time-space analysis to 

social phenomena. For Massey and Soja, the `lived' world of 'simultaneous 

multiplicity of space' cross cuts, intersects, aligns with other 'lived' experiences, or 

even exists in contradictory relations, to produce an understanding of space that is 

alive and amorphous. This is the case because individuals experience social relations 

in space, or of space, differently: some negotiate the terms of engagement, others 

exercise less control, but all nevertheless hold different positions in the time space. 

From this analysis from Massey. wt e get a sense of disparate groups 'pulling' at the 

seams or intersections. or using Bhabha's concept, 'third space' so aý to produce a 

dynamic processes that may also result in fourth spaces and fifth spat s and so on. 

Presumably this reproduction of spaces continues indefinitely, as the dynamism 
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becomes built into the process itself. As Massey (1994) has remarked, phenomena 
themselves may be placed in relationship to one another, to provoke new -social 
effects. Massey's real concern is to re-conceptualise time-space compression, which is 

to develop ideas on space and place in terms of social relations (1994: 2). Thinking of 

space in terms of `stretched-out social relations' allows us to appreciate the 

constitutive role that space can and does have (Massey, 1994: 2) In other words, space 
is not an empty and immobile concept outside of politics, but one with potential to 

disrupt social and power relations, with much more force than the 'partial' identities 

that Bhabha provokes. Although Bhabha continually teases us with spatial metaphors, 

he fails to ground his thinking on third space any further to speak of social relations 

that are embedded in power. Such a view challenges any possibility of claims to a 

timeless history around which notions of modernity and/or globalisation are based. 

Although hybridity is offered as a transgressive, counter-hegemonic and 

interruptive model for intervention, it fails to gather an explicit dimension of 

spatiality, which offers the promise of giving back to minoritised groups their own 

situated and subjective histories of home and place. Chow has argued that the critical 

potential of the concept of hybridity depends on the context in which it is deployed 

(cited by Friedman, 1998). Linked to Chow's point, I would add, with Pratt (1992) 

thinking of hybridity it may only be meaningful to consider identity, and therefore 

difference, with particular places at specific moments in time. The above analysis 

sheds considerable light on my own research and participants. The significance of 

urban social identities as lived identities which are at the same time viewed as social 

relations stretched out in time and space in Spitalfields. This is a space marked out by 

a temporal and geographical, and a 'cultural time' suggests an enormous sense of 

instability and disruption that makes politics possible and probable. It is possible to 

articulate Spitalfields as a space of radical openness, or a space of 'unassimilated 

otherness' (Young, 1990) is not ruled out. By taking into account the instability of 

space and the possibilities of social change that may be sparked from this instabilit\ I 

locate Spitalfields als a space of openness and critical exchange. The involvement of 

weak groups to shape and change the representation of the city is fundamentally about 

claims to the city or the right to the city (1. efehvre, 197, N). The Xalue of the religious 

identities of British-Bangladeshis challenges modernist assumptions about the 

separation of religion and state as progress in all circumstances. The agency of 
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British-Bangladeshis to intervene in space to shape a radical or progressive future is 
testimony to the valorisation of the spatial against the temporal frameworks found in 

grand narratives on social change. 

These conceptual ideas on a progressive sense of space and its relationship to 
people is central to articulating a vision of Spitalfields as an example \v here difference 

and interrelationships not only make it possible to in% est positive meaning to the 

alternative histories of marginalized groups - migrant and working class populations 
but suggests a framework where difference is central to a sustainable future for 
Spitalfields diverse communities. Massey's conceptualisation of space is connected to 
the way in which difference is re-imagined as a positive asset in city planning and 
therefore touches at the heart of this thesis - the commodification of multicultures in 

Spitalfields. 

Conclusion 

Urban citizenship - the right to belong, or the right to the city (Lefebvre, 1978) 

remains a contested right for many people in the inner urban environment. In setting 

out these discussions on identity politics, spatial politics and the impact and potential 

of commodity cultures to reify or transgress stereotypes, I have attempted to outline 

the wide lens under which forms of transgression can take place. I am interested in 

exploring the scope for participation of social groups and their belonging in emerging 

urban regeneration programmes in Spitalfields. I have outlined the discussion on 
identity, space, and `culture' versus economics as the primary basis for intervention to 

set the context of my thesis. Whilst this approach opens up the thesis to a broader 

perspective, it is has been a necessary task in order to locate this inter-disciplinary 

study. This thesis has a narrower focus on the forms of interventions by strangers and 

citizens in their encounters and relationships with each other. I am interested in the 

encounter of difference between strangers and citizens and the possibilities for 

interventions from this spatial and political encounter in urban environments like 

Spitalfields in Fast London. I develop the argument that such encounters lead to 

unpredictable and destabilising outcomes that broaden individual experience', and 

enhance self-development (Ahmed, ? 000). This suggests that spaces such as the `Last 

Fnd' of London or Spitalfields are prototype global spaces and more. I low do 

strangers and citi/ens mitigate the impact of essentialising strategies or homogenising 
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grand narratives? The multiple identities of people li% ing and working in the area are 
invested with power to create, invent or invert power positions across local, national 

and global scales. The degree to which traditional concepts of rights and citizenship 

are being revised to accommodate difference and the development of inclusive 

policies for strangers marks a rupture with modernity itself. This analysis suggests 

that the relationship between multiple identities, citizenship and culture-led 
interventions is both intimate and complex. The politics of this intervention is the 

subject of the next chapter. In chapter three I look at how the commodification of 

place and culture forms a distinct feature in city competitiveness. The competition for 

market advantage has changed the traditional function of public agencies, bringing 

into question the role of public agencies and their interventions in public spaces. Are 

social and economic inequalities reinforced and maintained in the race for competitive 

cities? Or do public agencies demonstrate a shrewd understanding of business 

potential and social regeneration? 
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CHAPTER THREE 

City Competitiveness, Place Marketing and Multicultural 
Capital 

Introduction 

A discussion of commodification is partly linked to an academic literature on the 

impact of globalisation. Discussion of the uneven impact of globalisation on processes 

of `culture' often takes the form of two opposing positions. The increasing blurring of 

culture and economics has led some globalisation theorists to lament the loss of 

authenticity of local expressions of culture. Globalisation, it is asserted, has led to the 

homogenisation of culture and a loss of authenticity of local expression and 

dynamism of difference co-existing in a cultural market place. Another view asserts 

that the globalisation of world markets has increased the demand for the value of 

diversity, leading to heterogeneity of local expressions of culture. The debate is not an 

intellectual battle; it is a political question: if "global isation" is making the world 

more inter-connected and more homogenous, why are racist divisions deepening'. " 

(Bhattacharyya et al, 2002: 126). However, it is important to assert that 

commodification is not, always and everywhere, a 'bad thing' as the conventional 

wisdom suggests (Jackson, 1999: 96). There is an extensive literature on 

demonstrating the link between consumer culture and appropriation of local cultures 

under globalisation, much of this assumes that commodifrcation is in an a priori way, 

unwelcome and exploitative to weak societies (Harvey, 1990). Although there is much 

to critique in these assumptions, my concerns relate more to the critique of the less 

conventional wisdom on commodification, namely that the commodification of 

difference and cultural hybridity equal to subversion and resistance. The figure of the 

hydrid and the 'third space' she'he occupies, is typically presented in post-modern 

texts as challenging the status quo of 'nations' and the 'narrated story' about the 

nation-building. But the figure of the hybrid can contribute to the maintenance of' the 

status quo, too, a possibility, that is often left out of depictions of hybridity. I am 

interested in exploring the full range of hybrid possibilities under commodification. I 

explore these debates to develop a framework for analysing the commodification of 

place and multicultures in Spitalfields. 
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This chapter begins with exploring the impact of globalisation in promoting city 
competitiveness. It details the way in which the competition between cities and 

regions to pull in tourists and investors has changed the traditional functions of local 

authorities. I go onto discuss the role of the arts and the creative industries within city 

competitions and show that the commercialisation can also exist with the 

transformative value of the arts. I also discuss the criticisms against both city 

competitiveness, the role of the arts in promoting commerce. and the way in which the 
increasing commodification maintains social inequalities in global cities. The terms of 
the discussion on commodification of cultures, as highlighted above, has always been 

framed an exploitative or uncritically celebratory. Towards the end of this chapter I 

develop a more ambivalent position. 

Globalisation and the City 

In the past cities used to be the focus of moral panic, national deluge or crises. More 

recently the cities have come to be described in more positive terms such as sites for 

urban renaissance, opportunity and promise. Spitalfields is both a post-industrial 

space and a globalised space. The 'global' dimension of urban environment has 

focused attention on the city as an unbounded space, mediated by global flows of 

communication, capital and people. The city is conceived as both a 'local' and 

`global' spaces. The meanings of `local' versus 'global' or 'trans-national' identities, 

politics, and business practices have also been disrupted. Although influential thinkers 

such as Giddens (1990; 1992) have stated that globalisation is not a process that 

flattens heterogeneity and productive encounters for change, nevertheless the popular 

assumption is still that an inter-dependent world necessarily results in a homogenised 

process flattening local diversity and difference (see T. Hall at al, 2000; 2003). 1 

would like to suggest with Portes (1997) and others, that we turn globalisation on its 

head and think about 'globalisation from below' as a process that rejects a top do\\ n 

neo-liberal economic view of globalisation. This different notion of globalisation 

captures a range of other possibilities emanating from a Jobalised and inter- 

dependent world. These include the rise of civil society, the interplay between local 

and global dynamics to construct hybrid identities or new ethnicitic", (Hall. 1992). 

the knee jerk tendencies for nation-states to shrink back into nationalist , traightjackets 

and so on. Articulating globalisation in this stay is important to Understanding 

commodificatlon as a differentiated process with different impacts on resident. 
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I do not discuss the debate on globalisation here in this chapter. Instead I introduce 

the debate to set the context under which discourses on city competitiveness takes 

place while attendant problems of exclusion, violence and poverty haunt city planners. 
Globalisation and its attendant pressures have blurred the lines between a marginal 

underclass, which has citizenship rights but cannot exercise them, and a trans-national 

elite that lacks voting rights (formal citizenship) but can enjoy extra-territorial 

privilege. Future cities will increasingly face a choice between encouraging a single 

identity and vision of the city, or to provide an enabling environment in which 

multiple identities and relationships across boundaries may flourish or allow multiple 

identities to exist in closed off in gated communities, power centres and spaces of 

elites. The latter is neither a single identity nor an enabling environment but it may 

lead to parallel rules: single identity for the poor and multiple identities for 

transnational elites. This dilemma is especially important in 'global cities', such as 

London, opening themselves to new social movements and continuing migrations 

from different corners of the globe, especially from former colonial counties. Growth 

has also accompanied social and economic polarisation, (see Sassen, 1996). To 

counter these destabilising pressures to urban conviviality, new sets of' social and 

political arrangements will be necessary for future sustainable cities. 

City Competitiveness and Urban Entrepreneurism 

Since the 1970s cities have been in decline from changes in regional economies, 

industrial restructuring and the increasing globalisation of markets (P. [Tall, 1998; 

Loftran and Nevin, 1996). In what is now a familiar story, industry restructured on a 

worldwide basis and traditional business sectors in regions such as East London and 

the northeast England went elsewhere. In particular, local job losses came about as a 

result of shifts from manufacturing to service-intensive forms of production. 

Enormous social pressures accompanied the loss of jobs and marginalisation from 

mainstream employment sectors. The decade of the 1980s also witnessed the scaling 

down of public services and social welfare programmes. Market-led growth 'gas 

believed to be the sole engines of national `groww'th. The development approach to 

dominate thinking on regeneration matters was that one where anything that the 

property market couldn't make succeed financially, didn't happen %\ lhatever its 

economic potential. 
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Global competition has set in motion not only the competition of goods. money 

flows and people. Its reach has been infectious in all spheres of human life. The scope 

and reach of competition is to be found in cities, too. Under pressures for shrinking 

markets, globalisation has also demanded that cities must compete with each other in 

spite of disparities in relative wealth generation (Harvey. 1989). It is an uneven 

competition as cities come in different sizes and production capabilities. Smaller cities 

such as Liverpool and Birmingham compete with prestige cities such as London and 

New York for a fair share of profits from business tourism. The competition is severe 

and carried out at the highest level of governance and economic planning for urban 

city centres in countries. City competitiveness is linked to large scale economic 

restructuring across the world. The competition spells implications for social and 

economic regeneration at the locale scale. Local authorities are traditionally charged 

with dealing with the poverty and disadvantage that affect their areas. Jockeying for 

city competitiveness ends up distracting local authorities from addressing the 

concerns of local residents. As Harvey (1989: 58) notes, the competition is unfettered 

and unrelated to the reality of increased impoverishment and over-all deterioration of 

local conditions. 

In this changed landscape of city competitiveness, local governments faced new 

dilemmas under these immense global and national changes and from their 

ramifications of declining local labour markets. These changes necessitated a change 

of rule and functions of local authorities. Many were caught between with the 

continued squeeze from market forces to facilitate inward investment for business and 

the traditional role of infrastructure development and public amenities. the awkward 

dilemma that each authority faced was whether to confine themselves to the provision 

of infrastructures or move towards the providing tax incentives and packages to 

develop social and cultural attractions that would create new economic actin ity 
. 

As 

market dominated development paradigms gained pre-eminence in the 1980,. local 

authorities, too, embraced city competitiveness as part of their remit. The changed 

landscape also implied news ways of governing and negotiating settlements with a 

wide range of' state and private actors. Large-scale development actors increasingly 

collaborate with a coalition of local agencies where municipal go\ ernments are 

offered substantial packages of aid and assistance. It is increasingly common to find 

substantial aid packages to local communities as compensation to elute opposition to 
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redevelopment. The most famous example of this type of settlement is found in 
Spitalfields, as discussed more fully in chapter six''. Harve\-, (1989) trace,, these 

changes in local governance as shift from a `managerial' approach of the 1960s to 

new `entrepreneurial' forms of urban governance in the 1970s onwards. 

The greater emphasis on local action to combat these ills also seem,, to 
have something to do with the declining powers of the nation-state to 
control multi-national money flows, so that investment increasingly 
takes the form of negotiation between international finance capital and 
local powers doing the best they can to maximise the attractiveness of 
the local site as a lure for capitalist development. (Harvey, 1989: 50) 

Harvey's formulation of new urban forms of entrepreneurialism took a different form 

in British cities. To begin with, the urban redevelopment of British cities is nowhere 

close to a planned process as is the case in other cities across the world. British cities 

are notoriously bad at responding instrumentally to the critical changes taking place in 

cities across the USA and Europe (Urry, 1995: 162). The United Kingdom has been 

infamous for muddling through, for reacting to events, and for crisis management in 

relation to regeneration and planning. The London Docklands is believed to have left 

a wasted decade of social and economic regeneration (Brownhill, 1990). In Britain, 

taxpayers spend £4 billion annually on their public buildings and yet central 

government has no architectural policy (Rogers and Gumuchdj ian, 1997: 18). This 

criticism has somewhat been corrected by the White Paper on Urban Policy (2000), 

the first in the last 20 years. Some would argue it is rather late. However with cash 

injection from the Greater London Assembly, the budget for urban renaissance and 

public planning is increasing. The impact of the paper on urban design on East 

London is significant as it involves the development of East London as part of major 

redevelopment plans on the Thames Gateway to London. 

The positive benefits for cities taking an entrepreneurial stance to economic 

development were convincing. At the very least the new urban entrepreneurial isin 

presented a crisis of confidence and a shortage of ideas for developing the economic 

competitiveness in future cities. The newer approach to managing regeneration ik 

neighbourhoods with complex relationships between disadvantage and di\ crity was 

to re-image the profile of places as culturally distinct - the more distinction there is to 

11 The relocation of the old fruit and vegetable market in Spitalfields moved ahead only after a E5 million benefits package 

was made available to local communities from the development group. The 25% requirement for subsidised housing to be 

included in development deals for relocation has been by-passed by developers who have chosen to implement ne 25% 

requirement in less economically competitive land in London's outer suburbs. 
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its demographic and economic profile, the more credible is its claim to compete as 

global cultural hub. Part of this approach has been to re-image local areas into 

commodity valued property markets, high in cultural capital and capable of garnerillua 

global reach for its products via a strategy of business tourism and hosting 

international tournaments (Kearns and Philo, 1993). A related part of this approach is 

to re-vision the contributions of cities with high numbers of migrant populations and 

to `manage' multiculturalism as a positive economic asset. A final part of this 

approach was to revitalise the role of the arts and the cultural industries both as 

socially beneficial and economically profitable. 

The increasing relevance of culture in city economies follows on logically from the 

`cultural turn' in the social sciences. A large volume increase of work on urban 

studies highlights the importance of visibility, image and `culture'. The concept of 

cultural capital developed by Bourdieu (1984), along with social capital, has gained 

currency in economic development with rapid ease. Like economic capital which is 

immediate, calculable, exchangeable and realisable, there also exist modes of power 

and processes of accumulation based on culture in which the value of the latter, the 

fact that culture can be capital, is less hidden and more easily recognised 

(Featherstone, 1991). For some writers consumption and image are central to self- 

definition in urban lifestyles (Baudrillard, 1988, Jameson, 1991, Debord, 1970). As 

countries become more focused on consumption and image, culture takes on new and 

unprecedented importance in a city's overall reputation. Hebdidge (1988) pointed to 

the emergence of style as identity. The importance of gentrification and the preference 

of middle-income groups to exercise choice in residential settlement is part and parcel 

of this change in consumer driven lifestyles. Consumption is embedded in every 

aspect of modern living. The sweeping influence of globalisation has heightened 

people's awareness of global cultures, adding yet another layer of cultural capital to 

consumer desires. The commercial manipulation of images through the media and 

performances and spectacle of the urban fabric of daily life therefore entails a constant 

re-working of the desires through images. 

Specific cities may have accumulated cultural capital because of their exemplary 

preservation of buildings, arteflicts and goods that haN e become defined ati art 

trcasui"c'. s'. From this perspective a symbolic hierarchy of cities can he constructed 

according to their prestige in terms of culture capital, with l lore nce. Par i" and Rome 
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near the top. With the advent of new technologies. however. the traditional hierarchy 
has come unstuck as cultural forms become dependent on technological manipulation 
for creativity and distribution. In this new symbolic hierarchy. underwritten by strong 
`command and control' functions (Sassen, 2001), New York, London and Tokyo form 

the conglomerate of global cities. Zukin's work on the culture of cities pulls together 

strands in culture and political economy to argue that the way consumption is 

organised -- in spaces, jobs, TV and literary images - has become at least as important 

in people's lives as the organisation of production (Zukin, 1996). Cultural capital was 
`real' as investment capital in its effects in society (Zukin, 1996. ) Correspondingl. ' 

regeneration strategies in places such as London, Birmingham and Manchester have 

begun to focus on culture and multiculturalism as a commodity value, capable of 

adding inducement in area regeneration, gentrification, and diversifying local 

economic sectors. Arts related investment has gone hand in hand with and historic 

preservation to make powerful public-private alliances for redevelopment platforms 
(Jackson, 1995; Jacobs, 1996). Jackson for example deals with gentrification in an 

expanded definition, to include the recycling of the past in new cultural practices and 
buildings, which in his view offer sanitised accounts of the past (Jackson, 1995). This 

clear-cut focus on heritage, sanitation, tourism, and arts promotion as part of a city's 

regeneration strategy is relatively new, compared to earlier processes of 

gentrifications where Councils were less involved. Finally, Deutsche has offered a 
damning critique of gentrification in urban redevelopment discourses with a particular 

emphasis on the role of art, which has a direct bearing on my own research site: 

The depiction of gentrification -a process that replaces poor, usually 
minority, residents of frequently well-established neighbourhoods with 
middle-class residents - as the civilisation of wild terrains is not only 
naive about economics. It is ethnocentric and racist. The use of this 
conceit in art criticism epitomises the arrogance of an aesthetic 
discourse that claims to respond to urban environments but lacks any 
commitment to comprehend them. (Deutsche, 1996: 69) 

Goodwin (1993) argues that in cities with high cultural capital, %\ here capital means 

both money and sizable cities, places are not so much presented as spaces of 

community activity and local attachment. Instead, they are presented as opportunities 

that compete against one another in an open (and unregulated) market for a share of' in 

investments in enterprise tourism and local consumerism (Goodwin, 1993). In this 

discourse, place, are regarded as commodities, no diff1 rent to other -, cods in the 
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market. Local authorities wittingly or unwittingly contribute to this commodification 
of local spaces, which are the living and work spaces for ordinary people. as Hari ev 
(1989) has noted. I would go further to argue that city competition has also changed 
the remit of regeneration. Traditionally, regeneration agencies used to focus on merely 
providing services to disadvantaged groups where local authorities were unable to 
help residents. 

Major port cities across the UK such as Liverpool have always been 

simultaneously cosmopolitan and British. As Jacobs (1996) points out, British cities 
have always accommodated difference but within the lines established by class, race 

and gender-specific sociology of its financial practices. However these new political 

and economic pressures are creating conditions where traditional lines of hierarchy 

are being blurred. The economic restructuring of the 1980s shattered traditional 
business practices (for example, the old boys' network of elite universities) and 
brought in its wake new investment players, new technologies, new finance 

institutions and a changing workforce. The benefits of the cultural industries also 
highlight the growing importance of a series of distinctive and innovative forms of 

production linked to flexibility, emergence of new media clusters, and entrepreneurial 

approaches in the economy. Innovation is leading the way in the competition for cities 

and regions to profit and survive. Failing to innovate is seen as a way for businesses to 

hollow out in the new globalised market place. 

Competitive regions are the ones, which have learned how to he 
innovative. Not innovation as a nice thing do to when everything else 
has been done but innovation as routine - innovation as a way of life, 
because in today's world, not to innovate is to die. (Wood 1999: 7) 

These pressures combined to transgress familiar boundaries of class, race and gender 

that the City of London, in particular, was built around (McDowell, 1998) Similarly, 

the use of culture and the Value of the cultural industries has largely been the product 

of a diverse set of social, economic, and demographic pressures \\ filch their origins in 

global-local interactions. It points to new and exciting stays in which British cities 

land others] are developing in the late 2Oth century. Thus the nc\\ 'cultural turn' 

applied to the political economy in the 1990s necessitates a forward looking and 

outward oriented inter-national culture that draws sources of capital from diverse 

sources, trans-national migrant networks, trans-national corporations seeking ne\\ 

branding strategics. global media conglomerates and the cultural heritage and 
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investments of migrant groups. What is being described here is the global reach of 

some urban centres, where commodity culture becomes the organising theme in such 

places. The move from production to consumption best highlights the role culture will 

play in the future. Global cities, increasingly, share with regional and national urban 

centres a common cultural strategy that imposes a new way of seeing landscape. 

internationalising it, abstracting a legible image from the service economy, connecting 

it to consumption rather than production (Allen et al, 1998). 

The Role of the Arts in Regeneration 

Public policy goals on social regeneration have converged with economic arguments, 

as seen in the enthusiasm of arts and landmark culture-led projects in regeneration 
initiatives across the British Isles. It is partly driven by an understanding of a new 

policy environment in which pubic subsidies for policies to combat urban disorder has 

been reduced. This followed from a shift in the 1908s towards new liberalist policies 
in which market-led solutions dominated urban policies. Cities or urban localities that 

were already predisposed with `cultural' capital were neatly placed in plans for 

putting the UK on the global map. In addition this emphasis is partly driven by an 

understanding of the importance of culture and arts-led regeneration strategics in 

urban and civic renewal programmes. Public funding has been available to link 

together different elements particularly via a strategy, which has provided extensive 

support both for the arts and for public infrastructure. 

The inclusion of culture as a central plank in regeneration policies reflects 

fundamental changes the British economy has undergone since the move from a 

Fordist manufacturing basis to a post-Fordist, flexible and service led economy. The 

cultural industries sectors have always played a salutary role in the revitalisation of 

local economies. But its contributory role has increased significantly ocr the years 

(Comedia/Demos, 1997; Foord, 1999). A remarkable consensus seems to hold across 

national boundaries, even across political parties and ideologies. on the efficacy of 

cultural strategies (Harvey, l989: 
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Matarasso, 1997). In one sense it represents a 

crisis of confidence: planners have simply run out of ideas for developing the 

economic competitiveness of cities, it marks the acceptance of tangible firms of '`oft' 

assets, available at the disposal of highly developed service economic' and consumer 

societies. The precedent to turn to the cultural industries came from American and 

other Furopean experiments. In the t'*. \ notably, sind' the late I1)60k. artkts and 
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cultural organisations have shown how they can contribute to urban renewal, often 

through the creation of studios and galleries from disused v arehouses and factories in 

depressed central districts (Zukin, 1996). In British cities this trend took off after the 

recession in 1981. 

In the UK for more than a decade the economic potential of cultural activity has 

been aggressively promoted to generate city economies, especially those suffering 
from de-skilling and de-industrialisation (Bianchini and Parkinson, 1993). The 

cultural industries are projected as a major employer and invisible export earner. 

Starting with the redevelopment of Liverpool docks, followed by Glasgow, 

Manchester, Birmingham, and London, cultural development strategies are now 

inseparable from economic projections for future cityscapes. The terms of discussion 

became investment, tourism, `art multipliers', the cultural industries and job creation. 

The Creative City became the new policy buzzword in the New Labour government's 

arts and cultural policies (see for example, the Urban Task Force, 1998). The themes 

of innovation and entrepreneurial activity started to feature in the Labour Party's 

policies and were given pre-eminence once the new Labour government formed in 

1997. Local authorities struggling to restructure city economies since the 1980s, have 

proved equally receptive to these ideas (Matarasso, 1997). The negative fall out from 

taking a for-profit view of the arts was that the sector itself became more dependent 

on funding and supporting from government. The overriding emphasis on financial 

returns has meant that the arts sector has already compromised its principles by 

embracing the economic case for public funding - The arts were good because they 

made money' (Matarasso, 1997: 2). 

The convergence of arts with public policy may also represent opportunities to 

positively shape conditions to create an inclusive society, where diversity and 

difference are valued, and the contributions of minority groups to the economic sphere 

are acknowledged. Aside from their economic value, the move towards cultural 

initiatives serves to remind multicultural sceptics that diversity is not al\\ a`'s 

problematic, thereby strengthening social cohesion between cultural groups. The arts 

have therefore entered the lexicon of 'race equality', 'community cohesion' and 

equality of opportunity and an inclusive society. Underlying the acceptance or 

rejection of multicultural cultural strategies and multi-cultural policies per s are 

perceptions around anticipated economic benefits. This rejection also sug"ucsts a lack 
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of confidence in embracing openness to diversity demanded by multicultural policies. 
Multicultural policies are popularly perceived as a soft option for needy and 

undeserving outsiders. Still hope remains that the confidence that the Creative City is 

good for business may turn around these popular perceptions. 

The case of Birmingham City's regeneration provides an insight into current 

regeneration programmes that attempt to mark the city's position on the `lobe while at 

the same time building local capacity to compete in the global marketplace. As the 

United Kingdom's second city, Birmingham has had a difficult time of achieving city 

name recognition as a global city. Since suffering the large-scale closure of its 

manufacturing sectors between 1971 and 1987, Birmingham has begun to re-invent 

itself through a strategy of prestige city centre regeneration. Through a massive 

investment in service industries and especially business tourism, Birmingham City 

Council is spending millions on `flagship' projects designed to reinvigorate the city's 

economy and position in the contemporary global economy (Henry et al, 2000). Much 

of this re-invention has been subject to criticism from different quarters. It is argued 

that prestige development has failed to provide sufficient numbers of well paid jobs, 

that city finances have been diverted from social sectors to pay for these projects, and 

questions have been raised about access rights to these ne«w spaces (I . ottman and 

Nevin, 1996). While the criticism is valid, the city's current re-invention offers the 

possibility for re-visioning Birmingham's contemporary place in the world from its 

imperial past and postcolonial heritage. This would provide an alternative based on 

the distinctiveness of an economy rooted in multiculturalism and post-colonialism. 

The authors re-vision Birmingham as a `global' city by highlighting a bottom-up 

notion of globalisation that draws on the city's residents and their histories. This 

approach is similar to Leonie Sandercock (1998) and James Holston's (1995) work on 

multicultural planning, though they term their perspective of globalisation from below 

as insurgency citizenships, drawing from case studies of aboriginal protests in 

Australia and North America, among others. However, whereas the latter focus on 

globalisation from below as a way of empowering local people and strengthening 

local democracy. the Birmingham study proposes a bottom up notion of' economic 

globalisation based on economic advantage and ethnic di\ ersity. 

The arts may have a translormative role to play in regenerating depressed inner 

cities, engaging disaffected youth in public art as a way into ci\ is Ntioýrk and also 
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strengthening the non-profit sector against globalised markets. This is ultimately 
linked to the changes in urban governance models for public regeneration 
interventions. Under the Conservative administration the over-riding impetus for 

redevelopment were largely based on economic competitiveness. The government's 

priorities were to re-develop designated areas for regional economic performance, 

with little attention to the needs of people living within regeneratin`( spaces 
(Brownhill, 1990). By the late 1990s, with a change of government from Conservative 

to New Labour, public policy concerns with the sustainable city begun to drive urban 

renaissance policies in the UK (see Rogers and Gumuchdjian, 1997: Urban Task 

Force 1998). There are also continuities in the idea of cost sharing found in current 

public-private partnerships under New Labour and those of its Conservative 

predecessors. However, there is a qualitative difference in the emphasis in the value of 

bottom-up processes for development. It is a widely accepted axiom that local 

organisations' involvement in regeneration can produce far better results than purely 

private or public sector approaches. This type of regeneration focuses much more on 

using re-development as a conduit for community involvement. This can be seen in 

the range of participation forums that exist in neighbourhoods - tenant management 

schemes, informal learning centres through to participation in municipal city 

planning. Recently, increasing interest has been shown in participatory arts 

programmes, which are low-cost, flexible and responsive to local needs (JRE, 1996, 

Comedia 1997). Comedia and others have long argued for the role of culture in 

promoting urban vitality and quality of life. At a localised level the use of arts also 

coincides with a shift in emphasis in regeneration strategies towards seeing local 

people, especially youth groups, as principal assets through which neighbourhood 

renewal can be achieved. The frameworks envisaged under the local strategic 

partnerships are examples of current participatory practices (National Neighbourhood 

Renewal Strategy/SEU. 2000). These regeneration strategies provide a rich terrain for 

utilising new skills that local communities have to offer and encourage a strong sense 

of belonging and citizenship. The role for the arts in re% italising local economics and 

g the people that live in these neigllhourhoods is high. 

In British and American cities the arts and have played a revitalisation role in local 

economies and especially in engaging disaffected 
`groups 

(\lataras o ('omedia 1997. 

Stern and Scitert, 1998). Leading bodies working with the poor to enable and 
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transform the quality of people's lives have suggested participation in community arts 

activities as a contrast to other types of civic engagement. The Joseph Rowntree 

Foundation has viewed the arts as a unique bridge between different sections of a 

population - across both class and ethnicity divide. They can simultaneously build 

links within and between communities (Joseph Rowntree Foundation' Come&i, 

1997). 

The role of the arts in regeneration invites a discussion on the process of 

gentrification and potential for the eventual displacement of poorer groups from their 

homes. Artists typically in gentrification texts have frequently been presented as 

bridge builders to commercial developers and property merchants. Studies of 

gentrification in London for example, show that the regeneration of depressed areas 

has improved the home ownership of some working class residents, but it has also 

have displaced the poor to an increasingly lean social rent sector (Butler, 1996). There 

is an undeniably strong link between the arts and gentrification, but gentrification 

itself does not necessarily lead to the displacement and disempowerment of local 

communities. The form of gentrification and where it has taken place invites the 

question whether conditions of social diversity, and with it, cultural pluralism, are 

necessary requirements for the process. Racial composition of a city's 

neighbourhoods is seen as a classic indicator of gentrification (Stern and Seifert, 

1998). Brixton, Tower Hamlets and Hackney in inner London, all with high 

concentrations of migrants and their cultural capital, are prime sites for gentrified 

spaces, while multicultural Newham and the London Docklands, despite regeneration 

investment, are not. Multiculturalism may be a necessary, but not sufficient, condition 

for gentrification in these areas. Gentrification studies typically argue that the arts 

therefore play a critical role in the secondary displacement of populations in urban 

areas (Butler, 1996, /ukin, 1988,1996, Smith, 1986). Relying primarily on evidence 

in global cities and especially London and New York Cits', they v iewt artists as the 

first arrival of newcomers, who clear out older uses and makes way for more affluent 

resident uses. Artists and the cultural industries play a bridging role in this process. 

They pave the way for property developers and estate agents who eventually drive the 

artists out through higher rent lhar`es. The real losers are the small, largely immigrant 

owned manufacturers and retailers who are priced out of the central location,. -, in tww o 

t ways: first, through the /Oiling of the area as an artists quarter, and second. throtuih 
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the displacements of artists and their social networks and celebration of heritage 

which did not fit into the upgrading required to maintain manufacturing activities 
(Zukin, 1988). Zukin and Smith in particular do not condemn this process in New 
York and London respectively. The time lag between the artists' settlements and the 

property developers' interests is important for the discussion around whether 

gentrification has only negative effects in the neighbourhoods w\ here this is 

happening. Zukin's work can be treated as a precursory warning for the necessity of 

managing the transition period between `low' and `high' gentrification. In other 

words, if appropriately managed the redevelopment phase can necessarily be turned to 

mutual benefit all residents and therefore resist further encroachment by corporate 
interests. The new cultural classes may also facilitate the process of gentrification, as 

they collectively share a desire to preserve the `authenticity' of urban spaces against 

mass redevelopment. Ley (1996) for example, has charted the gentrification of 
Canadian cities to show that for the middle classes the inner city has become the focus 

for a search for credential and authenticity against the closed and 'inauthentic' shelter 

of the suburbs (Ley, 1996: 177-221). May has also shown a similar process in 

London's Stoke Newington where the choice of the new cultural classes has led to a 
distinct urban identity based on proximity to `authenticity' (May, 1996: 194-21 > ). 

These groups have a vested interest in keeping a distinct identity for the urban spaces 

they come to `colonise'; therefore it is possible to forge a collective responsibility to 

protect neighbourhoods from further encroachments that threaten to change existing 

identities of spaces. A similar process is underway in London's Spitaltields. 

A critique of consumer society and market-led developments can be applied to 

many cultural strategies of major cities. In the competition for global city status local 

authorities must market themselves as desirable places for business (Hare ey, 1989; 

Kearns and Philo, 1993). They must also sell their desirability to young professionals 

by marketing of consumption landscape and lifestyle (Zukin, 1991, Kearns and Philo, 

1993). The image of prosperity masks the underlying difficulties and projects an 

imagery of success that spreads internationally (Harvey, 1989: 
_5S). 

The new workers 

in the consumption landscape are usually younger managers and professionals who 

will give the city the buiz needed to project dynamism. *111 turn, working c la's people 

will find a niche servicing the middle class people, acting as evidence of multi- 

cultural cosmopolitanism or exemplifying problem communities. What the,, - will not 
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be is central to urban regeneration [... ] They will only be allowed to cheer from the 

sidelines as the... squeeze of this gentrification continues' (Amin et al. 2000: 2 3 ). AS 

Harvey cynically states, `the circus succeeds even if the bread is lacking. The triumph 

of image is over substance is complete' (Harvey, 1989: 59). The argument that 

redevelopment arrives inscribed with a new liberal economic agenda, is an old one, is 

seen in other prominent examples of regeneration, such as in the London Docklands. 

Some have argued that the consequences of a neo liberal agenda, in the t 
, 
'K as in 

developing societies, have been the production of social and economic polarisation 

(Fanstein, 1994; Sassen, 1994; Zukin, 1996). The homo(enising tendencies- of 

prestige regeneration is part of a broader critique concerning the formulaic nature of 

much redevelopment. The chief criticism here is a failure to reflect the full diversity 

and difference found amongst the residential population of' the city (Henry 

forthcoming; Bhattacharyya, 1998). 

The labour conditions in the cultural industries lead to scepticism about the 

employment opportunities in global cities and their expanding cultural industries. 

Cultural industries require and actively promote a dual labour market, where the 

highly paid professional service class co-exists with and sometimes directly employs a 

low-wage, low skill class. These are typically women, youth, recent immigrants and 

minorities. The growth of high tech service industries in cities such as \c\ww York and 

London, with their consumption need, is dependent on the labour, sometimes 

exploitative labour, of marginalized societal groups. In a sense global cities are 

fuelled by the existence of dual economies: high tech services and the intormal 

economy of manual labour (Harloe and Fainstein, 1992). The poor \ý ork conditions of 

lowly paid workers and the cheap labour regime behind consumption services has 

been noted (see Zukin, 1996; 1988; 1991: Sassen, 1996). There is little \\eltare 

support for struggling artists. Zukin (1996) observes that while artists has c been 

welcome as `bridge' entrifiers they have never been awarded the protection that 

residents deserve when property values rise. Similarly. she asks how much are artists, 

the immigrant communities, the low-skilled staff supported. as the\ support the 

demands of the hi-tech and service led economy. Much of /ukin (198(8; 1996) and 

Smith's (1986) work argues that local cultural industry sectors need both in\ estments 

(capital) to develop but also dixersc strictures (public interventions) to support talent 

and creativity in the longer term. The sustainahillty of uloh; il cities Na grave concern 
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for all. As a result of the growing inequality in the bidding power for space and public 

services' the expanding low-wage work force servicing the core sector in cities 

experience difficulties in living with these changes (Sassen, 1991). Indigenous 

industries and local people eventually out-priced as consumption services get hold of 
formerly depressed neighbourhoods; and few families have the financial capacity to 

move out to more affordable neighbourhoods. 

The United Colours of Multicultural Capitalism 

Alongside the criticisms of insecure and flexible employment regimes in the cultural 
industries of global cites there is an additional concern with the process of selection 

and valorisation of culture in the multi-cultural of city spaces. Cultural industries are 

also embedded in the global consumption market, and thus they become a part of 

economic globalisation that sharpens inequalities. Appadurai sees multicultural 

capitalism, that is, capitalism based on the re/production of cultural diversity and the 

marketing of exotic commodities, as the cutting edge of globalisation. It works by 

manufacturing local cultural goods and services and packaging them for global 

consumption as material signs of an authentic ethnicity (Appadurai, 1997). 

However, what is relevant here, is the process of selection in multicultural 

capitalism is highly problematic; as Ahmed comments, the increased flow of cultural 

images and objects under globalised conditions means that `difference' as the basis of 

`imaginary divides ('us and 'them') is available to consumers in the `West' (Ahmed, 

2000: 116). Ahmed quotes William M. O'Barr's work on the use of culture in 

advertising, who suggests that images of 'otherness' and 'difference' function to 

sustain rather than problematise the imaginary boundaries of a product's market: that 

is, to define who is and is not the consumer audience (O'Barr 1994 cited by Ahmed, 

2000). The consumption of difference in Brick Lane, too, similarly defines who is and 

is not the consumer audience. Ahmed's critique of consumer culture goes further in 

mapping out the process of representation. Indeed she links the production of 

difference, in the form of `the stranger', as a commodity fetish with current practices 

of multiculturalism in global cities such as London and New York. Differences are 

defined in terms of culture, and culture, in official discourses of multiculturalism is 

restricted to the privatised and expressive domain of 'style'. (Ahmed 2000: 116). 

Increasingly, argues Ahmed, differences have become a matter of style in consumer 
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culture. Seen through commodity lens, multiculturalism becomes more style and less 

substance, divorced from the antagonistic relationships that difference originates 
from. `Difference is used to bind together in the present moment of consumption that 

which, historically, has been in conflict' (Ahmed 2000: 116, emphasis added). 
Ahmed's critique is related to a broader critique of the text of official multicultural 

policies. But the general point she puts forward is that differences which can be 

consumed are the ones that are valued: difference is valued in so far as it can be 

incorporated into the nation, the body or the art form. Ethnicity becomes confused 

with the exotic. This is similar to Hutnyk's (2000) work on the history of desire for 

the Other and the exotic. He argues that society is driven by a constant re-working of 
desire through images - desires that are rooted in histories of exotica. The emphasis 

on image and visibility, and `hybrid' visibilities of cultural forms has not yet 

translated into significant socio-economic redress of exclusions for minorities in 

Europe (Hutnyk, 2000). By implication, differences that cannot be assimilated into the 

body politic through the process of consumption have no value and in some extremes 

can result in exclusions, discrimination and violence. Allowing consumption to dictate 

what is valuable and what is not leaves all groups of strangers at the mercy of the 

market. The groups that stand out as most problematic from the point of view of the 

logic of consumer culture are faith groups, whose differences cannot be easily 

assimilated. 

The danger implicit in relying too much on culture-led regeneration is not a lesson 

that urban planners have yet embraced. Like many similar concepts that enter the 

British policy lexicon, culture-led regeneration is extolled as a panacea of all of 

Spitalfields' economic difficulties. 

Culture-led regeneration has reached a high-water mark of 
fashionability. It's seen as a panacea everywhere, and that's 
dangerous. There are lots of things that culture can't do. '' 

Some diasporas and trans-national actors have become active partners in the 

promotion of multicultural capital, benefiting from the accumulation of new profits. 

Diaspora entrepreneurs seeking new investment opportunities have invested in global 

cities. While accepting that diasporic families have been leading players in global 

transactions, and that the existence of ethnic trans-national networks contributes to the 

economic competitiveness of cities, clearly, the focus of such studies is primarily on 

12 Anna Minton quoted in the Guardian, Monday June 2,2003. 
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the capitalist characteristics of certain diasporas, and less on the disparities in income. 

education and social status within these communities. Frequently the economic 

success of diaspora communities has been at the result of exclusion from other 

channels of self-improvement, such as in military or political realms. The vastly 

stronger position of the Chinese population in Southeast Asia is focused on the 

economic realm because as a population they were excluded from other realm. 
London's Jewish population entered into the clothing industries of the East End in the 

1930s not through choice but through a lack of choices on alternative livelihood 

strategies. South Asian groups have been more successful in breaking into catering in 

British markets and this has largely been the result of exclusion from other labour 

markets (Ram and Jones, 1998). The East End's Bangladeshi population in the 1970s 

and 1980s found employment opportunities in catering and garment industries largely 

because the population was excluded from other sectors (Rhodes and Nabi, 1992). As 

a consequence these local economic sectors are associated with the entry of 

Bangladeshi migration into the East End. The preponderance of second, third and 

fourth generations of British Bangladeshis in these sectors raise questions about the 

impact of successive ways of education and training provision in the area. These 

groups should also have successfully broken into other employment sectors in IT or 

financial services that are leading the way in job creation in London's two business 

districts - Canary Wharf and the City of London - both within proximity of the l ast 

End and its people. 

The promotions of cultural industries raise unsettling issues about the direction of 

anti-racism strategies in the UK. This debate corresponds directly with the debate in 

the political left on whether culture/race based interventions or class based 

interventions better achieve redistributive justice. Bhattacharyya (1998) speaking 

chiefly about Birmingham asserts that multiculturalism in the 1990s [and beyond] has 

transformed from debates about education and schooling. into a liberal \ ersion of a 

heritage industry. Settlers are accepted as part of a new positive history but this 

celebration of multicultural heritage takes on certain exotic tendencies. The way in 

which we look at our racialised selves seem inevitably tied up with the exoticising 

gaze. Difference is accepted as long as it does not lead to dissent. or the contestation 

of 'majority' values. The boundaries to what multicultural strategies can or cannot do 

to upset dominant narrations are linked, therefore, to the critique of dualisms 

discussed in the last chapter. Multiculturalism may have entered mainstream logic in 
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ways that might not touch racism at all, and racism may still exist alongside 

celebrations of multiculturalism because these cultural strategies do not challenge 
dominant power relations. The work of cultural industries tries to both celebrate and 

reinforce existing structural inequalities between majority and minority groups in the 

UK. Bhattacharyya's critique of heritage and cultural initiatives is intimately linked to 

the analytical debates described in the previous chapter on the differences between 

multicultural and anti-racist strategies and the vision of an inclusive society each 

entails (Bhattacharyya, 1998). These concerns are pertinent in the East End of London 

where successive `immigrant' populations have utilised their heritage to better 

themselves with differing levels of successes and impact. Battacharyya's point 

resonates with a critique of the way difference is depicted in accounts of consumption 

based post-modern cities (see Featherstone, 1990 for an account). 

Others have taken a more nuanced and sometimes, optimistic view of arts-led 

regeneration. Jacobs (1998) see in this process of commodification of difference a 

journey whereby a politics of difference is transformed into a plum of difference, 

sometimes this play is subordinate to the needs of consumption services, sometimes a 

politics of difference placed into closer contact with these same narratives 

consumption-led transformations, might produce unpredictable outcomes such as third 

spaces of resistance. These authors suggest that `playing' with difference does not 

necessarily compromise urban political mobilisations. They can in fact activate a most 

contested politics precisely around issues of signification and representation. The 

lesbian and gay Mardi Gras event can be articulated as a site of performative 

resistance to media portrayals of gay cultures. This is not to deny that performances 

are directed towards tourist or voyeuristic audiences but these events may also be 

creative and productive in their own right, and may also ignite different possibilities 

for resistance. Marginalised groups often express themselves in parades, events, 

architecture or buildings. Festival and carnival spaces have frequently been seen as 

transgressive or liminal (see Bakhtin, 1968, Jackson, 1988 on the Notting hill carnival 

and Lewis and Pile. 1996 on the Rio C'arnkval). Festivals. along with other cultural 

events, have also been theorised as spaces that are marked by ambi\ alence (Willems- 

Braun, 1986). Building on Bakhtin's original work on the carnival, the popular 

festival or crowds more generally have been theorised as spaces for resistance and 

social change (titallYbrass and White, 1986. Lewis and Pile. 1996). these spaces point 
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to cultural practices of resistance. On other occasions, particularly where the state has 

been active in sponsoring the event, such practices can perpetuate inequalities of 

power in society (Jackson, 1995; Lewis and Pile. 1996; Smith. 1995). 

But is this simply a theoretical debate between critics of multicultural capitalikim1 

and theorists of hybridity and syncretism? Gilroy's comments on records and record 

sleeves provide a cautious counterpoint: 

`Consumption' is a vague word that trips far too easily off the 
dismissive tongue. People use these images and the music that they 
enclose for a variety of reasons. For the black user of these images and 
products, multivariate processes of `consumption' may express the 
need to belong, the desire to make the beauty of blackness intelligible 
and somehow to fix that beauty and the pleasures it creates so that they 
achieve... at least a longevity that retrieves from the world of ... racial 
dispossession. However trivial the black music record sleeve may seem 
to the outsider, it points to a fund of aesthetic and philosophical folk 
knowledge which the record as a commodity has been made to contain 
in addition to its reified pleasures. ' (Gilroy, 1993: 256, emphasis in 

original text) 

Transgression can co-exist at the same time with reification processes that maintain 

and reinforce inequalities of minority groups. But it is also possible to conceive of 

multiple identities conflicting and converging in collective cultural events where the 

collisions spark different possibilities for social change. The discussion so far has 

suggested that these debates on commodification, multiculturalism, commerce, and 

urban regeneration are always exploitative or un-exploitative. The notions of 

ambivalence and the potential for different outcomes are discussed far less. In the 

final section of this chapter I attempt to bring together these debates to develop a 

position of ambivalence, calling for empirically grounded and context specific 

arguments for commodification outcomes. 

Commodification and the Ambivalence of Multicultures 

In this final section I link the preceding discussions on multiculturalisms, identity, and 

space to thinking about the commodification of multiculture,, as they link directly to 

my thesis concerns. It seems that the majority of writers on the subject of consumer 

cultures are in agreement on one thin,: cultural creativity can be double edged. On the 

one hand, there is celebration of cultural creativity, of creatix e Britain marked by its 

multicultural forms, and celebrations that enact new and syncretic cultural dit-ferenccs 

and identities. On the other hand, in a separate and disconnected sense, there is a 
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critique of consumer cultures which suggests that the sort of difference being 

constructed in the new creative practices is actually not very different at all, but rooted 
in much longer histories of desire for the Other (Hutn%, k, 2000: hooks, 1992). 

Chapter two discussed thinking on multiculturalism, new ethnicities and the 

possibilities for promoting social change that emerge from such analyses. This chapter 
has been more focused on linking these theoretical developments to the issue of 

commodification and trading multiculturalism to promote competitiveness of cities 

and the regeneration local neighbourhoods through the arts, and multicultural trading 

in public interventions. Commodification, especially for globalisation-homogenisation 

theorists, is a negative word somehow corrupting 'authentic' local cultures. 

Commodification, for globalisation-heterogeneity theorists, in the cultural 

marketplace creates a transgressive site for political possibilities. These sites, 

espoused by writers like Bhabha and Soja describe as liminal or third spaces (see 

chapter two), and offer excluded minority groups a way of valorising their culture 

afforded by globalisation. Both these views on globalisations are somewhat 

misleading when discussed in the abstract. Jackson alerts us, "most of us, most of the 

time, have a much more complex relationship with the world of goods than can be 

captured by a simple renunciation of `consumerism' or by simple acts of resistance to 

the power of the market" (Jackson, 1999: 96). This inability to remain grounded 

achieves the effect of hybridity and third space always being thought of as a 

progressive state of being rather than raising questions around the reactionary politics 

of these subject positions. 

Consuming practices are in theory open to all; however, those with more capital 

can commodify difference to a greater extent than those with less. The capacity to 

commodify difference is only available to groups with leisure and consumption time 

(May, 1996), while those with fewer resources are more likely to have their cultural 

difference marked out as the source of this enjoyment. In other words, they tend to be 

the 'object' of commodification. The objectification of culture in particular is bound 

up in notions of taste and distinction, which set groups of people apart from each 

other through consumption practices. Bourdieu's (19ti4) argument that 'taste' 

classifies social background and that the 'classifier' is directly linked to the 

fetishization of strangeness. commodities and the commoditication of events. hooks 

(199-? ) has taken this analysis further. suggesting that through consuming different 
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cultures the consumers assert power and privileges over those whose cultures are 

consumed. hooks' critique of consumer cannibalism must be placed in the context of 

material relations and structural inequalities. While bringing colour to collectil e 

events, the same markers of cultural difference are often the subject of racial v iolence 

and institutional discrimination. 

Crang et al (2001) also examined notions of trans-national cultural geographies 
through the lens of commodity culture. Their project is concerned with working 
through the relations between commodity culture and cultural difference, in the 

context of urban consumer cultures in which certain constructions of diversity both 

attract and sell (Crang et al, 2001). What links this study to Ahmed's work is thinking 

through the commodification in terms of processes that `(re) prochrce. ý difference, 

rather than simply enable its appropriation through consumption. 

These arguments draw on the logic of Bhabha's (1995) work on cultural 

syncretism where he has argued that cultural boundaries do not exist as a natural state, 

waiting to be commodified; the processed of differentiation takes place within socially 

constructed boundaries (1995). These arguments echo Hall's (1988) work on the 

emergence of new ethnicities' in which he locates the emergence of `new ethnicities' 

where questions of identity are subject to particularly intense negotiation over time 

and space. Drawing on these arguments around the social construction of identities, 

all these writers agree that difference is not a cultural phenomenon or a kind of 

diversity that is just waiting to be commodified. A process of selection and 

differentiation takes place under which the commercial value is ascertained. An 

argument is made therefore that commodification is not simply a process in which 

minority cultures and traditions are exploited. It is a process that (re) produces 

difference, rather than simply appropriating it through consumption. 

Some commentators have begun to critically unpack the notion of whiteness as part 

of a commitment to anti-racism (for a collection sec 1=rankenherg, 1997). I his 

involves treating whiteness as a discursive site, which is socially constructnc. The 

notion of whiteness as an unmarked norm (privileged racialised site) is also closely 

tied to legitimate ownership and belonging to the state, with 'Whiteness' and 

`Americanness' or 'I nglishness' linked tightly together (see The Parekh report 2000I 

Frankenberg, 1997; Back and Ware, 2002). In examining ýý bite ess and Z1ccollnllll`ý 

for its invisible status in race literature, one must reco, iiise 'how continued Ilrocesý, of 
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slippage, condensation, and displacement among the constructs of "race". "nation". 

and "culture" continue to "unmark" white people while consistently marking others' 
(Frankenberg, 1997: 6). While the study of `whiteness' is not the focus of this thesis. I 
do bear in mind the presence of hegemonic tropes around 'whiteness' in everyday 

practice and situations. In relation to my particular study 'whiteness' can form the 
backdrop to consumerist desire for difference and the enjoyment of racial difference 

in the commodification of difference. The predominant media and entertainment 

references, for example, in Spitalfields, as elsewhere, make 'black' and 'Asian' 

culture a backdrop and scenery for a narrative that is essentially a focus on white' 

people. This is a similar process to what feminists describe as the (heterosexual) 'male 

gaze' in feminist gaze theory (see Mulvey, 1989). However, I develop arguments 

around the instability of categories and the way in which desires exist to be 

transgressed. There is not some global presence of 'whiteness' any more than a global 

or local presence of `blackness' giving use to particular gazes. To some extent hooks' 

arguments on the desire/resistance which she develops from Frantz Fanon's work on 

the noble savage (1986) or Back's work on the doubling of desire and fear in 

representations of black masculinities (1996; 2002), points to a dominant narrative or 

gaze in white separatist fantasies. However, to treat `whiteness' in such a fixed state is 

also as problematic as treating `blackness' as a fixed category. The literature on young 

people on their negotiation and construction of `racialised' identities for themselves 

can also demonstrate the way in which identities intersect with their positions as 

young women and men (Back, 1996; Dwyer, 1999). The fluctuations of these 

categories, from being stable and fixed, to fluidity and syncretism, suggest 

possibilities for radical or a destabilising form of politics. As Roseneil (1999) 

comments: 

Whether or not desire for contact with the Other, for connection rooted 
in the longing for pleasure, can act as an initial intervention 

challenging and subverting racist domination, inviting and enabling 
critical resistance, is an unrealised political possibility. Exploring how 
the desire for the Other is expressed, manipulated, and transformed by 

encounters with difference and the different is a critical terrain than can 
indicate whether these potentially re,, olutionary longings are e\ cr 
fulfilled. (Roseneil, 1999: 21) 
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Conclusion 

This analysis of time/space and imaginative geographies of the commodifcation of 

cultures, place, food and consumption in Spitalfields poses some important question,, 
for regeneration officials. Do the social terms of mixing in Spitalfields tell a story of 

wider unequal power relations in society? Are sociality and association important for 

forging a collective identity for Spitalfields? Yet the Bangladeshis in Spitalfields have 

also been active in the construction of 'space' in East London and their interventions 

have produced new histories and stories. I consider the relative strengths and 

weaknesses of multicultural imaginaries to argue that de-contextualised discussions of 

identity can reinforce existing inequalities of social groups. Hybridity itself is situated 

in the wider multicultural imaginary to arrive at a sense of its meaning and value in 

everyday life. 

The discussion on commodification, city competition and multicultural urban 

regeneration shows that many different conclusions and arguments can be made in 

relation to the social, economic and political outcomes. But there is very little 

evidence of these discussions being mapped out empirically in specific contexts. I do 

not attempt to map these discussions in abstract or theoretical terms. The assumption 

that all forms of globalisation-commodification are transgressive/progressive or 

exploitative/immoral needs to be dislodged. This line of thinking has been developed 

to some extent by a number of writers, who concentrate on the valorisation of South 

Asian cultures in the UK (Jacobs, 1996, Jackson, 1999, Crang et al, 2000). 1 extend 

and build upon this analysis by looking at the specific geographies of 

commodification in Spitalfields. Multicultural cities are not new, even if they have not 

featured in the dominant 'narrated nation' (Bhabha, 1992). Yet accommodating 

diversity and difference through urban planning has been a recent phenomenon, 

raising questions about its absence before. Therefore the visibility of multiculturalism 

and diversity in Spitalfields' urban planning reveals a disjuncture in urban 

architectural traditions. How do such new preferences for heterogeneity strengthen the 

claims of citizenship of those that are traditionally excluded from the 'narrated 

nation". ' Answers to some of these questions emerged from my empirical analyses. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Reading the City: Down and Out in Spitalfields 

Introduction 

This chapter examines the politics of research and sets out where my research took 

place and the methods I used to obtain evidence. I set out the arguments for using a 

combination of qualitative techniques to investigate the commodification of culture 

and the politics of space in Spitalfields. The urban space has a multiplicity of 
identities that are represented as superfluous, anachronistic. marginal and central. The 

East End generally has been written about at great length, across different disciplines. 

The area's history is the result of a web of local and global economic narratives about 

the building of the British nation and within it, London's role in the international 

economy. The area can, therefore, be seen as a diasporic space characterised by the 

coming together of economic, cultural and political forces. It has been created and 

`invented' through the commodilication of strangeness and a sense of danger. This 

research explores the processes by which space is created or invented to shape a better 

future. It is necessary, therefore, to select a methodology that can adequately capture 

the creation and the invention of space and people's sense of belonging. Issues of 

power, politics and ethics in the production of knowledge are critical concerns in this 

research because I am concerned with the politics of space in Spitalfieds and adhere to 

the view that the process of research is critical to the research outcomes. My research 

approach reflects a commitment to create an inclusive environment, in which people's 

perspectives are valued, reflected and represented. 

Mapping the `Field' 

Much of my discussion in the previous chapters on 'culture' and commodification has 

been influenced by studies in feminism, urban geography and cultural studies. ., V, 111% 

research is concerned with the construction and the practice of Culture. and people's 

relationship to consumption and space. I wished to use an approach that did not 

restrict the possibility of gaining an understanding of the corllplexit\ of laver' to 

people's identities. choices and life opportunities. As the previous chapter 

demonstrates, the relationship between identity, place, consumption and politic`, iý 

interrelated and complex. The inter-relationships between these core concept. call for 
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a methodological approach that can separate out detailed experiences. It necessarily 
requires a methodology that can account for the shifts. twists and opportunistic 
mobilisation of identity in place. I wished to use tools that could capture different 

snap shots of the same reality or researchable area. To access this 'other 5ceile', as 
Cohen describes this, means to think of 'a more sensitive wav of eliciting the spatial 
inscriptions of life experiences, and mapping the symbolic landscapes of longing and 
belonging which inform people's sense of place, origins and identity' (Cohen, 
1997: 75). 

These types of research questions call for a qualitative methodology. Qualitative 

approaches (or extensive or intensive methods) view the nature and status of. 'data', 

the `research process' and the reliability of 'data' as driven by professional 

researchers. Researchers, to a great extent, are required to take more responsibility for 

the production of knowledge and at the same time situate or acknowledge their own 

roles as valid in constructing knowledge. This type of approach is strongly endorsed 

by feminist researchers who emphasise the co-production of knowledge in research 

which is `grounded' or `situated' in a specific relationship of research and the wider 
knowledge communities. I have preferred methodologies that give scope for transitory 

and sometimes contradictory sense of experiences of regeneration issues. 

Researchers concerned with identity, power and space highlight the complexity of 

reality' and place their own position and values firmly within the knowledge 

encounter as relevant and important to understanding how `reality' is interpreted. I did 

not approach my work with the distance to the researchable sites as is typical in 

positivist accounts that highlight research as an apolitical project (Hammersley, 

1995). On the contrary I cared deeply about the site. 

In geography the idea of the field has been further problematised by feminist 

researchers concerned with explaining the role of the researcher in various fields of 

power (Katz, 1994, Kobayashi, 1994, England, 1994, Nast, 1994). The `field is 

understood as a socially constructed site that is always 

.... politically situated, contextualised, and defined and that its social. 

political, and spatial boundaries shift with chati-, ing, circurný, tanccs or 
in difficult political context,,. The "field" is also always, a place "in 
between" that which is familiar and recozniiable and that which is 

foreign; it is the question defining a "field" that hinds the toto. 
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providing a place wherein one is neither an insider nor an outsider in 
any absolute sense, but rather an interlocutor. (Nast, 1994.60) 

My relationship as a researcher to the 'field' wN, as not strange. unfamiliar or distant. 
I Iowever, like the 'field' the idea of the 'home' was an unstable category, experienced 
differently by diverse social groups. Although the difference between my research 
participants and myself were sometimes small, and sometimes large, I grappled \\ ith a 
number of issues around my positionality. Katz's (1994: 67) guidance '« e are alit avs 
already in the field' was an appropriate starting point for me. 

I found out that my own positionality brought a mixture of familiarity and 

enthusiasm to the research relationship. I arrived in the UK as a two year old with my 

mother and two brothers from rural Bangladesh, in 1975. My mother bought me to the 

UK to seek urgent medical attention for my left eye at the advice of surgeons in 

Dhaka, Bangladesh. As a British citizen my father was already working in Brick Lane 

in the London's East End, earning a living in Spitalfields dwindling clothing industry. 

Upon arriving in London I was refused hospital admittance on the (, rounds that my 

eye disease was contracted abroad. Faced with fear for my deteriorating eve my father 

left me with the Imam in the Brick Lane Mosque as a last attempt to persuade the 

health authorities to treat my eye. After a petition initiated by the Imam's intervention 

I was admitted in to hospital and received treatment. My earliest memory of 

Spitalfields is living in a 1930s council flat, off Brick Lane. These flats still existed at 

the time of writing. We had originally moved into this flat by squatting illegally. The 

local housing regulations stipulated that new immigrant families were not eligible for 

council homes on the grounds that they had 'intentionally' made themselves homeless 

by migrating. The British National Party was also active in these years and \t as 

opposing with violence, the accommodation of Bangladeshi families into parts of 

Spitalfields. A local activist, by the name of Terry Fitz, had broken into our home and 

cleared the ground from any potential BNP agitators betöre giving the go ahead for 

my family to move in. In the late 1970s Terry had 'cleared' many council homes in 

this way, physically housing numerous families. We lived in this flat für another 27 

years and watched the process of change and myriad struggles take place in 

Spitalfields. During the course of my fieldwork I came back into contact with people 

like Terry Fit/. no\\ also a friend, who had played a prominent role (and continue to 

do so) in the politics of Spital fie Ids. 
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Recounting this biography is relevant for this methodology chapter for a number of 

reasons. I shared with my participants a personal and political commitment to shape a 

better future for the next generation in Spitalfields. I knew my locality fairly %\ e ll: did 

this therefore mean that my study was any less challenging`? Did this proximity 

compromise the pursuit for objective and impartial knowledge? I came to the ' field' 

with preconceptions about the people who came to seek careers helping the poor in 

the East End and had difficulty with the idea of Spitalfields and its people being a 

laboratory for social research. 

The discussions around power imbalances between the researcher and research 

participants raise questions for social researchers about the rights and responsibilities 

of those whose lives are represented in research (Marcus and Fischer, 1986). 

Feminists have long questioned the nature of the research process and the claims of 

impartial knowledge that underpin positivist methodologies (Brunskel, 1998; 

Schoenberger, 1992; McDowell, 1997). This critical outlook provided the assurance 

that I sought in trying to think through my own positionality, and emotional proximity 

to my research site. Most people experience an imbalance of power with regard to 

another subject or set of political, economical or social relations. Some of us 

experience this power imbalance more severely than others. However, the question 

matters because it gives legitimacy to our position as researchers to be able to 

represent or uncover alternative or subaltern voices. I took confidence from the 

knowledge that the `field' and 'home' were unstable in relation to the location of the 

researcher and the research outcome. Although I was conducting research at 'home' in 

a familiar place I did not often experience the feelings of power that is normally 

derived from (White) ethnicity, or a middle class or male identity traditionally 

associated with higher education bodies (Gilbert, 1994, Kobayashi, 1994). Yet my 

academic cared- to date has opened up opportunities that are normally aý ailable to 

people from middle class backgrounds and to this extent my class background seemed 

much more fluid and unfixed. My status as a 'local' researcher helped to reduce any 

potential harriers relating to educational privilege. In man\ situations I was 

interviewing respondents who would be described as 'local elites' as well as more 

powerful social groups in relation to mv, own standpoint. Moreo\ er my respondents 

ranged from the relatively po\xerless (e. g. young people) and the powerful elites 

(decision-makers). This meant that the "field". as defined a" an in-between space. 
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constantly changed. Each meeting was an encounter reminiscent of Ahmed' ('000) 

work on strange encounters which helped explain both my own positionality and 

which also compliments the discussion in chapter two around differelnce, place and 
the construction of identities in Spitalfields. The term encounter is useful in showing 
how concepts such as `field and `home' are in fact an undetermined process. 

The term encounter suggests a meeting, but a meeting, which in% olves 
surprise and conflict. We can ask: ' how does identity itself become 
instituted through encounters with others that surprise, that shift the 
boundaries of the familiar, of what we assume we know'' Identity itself 
is constituted in the `more than one' of the counter: the destination of 
an `I' or `we' requires an encounter with others. (Ahmed 2000: 6-7) 

All my meetings contained an element of surprise, which necessitated shifting 
familiar boundaries between what a researcher traditionally ought to be. I was guided 
by thinking on `home' and `away' and the `field' not so much in terms of the insider 

and outsider debate but by thinking about the impact of location, context, and the 

practicalities of research as embodied research (Dyck, 2001; Moss, 2001). Dyck 

introduces the notion of scale and layering of context in her work on methods (Dyck, 

2001: 236). This allows her to be open to the unanticipated difficulties and dilemmas, 

which come up again and again in new qualitative research. 

Through this notion of scale -moving from state level to where we live 
and work (our everyday worlds) to the specific setting of research, 
such as the home of someone we interview or other such "field site" - 
the important feature of the meanings made in research and the 
dilemmas we may encounter can be grounded in material conditions, 
specific time and space. All aspects of research, indeed, are embedded 
in a layering of contexts. Yet these contexts shift, and in some places 
and times more rapidly than others. What research I choose to do, how 
I do it, and the specific dilemmas I encounter cannot be completely 
abstracted form the materiality of the "where" I do the research. (Dyck, 
2002: 236) 

Research Sites and Locations 

The empirical site of my research focused on selected organisations in the \ý cstern 

fringe of Tower Hamlets in Spitalfields (see map of Spitalfields in page 4): the 

Banglatown enterprise zone, the Rich Mix Centre for London, the annual 

festivals'melas and local mobilisation of opposition to the wars in Al-ghanistan and 

Iraq in 2001 and ? 003. 
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Banglatown is a business enterprise zone in Spitalfields that has its territorial focus 

in Brick Lane, the main street catering for Bangladeshi trade and 'Indian' restaurants. 

The two main annual festivals, the Boishaka Bengali New Year itle/a (`lay 9) and the 

Brick Lane Mela (September 9), which take place in Banglatown, bring together the 

best of the East End's diverse culture and Bangladeshi cuisines. Throughout 2000- 

2003 I carried out on-the spot taped interviews of festival participants and asked them 

their reasons for participating. The Boishaka/Bengali New Year Festival, funded by 

regeneration monies, and the Spitalfields Festival, funded by private trusts and 

donations, both contribute to the local economy and the cultural landscape of the area. 

The Rich Mix Centre is proposed as a landmark culture-led centrepiece to the arts and 

cultural renewal programmes in Tower Hamlets. The purpose of the Rich Mix Centre 

is to provide a `flagship' national centre to house the contributions of immigrants to 

the culture and economy of the area and to London's role as a world city. In 2002 and 

2003 I observed and followed on the fringes the demonstration on the stop the war in 

Iraq and Afghanistan through its route and rallying point in Altab All Park, not far 

from the Aldgate East tube station. This protest march was organised by the Young 

Muslim Organisation, which is an active youth-led affiliation in Tower Hamlets over 

both spiritual and religious matters and social welfare. 

All these sites provide examples of how the politics of space take shape in 

Spitalfields. Some writers have argued that to be effective, politics must be made 

visible in public space (D. Mitchell, 1995). I link my concern with public space to 

popular arts initiatives in Spitalfields. I conceptualise the demonstrations and the 

festivals as important strategies in politicising public spaces but which also makes the 

politics behind the demonstration and the festivals more effective and charged. I 

wanted to demonstrate the potential of crowds and gatherings in the anti-war protests 

as an alternative use of public space in Spitalfields in contrast to the purpose of 

Festivals and Melas. The festivals are a public statement of the area's heritage and can 

be read as a text on the area's multiculturalism. The anti-war march, too, is significant 

as an illustration of how Spitaltields is still used as space of protest. I3anglatown and 

the Rich Mix Centre represent critical nodes in the culture-led regeneration strategies 

that were taking shape in Spitallields in the latter 1990s through to the present period. 

Together these sites are illustrative of the pathways at which vibrant global traditions 

fuse in Spitaltields to produce diverse use,, and representations of space. Lhcy re's cal 
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the way in which the symbolic economy of the new East End is mapped with 
`multicultural' iconic events that are meaningful sites for commerce, politics and play. 
The sites are contributing to the cultural aspects of redevelopment. These are 

contradictory sites because on the one hand, they are contributing to the development 

of Spitalfields as a sanitised location for consumption but on the other, the sites are 
developing the talents of individuals to play an active part in their local environments. 

Multiple Research Methods 

I used a number of qualitative methods to gather evidence on the research questions. 
A diversity of methods and sources is also associated with the shift awav from a 

`positivist' social science approaches and a static view of social facts, to a 

phenomenological approach with its more process oriented and contingent view of 
knowledge and learning. This has meant that no one `method' can be applied in a 

research vacuum or that research can take place in isolation of the research 

relationships. One of the ways in which I hope to contribute findings in my research is 

through the mixed usage of methodologies. I have combined a number of qualitative 

methodologies that are distinct but complimentary of each other. The use of multiple 

methods is also associated with more rigour and reliability in research evidence and 

the triangulation, which helps to induce credibility through the collaboration of 

evidence from a variety of sources. 

I carried out the fieldwork in two stages. I convened three focus groups and carried 

out site visits to different organisations in Spitalfields in 2001. The outcomes of these 

focus groups and site visits formed the pilot phase of my fieldwork. The bulk of my 

fieldwork was carried out between 2002 and 2003, and I conducted a limited number 

of interviews in 2004. A major concern of this research from the outset was to a\ old 

repeating interviews on topic areas that had previously been extensively researched. 

My literature search was carried in significant depth to avoid this from happening. 

Where possible I supplemented qualitative methods with base line statistics on socio- 

economic status and other quality of life indicators. I sampled in,,, data during the pilot 

stages of the research in 
-1001 and adjusted my questions and theoretical frameworks 

in light of what data was produced. 

1 \\ as guided by the need to examine how different groups are situated in the 

colllnlOdlfiCation process: how 'culture' is employed within c. onomic regeneration 
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strategies, and how different actions and firms contributed to this process. I wished to 

understand development from a range of different perspectives. I was concerned to 
interview both those people in control of development-led change in Spitalfields as 

well as those people who were recipients of changes generated from de% e lopment-led 

action and market forces'3. Participants were also selected on the basis of their 

perceived involvement in culture-led regeneration, which accounts for the high 

number of respondents from the arts sector. I ended up with diverse accounts on 
development from local people, councillors, development corporation executives, 
board members, residents, professionals, business owners and young people. 

This research explores how cultural diversity has been commodified in the 

promotion of economic regeneration in Spitalfields. I conducted approximately 20 

face-to-face, semi-structured interviews with key informants who are senior managers 

and who acted as gatekeepers to regeneration agencies and partners. A smaller 

number of respondents were also drawn from business representatives, and owners of 

small to medium size business enterprises in Brick Lane. I interviewed this group of 

people because it was important to speak to people `leading' the process of change in 

Spitalfields. These informants were able to account for the delivery of equitable 

regeneration programmes, as they were responsible for implementing development in 

Spitallields. I was interested in deciphering the view of these `local elites' to 

understand whether they viewed regeneration as a monolithic process driven by 

commercial forces or whether they were differently engaged in interventions to invert 

`official' narratives. This group is categorised as local elites because of their decision- 

making authority in influencing regeneration in Spitalfields. 

I conducted focus groups with diverse groups of people to examine how different 

social groups are positioned in the commodification process and to assess the extent 

of their involvement or awareness of regeneration policy and its implementation. The 

aim of focus groups is to expose differences, contradictions and, in short, the 

complexity of individual experiences. It is also useful when working with specific 

groups to understand their histories, responses and thought-, in relation to particular 

issues. The focus group participants broadly tell into three groups- newly mo\ed 

residents, mixed by 
-, ender, class and ethnicity; professionals li in`g and or working in 

13 The focus on the local setting begs the question which groups tonst tare local residents. I avoided setting up simplistic 

generalisations or falling into a trap of questioning the authenticity of people's belonging under a gentr rication typolog, 
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the Borough, mixed by gender and ethnicity; and young people and young Nlwlim 

women living in Spitalfields. All three groups were selected on the basis of the last 

research question, which looks at how far different groups are involved in 

regeneration policy and implementation. 

The first focus group comprised (five) individuals who were living in the area as 

owner-occupiers, and had different jobs across London. Stuart, 29, recently moved to 

Whitechapel from New York, and is the owner of a Dot. com Company on Brick 

Lane; Jules, 29, an owner occupier on the Isle of Dogs, works for a market research 

company in Blackfriars; Nasreen, 28, moved to Bethnal Green four years ago, and 

now works for a media training body in Soho; Ed, 29, resident, an owner occupier, 

and business owner in the Columbia Road Flower Market; and Sharifa, 27, `ircww up 

on the Isle of Dogs, and now works for a local college `. 1 

The second focus group of respondents were adults either living and/or working in Tower 

Hamlets and were engaged in regeneration work for over ten years, having witnessed the 

scale of change from both personal and professional perspectives. Again, I organised a focus 

group (five people present) as part of the initial data collection phase and then followed up 

individuals if they had indicated a willingness to take part in an in-depth interv-iewý, w. The group 

comprised of: Claire, resident, 36, an owner occupier of a former housing association flat, 

who moved to Spitalfields fifteen years ago to work for the Borough's youth service; Sana, 

resident, 28, lives in social housing and works in Spitalfields with a local environmental 

agency; Rosie, 37, lives in Spitalfields in a social housing flat, is presently working in a 

refugee centre in Bethnal Green; Matt Cowling, 55, resident, who is a former community 

`activist' in Tower Hamlets, moved outside the Borough; and Vikki Coww ling, 56, former 

youth worker in Spitalfields, moved outside the Borough. 

The third set of focus groups took place with younger respondents. I focused on 

youth sections of population to explore in more detail their experience of public space 

and cultural renewal strategies. These respondents were young people aged 16-26 

years old, livin`g., studying or working in the locality15. I convened these focus groups 

between 2001-2003 in an attempt to understand young participants' location and 

relationship to their residential spaces. I also interviewed an additional group of 

respondents of Muslim women aged 16-26 years that were ethnically homo`gcnous. 

and often contlated their cultural, ethnic and religious identities under the banner of' 

14 The names of the focus group participants have been changed to ensure anonymity. 

SIh: ýýc uýý'd ýýýung people to refer to respondents aged 16-26 hard on Census categories 
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`Bangladeshi' or 'Muslim'. In total I carried out seven focus groups with younger 

respondents of which two were with young Muslim women. 

Gaining Access 

There were different challenges that arose out of the use of these methods and the 

different research participants. At the start of the fieldwork I wrote to six 

organisations based in the Borough and in Spitalfields on account of their membership 

profile and listings in the local directory of community and voluntary organisations. I 

provided organisations with a brief summary of my work and followed up with letters 

and telephone calls. I was invited to visit the organisation and make introductions 

with the members directly. This gave me a chance to see in person how members 

made use of the space. 

It was hard work making contact initially. I was despondent at the poor response 

and reflected on my own inadequacy at negotiating access into these organisations. 

For some groups the idea of speaking to a post-graduate student appeared daunting 

and for others, it bought more credibility to my role as a researcher. Some of my 

readings on methodology, which located the researcher as a powerful actor in the 

research relations seemed remote for me. At other times the literature on researching 

elites was also relevant for me (Schoenberger, 1992; McDowell, 1992,1998; Herod, 

1999; Ward and Jones, 1999). In a community space my role as a post-graduate 

researcher made me feel uncomfortable where many members were struggling to 

return to education to learn basic literacy skills. For 'local elites' the status of a 

student created the barrier in that I was not perceived as important enough 

(Schoenberger, 1992: 217). As a researcher I was therefore located in different 

frameworks of power which constantly changed depending on the respondents. Later, 

I found it difficult to categorise my respondents as 'elites' or 'non-elites'. 'student. ' 

or `low-income groups' as people rarely fit into single subject positions. 

Gaining access to young respondents proved to be more difficult than I anticipated 

in the research planning stages. I convened the groups with the help of two 

community or anisations that were willing to facilitate access to their members. The 

organisations in which I recruited participants and youth workers were South Poplar 

and Limehouse Action for Secure Housing and the Environment (SPI . ASI I ), Tower 

Hamlets Summer Univ ersity ("I 'l ISU) and the Brady Arts Centre. SPl 
. 
\Sl I is a charity 
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working with the most deprived residents of Tower Hamlets. The organisation's 

services are aimed at families and children. THSU is a not-for-profit summer project. 

which runs a series of short courses for young people in the Borough. The 

organisation is pro-active in terms of engaging young people in the running of 

projects and as a result it attracts large numbers of local youth in the summer. In 

summer 2003 a group of young people organised a fashion show as part of a 

Millennium Challenge Award project in the Brady Arts Centre in Hanbury Street, off 

Brick Lane. Brady Arts is a local flagship arts centre where a number of youth arts 

initiatives took place during the year. Iqbal Islam, a 20-year-old student at Goldsmiths 

College organised the fashion show to bring together local amateur models and 

designers in a talent showcase on 30`h July 2003. I was able to attend the rehearsals 

and spend time getting to know the participants before interviewing them. 

Focus groups usually involve a discussion between individuals %v 'ho are known to 

each other. This is harder to organise, as there is no pre-established group to contact. 

Although the aim of the discussion is to produce a set of knowledge on a specified 

topic area, the researcher also wants to see the group in its entirety so that the 

knowledge is an interactive product, mediated, agreed and disagreed and Verified by 

the group. The respondents are also encouraged to speak in their own words and in 

their own voices. I prepared a list of themes that I wanted the group to discuss and 

starter questions to initiate the discussion. The help of the local facilitator was 

invaluable helping in building a proper relationship with the young people. 

During the course of my fieldwork fellow students discussed the ethics of paying 

respondents to take part in my research. Views on these matters tended to differ 

between researchers and organisations. I offered the focus group participants small 

payments of £ 10 in acknowledgement of their support and travel costs to attend the 

discussion. I considered the payment to the younger respondents an ethical issue as it 

made me feel less anxious about using their time without being able to contribute 

anything tangible hack to their lives. The payment theretore addressed this ethical 

concern in a small way. The youths were mildly embarrassed to accept the money and 

I had to push and cajole to some extent to get them to accept. 

Betire starting the interview I asked the participants how they tell about Ine tape 

recording the discussions. I was careful to explain that the content,, of the discussion 

would he treated in confidence and names would he changed to guarantee anonymity. 
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I explained that I would be willing to provide transcripts to each member so that she 
or he could double check the content. 

I interviewed individual residents from different ethnic backgrounds, protcsslolls 

and ages to obtain a sense of their inclusion and exclusion in the local env ironment. 

This helped produce findings to the research question on how different social groups 

are positioned within the commodification process. The objective was not to set up 

residents as opposing groups in relation to the `old' or 'new' Spitalfields but to 

explore the extent to which people's perceptions and feelings about their 'home' fitted 

with the official representations of `place' in Spitalfields. 

In order to explore my second research question, the extent to which the production 

of `multicultural capital' helped to sell the new East End, I relied more on secondary 

source materials such as written publicity, unofficial and 'rev' literature from 

organisations, the built environment and its structures (e. g. streetscapes, 
improvements, decorative public art) and promotional literature from property 

agencies operating in Spitalfields. I collected primary and secondary literature and 
data sources, for example from the council, property developers' promotions, as well 

as wider media representing the East End, such as novels, poems, exhibitions, lifestyle 

magazines and community arts. I analysed key strategic documents of funding bids 

and proposals from ('ityside Regeneration and the London Borough of Tower 

Hamlets. Some of these documents were used as background information. My 

intention in looking at the official and unofficial literature was to track when and how 

tourism and visitor initiatives gained importance in recent years. I also used a number 

of web-based sites to analyse the way in which Spitalfields is marketed and discussed. 

This included forums on Banglatown, Spitalfields Market Under Threat, estate agents 

and discussion sites and web-based sites on news and events going on in Spitalfields. 

I analysed this literature partly by using the method of discourse analysis and partly 

by categorising the secondary material by descriptive and interpreti\ e coding. 

I also visited sites to explore how different groups use public spaces. l'hesc visits 

were supplemented with my own tämiliarity of the area as a resident. I wanted to , cc 

people in places through a synchronic snapshot approach, mapping who is where 

doing, ww hat at particular points in time. The main purposes of these observations were 

to see how people interact with space. The snapshot ga\ e an indication of the kind` of 

patterns found in the links between types of person and the uses of public spaces. I 
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was able to get an insight into consumption and the everyday practices of identities. 

During 2001-2003 I visited a number of venues that are key spaces in Spitalfields' 

consumption circuit, which help to create and maintain the multicultural ambience in 

the area. These spaces provide evidence of how and where multicultural capital iý 

being used to pull in customers. I observed the audiences for these sites to explore 
how different social groups participate in consumption. The sites included the Fihe 

Bar, the 93 Feet East Club and Coffee(4ýBrick Lane. The restaurants included art deco 

style curry houses such as the Cafe Naz and the longer established Aladin, as well as 

the Brick Lane Brasserie, which was a small and modest restaurant. I visited the 

markets on most Sundays. I also attended the monthly Nashu16 
. 'Fight., in the Herbal 

Club in Hoxton where Bangladeshi DJs who trained in the youth clubs of Spitalfields 

as teenagers, hosted the night. These visits gave me an opportunity to be an observer 

in a range of public spaces in the day and part of the night-time consumer economy. 

The Performance and Play of Research 

Interviews and focus groups are weighed down and mediated by complex power 

relationships. Differences based on class, status, age, race and sexual orientation all 

affect the research situation, and are played out in different ways both consciously and 

unconsciously. As a local Bangladeshi woman I was located within different 

frameworks of power/powerlessness. Negotiating sameness and difference in the 

research relationship changed accordingly. Addressing the positionality of the 

researcher has been a central issue in feminist methodological discussions, 

particularly with regard to the role of gender, but is has been extended to the analysis 

of' other differences, (see Kobayashi, 1994, on ethnicity; see Valentine, 1993 and 

England, 1994 on sexuality). The notion of reflexivity is an important feature in 

methods that consider critically the role of the researcher in the research process. 

Reflexivity is about the position of the researcher, about the effects that position has 

on the knowledge outcome; it is about what the researcher produces and tells us about 

the relationship between the researcher and the people or material,, she or he deal 

with; and it is about the social effects of the researchers work (Rose, 2001: 1 30). It is 

expected that the researcher will explain how their social position has affected \\, hat 

they found. Reflexivity is also employed to acknowledge or think critically about 

16 Nasha translates as 'Addiction' in Hindi. 
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hierarchical relations between researcher and participant'-. My research encounters 

revealed different disparities in power between researcher and the participants. This 

was mostly due to the fact that I was interviewing different groups of people and 
therefore the research outcome was different each time and I continually assessed and 

re-evaluated my own positionality extensively. 

When interviewing young people, I was sensitive to my own power as an adult 

researcher from a higher education institute. Here age , vas a significant barrier. The 

power imbalance in the research relationship was most apparent in relation to this 

group of young informants. My ability to intervene, influence the research outcome, 

ability to ask leading questions were at odds with my intention to put the young 

people at ease so that they could interact with each other and speak candidly as a 

group with minimal involvement from me. I became aware of how easy it is to 

manipulate young people's views and thoughts in the course of the interview and at 

the analysis stage. It is far easier for adult researchers to ask leading questions and for 

younger respondents not to challenge an adult. Even reflexivity, as [gland said, can 

make us more aware of the asymmetrical or exploitative power relationships, but it 

cannot remove them' (England, 1994: 86). This is compounded by the fact that I 

rewarded the young people for their participation with a small payment. I ww as for the 

most part uncomfortable with the notion of power in this research relationship and 

found the aid of a facilitator known to the participants as a useful way of 

demonstrating accountability to the group. 

When speaking to the Muslim women my conversations took an interesting turn 

and led to frank exchanges once I had disclosed my personal interest in actively 

listening to their voices, so often marginalised in official debates. Interviewing 

residents in the focus group format also revealed little disparity in the research 

relationship. Finally, interviewing local elites was a very insightful research 

experience. When interviewing the representatives of local agencies mvv own role %ý as 

brought into sharper focus. I also found that being a female was helpful in many 

instances in negotiating access in elite spaces. This experience is cited by other female 

researchers who found their `ender to he especially helpful when ncgotiating access 

to male gatekeepers in the corporate world, which are traditionally inscribed with 

masculine power (Schoenberger, 1992: 21 i: %1cDo\\elI, 1990. \lternati,. elv I 

17 Reflexivity also attracts criticisms on the grounds that it is not rootc: LI in 'objective' scientific methods. 
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reasoned that a willingness to speak could be explained by the local networks I had 

built up over the years and so people gave their time more generously than I expected. 
Many elites from different backgrounds expressed a level of curiosity at m`, position 

as a doctoral researcher that was disquieting for me. The term 'local Bangladeshi' was 

synonymous with `low-income' background and an associated incapacity to engage in 

academic or policy discourses. This may be my own limited perception or 

misinterpretation of others' reactions but it was certainly a recurring theme, reinforced 

each time someone asked, 'you're not from around here, are you? ' On the other 

extreme, my positionality as a local Bangladeshi woman brought with it a perceived 
legitimacy or authenticity to some respondents who went out of their way to facilitate 

interviews and discussions. Residents were willing to share stories about their lives on 

the `you must know... ' basis. My background was bought into the dialogue and often 
became an active part of the interview content. I was grateful for the way in which I 

was able to access key respondents who were generous with the time and commitment 

to meet my frequent requests. My experience convinced me that 'identities' bring with 

them different trade offs in research relationships. I incorporated the need to adapt and 

change to different sets of social relations, to be sensitive to different maps of power. 

The performance of research therefore heightened my awareness of the different 

types of social actors and the mini-environments contained Within Spitalfields and the 

wider East End. Researchers from all walks of life talk about assumptions being made 

about them as women, men, as researchers, as sexual beings, and their class status. It 

is a personal decision as to what extent one decides to challenge, play along with, or 

accept underlying assumptions about difference (Valentine, 2002: 128). The range of 

tactics I used (adapting dress, accent, transparency, mode of communication and so 

on) only served to draw attention to the task of negotiating sameness and difference 

through the `game' or performance of research. At times I struggled with being fully 

reflexive. It was comforting to find this to be an experience others authors reported - 

the self could never be revealed through the process of self-reflection. 

... the extraordinarily complex nature and general messiness of both the 

performance, and reading of identities which occur beta een 
interviewers and interviewees [... ] mean that despite all the talk in 

feminist methodological debates about the importance of 
acknowledging our positionality or redistributing power beta etn 
researcher and informant, in reality the process i, beyond the 
Understanding of the researcher. (Valentine, 2001 a: 124) 
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This comment from Valentine perhaps demonstrates the impossibility of knowing the 
self but it is skewed in the direction of power as opposed to powerlessness. Rose 
(1997) also provided a candid reflection on the difficulties of putting feminist research 
in practice, which on many occasions served as reassuring ad% ice. 

Transcript and Analysis 

I kept a tape recording of most of the interviews and all the focus groups. During the 
transcribing process I became aware of incomplete sentences in speech and langua`ec. 
Changing interviewees' words in transcription and analysis seemed to me a 
disempowering act. Yet poor communication made my respondents look less than 

adequate. The choice over whether or not to alter poor communication, or to interpret 

meaning, could have lead to misrepresentation. This is related to wider ethical issues 

about the extent to which researchers exercise power in how knowledge is managed, 

mediated and sometimes manipulated. I offered the chance for my interview 

respondents to read through each transcript and change words, language and 

comments for themselves. I also offered the same opportunity to the focus group 

participants but none took up the offer. On most occasions, howrev er, people were 

willing to place trust in my interpretation or perhaps did not have the time to look 

through their own interviews. In some cases one or two respondents re-wrote sections 

of the interview particularly where opinions were expressed that they felt needed to be 

explained further through additional background and context. These occurred with the 

more articulate respondents who were concerned with misrepresentation. 

Misinterpretations can also arise due to cultural differences. There is a danger, to 

use Clifford's words, of becoming 'caught up in the invention, not the representation, 

of cultures' (Clifford, 1986: 2). This is a difficult issue to resolve. My subject position 

as a local resident and also the similarities I share with the research subjects in 

different ways (vis-a vis class, race, religion, gender. or professional background) did 

reduce the gaps to some extent but I still took precautions against the 'Invention, of 

cultures. I was aware that similarities and differences apply with all researchers. 

whatever their respective backgrounds. 

Another risk in choosing a qualitative or intensive approach to intervicýN ing is that 

interviews may reveal prejudice or had c\pcrience . 
During the onset of' each 

interview and focus group I made clear that this was a confidential space and that I 

would not disclose information or attribute quotes without the permission of' each 
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participant. This was important in establishing an open space for the interview to take 

place and for the respondents to feel relaxed about the interview process. Sometimes a 

respondent may be reporting on an event in a neutral or objective way. wishing to 

appear fair and balanced in their judgment, but one or two unintentional sentence 

may reveal their true feelings. Sometimes these un-intended utterances may in fact he 

the most insightful bit of the entire interview. Sometimes respondents would disc use 

other respondents or people in positions of power in bad light. This happened on 

many occasions. Sometimes things may have been said during the interview that the 

respondents may choose not to see repeated. In these limited cases I did not use the 

comments in my analysis. The printed word as opposed to the oral recording is 

significantly greater as it puts the words down as a permanent record and calls the 

respondents into accountability for their opinions. People are made accountable for 

what they say. Again respondents were given the opportunity to comment on their 

transcripts. Few came back with comments. With most of my respondents I tried 

returning to the organisations to show exactly how I had written and analysed their 

comments. I did this to guard against the danger of using quotations out of context. 

I desisted from taping one interview at the insistence of the respondent. On another 

occasions respondents interpreted the offer to read their transcripts as a way of 

changing their honest and frank perspectives on migration in Spitalfields. The 

presence of recording equipment appeared too official in some cases, causing fear due 

to the interviewees' vulnerable status or over-confident status. 

I wrote notes on the meetings shortly after conducting the intervieww/discuss ion. 

These notes included discussions on how easy it was to start the discussion and host 

the individuals interacted with each other and me during the length of the meeting. In 

the transcribed tapes I recorded the pauses and blurred comments, which indicate 

pauses and reactions to the topics. Transcribing the focus groups and analysing the 

material was more challenging than analysing one-to-one intervic\\ s. I found that it 

was difficult to situate the speakers when the` uttered the comments. I hese 

disadvantages were mitigated by the interactive discussion and the way in which 

respondents gave accounts based on each other's thoughts and feelings. This is not 

something that I could achieve by interview methods alone. I offered to write up the 

accounts of the discussions and make them available to the organisation` a, record. as 
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an incentive for organisations to take part in this research. The organisations did not 

take up this offer. 

I maintained a detailed codebook and draw a system whereby I could make 
distinctions between small codes and larger units. Codes can be descriptive or 
interpretive. Descriptive codes describe the basic content of the inter viewww and other 

texts and interpretive codes are related more to the theoretical concerns of the research 

study. I used both types of coding to analyse my findings. I set up codes for themes 

and issues for primary relevance and secondary relevance to the research questions. I 

managed the data by hand and did not use computer software analysis to handle the 

data. The descriptive codes included headings such as what the interviews talked 

about and the images content: multiculturalism, entertainment, choice of visitor sites, 
lack of space for hanging out for young people, tension, quality of life for residents 

and so on. My interpretive codes included headings such as whether the text was 

describing, promoting or bemoaning multiculturalism, redevelopment and change. I 

created further headings such as audiences, articulation of insider, outsider Fast 

Enders, selling multiculturalism, economic development as the rationale for 

promoting diversity, exclusion and so on. 

Discourse Analysis 

The East End has been central to representations of the urban city per excellence. I 

was interested in exploring how myth, reputation, media stories. rumour and gossip, 

the activities of estate agents, developers, the local authority and visitors so 

powerfully affect the representation of the East lind and Spitalfields, and with what 

consequences. A significant part of my research was carried out using visual images 

and the texts that manufacture meanings of 'place' in Spitalfields. The use of visual 

methods in geography is a common research method to yield information and analysis 

on the textual constructions of people and places. Building on these earlier traditions 

geographers such as Rose have put forward ideas around critical visual 

methodologies, which encourage researchers to think about the visual in relation to 

cultural and social practices and embedded power relations (Rose, 2001: 
-1). 

Vikual 

methodologies have been popular in art theory and work on audience, and ways of 

seeing. Much meaning is conveyed through visual images. Images are ne% er neutral 

observations on society, rather the, are an interpretation of the world and are 
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displayed in a particular way for the audience to see. The visual becomes a critical 
tool in site and strategy for research. 

Discourse used here means a particular way of representing a subject. Discourse 

analysis is helpful in deconstructing or assessing the underlying patterns and set: of 
images that recur in manufactured texts on Spitalfields. A discourse does not consist 

of one statement, but of several statements working together to form what Foucault 

calls a `discursive formation' - which is the way meanings are connected together in a 

particular discourse (Foucault, 1972 cited in Rose, 2001). Mills notes that while there 

may be different practices or definitions of discourse, there is one feature that is 

common to discourse: discourse is principally organized around the practice of 

exclusion (Mills, 1997: 22). I examined documents, promotional literature on selling 

places and popular literature on `place' to search for a common set of discourse 

formations that connect participation stories, images and tales about Spitalfields. I 

have looked at the process of inclusion and exclusion in all my texts by decoding the 

primary audience for the text and the written words to describe the content designed 

to draw in a specific type of person. I looked at the intended audience but also who 

was not included in the text as the audience. I was just as interested in the silence and 

omissions in the texts. I questioned the `naturalness' or taken tier granted nature of' the 

discourses of `regeneration' in Spitalfields. The silences also deserve interpretation. 

One of my research questions relate directly to the way in multicultural capital is 

used to `sell' Spitalfields. The visual images in tourist publications point to specific 

audiences and the power they hold in terms of spending money in the local economy. 

The brochures produced by regeneration partners construct images of public space in 

specific ways so that the audience is directed towards seeing Spitalfields gis a space of 

history, play, recreation, and voyeurism. Looking at visual images I am able to 

explore the way in which multicultural capital is used to sell Spitalfields. I wanted to 

explore how `multi-cultural Spitalfields' is constructed in tourist brochures, 

advertisements, write-ups in national magazines and property newspapers. I wanted to 

understand who the different audiences are in each representation and how each 

audience is directed to sec Spitalfields in a particular w\ ay. It allowed me to asse"ý, 

comparatively the congruence of the 'nmessaues' in images and the e erb da\ ' 

practices of regeneration in Spitaltlelds. 11\ interests in place-marketing \l'llals 

pointed to the usefulness of discourse analysis as a tool fur explorin how written and 
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visual discourses create the power of `place' in Spitalfields. Finally, discourse 

analysis is used to explore how images construct specific % iew s of the social world. 

Gill (1996) states that, 'all discourse is organised to make itself persuasive', and 

discourse analysis focuses on those strategies of persuasion (cited in Rose, 2001). 

The types of sources used were images and texts on Spitalfields and the East End 

of London and included the East is East photo exhibition's, East End life newspaper 

articles on `East End Living' sections, contemporary accounts of visits (by journalists, 

writers and academics), reviews of cultural activities, venues, events and displays in 

press/media, and publicity produced by private property developers to attract 

homebuyers and new tenants, websites of Banglatown, Spitalfields Market t'nder 

Threat, and the Spitalfields Development Group, and most of all, publicity material. A 

significant part of the materials and leaflets came from Cityside Regeneration Ltd as 

part of its campaign to promote and market tourism in the area. I used as sources 

articles and news stories in the national media, which highlighted Spitalfields as a 

particular space with a specific public identity around multiculturalism, heritage, 

nightlife and bargain hunting. I analysed these articles to examine how 'place' is 

discursively created for the pleasure of the `new cultural class' (May, 1996, Ley, 

1996). 1 examined the way in which improvements to the physical landscape have 

been made by agencies to sanitise the `look' and 'image' of the locality. I explored the 

way in which national media discusses Brick Lane and Spitalfields as a place of 

'multiculturalism' and as a place of sub-cultural capital depending on the audience of 

the media. I analysed images and texts taking into account the social context in which 

these materials were produced. I used these images with the focus groups to see how 

people reacted and responded to the texts. These images were mainly an aid or stimuli 

for the focus group discussion but I wished to see whether my respondents recognised 

themselves as the audience of the texts. This was important in establishing the 

audience of the texts, which in many cases was more than one audience. No\\ is 

Spitalfields imagined" I wished to track how a reinvention of the locality i" deployed 

in promoting economic redevelopment. I contrasted the discourses of texts and images 

relating to the London Docklands sites with those relating to selling Spitalfields aý the 

18 Collection of photographs in an exhibition entitles 'East is East' by Anthony Lam, containing young people's images of their 

neighbourhoods and lifestyles. The aim of the exhibition was to present an alternative account of the East End to commuters 

and were displayed on the Docklands Light Railway and No. 8 Stagecoach buses. I took part in this exhibition by taking 

photographs in 1995-6. 
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latter example had left behind a strong place-marketing legacy 
.I collected project 

design documents on arts projects that are developing public arts activities to generate 
the idea of the arts in the 'East End' as a people's gallery for public art. I analysed the 

strategic planning documents to examine to what extent their politic,, and values 

reflected in the documents were playing a performative role in situating the area as a 

place of tourism or whether they were in fact responding to market forces outside 

their control. I supplemented the analysis of these discourses with the analysis of 
interviews on people's views on Spitalfields. 

My main reason for undertaking discourse analysis is out of concern with the 
discursive production and representation of an authoritative account of the new East 

End, and how this account is contested. One of the main advantages of discourse 

analysis is that this method is helpful for exploring the social construction of 

difference. Discourses are articulated through a wide range of images, texts and 

practices, and all may be valid sources for analysis. I have also used the interview data 

to decipher underlying values and messages together with the visual texts. I walked 

regularly in Spitalfields to study the built-environment in the streets -- both the 

architectural designs and improvements and the way in which people were interacting 

with space to examine how the visual power of spaces regulated social relations and 

movements. 

Conclusion 

I have argued that my methodology is shaped by the nature of the research enquiry: 

that is, assessing the participation and involvement of local groups within 

regeneration programmes. I outlined why I have chosen qualitative approaches 

informed by feminist research practice to investigate my research questions. I 

demonstrated in detail the way in which I negotiated sameness and difference in the 

'field' and critically reflected on the findings in chapter five, six, : even and e ht. I 

have also set out my reasons for selecting multiple methods to give me greater 

flexibility in capturing, research material. The transcription and analysis phase took up 

considerable attention and I reflected on the ethics of the research process in a 

sustained way. Approaching the research process as a game opt positionalities `cave nlc 

a flexibility with which to move beyond the insider, otitsider dualiý, nl that often 

paralyses 
discussions oil field and the representation of 'others'. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Myth and Meanings: Politics and Play in Banglatown 

Whilst debates around globalisation and the politics of place continue 
to concentrate upon the politics of race and racism, it is clearly 
important not to marginalize the conflicts that also dominate a battle 
for place. Considering the ways in which the politics of race and class 
intersect, such battles are by no means straightforward [cf. Crilley 
1990]. (May 1996: 210). 

Introduction 

The latest round of regeneration policies in Spitalfields has taken a cultural turn to 

usher in a new set of discourses in regeneration practices that are distinct from the 

1980s and early 1990s. This distinctiveness in policy consists of the use and 

mobilisation of culture and multicultural capital as tools for regeneration and this 

approach has found its most intense expression in Spitalfields. It is easy to read the 

current change in regeneration practices as solely redevelopment or gentrification. 

This new discourse however demands a different kind of interpretation. An 

exploration of Banglatown provides a neat entry point into the history of the area and 

the contestation of redevelopment narratives that set the scene for current debates on 

regeneration. Banglatown and Spitalfields synonymously have been made the subject 

of myths in recent years by a host of actors ranging from writers, developers, 

planners, architects, activists and businessmen. I argue that this symbolic imagination 

has been driving regeneration forward in recent years. This chapter looks at these 

myths and stories in detail. Myths are contestable and the development of Banglateýwn 

in Spitalfields reveals how myths have been created, un-done and re-shaped to fit into 

a changing regeneration agenda. The chapter ends with a discussion on the 

sustainability of Spitalfields' development, taking into consideration the views of 

many activists, developers and residents. The research findings point to\\ ards 

regeneration processes in tipitalfields as potential sites for a politic', of difference and 

a play of difference. 

Territorially Banglatown is located in the Brick Lane area of '-, hitalfield" Xti there 

Bangladeshi presence is physically concentrated. Brick Lane and IV, Surrounding.,, 

Georgian Spitalfields streets narrowly separate it from the City of London to the east. 

Banglatown is symbolic in form because there is no place on the Help that is called 
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'Banglatown' indicating the discursive nature of its identity. Ban`ýlatown has been 

created by a coalition of interests. It highlights the intensely political nature of place 
and points to the complex intersections of both place and politics with identity. 
Taking its cue from the Chinatown model, it found territorial expression in a number 
of regeneration initiatives in the mid 1990s led by the London Borough of Tower 
Hamlets. In the 2002 local elections the Spitalfields ward changed its name to 
Spitalfields-Banglatown. The change of name signified the evolution of a loose 

emotive idea into a political concept. 

An over-arching gate alerts people to the entrance of Banglatown (see illustration 
3). The erection of the gate is a contemplated act because it reflects a deliberate 

process to keep the style and content of Banglatown architectural designs 

multicultural, and not exclusively Bangladeshi. The gate is not as prominent as 
Chinatown's entrance in London's Soho, which is architecturally built to echo themes 
in Chinese society. Instead the artwork on the gate combines Moorish designs and 
icons but also uses the colour of the Bangladeshi national tlag. 19 The Council invested 

cash injections into restoring the built fabric of Banglatown throughout 1998 and 
1999. There have also been significant works on street furniture to create the 

ambience of a Bengali Mall. Overall the built environment remains a mixture of new 
Bangladeshi and Moorish designs and carefully preserved architectural landscape 

reminiscent of Spitalfields' tradition as a landing port for people across the globe. 

Banglatown builds on Brick Lane's historic role as a trading space in London's 

East End. Brick Lane is distinctive today for the rows of Indian-style restaurants that 

form a vista of curry houses. The dominant source of work is the restaurant trade, 

which employs local Bangladeshi men. Recently there has been a diversification of' 

trading practices and cafes, bars, galleries and exhibition spaces have opened up. 

Banglatown's architecture is distinctive due to the juxtaposition of modern shop 

windows and older architectural designs such as eighteenth and nineteenth century 

buildings. Banglatown's services and activities have also developed from the hiktorv, 

of Brick Lane as a space of Jewish settlement. It was estimated that there were 

120,000 Jews in the Last End in 1910 (source: 

wxvw. towerhanmlets. gov . uk'data disco\ er). 

19 The arch was the result of an open competition by Bethnal Green City Challenge in 1996 7, the previous regen* r1,, n body 

before Cityside in Spitalfields. 
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Banglatown International Curry Festival, 2004 
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A few surviving textile shops of Jewish retailers are still found in Brick Lane. The 

Jammi Mashid [mosque] building which used to be the praying quarters for the 

previous generations of Jewish immigrants in Spitalfields retains design features of 

the old Synagogue and earlier uses. The winding streets off Brick Lane are remnants 

of old settlements and tenements buildings of philanthropic activity at the turn of the 

century. The tradition of charity and philanthropy has become immortalised as part of 

the East End's history and sometimes manifests in nostalgia. The street names are 
found in dual languages of English and Bengali (see illustration 5). There are art 

works and murals at the Shoreditch end of Brick Lane on the railway arches which 

show a combination of images of Spitalfields throughout time, designed in a Moorish 

mosaic pattern and framed in red and green, the national colours of Bangladesh, by 

local schools. The similarities between Banglatown in Brick Lane, London, and 

Sylhet in northwest Bangladesh, the ancestral home of Bangladeshis settled in Britain, 

underscore the globalised nature of the two cities and their respective migrant heritage 

(Garbin, 2004). The shops and street vendors sell Bengali fruit and vegetable staples 

such as jackfruit, betel nut and paan leaves and frozen fish from Bengali rivers. A 

booming formal and informal economy transfers money to remote villages in Sylhet 

in northwest Bangladesh. The multiple identities of place in Banglatown may be 

theorised as part of Massey's attempts to re-think space from absolute and 

independent dimensions to being constructed out of social relations, 'stretched out' 

across diasporic networks in London and Sylhet Town (Massey, 1994: 2). 

Spitalfields' contested history reflects a specificity of space where each place is a 

distinct mixture of wider and more local social relations: 

The juxtapositions of these relations may produce effects that 
would not have happened otherwise ... all these relations 
interact with and take a further element of specificity from the 
accumulated history of place, with that history itself 

conceptualised as the product of layer upon layer of' different 

sets of linkages both local and global to the wider world. 
(Massey 1995: 68) 

The controversy surrounding the name change begs the question. to what extent 

does the present Bangladeshi population belong to Spitalfields and on what terms IS 

their belonging accepted or rejected? While Bangladeshis and all other immigrant 

groups are able to make their 'home' in Spitalfields they are ne\ erthele,, ý, unable toi 

change the rootediless of the longer I: nglish identity that i, ý core to the story of 
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Spitalfields. Incoming groups are conceptualised as transitory populations %% ithout 

permanent roots in the locality. Assessing the ways in which the identity of 

Spitalfields was constructed in the 1980s, Jacobs advanced the idea that if there was to 

be a multicultural Spitalfields, then it could not be unpredictably promiscuous. nor 

could it be comfortably Bengali. She writes: the ethnic origins of both Georgian and 

neo-Georgian Spitalfields were not exclusively English. Yet through the gentrifying 

imagination, Spitalfields came to stand as a domestic monument to the built heritaue 

of the nation, a component of a sanctioned English heritage' (1996: 86). She argues 

that the notion of a "balanced community" was based upon a multiculturalism of 

convenience, which provided a place (a discrete space) for Bengalis so that there 

might be more room for the elaboration of English heritage' (Jacobs, 1996: 87). Jacobs 

found this representation of the Bangladeshi population most powerful in the vision of 

the local Left in Spitalfields. In this vision Bangladeshis formed part of the pieces in 

the jigsaw of English nationalism. This was not an outward vision of internationalism 

where Bangladeshis could legitimately claim Spitalfields as their home. Instead their 

claims to citizenship were granted to them by the ideals of English liberalism. In this 

imaginative construction, Spitalfields is not dislodged from the nation by the arri%al of' 

the post-colonial diaspora. Instead, this constructs work to domesticate (not 

assimilate) the Bengali settlers within a multicultural regime. Bengalis would he out 

of place if they did not fit into this multicultural regime. The change from Spitalfields 

to Spitalfields-Banglatown therefore represented more than a political gain: it 

represented a challenge to the vision of English liberalism that would ascribe a 

regulated role for the Bangladeshis in the multicultural regime. 

IFhe struggle over the representation of Spitalfields reveals that attempts to 

monopolise the identity as Banglatown or multicultural heritage are ideological moves 

by different interest groups in Spitalfields. The attempt to claim space, however, to 

give it a fixed, singular, Bangladeshi identity, is a departure in the Fast End's 

tradition. However, it would also seem that an essentialised Fnglish identity is as 

problematic a category as is a public Bangladeshi Identity in Spitaltields. I3oth are 

examples of attempts to maintain a singular public identity of the area as taken for 

granted, nature evolution of their settlement in the area. The desire to pre erg e 

Spitaltields' English heritage i,, an example of the unproblematic way in which 

whiteness', '[: nolishnc ss' and 'liberalism' are accepted as taken fier `granted terms, 
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neutral, and impartial. The passage below is typical of the Spitaltields Market Under 

Threat campaign's position on redevelopment in Spitalfields, which easily excludes 
Bangladeshis from the heritage of Spitalfields: 

The Spitalfields Development Group, a property consortium that wants 
to replace Old Spitalfields Market with offices, sees the area as 
"London's New Financial Quarter". On the other hand, the business 
community along Brick Lane champions Spitalfields as the capital's 
Bangla Town, whereas the old East End street traders along Petticoat 
Lane say it is the home of the Cockney. The occupants of the fine 
Georgian houses in the conservation area, however. remind us of the 
district's beginning as one of London's first residential suburbs. If 
nothing else Spitalfields is a contested space. Yet, historically 
speaking, whose fields are these? (www. smut. org. uk, 2002) 

The main players in the script of Spitalfields are the developers, the businesses, 'old' 

Fast End traders and Cockneys, and the older English gentry of the Georgian period. 

The Bangladeshis and Somalis are invisible, except in an indirect reference to the idea 

of Bangla Town, which is presented as a business development discourse. The 

invisibility is all the more striking, when walking around the streets tells the naked 

eye that around 90% of the population is Bangladeshi. These discussions therefore 

point to the high stakes involved in the representation of Spitalfields' public identity. 

In the next sections I develop three perspectives on Banglatow n. There are many 

Spitalfields and there are just as many different ways of telling the story of 

Spitalfields. These stories often collide and they often compliment each other. Telling 

the stories of Banglatown does not imply that each narration is separate from each 

other. But it allows me to develop different interpretations of the politics of space in 

contemporary Spitalfields. 

Multiple Discourses I: Narratives of Anti-Racism and Politics of 
Recognition 

The first set of discourses is the notion of Banglato«-n as a symbolic honle to 

London's Bangladeshi population. Spitalfields is home to the l'K's largest settlement 

of British-Bangladeshis. For some, but not all Bangladeshis, Banglatown serves as a 

recognition and acknowledgement of the presence and contribution of the local 

Bangladeshi Population of Tower Hamlets in the last l; nd of London. 

The concept of Banglatown has a political and emotive ori`in drawing on the 

history of oppression and discrimination local Bangladeshis lhccd during the early 



phase of their settlement in the East End. Symbolically they have reclaimed the local 

space as recognition of their position and acceptance in British society. As Ansar 

Ullah, a local Bangladeshi resident and regeneration professional with the Council 

comments, 

The local community has been demanding [sic], requesting or asking 
for years that the area in and around Brick Lane could be called Bengal 
Town [sic] as an acknowledgment of our community in this country 
(Ansar Ullah interview 01/05/2002) 

Banglatown's strategic relevance lies far beyond the narrow territorial delineation and 

encompasses the political, economic and cultural capital of Bangladeshi groups' in the 

UK as a whole (Eade and Garbin, 2002). The earlier quotation from Ullah uses 
`community' loosely to articulate a collective voice for the need of recognition for the 

struggles of the recent past. The presiding view is of the perception of Spitalfields as 
`safe' from racism associated with other parts of Tower Hamlets. In this regard 
Banglatown was articulated as a defensive anti-racist space. Brick Lane was a site for 

frequent clashes between anti-racist and pro-BNP supporters in the late 1970s and 

early 1980s (Leech, 1980). Their struggle for settlement and housing was a 

particularly bitter episode involving racist violence and institutional discrimination in 

housing allocations, which was brilliantly documented in an early publication Fight 

for Land by Charlie Foreman (1989). The arrival of families in the late 1970s and 

early 1980s led to competition for public housing with other poor social groups, 

including dispossessed English and Irish groups. As a result many early Bangladeshi 

families moved into their current council homes through squatting practices. Many 

second generation Bangladeshis who were active in the housing campaigns have 

entered local politics, which means that the discourse of Banglatown as home is 

circulated in political corridors of power locally. It is notable that in the Views of 

many elder Bangladeshis, the displacement from commerce and property-led 

redevelopment was a secondary fear compared with the threat and perceptions of 

racism. The `saving' of Spitalfields for many Bangladeshi respondents was articulated 

in terms of carving out a `home' that was relatively safe from racism. Foreman 

highlighted this dual concern with racism and housing, which was linked to concerns 

around institutional discrimination (Foreman, 1989). The fact of racism, combined 

with the need to secure affordable housing, was always the most pressing need 

(Foreman, 1989). Racism has been practised with ferocity on the Isle of Dogs during 

the mega-scale redevelopment of Canary Wharf. For working class white 
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communities in the Docklands the need to prevent Bangladeshi families moving into 

the Island through institutional discrimination, victimisation and prejudice was a more 

pressing concern even though the large and more politically pressing problem facing 

residents was the need to oppose mega-scale development (Foster. 1999). The 

situation in Spitalfields and in the Isle of Dogs illustrated the extent to which relations 
between East London's two communities were fragile. Few respondents talked about 
the threat of commerce and capitalism or the fear of the City encroaching into local 

livelihoods. Guluam Mortuza, aged 60, Councillor for Spitalfields-Banglatown, was 

clear that the present environment was a positive achievement for younger generations 

of local Bangladeshis growing up in Tower Hamlets. Like others his age, he spent 

most of his early political years protesting in Brick Lane throughout the late 1970s 

and early 1980s when the streets were dangerous and unsafe from racism. 

Mortuza: Brick Lane is a safe place now; it is ours 

Halima: Safe from what? 

Mortuza: Racists 

(Gulam Mortuza interview 11/11/2002) 

Another resident repeats this view. Shaira Begum, a 35-year-old social worker in the 

Council, who grew up in a nearby estate off Brick Lane, recalls what it was like to 

live in the area in the early 1980s: 

I can remember [... ] when there was an incident, like breaking 

windows, smashing walls of restaurants and the news would spread to 
all the houses nearby in Brick Lane, maybe in Aladin Restaurant... this 
would happen all the time... a group of NF men would go down the 
street smashing everything they can and the police station was always 
closed. No one did anything to stop the skinheads from destroying all 
the shops and restaurants. (Shaira Begum, interview 25 /06/2002 ) 

Shaira's comment that `no-one did anything' is a remark on police inaction to stop 

racial harassment of Bangladeshis during this period. There are recorded cases of 

police intimidations of Bangladeshis noted in anti-racist campaigning magazines like 

Race Today starting in the late 1970s. Race Today began to focus its activities on 

working with Bangladeshis in Spitalfields who were fighting the BNP in Brick Lane. 

Many activists from Race Today took part in the squatting movements to house 

homeless Bangladeshi families and the wider anti-racist struggle. Terry Fitz, an 

activist with Race Today, now working for the anti-racist magazine Searchlight, was 
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working in Brick Lane in the 1970s and 1980s. Fitz's work. together with other 

members of local pressure groups, involved securing housing for homeless 

Bangladesh families. Fitz comments that it is easy to forget how recently the BNP was 

active in Brick Lane. 

It is unthinkable now but if you imagine the top of Brick Lane where 
the Bagel Shop is there would be a large group of NF men selling their 
newspapers, busy shouting obscenities. This would happen every 
Sunday, week after week. (Terry Fitz , 29/06/2002) 

These and other anecdotal evidence are backed up by records of minutes from local 

community meetings, trade union conferences and local studies (see Leech, 1980). 

The tension on the streets brought about by the BNP's presence culminated in the 

murder of a local garment worker, Altab Ali. It is for this reason that many 

contemporary protests from Bangladeshi and Islamic groups concentrate on Brick 

Lane and in particular in Altab Ali Park in Aldgate. As late as the early 1990s it was 

not uncommon each week for one restaurant to have its windows smashed by racist 

gangs passing by and having fun by damaging property. It was during this period that 

Bangladeshi youths developed a defensive territoriality as a result of the growing 

threat and persistence of racial violence in Brick Lane (Keith, 1995). Bangladeshi 

youths began to organise self-policing of the streets in the absence of the local police 
during these racist raids. The intensity and scope of racist threat has waned but in 

1999 Brick Lane was targeted for a nail bomb attack by a racist acting alone. 

Multiple Discourses II: Narratives of resistance and anti-redevelopment 

A second set of discourses focus on Banglatown as a bulwark against the expansion of 

the City of London into Spitalfields' crowded living spaces. The redevelopment of 

Spitalfields has reached iconic status in the literature of urban change and 

transformation. The fight to `save' Spitalfields in the late 1980s and early 1990s from 

large-scale development coincided with a fledging Bangladeshi core 'community' that 

was just beginning to assert itself in racist East London. In many ways the fight to 

preserve Spitalfields spaces from large-scale property drive development 

subsequently acquired a missionary zeal in a larger battlefield for values associated 

with thwarting the development of capitalism into the City fringe area. As Foreman 

predicted in 1989 before redevelopment was a significant threat, the real demarcation 

in the battle lines in Spitalfields, was always going to be over the dispersal of the local 

Bangladeshi population - the weakest group in the chain of beneficiaries in 
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Spitalfields regenerated spaces. This discourse of opposition to redevelopment 
incorporated the first discourse of Banglatown as a place of Bangladeshi settlement 
but on different terms from the Bangladeshi groups' own articulation of a home. 

The contested redevelopment proposals centred on the Spitalfields Market site 

which separated the City from the East End. The 11-acre site was then being used as a 
fruit and vegetable market for the local area. In 1987 the City of London, the owner of 

the Spitalfields Market site, issued a tender for the sale of the land. In the late 1980s 

there were two other sites located nearby the Market that were being considered for 

redevelopment- the disused Truman's Brewery on Brick Lane and the listed but 

disused Bishopsgate Goodsyard off Brick Lane, along Bethnal Green Road. At the 

time of writing in 2004 the Bishopsgate site is part of the Mayor of London's 

proposals for extending the East London underground line to northeast London and 

the overland Crossrail. The transport plans for the extension of the underground and 

overland lines are being opposed by resident for their potential impact on the 

infrastructure of the area. 

There were contradictory arguments around the viability and the utility of the 

Market, which affected the development plans for the Market's future (Woodward, 

1992; Fainstein, 1994). The site housed a fruit and vegetable market, which was 

established through a royal charter in 1627. Over the centuries the roads surrounding 

the Market and adjacent streets have become congested. The Market was esteemed 

and valued for its local assets far beyond its economic benefits for the area. Its 

character, diversity and originality were held in high regard alongside its trading 

aspects. On the other hand, the Corporation of London, the owner, argued that the site 

was an economically non-viable asset with loss of earning potential and could instead 

be redeveloped for high financial gain. The site's location between the City and the 

East End held out some strong arguments for a mixed-use development that would 

combine business use with retail use for local communities (Taylor, 2001). However 

the sale of the land coincided with the rise of property values and the growth of the 

City of London expanding into its eastern fringes, while at the same time responding 

to commercial threats to the City from the development of competition from Canary 

Wharf in the London Docklands. 

Again this example shows the significance of this part of London to wider 

discourses of the sustainable city. There was strong opposition the re-development of 
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these key sites but particularly. against the property developers. the Spitalfields 

Development Group, and its plans for the Market linked to Ineg'a-scale business 

development (Woodward, 1992: Eade, 1998, Fainstein, 1994, Jacobs, 1996). As well 

as being viewed as a key public space for local residents, the Market was also seen as 

a symbolic buffer to Banglatown, the Truman's Brewery and the Bishops`gate 

Goodsyard. Opposition was voiced firstly from middle and upper class 

conservationists who were concerned with the redevelopment's impact on their 

historical environment of Spitalfields (Jacobs, 1996). A second voice of opposition 

came from a plethora of `community' minded activists who feared the social and 

economically destabilising effects of office and property led developments, which 

would disproportionately affect the Bangladeshi population. Local politicians also 

voiced concerns that redevelopment would result in secondary residential 

displacement and would drive out un-skilled jobs which was the main source of local 

employment (Eade, 1998). 

Jil Cove, the coordinator of the Spitallields Market Under Threat (SMUT) 

campaign, held the Corporation of London responsible for the long-standing standoff 
between the developers and the campaigners: 

One of the problems is that the corporation owns the land. They can do 

whatever they want if the planning authority gives them permission to 
do so and unfortunately they have the permission (Jil Cove interview 
08/05/2001) 

The Spitalfields Development Group (SGD), the developer, was successful in winning 

the contract from the corporation. Mike Bear, the director of the SDG, was proudly 

able to assert: 

... 
They 

... put this site to a beauty contest. we were judged the most 
beautiful (Bear, interview. 20 05,200 1). 

Bear's account of winning the contract reveals the perspective of SDG, which was 

concerned with aesthetics of the structure and site as a precursor to successfully 

developing the area for financial gain. But his characterisation of the bidding process 

as a 'beauty contest', as well as being, suggestive of a very , t\-Iiscd contestation 

between 'dc\ elopers' and `opposition groups'. Points to \ er\ different understandings 

of the uses of public space. ('ove'r account of the battle rc\ cals an intensely, charged 

confrontation with atl\lety about the future of the city and urban vitality in 

Spitalfields. Co\ e's comments re\ cal that the campaign is concerned \\ ith the loss of 
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a local site but also with the unchecked advance of capitalism in public spaces. The 

use of words such as 'creeping', 'profits', `recession'. and 'greed are deployed to 

mark out the campaign as a stylised battle between capital and ordinary workers. 

Cove's stance is in the emotive style common of campaigning concerned with the 

survival of community threatened by the spread of global capitalism. This is in 

contrast to the language of developers which shows less emotion and attempts to 

portray `objective' views on local development, as seen by Bear's characterisation of 

the tender to win the land as an open and fair competition. Both accounts are 

interesting revelations of how the rhetoric of development is mediated and controlled 

by levels of power. Cove offers a different view to Bear's account of a fair 

competition and reveals that each stage of the Market's development was heavily 

contested by critics: 

The planning permission for the development was established in 1993. 
Since then it has been renewed each time and at the moment the 
developer is in aggressive mood and now they have taken over by a 
new company earlier this year and the new chief executive I assume, 
has pushed the current developers, to make a stand. Its actually the 
Corporation of London which is taking a stand, its not actually the 
developers they are just acting as agents. It's them who are saying that 
they want to have these large offices despite the fact that we are facing 

a recession and are already laying off hundreds and thousands of the 
workers in the city. The corporation has said quite clearly that they 
intend to make an incremental creep in Spitalfields. 

Halima: What do you mean by "incremental creep"`? 

I'hat they are gradually moving in this part of [indecipherable word] 
and that is their intention they want to move in. They are developing 
Spitalfelds Markets into city offices, they have bought the land just 
north of here and across the [indecipherable word]. So they are 
gradually sweeping around. 

It's the Corporation of London that owns three acres of this site and 
they are the ones who are pushing and its profits its greed behind all 
this. They want to see their status as the financial capital of the world. [ 
1. It will be the encroachment of the city you will get the bland office 
buildings, which will dominate. The colour, thriveness of this place 
will be lost. 

Covc's an-cr is directed at the City of London Corporation, the public body that had, 

in her opinion, dispensed its role as a public bode representing the interests of 

re"idcnts. The Corporation's actions must be understood in the context theretore of 

the changing roles and functions of local authorities bidding for a position in city 
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competition (Harvey, 1989). The Spitalfields Development Group (SDG) is, adamant 

that it is also fulfilling a public service for the 'local community' against 'outsiders': 

Halima: What are the main forces driving development in the area? 

Well they're market forces, market forces dictate that there was, there 
used to be a glass barrier that worked down the middle of Bishopsgate, 
and the wealth of the city was kept westward, and the poverty just 
became totally apparent every yard you moved into the East. 

Halima: This barrier - [how] was it created? 

Don't know it just happened to be there. . . the city ended... what the 
corporation and the a lot of people wanted to do was to break down 
that glass barrier and each one had a different agenda, the developers 

agenda, was that if you broke down that glass barrier that stopped the 
investment and the wealth moving this way, then you created an 
expansion to the city which was hemmed in, which would've allowed 
the strategic masses of the City to increase, albeit not in Tower 
Hamlets, but over in Islington or Camden, so you had these glass 
barriers everywhere, so that's the first thing. As far as the community 
is concerned, they are happy for the glass barrier to come down for the 
people would come down for a walk down here and spend their money 
in Brick Lane and the retail down the East End, and to a multiplier 
effect, er , the lot of people would improve, there'd be jobs created, 
there'd be wealth created, so basically there's lots of agendas for us, 
this 12 acre site which is a mix site, was a valuable resource for 
London as a whole, because there weren't many 50,000 square floor 

plates in London.. 
. (Mike Bear interview, 25/05/2001) 

During the interview Bear became annoyed and mildly angry as he spoke of the 

campaigners. This suggested to me that many of my respondents were implicated in 

the politics of redevelopment in a deeply personal way. Both Cove and Bear have a 
low-, history of engagement in the locality. Spitalfields is a place where there are deep- 

sc ited views formed through years of engagement in business and politics. This was 
less the case with respondents that were representing their own views as citizens of 
the community. 

Halima: I am trying, to understand the arguments against the 
redex clopment 

Can I tell you what I think, I mean I've run this for ten years, the 
people who're opposing it don't speak with a single voice, they call 
themselves a coalition, in the coalition we have the Spitalfields historic 
building trust, whose sole objective is to have a quality building built 
here, they don't just want any ordinary building, they want a quality 
building befitting of Spitalfields, the-\, have accepted the tact that the 
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1928 Market goes. Then you have people like the Spitalfields 
Community Associations. «hich has recently formed, there are not that 
many people who say, over our dead bodies, this is a unique space, the 
fact that this doesn't belong to the public sector, it is private but they 
say its unique, it ought to be bought and developed for London, that's a 
unique space, so in other words, their agenda is. public space in 
London. They're not from Spitalfields, the majority of SMUT are not 
Spitalfields' people theirs is a London agenda. and in fact the 
Chairman of SMUT lives in the Barbican, Jil Cove, she's a member of 
the coalition, and she's the person who opposed us in 1987, opposed us 
in 1993, she is still opposing me in opening this Market. 

Halima: Isn't that a good thing sometimes - accountability that is? 

But they have to know when enough is enough, because otherwise you 
get diseconomies of scale. (Mike Bear interview, 20,05! 2001) 

The fact that the opposition groups do not speak with a single voice is one of the 

reasons the SDG is able to dismiss criticisms. This reveals a lack of understanding 

that regeneration stakeholders do not necessarily cohere around a uniform view and 

compromise and consensus is often needed. Other actors keen to preserve the space 

also use the arguments about the site as a landmark for London. In their view, 
Spitalfields is an important site in London's history as a port for immigrations from 

all over the world and is testimony to the way in which people build their lives around 

small business and trade, in contrast to mega-scale and impersonal development. It is 

suggestive of a London that is still characterised by informal and friendly associations 

and communal life and the Market is the hub of a disappearing `community'. There 

are other views that try and take a balanced view of the proposals to redevelop 
Spitalfields. William Taylor, a Chaplain at London Metropolitan University who is 

ins okved with the campaign to preserve Spitalfields from the property developers, has 

argued for the merits of a mix-use development scheme, is adamant that Spitalfields 

has \ý ider strategic significance to London's cityscape: 

This is a landmark site for the whole of London - its strategically vital 
position in the Fast End, its the frontier of the City, it is a contested 
space to do with different hopes and views of what a city is. How this 
site is developed says a lot about the priorities of the planning 
community and the priorities of politicians (The East End Enterprise, 
Issue 10, undated) 

Development in Spitalfields has taken place in the context of unfolding public policy 

choices for urban change in the 1990s which increasingly began to favour 

deregulation, more dependence on property development for residential homes for 
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higher income groups, and the beginnings of a mix of public and private partnerships 
for development. Andrew Bramidge, the director of Cityside Regeneration, reflected 

on the current role of Cityside Regeneration in Spitalfields to arrest the negative 

trends to these public policy decisions in the late 1980s and early 1990x. He suggests 

that several mistakes in urban policies in the early 1990s, which paved the way for 

development to take place at breakneck speed most spectacularly demonstrated in the 

London Docklands redevelopment in the Isle of Dogs: 

I believe the Council made a fundamental mistake in the early 1990s in 
allowing too much change of use in residential development but now 
the Council is keen to change the policies and to have balanced 
development (Andrew Bramidge interview, 03/11/2001). 

The development of Spitalfields did not just revolve solely around the Market site: 

there were two other sites in Brick Lane, the Truman's Brewery and the Bishopsgate 

Goodsyard that had the effect of uniting opposition groups around a common 

umbrella group of the Spitalfields Community Development Group. These additional 

threats focused the attention of opposition groups more squarely on the defence of 

Bangladeshi groups in Spitalfields. Prior to this the opposition to the redevelopment 

of Spitalfields Market was largely peripheral to the needs of Bangladeshi groups. 

However, the threat of redevelopment in Brick Lane itself demonstrated the logic of 

the onward march of capitalist development to all groups in Spitalfields and united 

them against the developers despite their internal differences. The resulting 

partnership made a powerful political alliance that produced years later the mobilising 

concept of Banglatown in Spitalfields (Jacobs, 1996; Eade, 1998: 2000). The umbrella 

group was successful in lobbying for an integrated development plan for the whole 

area, incorporating the needs of a dwindling local economy (Fainstein, 1994). In a 

negotiated settlement that gave `community buy-in' and legitimacy to the building of 

office suites, it was agreed that part of the land in Spitalfields would be placed in trust 

for the local population's own uses. Additional employment training schemes and 

social housing provision were negotiated. These patterns of public subsidies are 

repeated in parts others of London as more and more private development actors are 

negotiating deals with local governments to develop land in economically high value 

sites by providing public subsidy housing in economically deflated region" and areas. 

The question of whether these negotiated settlements address the crucial issue of 
housing need is outside the remit of this study but at the time of writing there is a 

view that such deals were brokered to ease planning regulations. 
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The perspective of Bangladeshi groups has been enunciated as part of the wider 

struggle between commerce and 'community' minded activists (Woodward, 1992: 

Fainstein, 1994). Their voices were invisible in the campaign, not through lack of 

willingness on the part of Cove and others to include them. As Cove comments. 

Seventy percent of the community comprises of Bangladeshi first 
generation. They have struggled all the way. It's hard to get them 
involved in the community politics. The youngsters are involved. But 
when you talked to people they are quite unhappy (Jil Cove interview, 
08/05/2001). 

My own interviews with young people did not produce any support for Banglato«n 

from younger generations. Instead young people tended to see Banglatown as a 

moneymaking venture, removed from the needs of ordinary residents. As Mohit, a 20- 

year old student commented, 

My Mum has to go to Green Street to buy coriander because it's too 
expensive in Brick Lane. It's just another moneymaking scam; I don't 
see anything else in it (Mohit Islam, focus group III) 

The use of `community' to gain legitimacy is a recurring theme in all the interviews 

with campaigners, planners and officials. This is frequently a euphemism for the 

Bangladeshis. The Campaign's comments on the lack of involvement from the 

Bangladeshis may be a reflection of its own internal homogenous composition. The 

Bangladeshi perspective has always been focused in relation to two pressing needs: 

racism and housing, and the extent to which they cooperated largely depending on 

whether these issues were being addressed (Foreman 1989). Andrew Bramidge, 

director of Cityside, is more positive about the role of the 'community' in influencing 

local politics. 

Yes the community is aware of the issue and they get inv, olvved, 
especially the Bangladeshi community. I believe that this community is 

more actively involved than any other community. The community 
politics has been a very healthy aspect of Spitalfields (Bramid`gc 
interview 03/11/2001). 

As Mohit's comments reveal, Banglatown is supported by Bangladeshi businessmen 

whose interests could equally he addressed through economic deg elopment priorities. 

Many on the local left found it difficult to understand the profit making imperatives in 
Bangladeshis. Jacobs presents the Bangladeshi perspecti\ e as fractured and composed 

of difi rent allegiances, sometimes on the side of 'development' and other times in 

fa our of 'community' (Jacobs, 1996). MIv own research builds on Jacobs' \\ork to 
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show disparity in the way in which older and younger generations of Bangladeshis 

identify with Banglatown. My findings suggest that `community' is repeatedly used as 

a proxy term for the Bangladeshi population and hides inequalities and powei- 

relations in the Bangladeshi population and obscures critical % oices that would oppose 
Banglatown. This was not entirely different to the situation in the early 1990s. Almost 

a decade later with a plethora of policy initiatives designed to bring out difference and 
diversity in community voices planners still found it easy to recourse to essentialist 

and hegemonic perspectives. 

Multiple Discourses III: Narratives of micro-economic development 

However, it is the economic arguments, which informed the main interpretation of 

Banglatown in the late 1990s to the present moment. The process of place marketing 

became significant in this model where key features became the ethos of competition, 

the market place and locality as commodity. Cityside Regeneration is a public agency 

set up in 1996 to implement the regeneration strategies for the western edge of the 

Borough covering Spitalfields, Whitechapel and the Bethnal Green wards. Cityside 

arrived in Spitalfields as the previous City Challenge regeneration programme folded 

in 1996 and its impact has been focused on developing the visitor economy as a 

strategic focus, described in detail in the next chapter. Cityside's involvement with the 

Council was reflective of the new era of `partnerships' between public and private 

agencies in regeneration programmes from 1997 onwards under New Labour's 

government. 

In this interpretation Banglatown is configured as an engine of growth for the local 

economy. This thinking is reflective of the broader national pressures for city 

competitiveness and the translation of the market place into place marketing 

strategies. Ullah elaborates Banglatown's relationship to the visitor economy: 

They [the local authority] became interested from an economic point of 
view because they thought they could use this as a tool to attract tourist 
visitors to this area, to Brick Lane which in turn would bring more 
punters, and they in turn would spend more money in the local area; 
good business for the restaurants, good business for the local shop 
owners. In turn it would help the local businesses and profit will help 
them to retain staff working for them. So that's where they come from. 
For them it was really the economic regeneration of the area, using the 
word Bengal Lown (Ullah interview, 0 1.05 2002 ). 
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In 1999 the local authority firmly supported the development of Banglatown, having 

won some important gains from the Corporation of London. An internal planning 
document states: 

We pledge that the Council and Cityside Regeneration Limited vt ill 
have helped Banglatown become, by the new Millennium, one of 
London's most attractive business districts of London (Internal 
planning document, LBTH 1999). 

The economic model is based on an ethnically inscribed local development model - 
the Balti/Indian food quarter in Banglatown. There are also claims that Banglatown is 

a purely marketing term concocted to give shape to a curry or Balti Quarter in the 

Brick Lane area. Anderson's (1991) work on Vancouver's Chinatown showed how 

the construction of a Chinese enclave in Vancouver owed less to the intrinsic 

experience of the Chinese and their immigrant experience than it did to the 

historically accumulated racial discourses in Canada. She argued powerfully that 

Chinatown is a `Western' construction, illustrative of a process of cultural domination 

that gave European settlers in North America and Australia the power to define and 

shape the district according to their own images and interests. Anderson's 

interpretation of place has inspired others to take up the theme of racial discourses in 

the construction of place where ethnicity, culture and identity are conflated to create 

meaning producing images. Researchers have built on Said's imaginative geographies 

to show how the creation of ethnically based enclaves serve to reinforce the privilege 

of those who are able to assert meaning into such places and consume the product in 

question (Said 1978; hooks, 1992; Valentine et al, 1999). 

In Ban`, glatown ethnicity and culture has been conflated with meaning producing 
images. But the discourses used to create meaning and affect has changed over the 

'ears, demonstrating the instability of regeneration discourses in different periods of 
Banglatown's short history. In Spitalfields there are some ambiguities between 

planners' desire to promote an ethnic identity for the area and the need to offset 

criticisms that the essentialising features exclude other groups' claims of belonging. 

Planners have therefore been careful to present Banglatown as a non-essentialised 

concept, which holds out benefits to all ethnic residents of Spitalfields. 

I3anglatown is the concept underpinning all economic activity and 
physical development taking place in the West of Tower 1 lamlets [... ] 
ßanglatown retC rs to the network of trade, business. workspaces. 
offices. self-employment which will inform the land-use and the 
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physical aesthetics of the area. (Raising the Profile Project Appraisal 
1999/2002). 

The promotion of Banglatown is achieved through a vigorous programme of place- 

marketing and publicity events. A series of publicity initiatives took place between 

1998 and 1999, which located Banglatown firmly within the local economic 
development field. The Banglatown concept is also mobilised through the annual 

staging of two festivals in Brick Lane - the Bengali New Year Festival in May and 

the Brick Lane Festival in September. The Brick Lane Festival is geared to service the 

needs of the Banglatown concept economically while the New Year Festival is largely 

a community-driven enterprise with the local authority supporting bottom-up 

community involvement in the process. The Brick Lane Festival (see illustration is 

far more integrated into the economic fabric of Banglatown with the main focus being 

on the promotion of an international curry festival in Brick Lane. The festival is 

planned as an economic enterprise and it is seen as making a contribution to the local 

economy. Nicky Burgess, the coordinator for the 2001 festival explained the rationale 
for the festival in narrow economic terms: 

The festival's remit is only economic regeneration so if that's a 
measurement then we've directly contributed to the local economy by 
pulling hundreds of people who spend in the restaurants and stalls... 
we did a consultation with all the small businesses and the restaurants. 
But you have to remember our remit is only to raise the profits that's 
all. (Nicky Burgess interview 02/03/2001). 

While this is one interpretation of the use-value of the festivals there are other 

potentialities that the festivals and melas present for participants and planners. 
Burgess's comments demonstrate the strong economic motives for staging the 

festivals. This is in contrast to public statements, which encourage the public to see 
t«tiv-als and public spectacles as tools for creating a community ambience or 

celebrating the different achievements in Spitalfields' multicultural history. Burgess 

also says that she has consulted with the small businesses and restaurants, which 
demonstrates the narrow range of consultation that planners use without adequately 
listening or taking to the views of other sections of the community. 
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Illustration 6. 

Sister India performing at Brick Lane Festival 2003 
Allen Gardens 

(Photo. Koi'. Afiah) 
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`Regeneration Talk': The shifting Language of Urban Policies 

In deconstructing the micro-politics of regeneration in Spitalfields it becomes 

apparent that the meaning of terms such as 'regeneration' are socially constructed and 

as such may have multiple meanings for different agencies involved in 'regeneration'. 

Among other things the term regeneration (Smith, 1996) `gives a social process the 

quality of a `natural air' as though this is inevitable and logical. Regeneration is seen 

as a fresh discourse of liveability, different from older terms such as gentrification, 

which sounds functional and mechanical. The city is given a human quality over 

economic arguments for property expansion (Duncan and Lev, 1994). By creating 

regeneration processes as a process of organic growth, people are made to believe in 

the process of change as a positive development and they are also made to believe 

they are part of this change. Others such as Deutsche see the discourse of liveability 

as a deliberate meaning producing act by planners to designate public spaces as 

requiring renewal and revival and thereby inviting planners to redevelop spaces in 

their own images (Deutsche, 1996). People's understanding of regeneration is highly 

problematic and partially fuelled by different visions for public spaces. This leads to 

the problem of treading a fine line between gentrification, redevelopment and 

regeneration, terms that are used synonymously with each other throughout interviews 

with respondents, but that in reality hold out different levels of participation for local 

people. The easy slippage of the terms also leads to the problem of the negotiation of 

'social constructs' and `language of policy', where often regeneration is constructed 

to legitimise waves of gentrification. All the organisational respondents chose to 

distance themselves from terms such as gentrification and redevelopment: 

regeneration emerged as an acceptable definition to describe their work, underscoring 

Deutsche's argument that regeneration discourses are deployed to legitimise un- 

democratic planning. This is important because it demonstrated to me the importance 

and political significance of language and concepts that are articulated. William 

Taylor, the chaplain at London Metropolitan University and campaigner, speaking 

about redevelopment in Spitalfields in a newspaper interview commented: 

... there is an important debate that simply isn't happening about what 
regeneration really means is it redevelopment, `ientrification, 

is it 

about empowerment or economic power, or is it about recognising our 
need for one another and our dependency on others in the community. 
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wherever they fit into the jigsaw? (William Taylor. The Eust End 
Enterprise, Issue 30, no date given) 

A debate did exist, but it was being framed in ways to destruct a genuine debate from 

taking place. The deployment of language that is heavy with technical regeneration 
jargon is one example of how people may be excluded from debate. In addition, 

presenting current forms of regeneration practice as somehow distinct from previous 

eras, and by implication, distancing current practices from 'negative' experiences 
from the past, gives the illusion of change. The play on language. however, does not 
disguise the fact that the regeneration 'industry' itself has changed to reflect a 
different political area where public scrutiny is stronger, in contrast to genuine 

changes to bring positive changes to people's lives. Different respondents v, c: re 

discussing the issues with the specific purpose of selling their own perspectives and 

justifying their development stance in the locality. The views of officials, particularly 

SMUT, SDG and Cityside, were enmeshed in a political battle to justify their aims. 

Gentrification was understood by the director of Cityside Regeneration as a negative 

force for development, which his company was working hard to resist: 

I believe gentrification means changes in the population of a certain 
area where people have been forced to move out and are being 
replaced by higher earning people. It is taking place in Spitalfields 
where richer people are replacing poor people (Andrew Bramidge 
interview, 03/11/2002) 

Later in the interview, Bramidge was keen to demonstrate that gentrification is not a 

process taking shape in Spitalfields: 

believe the property market has an impact and I also believe that 
gentrification is not the word to be used for Spitalfields. There are 
different sets of pressures here and they are more on small businesses 
than on the residential population. (Andrew Bramidge interview 
03/11/2002) 

Ile pointed to the side effects of the preservation of large stocks of historic buildings, 

which were in dilapidated conditions in the early 1980s but restored from scratch to 

drive up the value of land in Spitalfields. The two passages (above and below) show 

that Andrew is keen to distance himself from `heritage' aspects of gentrification but is 

not convinced that Spitaltields has undergone gentrification. His concern is with the 

lack of strategic development for small businesses in the East I. nd. Yet his comments 

also re\ cal the chain reactions between gentrification, redevelopment and 

regeneration. It is difficult to separate each phase from the next. 
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This is a positive form of gentrification. These buildings were falling 
down and people have moved to restore them. Which has also been a 
good step towards environmental enhancement of the area. But this has 
affected small businesses in terms of what we have here. 

., \1l our 
commercial and industrial properties have been transformed into 
luxury apartments due to the high demand. Which we believe is the 
negative impact of gentrification. Rising rental levels for small 
businesses has had an effect on the local economy less jobs due to 
fewer businesses (Andrew Bramidge interview, 03 'I1 2002 ) 

This view can be compared with Mike Bear's account of gentrification, which is 

based on his involvement as director of the Spitalfields Development Group. Bear 

disapproves of the gentrifiers as he sees this group as the chief culprits in the 

gentrification of Spitalfields, not the work of the SDG. This contradicts his views 

elsewhere in this chapter where he states that the market is the defining force in rising 

property prices in the area. His tone is also quick to change from professional to 

personal, again illustrating the passion and public debate Spitalfields prompts in many 

respondents: 

My definition of gentrification is where it is a very particular process, 
where you get people who create a trend value in an area, and 
Spitalfields is now become very trendy to live in, and people are 
buying old houses to do up and so on, most of them are Georgian or 
Victorian houses, and the prices shoot up, and they tend to be 

preservation societies, the one society that's guilty of gentrification is 
the Spitalfields Historic Trust, who are a member of SMUT, and they 
accuse me of doing things to the area (Mike Bear interview, 
20/05/2001). 

There are a number of contradictions in Bear's analysis given here compared with his 

earlier comments relating to the growth of the market as the main force behind 

gentrification trends in Spitalfields. In other accounts regeneration is situated as a 
l itimatý inters ention to manage or curb the negative influences of the market - 

where the market is also articulated as an inevitable and powerful leviathan that is 

unable to stop from expanding. Bramidge and other people's perceptions of the role of 

C'itvside in the development of Spitalfields is as follows: 

We are here to täcilitate the regeneration process' to ensure that the 
benefits of rcýýencration are accrued for local people and local 
businesses. Our task is to work with the developments and to welcome 
them. To implement interventionist measures to catch the negative 
effects (Brammage interview, 03/11/21002) 
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Bear sees the task of good regeneration to arrest the negative impact of gentrification. 
His explanation is not different from how other regeneration groups would discuss 

their involvement in the politics of space in Spitalfields. There are a number of 

omissions in his explanation, which I did not raise at the interview. The SDG's 

position in the early 1990s was to close down the entire Market site but not to develop 

the site as a Covent Garden style venue but to facilitate the headquarters for blue-chip 

financial companies. The SDG conceded to keeping part of the site as a community 

resource as a result of the SMUT's sustained campaigning. His use of language, 'built 

it from the ground' show how property developers have incorporated the terminology 

of community participation which makes it difficult for local opposition groups to 

lobby effectively again a community-minded SDG: 

Regeneration is a very good and much needed thing, gentrification 
could be a by-product if not properly handled, one has to handle 

gentrification, and you do this by making sure the opportunities in the 
regeneration process are applied across the community broadly, that's 
what we have been trying to do through all these regeneration 
programmes otherwise it could be a disaster. If this was a gentrification 
project, or a redevelopment, we would've closed the Market like they 
did in Covent Garden, we refurbished it and then opened it up, but 

what we've done is built it up from the ground, what they see here, 

which stays forever is, is great, but we'll never persuade the opposers 
of our findings, they distrust developers terribly (Mike Bear interview, 
20/05/2001) 

Jon Adlenton, of the Environment Trust, comments on the way in which 

government's appropriation of community participation is flawed and easily 

appropriated by a range of actors whose interests may be opposed to growing strong 

communities. Adlenton's criticisms are aimed at government's inadequate 

understanding of regeneration. 

Regeneration is increasing the prosperity of the people who live in a 
particular area where prosperity is about getting a job, what we are 
trying to do is promote community action to increase prosperity. The 

way the government has talked about regeneration is through special 
programnmes, SRB, New Deals for Communities, because the local 

government doesn't have an understanding of what community 
development is thc\' think what this means is asking people what they 

\w ant, well I want a Rolls Royce! Asking people what they want is v crV 
different to asking %\ hat is needed (Jon Aldenton, interview 
11) 04'2004). 
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All three views on regeneration, from Cityside, SDG and the Environment Trust, 

reveal the way in which regeneration can mean ideologically different things to 

organisations. The language of regeneration, like others terms in development, such as 

'participation' and 'community involvement', have been appropriated by 

organisations that have restricted views of what these concepts mean from a pro-poor 

perspective. The respondents' usage of the term also demonstrates the easy slippage 

and the danger of making false promises to people around regeneration outcomes. 
Three different organisations with different views of development could not all be 

bringing the same regeneration benefits. 

The appeal to the `community' is the most important factor in appropriating 
legitimacy for regeneration projects. The appeal to 'community participation' is 

reflective of the government's efforts to increase the participation of local users in 

services. In reality however, 'community' participation is difficult to put in practice, 

as the diversity and the heterogeneity of `community' groups is left unrecognised by 

officials. Nevertheless the appeal to 'community' was a powerful sentiment. In the 

passage below, Bear talks about a Bangladeshi representative who supported the 

SDG's plans. I was unable to find out whether there was a sustained and focused 

community participation, which took into account the different ways to research 

community needs, taking into account the diversity of opinion found in 'community' 

viewpoints. Bear dismisses the role of the local authority as ineffectual and 

unproductive due to the lack of funds in the council's budgets. His comments 

demonstrate the sharp power differentials between cash-strapped local public agencies 

and financially strong corporate players and the pressures the council is subjected to: 

I was interviewed by Radio London Live with a local Bangladeshi 
shop owner in Brick Lane and the interviewer asked him you've heard 
all the arguments, SDG want to develop, the opposers called SMUT. 
I ... ] don't want them to, and think it will threaten all the local 
businesses, what do you think? And he said, oh we welcome this. I 
mean we're talking about a two acre site, we're not talking about the 
whole of the East End, so we're talking about creating two buildings'. 
and he said, he welcomes that, because it would bring people in 
through to Brick Lane, another 4,000 people will be working here, and 
also these 4000 people will have to eat and drink, and so welcomed the 
development. 

Hie local authority has a I. 'nitar,, v Development Plan, they also ha\ e 
strategic objectives in terms of jobs and housing and addressing all 
these problems in this area, they thought Spitalflelds development 
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would be a major engine for regeneration and they made sure 
everything we did addressed these issues and I think they were 
pragmatic, and they realised somebody would have to pay, they 
wouldn't get a 180 social houses unless there was an office building so 
we funded it, we said we would pay for the social housing, pro rata 
with the development on the side, so what Jil Cove has managed to do 
is delay that, so the local community is affected by the Jil Coves of this 
world and their tactics. What's the implication? Well they managed to 
create some delay but they haven't stopped us. (Mike Bear interview, 
20/05/2001) 

The quotation illustrates the restrictive policy environment of dwindling public funds 

as well as the importance of the rhetoric about `community' participation in local 

development politics. With the exception of the Environment Trust, there were few 

progressive models for `community' participation. Most models, like the one above, 

were arbitrarily selected and not implemented with rigorous or participative tools to 

elicit local views. However, the evidence from regeneration funders seems 

contradictory which indicates that successive individuals, families and communities 
have benefited from much needed services and more work remains to be done. Kay 

Jordon, a veteran activist who heads the Spitalfields Small Business Association 

(SSBA) is suspicious of successive waves of regeneration schemes and is openly 

critical of what they achieve. Jordan has led the SSBA for the past twenty years and, 

as a social enterprise supporting local businesses, the SSBS has been a keen purveyor 

of economic and property-led development locally. Jordan's view is that 

environmental improvements have nothing to do with the people that already live in 

the neighbourhood; rather they are about attracting new people, to offer a sanitised 

view of the neighbourhood as safe, not chaotic, and removed from the dirty interiors 

of' overcrowded social housing. Jordan sums up one of the major achievements of 
('ityside Regeneration as the imposition of a trading standards regime into the 

restaurant quarter in Brick Lane. Jordan believes that `the business of regeneration' in 

the last End is to denigrate the cultural capital of local communities, which has 

served them for so many years. Jordon is referring to the capacity of successive waves 

of regeneration from the Urban Taskforces, the City Challenge Schemes, the Single 

Regeneration Budget and the present Neighbourhood Renewal programme as a 

concerted move to wipe out the social fabric of the area through bricks and mortar and 

property development. 

There's been so much regeneration in this place but people's lives are 
still the same. One regeneration scheme, after another, has come and 
gone, inch by inch they are destroying what's already here, take this 
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away and you are destroying these communities (Kay Jordon. 
interview, 14/05/2002) 

Jordon's concern about the erosion of community life can be understood in the 

context of an encroaching climate in the UK which business interests came to 
dominate neighbourhood politics and planning. For much of the 1980s and early 
1990s the national political climate in the UK was heightened where the role of 
business took on an ideological significance to a much greater extent than before. 

Sadler suggests that this was a period when `capital gained a clear ascendancy over 

organised labour' (Sadler, 1994: 177). This feature of 1980s-style politics has been 

inherited by the Labour Government of the late 1990s and the associated values of 

this form of hegemony has trickled down to local levels such as Tower Hamlets in the 

competition for place. 

For some observers in Spitalfields there is another fundamental difficulty with 

current regeneration - that is, in encouraging residential property investment and by 

physically changing the fabric of the area, planners may also be squeezing out the 

spaces of heterogeneity. Regeneration aims to give a sanitized image of multicultural 

London but its internal logic is to drive out or domesticate these same spaces. For 

Daniele, an arts consultant and local artist, the spaces of multicultural London were 

the arches under the railway bridges, which are under the process of being 'cleaned 

up' and made 'tidy'. These are the same arches that are earmarked by the London 

Development Agency (LDA) to extend the Bishopsgate Railway into North London 

via Dalston. The Goodsyard, unlike the arches, is listed as a public building and 

protected from the Market but the arches are not as lucky. 

This guy's yard needed to got rid of because it didn't fit into a middle 
class view of a nice little place, so that's a really good example of how 
in a sense you clean up the area by making it visually look better and 
you shut out the people who once had a space which they could 
control. . . who are deprived people, they're the people who cannot 
afford to go in other parking spaces. (Danielle interview, 06106'2002 ) 

There is an additional internal contradiction to this process of cleaning up. 

Multiculturalism is economically beneficial in the sense that it helps build a particular 

type of image to entice trade and custom, as seen in the curry quarter in Brick Lane. If 

multiculturalism visibly disappears on the streets, customers may take their custom 

elsewhere and move on. The cumulative impact of regeneration is seen as squeeiing 
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out spaces of marginality and heterogeneity. Danielle did not see this process 

reversing. 

Not only will the backdrop be considered quaint and ethnic features 
will disappear, but the people themselves are not being served, that's 
the ultimate judgement, these are the people struggling to survive, they 
are going to be wiped out, in that they're going to be regenerated into 
something sanitized, which is nothing to do with their actual 
lives. . . like landscape improvement that seem to be very popular 
(Danielle, interview, 06/06/2002). 

A number of respondents in my focus groups cited `urbanity' and multicultural 

ambience as reasons for their preference of living and working in Spitalfields or more 

loosely in the East End of London. For some of my respondents the city, as the 

architect Nigel Coates has put it, `is something you can never know or understand 

completely, can never want to predict. [Like us] the city constantly wrestles for 

control and the loss of it, always wanting something new to happen while wanting 

security to preside' (Coates, 2000: 222). This statement from Coates captures the 

views of many who choose to settle in Spitalfields. For Jules, a white male, aged 29 

years old, the messiness and disorderliness of the urban experience attracts him to the 

East End more than other parts of the capital: 

I don't know why I moved here. I grew up in Colchester and wanted to 
move to London, and South London was my first stop. Eventually I 

moved to East London and have stayed. Its much more streetsy, ropy, I 

so wanted to be in the city. My friends have also moved in, somehow I 

got to know more people when I started living in the East End (Jules 
Barnes, Focus Group 1, March 2001) 

For Jules, the people and the traffic are the pulses of the East End. In a sense 

redevelopment through place marketing strategies may clean up and `heritagise' these 

`streetsy' and 'ropy' places, leading to what Coates describes where the 'very vital 

sense [is] taken away, suppressing the chance danger and unpredictable experiences 

that makes the essence of urban living' (Coates, 2000: 222). Jules and others like him 

are precisely the sorts of young professionals the Council and its development 

partners are trying to attract into the residential property market. For Nasreen, 28. a 

Pakistani-born, female, there were more simple attractions: 

It feels like there is a soul here, a place where people live and work and 
). make things real (Nasreen, Focus Group I. March 200 1 
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Ed, the 29-year-old owner of the Spanish tapas bar on Columbia Road, is more 

circumspect of new young professionals moving into formerly depressed parts of 
Tower Hamlets, especially around Shoreditch. Ed's family came to ISpitalfields when 
he was a child and by the early 1990s his family had established a `gourmet Spanish 

tapas bar in the much sought after Columbia Road Flower Market. 

At the moment, Shoreditch is seen as a lot cooler, these people will 
follow the cool around until they get their kids and they can't (Ed 
interview 28/10/2001) 

Yet these individuals, mobile and free-floating, without family, are able to move out 
just as easily depending on the change in a neighbourhood. Their reasons for choosing 

to settle in Spitalfields is for the messiness, the unfamiliar, and anoný'inity and the 

strangeness of Spitalfields. Many, like Danielle and Kay, worry that any further 

domestication or the regeneration of the area may conversely lose this important first 

time buyer market and the rental sector. 
In supporting Banglatown the heritage coalition may have supported the 

Bangladeshis to preserve Brick Lane against the threat of extending the City; however 

it may not ultimately have wished to see Banglatown too successful in that it is able to 

appropriate Spitalfields' public identity and re-position this as Banglatown. The 

benefits of such regeneration strategies are widely held to be divisive. They are said to 

promote both elite urban enclaves with minority leisure interests at the expense of 

poorer residential groups and high expenditure spent on retailing sectors. Urban areas 

dominated by niche visitor economies are also problematic. Both types of 

regeneration create jobs that are concentrated in low skilled, poorly paid sectors of the 

economy. A lack of alternatives for developing the local economic base is the 

standard response of proponents of tourist or visitor-led economies. According to 

these local officials, unless Tower Hamlets competes for the consumption market it 

stands to lose out in a competitive national and global environment, which allegedly 

shows tourism, arts and leisure as the fastest growing sectors in the economy. David 

Armstron-, a LBTI I official is adamant that few options are available in economic 

development for the area as a whole: 

What people fail to realise is that developing the visitor economy does 

not mean that the benefits are exclusive and inaccessible to local 

people. The diversification of the local economy i,, of benefit to local 
businessman and small business and that's got to he positive in a 
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neighbourhood where nothing else exists. You tell me ww hat else is 
there? (David Armstrong, 10/ 12/2002) 

The question above, `You tell me what else is there?, ' is reflective of the restrictive 

set of options or the limitations of alternative options. in the minds of planners and 

officials. It may also be a denial of a genuine debate. My discussions with various 

respondents on the desirability of Banglatown were divided on whether or not the 
local Bangladeshi population benefited from the commodification of Brick Lane into 

Banglatown. The responses were ambivalent. It is not clear that residents are 
immediately hostile to the prospects of further development around the Banglatown 

concept. However, no agency has yet mapped out what the positive benefits are 

exclusive of economic gains. Banglatown is an intangible product to measure, as 

experiences of its benefits are in many ways perceptual. In recent years howevver, the 

competition in Brick Lane between the restaurants has led many proprietors, 

customers and observers to reflect on the viability of the numerous restaurants to 

survive. Shorif Miah, aged 36, owner of a medium size business, feels that the 

business climate in Brick Lane has deteriorated due to the large numbers of new 

restaurants opening up. 

Most workers are paid at a low rate and the profit margin is very poor 
now. If we operated just on the formal economy in a few years lots of 
restaurants will go under. This is why we have to send out people to 
tout for business. This is always a bad sign for business. (Shorif Miah, 
interview, 13/12/2002) 

Jon Aldenton, director of the Tower Hamlets Environment Trust, supports this view. 
the Trust was until recently located on Brick Lane for many years before moving to 

Pinchin Street in nearby Shadwý, well, due to rising rent levels. He believes that the 

restaurants are only surviving but not prospering: 

They go bust when they can't pay the bills, somebody else comes in, 
the number of restaurants that are changing hands, there's a core of 
sustainable ones, they've been around a long time, there is too much of 
the same thing now and now they dot touts which means that there just 

isn't enough business to go around. It's doing less well than 
somewhere like Shoreditch where diversity is the name of the game. In 
Brick Lane there is a single demand for cheap curry, it's only 
marginally prosperous. but it's betting more and more marginal 
whereas the market is stretched and getting thinner, the problem that is 

wildly not sustainable in the future. You can't sustain too much of the 
same thin`, for too long, the economic, is wrong, I think in order to 
make it in Brick I. acne von have to diversity into specialisations. ( Jon 

: \ldenton, interview. 19A)4 2004) 
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Jon's perspective contradicts the view of the local authority, where the lack of viable 

alternatives was a rationale for developing Banglatown as a specialist curry, quarter 

and cultural hub. Jon does not believe the present model is sustainable and the 

competitiveness of Brick Lane will be short lived. 

The different views from the development actors in Spitalfields demonstrate the 

ways in which power and knowledge make the case for market-led solutions in 

regeneration. Writing on place marketing and the construction of hegemony, Sadler 

has demonstrated how market -led solutions were presented as the only way out of 
`urban crisis' in the 1980s (Sadler, 1994: 178). The mechanism of hegemony in the 

1980s in the UK rested on the assumption that there was only one solution and that 

was through the market place (Sadler 1994: 182). The role of the state was to be 

determined by the market, which in practice meant a radical re-definition of the 

character of rather than the capacity of state policies to deliver a diverse range of 

options and alternative visions, using mixed use developments around both labour and 
business (1994: 182). Furthermore, Sadler contends that there was a prevalent 
dismissal or scorn for alternative policy directions and for other conceptions of place 

(Sadler, 1994: 178). The privilege given to the role of markets and economic 

competition denied alternative debate: 

"There is no alternative" became a catchphrase of the 1980s, but one 
with very real and disturbing implications. Place-marketing, it will be 
shown, rested very heavily upon a deliberate and morally questionable 
exclusion of alternative analysis and critique. (Sadler, 1994: 178) 

The quotation from the Council representative involved in managing and facilitating 

the regeneration processes shows a similar logic at work, which demonstrates the 

inevitability of the development process that leaves little room for alternative options 

denies a genuine debate to take place on Spitalfields' regeneration. The role of local 

authorities is mostly kept invisible as the range of private agencies (for profit and not 

for profit) organisations, intervenes to shape outcomes. Sadler's comments on the 

creation of the hegemony around competition in the 1980s and the spin-off effects of' 

reducing the scope of municipal authorities during the Thatcher years remains in the 

minds of many long-term activists working in Spitalfields. As Jon Adlenton 

comments on Tower Ilamlets: 

hhere is a constant fear in local authorities because of the way local 
authorities were attacked by Thatcher and the amount of resources that 
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these local authorities get are inadequate and now it's less than it's 
ever been so the road is clear to make necessary deals with the 
developers (Jon Adlenton, interview 19! 04'2004). 

Kay Jordan, of Spitalfields Small Business Association, also echoed these comments 

previously in her critiques on the way in which the local authority was increasingly 

powerless in providing local public services. However, the main criticism of place 

marketing and ethnically conscribed development quarters must lie in a failure to 

reflect the full diversity and difference in the people living with the changes in the city 
(Henry, forthcoming). These regeneration schemes fail to create the conditions of 

meaningful exchange beyond consumer moments where multiculturalism could 

activate something beyond' a market relationship. The outcomes of culture-led 

regeneration programmes could lead to a number of possibilities that could help to 

bind the stranger and the consumer in a common concern for the city's future (Sennet, 

1994) or it could spark the most intense political contestations for transforming urban 

spaces (Jacobs, 1998). These are intangible and subjective measures and far more 
difficult to calculate but may turn out to be the possibilities that bind people together 

in common pursuit of the health of their local environments. 

Crossing Business Propositions and Strategic Interventions: the Play of 
Identity 

The inter-relationships between the competition for space, redevelopment and the play 

of identity in Spitalfields suggest some important findings in relation to forwarding a 

progressive agenda for multicultural urban environments. Urban practices in 

Spitalfrelds are able to address progressive agendas by building the cultural identity 

and political formations of traditionally excluded groups. Banglatown began as a 

racialised discourse with the complicity of Bangladeshi male entrepreneurs who 

would benefit from the Banglatown 'product' (Jacobs, 1996,1998). This complicity 

of interest is found in Anderson's account of Canadian-Chinese businessmen (1998). 

Mitchell's work on the Hong Kong Chinese population in Vancouver showed how the 

I long Kong Chinese particularly disrupted the racial narrative of the Canadian nation 

while at the same time conformed to the economic logic for profit accumulation 

(1997: 5 14). The interventions in the narratives of 'race' and 'nation' are limited to a 

creation of new "inter" national spaces of "transnational culture" but these are 

regulated by forces of capital and commerce, not the advancement of rights and 

entitlement for traditionally e\cluded groups. This raises awkward questions for the 
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planners concerned with designing inclusive urban environments that benefit the most 
disadvantaged neighbourhoods. 

However, redevelopment and regeneration in Spitalfields may turn out to be 

exceptional to other place promotion studies in the sense that urban marketing and 
branding is bound up with defence of `home' and 'community' for the fledging 

Bangladeshi groups that live in Tower Hamlets and the wider Bangladeshi diaspora in 

the UK. The play of identity in the competition for space can still ignite possibilities 
for alternative visions for Spitalfields. The population is not a homogenous group of 
businessmen though often their voices dominate. Discussions of Banglatown are 

intimately bound up with the preservation of Bengali heritage, which is perceived to 

be under threat from the twin pressures of commerce and factional local politics in 

Spitalfields. Mike Keith, a local councillor who was also the leader of the Council 

during the development of Banglatown, comments: 

It is the notion of a strategic intervention that prevented an 
encroachment..... if we are talking about Banglatown [... ] it is the 
strategic [dimension]... I think it is absolutely right to point to the class 
interests and class politics within the Bengali community that lie at the 
heart of the Banglatown essentialism and the commodification of 
identity. I also think it is the case [... ] that's exploitative [... ] 
problematic [ ... ] the Banglatown thing was very much supported by 
the Bengali voice within the democratic structures... I would be the last 
person to say [ ... ] that you can take a party structure through the 
Labour Party and say this is the democratic and pure voice of the 
people... But there is something quite important in the democratic face 
of the Bengali community, however you want [ to... ] qualify it (Mike 
Keith, 10/12/2002) 

These comments point to the complex ways in which the competition for space is 

waged in defence or with the legitimacy of a fledging and excluded group while at the 

same time decision-makers are aware of the unrepresentativeness of the 'Bengali 

voice'. Keith's comments need to be placed in the context of criticisms relating to the 

'cssentialised' and 'reified' practices that have been institutionalised in Spitalfields 

through initiatives like Banglatown. The reification of Bengali culture and the 

associated local economic model implied within Banglatown's restaurant sectors are 

increasingly at odds with the social composition of the local Bangladeshi population 

\vho may wish to use their education gains to seek alternativ c jobs in the labour 

market. None of the young people I interviewed expressed an interest in working in 

the low lv-paid catering and �could only consider it as a last resort. The o\ erriding 
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focus is on Banglatown is to help and support the catering businesses, in contrast to 

supporting the diversification of the local economy. There is nothing intrinsically 

wrong with developing Brick Lane as a `cultural' enclave. making visible the cultural 
heritage to boost consumption, but the same markers of difference are often the 

subject of racial violence and institutional discrimination, much of which was part of 
Brick Lane's recent history. There is an unsettling balance, therefore, between the 

exoticisation of difference and the collective memory of racist discourses in 

multicultural Spitalfields. These unsettled dilemmas point to the incompleteness of 

urban processes, which are always unfolding, changing and adapting to new 

pressures. 

The play of identity and difference is a theme that can be pushed further in this 

discussion and is linked directly to chapter 8 where I examine alternative spaces for 

citizenship in Spitalfields. There is a body of literature on carnival spaces, festivals 

and marketplaces that invoke reversed power relations in popular performance spaces. 

Jacobs (1998) suggests that in consumption based cities it is not always the case that 

relationships of exploitation result from crossing commerce with the politics of 

identity. The politics of difference may often be transformed into a `play of 

difference'. Indeed `playing with difference' does not necessarily compromise urban 

political mobilisations; such playful encounters can in fact activate the most contested 

politics precisely because they can re-invoke, re-appropriate, reinvent and challenge 

issues of signification and representation. Redevelopment may bring into focus 

previously neglected claims and a new politics of difference may be unveiled more 

intensely than before because the competition of space is severe. The process of 

aestheticisation can spark a political claim, as well as depoliticise stakes (Jacobs, 

1998: 257). The competition for space can remind marginalised groups of neglected 

claims and stakes in public space. Writing against Marxist accounts of the post- 

modern city (sec I larvey, 1989) she argues that these texts on aesthetic and cultural 

redevelopment schemes show minorities as `passive' actors against change. These 

authors search for `authenticity' and lament the 'loss of politics' and describe change 

as merely a destructivvc force. and not progressive (Jacobs. 1998: 254-259). Her 

analysis raises critical issues around the present set of regeneration arrangements in 

Spitaltields that can downplay the role of the arts. and minority groups. shape. change, 

or conform to the politics of play to achieve different ends- 
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There is little sense of the ways in which the concerns of racial and 
ethnic minorities, say. might not be placated b\ the introduction of 
ethnic festivals, nor is there any hint of how such groups might 
transform these new arenas of play into more familiar arenas of 
politics. (Jacobs 1998: 257-8) 

Keith's earlier comment suggested a similar ambivalence about cultural regeneration 

initiatives: Banglatown may be considered a 'third space' where the appropriation and 

re-appropriation of space by Bangladeshi groups has resulted in a reified and 

politically disabled sense of group identity, fossilised around ethnicity. It may also be 

the case that this construction of an ethnic enclave through economic usage has 

stopped racism at the gates. The rest of the Borough continues to experience racial 

disturbances but Spitalfields is perceived as safe from racism precisely because of its 

articulation as a Bangladeshi enclave. These themes were juxtaposed with new 

concerns' such as consumption, celebration and commodities. This serves as a 

reminder that the mere fact that a play of difference is possible and made visible in 

Spitalfields' streets is a major achievement, particularly in light of Brick Lane's 

history when supporters of the right-wing, racist British National Party, set up shop to 

sell their newspaper in the middle of the street, marking their presence felt in a mainly 

British-Bangladeshi neighbourhood. Spitalfields, then, is articulated as a doubly 

inscribed space: 

There is a positive valorisation along side the exoticism ... all the 
things we are talking about; it is beyond an either/or situation... I think 
the kinds of interests being articulated are, quite possibly contradictory, 
which is totally logical. (Keith 10/12/2002) 

The idea of minority groups using essentialist discourse or stereotypes for the 

strategic negotiation of power relations is not a new concept in cultural studies. The 

appropriation and misappropriation of stereotypes to invert negative othering is a 

strategic resource that many minority groups have used to resist their representations 

in mainstream representation. The psychologist Ernest Goffman describes this process 

as the strategic image manipulation in transnational minorities' attempts to resist the 

dominant group (Goff'nan, 19-56). A similar process is seen in the context of the 

strategic essentialisation of Banglatown by British Bangladeshis in an attempt to 

decentre their experience of marginality before the inauguration of Banglatown. This 

process may be seen as a complex practice involving the strategic expression, 

appropriation and misappropriation of multiple identities. T lie anomaly i,, that 

oung, er Bangladeshis are not involved in this process. and it is often young people 
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who spearhead such moments of re-appropriation against hostility and conformity to 

the status quo. As chapter seven demonstrates young people are disenchanted with 

politics both in established representative structures and the so-called alternative of 
`community' politics. 

Conclusion 

This chapter outlined the relevance of Banglatown to competing discourses of 

regeneration in Spitalfields. I introduced concepts such as gentrification, 

redevelopment and regeneration and provided empirical accounts of how each term is 

discussed by leading agencies. The research findings reveal that regeneration is 

deeply politicised in Spitalfields. Banglatown has a multi-dimensional meaning, 

producing processes with different social, political, and economic outcomes for 

residents. I used the discussion on the politics of play and the politics of difference to 

help answer the questions in my thesis of the productive or de-politicised outcomes of 

the commodification of multicultures. A complex picture of competing views 

emerges. These perspectives concern the future of Spitalfields. In the next chapter I 

analyse how regeneration agencies are manufacturing and reproducing difference in 

Spitalfields to fit into a preferred view of the future. I analyse whether the Spitalfields 

industry is helping to create an inclusive future. Who is included in the 

representations of Spitalfields? Chapter seven and eight consider the voices of young 

people directly and unpack their inclusion and participation in the new East End that 

is being created and invented by regeneration agencies. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

Contested Commodities and Cultures 

Introduction 

The visitor economy underpins much of the rationale for economic development in 

Spitalfields but there are other important reasons that point to its importance in 

planning. A focus- on tourism and the visitor economy has allowed local plans to 

accommodate visibly multicultural discourses within the mainstream regeneration 

agenda. Planning for the Banglatown enterprise zone through the visitor economy 

makes the business case for diversity rather than a political case for multiculturalism. 

This chapter provides evidence towards how cultural diversity has been commodified 
in the promotion of economic regeneration in Spitalfields and how the production of 

multicultural capital has helped to sell the new East End. Urban regeneration in 

Spitalfields has focused on developing the right image to reinvigorate and sustain a 

new tourism base for the local economy. Images and their relationships to texts are 

therefore appropriate sites for empirical investigation. I use these methods to 

understand how visual representations work. 

Culture as engine of the economy 

As discussed in chapter two, culture-led regeneration has played an important role in 

British urban regeneration strategies since the mid-1980s. In Tower Hamlets public 

discussion of the role of culture and the arts was muted until the late 1980s. This was 

a marked departure from the previous years of regeneration programmes and it was a 

delayed response given the presence of large numbers of artists and migrants in the 

area. The most prominent mobilisation of culture as an enterprising lever in 

Spitalfields regeneration is to be found in the development of the visitor economy in 

Spitalfields. Brick Lane, Spitalfields and the `East End' are used synonymously, and 

are variously referred to in media and local policy discourses as key nodes in 

London's visitor economy. Spitalfields has caught the imagination of urban planners 

as a space that can be re-imaged and re-moulded to boost economic de\ elopment 

through multicultural and prestige-based regeneration projects. It is often argued that 

capitalist development or market-led growth follows its oww n ine\ itahle logic and that 

the market is a force that is both unstoppable and unforeseeable. Fainstain ( 1994) in 
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her study of major cities such as New York and London, has argued that far from it 

being the case that urban redevelopment is a automatic process based on the spread of 

capitalist logic, as is sometimes believed, the 'development industry' constructs and 

perceives opportunity through beliefs and actions of their leaders, operating under 

conditions of uncertainty (Fainstein, 1994: 18). Property developers participate in a 
dynamic process, in which they sell themselves to investors, contest their opponents 

and calculate their competitors. They very rarely react to an objective situation but 

operate within a subjective environment partly of their own creation. In Spitalfields 

the regeneration industry creates and maintains its own impression of economic 

opportunity and calculation of estimates in profits. An organising principle is the 
development and expansion of Spitalfields' visitor economy. Cityside Regeneration 

Ltd., as a key economic development priority, spearheads the promotion of 
Spitalfields as a visitor site. Cityside has been the key driver in culture-based 

regeneration in Spitalfields, working hard to persuade other stakeholders of the 

economic benefits of such an approach. The visitor economy with its cultural sites is 

perceived as the key engine for local economic growth in the area. It is the lynch pin 

that holds much of the disparate culture-based regeneration activity together in 

Spitalfields. The public identity of Spitalfields, however, is anchored in meanings 

around home and belonging for the different groups of people that have settled and 

moved on to other parts of the country. The increasing commodification of place is 

changing people's neighbourhoods. 

('ulture-led urban regeneration has received a powerful incentive from regional and 

central government agencies keen to position the `East End' as key site in London's 

tourist map. Growth in East London is fuelled by economic imperatives at the national 

level \v hich suggest that major cities should have strong, competitive cultural assets if 

they are to compete to be major players in global economies. Cities have always 

played a special role as centres of cultural and economic activities and will continue 

to do so (P. hall, 1998). High quality cultural infrastructure is seen to create an image 

and lifestyle that is attractive to business investments and high skilled workers for the 

future. 'l'he Cultural industries are seen to provide hi-tech media jobs that are critical 

for the knowledge economy and at the same time they provide jobs at the local le\ el, 

offering employment with different skills and abilities. The confidence generated 

from Culture-based regeneration strategics has translated into flagship developments 

projects centred on art, and cultural venues with associated tourists and shopping 
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facilities (Jackson, 1999; Loftinan and Nevin, 1996). Economics aside, these 

industries provide opportunities to celebrate the heritage and contribution of cultural 

minorities and provide the foundations for building social cohesion and connection 
between the UK's different communities (Demos' Comedic, 1997-1998; Foord, 

(1999). 

The dominant focus in the interface between culture and regeneration has been on 

economic growth with a secondary focus on social exclusion and reducing poverty. The 

growth and the expansion of the visitor economy in Spitalfields illustrates wider trends in the 

way in which city economies have recently adapted to the loss of traditional industries in the 

wake of industrial restructuring. New trends in city economies have highlighted the 

importance of `culture' as a trade value (Zukin, 1998). Its diverse population or 'rich mix' is 

supposed to fit into the framework of the entrepreneurial and creative city that is thought to 

bring a competitive edge to an increasingly flexible economy which prioritises the knowledge 

and design content of good and services and the performance of consumption (Lash and Urry, 

1994). Zukin has argued that the increasing significance of culture in the products and 

practices of city economies has stimulated a new role for cities: they have become the 

location and the raw material for the symbolic economy. In this new symbolic economy, trade 

in cultural value, through the arts, food, fashion, music urban lifestyles and urban tourism is 

now central to the city economy (Zukin, 1998: 286). In this new symbolic landscape the city 

itself as become a commodity to be consumed in search for an obscure desire for the urban 

experience (Robbins 1993 cited in Foord, 1999). Spitalfields has many social and economic 

assets that allow it to compete with other local and regional city economies for business 

competitiveness. Spitalfields is associated with urban living. This is echoed in popular media 

outlets serving to promote the East End's highlights in the London economy. Schnoop is an 

Internet-based news service that was set up to promote news in the East End with a 

campaigning outlook. This quotation has been provided by Ed Mayo who is director of the 

London based progressive think-tank on sustainable development. the New Economics 

Foundation: 

The biggest advantage is that the inner city is quintessential urban 
living. It is exciting. Brick Lane is a classic example. It is alive with a 
buzz of energy and vibrancy that makes people want to be a part of it. 
It is full of entrepreneurs creating opportunities (I'd \tavo interviewed 

in Schnoop magazine. 2002). 

Schnoop is typical of media spotlights in the last End that both promote and celebrate 

the new Fast End'. 
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In addressing regeneration locally. the London Borough of Tower Hamlets has 

been bending its priorities to fit into the regional context of London's role as a global 

city. East London has always been the social and ethnic Other to the Cite of London's 

wealth and affluence (Jacobs, 1996). Over the past 15 years the Borough's approach 

to regeneration has sought to break the past, economic and social and psychological 

location of Tower Hamlets as an East London Borough characterised by endemic 

poverty, the decline of the docks, and the loss of manufacturing. In its place Tower 

Hamlets has repositioned itself as a vibrant part of London's economy, benefiting 

from and contributing to London as a global city. Spitalfields and Banglatown are 

vital locations in the Mayor of London's campaign to increase the profile of London. 

A number of significant funding proposals, successful and unsuccessful, submitted to 

funding quangos by the local authority in partnership with Cityside between 1996 and 

2003 show the links between culture, economic potential and the visitor economy. 

Tower Hamlets' Eastside Challenge Fund Submission of September 1996, which 

formed the business blueprint for the current incumbent Cityside Regeneration, 

highlights the Council's long-term plans for the area. These documents were produced 

around 1995 during a time when property values were already demonstrating high 

investment potential but few plans were in place to steer the future development of the 

area by public agencies with the exception of conservation-minded plans for rescuing 

and preserving historic fabric of the built-environment. The Eastside submission 

hoped to build on the Bethnal Green City Challenge's tourism strategy to begin to 

integrate the visitor economy with existing activity. The shift towards tourism was 

added to more old-fashioned priorities such as economic development to create and 

release employment opportunities. According to an early funding proposal developed 

by the Council, a sharply focused economic regeneration programme is designed to 

usher in a new model of regeneration. It will: 

" establish the area as one of the most attractive and 

accessible business locations in the capital 

" develop opportunities between the corporate sector and 

micro small firms 

" expand the tourism potential of the area in order to 

stimulate economic activity. drawing attention to 

London's strenuths as world city 
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" encourage greater integration of economic 

development in order to both harmonise and add value 

to existing regeneration initiatives 

" break stereotypical images of local people by 

supporting their entry and progression into the 

corporate sector and related local employment fields. 

(Tower Hamlets Eastside Challenge Fund Submission, 

1996: 4) 

The priority for the Council at this stage was to integrate the physical developments 

affecting the city fringe location within a sustainable local development plan. The 

plan would ensure that the physical developments and infrastructure of the Spitalflelds 

area were designed to encourage the relocation of national and international 
businesses and nurture institutions that would add value to its local economy. A 

second priority emphasised the development of the Spitalfields area and London as a 

world city. The proposal set out an integrated package of cultural attractions, 

environmental improvements and enhanced facilities that would increase the appeal of 

the area for residents, Londoners and beyond, reflecting early thinking on the 

development of The Rich Mix Centre. This is explained further in the same 

submission: 

The area is ideally situated within close travelling distance of' 
internationally recognised attractions: Tower of London Tower Bridge 

and Tower Hill Pageant St Paul's and Greenwich among others. It hosts 

a number of its own recognised attractions: \Vhitechapel Art Gallery, 
Spitalfields Market and the famous East I: nd markets such as Petticoat 
Lane, Columbia Road and Brick Lane. Many thousands of visitors 
come into the area for guided walks and annual festivals including the 
Spitalfields music and Brick Lane festivals, with plans being made for 

a Bangladeshi Mela. These will form the basis of a substantial walks 
and festivals programme to support the area's visitor potential. 
However, the area locks a cohesive package of attractions to release 
the full potential of its visitor economy or integrated marketing 

strategies for promoting these. ('Dower Hamlets [. astride Challenge 
Fund Submission 1996: 8). 

There are many more examples. Cityside's annual plans and business strategy develop 

the link between the arts and cultural life of Spitalfields and the economic potential of 

local tourism and the visitor economy. I pese ideas are t\ pical of'a range of'planning 
documents, funding proposals and public reports exalting the virtues of unleashing the 
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business potential of the area and within it the capacity of Spitalfields' cultural 

attractions. The priorities of unleashing the potential of the local tourist economy and 

the need to create bridges between small firms and large corporations in the City have 

dominated the work of Cityside Regeneration for much of its operation since 1997. 

The Council was guided by these economic imperatives but at the same time 

wishes to promote social cohesion and integration in a Borough with high migrant 

population and endemic poverty across all low-income groups. The Council's efforts 

to encourage social cohesion for much of the 1970s and 1980s and early 1990s had 

focused on anti-racist work first, then equal opportunities, and finally multiculturalism 

in the school curriculum. However, by the late 1990s and the early 2000s the 

prominence of cultural activities and the cultural industries to city competitiveness 

had changed the way in which old-fashioned anti-racist messages are promoted within 

the Council's strategic planning. For a Borough perennially concerned with selling a 

message of harmony and toleration against a background of resentment of perceived 

affirmative action or altruism, the message that culture is business worthy, 

entrepreneurial and sellable as a positive asset was a boon. The promotion of cultural 

activities in the Borough is now firmly rooted in the belief that culture is a powerful 

tool for social integration of the different communities of Tower Hamlets. The 

London Borough of Tower Hamlet's (LBTH) Cultural Strategy states: 

Cultural activity is one of the most powerful tools available to promote 
the well being and social cohesion of a community (Cultural Strategy 
2003: 4). 

However, this focus on arts, participation and social change at the `community' or 

'neighbourhood' level manages to hide the structural shifts in the economy in the last 

twenty years that has led Government to this present celebratory position on the role 

of the arts. 
The arts and culture have been mobilised as key factors in the packaging and re- 

imaging of Spitalfields, which in the minds of policy-makers is a tactic to attract much 

needed inward economic investment in the area. From the Council's perspective the 

visitor economy has been relatively easy and cheap to create; it has highlighted that 

this industry spurs economic development through multiplier effects, improves the 

land's aesthetic and physical environment for local residents and enhances 

consumption facilities for visitors. Various commentators have noted the consumption 

of culture through arts and events, and consumption as an everyday cultural practice 
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in relation to these new city economies (Featherstone, 1991, 'Mort. 1995). A niche 

retailing strategy has also focused on both a 'cultural' and 'ethnic quarter' (Brown, 

1998), which has played on the everyday practices of Cockneys and local 

Bangladeshis. The next sections examine this process of building and manufacturing 

the visitor economy in detail. 

Regeneration strategies have begun to develop a strategy that uses Spitalfields 

heritage to hook the international tourists that visit the capital's premier site, the 

Tower of London nearby. What is central here is how Spitalfields' identity has been 

re-worked to erase inappropriate urban images by replacing them with cultural 
boosterism. The old image of Spitalfields as a place of 'decay' and 'deprivation' has 

not been completely wiped out but instead re-worked to create inverted cultural value 

of the inner city living. The hallmark of this invented tradition are retro and 

contemporary features assembled in a disorderly fashion to mimic retro and eclectic 

chic -a phrase found in interior design for aspiring upwardly mobile homeowners. 

The LBTH Cultural Strategy 2003 states that the area is changing and the Tower 

Hamlets "product" is developing in a more coherent way'. Ansar Ullah, a council 

regeneration officer, explained that urban marketing is an explicit strategic objective 
in the Council's regeneration programmes: 

We are encouraging and financially supporting the development of a 
stronger identity for the area. Already this brand is centred on Brick 
Lane (Ansar Ullah, interview, 01/05/2002) 

The promotion of the visitor economy has predominantly focused on the physical 

refurbishment of Brick Lane's restaurants. Project initiatives improved the visual 

image and aesthetics of the area under the I isual Merchandising project run by 

('ityside Regeneration in 1999. This involved giving shop windows a design-friendly 

shop front and `make-over' as well as working with a number of restaurants on 

interior design. Cityside Regeneration's own corporate brand image has used colours 

such as red and green, indicative of Bangladeshi national colours. Other ongoing 

projects include a Conservation Area partnership, which is working to preserve 

historic sites in this side of the Borough. A number of local tourist schemes ha%c been 

developed which include selected routes to comment on historical reconstructions of 

the East find's past. There are also gimmicks designed to `carry' place marketing 

outside the country. Recently almost one million branded cairrier bags were produced 

that advertised the tour markets of the East End -- Columbia Plover Market, 
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Whitechapel Road, Petticoat Lane and Brick Lane. These were designed specifically 

to put the East End on London's commercial and shopping map. Andrew Bramidge, 

Director of ('ityside states: 

It's a great marketing tool and has been terribly successful. I have 
heard stories from people where these carrier bags have travelled as far 
as outside London and even in places like Israel. (Andrew Bramidge, 
interview, 03/11/2002) 

Bramidge's comments reveal the connections between Israel and Spitalfields and the 

importance of the Jewish heritage of the area, which brings in busloads of Israeli and 
German tourists to the popular walking tours of the East End operated by the London 

Tourist Broad and independent agents in Spitalfields. Bringing in the cultures of past 

and present populations of Spitalfields is an intrinsic feature of the heritage industry, 

which thrives on re-creating Spitalfields place as a historic trading and global space. 
To illustrate how the Council's ideas have taken shape since the inception of the 

business plans in 1996, I have analysed to the area's existing place-marketing 

literature. Much of the material lays claims to established cultural programmes of 

music and arts and the `buzz' of a community of artists and designers who live and 

work locally. A recent guide to East London produced by Ti17ne Out, entitled Eu. tit. vide 

Stori', states: 

Outside the historic walls on the City's edges, London's near east has 
always changed with the times. Now, as new shops, bars, markets and 
workshops spring up, it's edgier than ever... { ... ; .. Cutting edge has 
come to the Borough in the shape of Fashion East's catwalk shows at 
the Truman, and at shops like Beyond Retro, Eat My Handbag Bitch 
and Timothy Everest's tailoring workshop. Star shoppers -- Kylie 
Minogue, Mariah Carey, Posh and Becks - hook up with locally 
respected show owners and fashion designers to traffic in style and 
status. There's art as well as accessories - this is where Gilbert and 
George set up home, where Britart bragged and boasted and where 
Whitechapel Art Gallery hosts world-class exhibitions (Eastside Story. 
Time Out Group, 2004) 

This sort of write up on the area is commonplace in 2004 and explains the crowds of 

people on an average weekend in Spitalfields. The Tinte Out extract demonstrates the 

success of the area's profile in attracting a write up in London's most popular tourist 

guide. The idea of Eastside was a nascent concept in the business planning documents 

in 1996. By 2004 it is a hülle-fledged economic concept. This explains how local 

agencies have helped create and manufacture the meaning of place in Spitaltields cox er 
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the past decade. The extract reinvents Brick Lane and Spitaltields as an eclectic 

bazaar of retrospective and contemporary consumption sites. The area is represented 

as disorderly and chaotic but at the same time it is home to 'posh' and 'cheap' venues 

suitable to 'hip', `savvier' and 'artier' audiences. The names cited are household 

names in the national scene and their inclusion shows the enormous change in 

reputation the area since the early 1990s. Illustration 7 shows the fashion show taking 

place in Spitalfields, drawing on amateur young British designers. 
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Illustration 7: 

`I Love Brick Lane' 
Sew East Fashion Show 

Ethnic Minority Enterprise Project 

(Pli '1o. Af1v Aliall) 
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Spitalfields annually attracts a large number of tourists who visit the 'East End' to re- 
discover the area's rich settlement history. The London Guide to Top Sites. for 

example, highlights both Spitalfields and Banglatown as part of its itinerary of the 

Square Mile in the City of London. 

WALK ONE: - Diamonds to Dungeons. 

Highlights: Hatton Garden, Smithfield, Charterhouse, Bunhill Fields, 
The Broadgate Centre, Spitalfields, The Hugenot Quarter, 'Little 
Bengal', St Bartholomews, Old Bailey. 

Source: http: //www. hyperbia. co. uk/tourist/citywalkl. html 

This is typical of a range of walking maps in London that promote tourism in 

Spitalfields. The tours have been internationally renowned for some years. Until 

recently these historical tours were never integrated into the over-all local economic 

development plan. Councillor Mortuza, who represents the Spitalfields-Banglatown 

ward and who was also involved in the negotiations to re-name Spital fields into 

Banglatown in 2001, explained: 

This didn't all happen spontaneously - we've put the Brick Lane 
Festival in Brick Lane so that we can retain the tourists. The trouble is 
apart from the people coming to dine here, tourists do not spend... \Vc 
want them to spend. Then and now people come but do not spend any 
money. Tourists are bussed into the historical streets and then bussed 
out again; they are told before not to wander about as the area is 
`unsafe' (Councillor Mortuza, interview, 11/11/2002). 

Councillor Mortuza stressed how recent this phenomenon is whereby tourists were 

visiting the area. His comments relate to the way in which tourists in Tower of 

London nearby were almost always too frightened to visit Spitalfields from fear of 

crime, poverty and salacious stories in the press about East End violence. 

As part of its attempts to brand Spitalfields, the Council is now attempting to 

market Tower Hamlets as capital for festivals. Hundreds of festivals and Inelus take 

place in the streets of East London. The festivals are a rich source of profit and offer a 

lot of regeneration value for its organisers. In recognition of this important role of the 

festivals, the Council produced a f: esti\, al Strategy in 2002. The economic. political 

and social reasons combined to produce powerful incentives to de\-elop numerous 

festival events in Tower Hamlets. The strategy confirms that festivals are a primary 

teature of what the last End is about culturally, socially and economically. the 
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popularity of the present day festivals and mela programmes is anchored in the 

authority's desires to see visitors come to Spitalfields and spend their money: 

Festivals are not just an excuse to party... it could be said that a 
"language of festivals" has emerged in the Borough - speak festivals 
and people listen. It's a language that straddles cultural di ff'ere lice.,, 
whether it's an arts festival in Docklands or a community festival in 
Stepney. It is about recognising that festivals have common principles 
and values. They achieve objectives, they focus eneruv, they bring 
benefits, and above all they celebrate cultural diversity (Internal LBTII 
leisure and tourism document, 2002). 

The Brick Lane Festival, which takes place in September, is a straightforward 

economic enterprise. The Bengali New Year festival that takes place in May is 

slightly more problematic. The Bengali New Year festival based on the Hindu 

calendar is more controversial from the perspective of the Bangladeshi Muslims who 

remain divided on whether they should celebrate a new year based on Hindu 

traditions. The Council has not been involved in the various differences within the 

Bangladeshi population on which aspects of Bangladeshi culture is appropriate for 

public celebrations. 

Urban Imagineering in Spitalfields: Unpicking the Seams in 
Representations of Spitalfields 

Regeneration in Spitalfields, as in other places, is based around restoring private 

sector confidence in the area's potential for business development and bringing 

employment and training opportunities for local people. Like Docklands in the 1980s, 

Spitalfields has become a 'state of mind', a symbolic landscape critical in promoting 

the 'lnlage' and 'perception' and hence value of the area. This symbolic landscape 

depicts Spitalfields as a place of intense cultural syncretism and change, budding 

entrepreneurs, cutting edge British design and a place with a 'heart and soul' and 

community'. The deployment of multiculturalism may be seen as a mode of selling 

place but also as a strategy to subvert the once 'dirty', 'unsafe' and dangerous 

imaginary of Fast End life in favour of a much more vibrant and rich imaginary of the 

authentic' the 'exotic' and the consumable. This symbolic landscape has been 

actively promoted and manipulated as part of a marketing strategy. Like Docklands 

before, the building of this new landscape re-visions the hast Lnd, not aS a 

neighbourhood of working class residents surrounded by unatThrdahle housing and 

unemployment zones but a symbolic environment of opportunity. \1t, 1111\ and 
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entrepreneurialism. In this section I deconstruct the texts that re-produce place in 

Spitalfields. It is not enough to argue that the visitor economy is a powerful idea for 

galvanising regeneration activity in Spitalfields. It is important to demonstrate how 

the visitor economy is operating to achieve its ends to create a self-fulfilling prophecy 

by reproducing difference to create heritage value. It is no coincidence that a 

regeneration business strategy in 1996 entitled Eastside has translated into an Fastside 

guide to Spitalfields by Time Out in 2004 (see illustration 8). 
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Illustration 8: 

Eastside: A Guide to Spitalfields 

(Source. 71 mL, O u/ 0i iii , `(H)$/ 
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Imaging culture and urban imagineering have been important strands in new local 

strategies to create positive images of urban spaces. Much of the place-marketing 

literature focuses on the promotion of deliberately crafted images. The coverage in 

national media has meant that it is instantly visualised and recognisable in people's 

minds. Place-marketing images in Spitalfields urge visitors to experience the 

embodied city as an object of desire. By carefully crafting selected images and texts 

they help to transform the obscure object of desire that is called "urbanity"(Robins 

1993, cited in Foord) into a subjective and grounded object of desire that is 

`Spitalfields' in the heart of a socially constructed 'East End' of London. I collected 

and analysed different leaflets and publicity materials from the Council. Citvside 

Regeneration, websites dedicated to the East End, national listings magazines and 

publications like the Guardian, the Economist, BBC Online and the Financial Tinic'. s 

to explore the urban imagineering. Such texts are socially constructed artefacts that 

have been produced with certain audiences, values and positions in mind. It is taken 

for granted at some level that advertising images are socially constructed, but these 

texts that sell place do more than `sell'; they reproduce the reputation of an area, 

determine whether it is desirable or drab, and such knowledge spurs new changes to 

the area. Rose's (2001) work on visual analysis inform the analysis and description of 

the symbolic representation. 

Analyses of the materials suggest that the discerning tourist is the target audience 

Urry argued that interesting and complex issues arise with regard to the social 

relations surrounding such tourist related services (týrry, 1995: 129). The social 

relations surrounding the audience for these and other related publicity tell a 

significant amount about the ability of certain groups to consume, and the practice of 

consumption, which is always relational and takes place in the company of' others ' in 

the know' about the distinctiveness of the tourist activity. It rc' ails tourism in 

Spitalfields as something that is dedicated to exclusive audiences that are neither 

working class nor Bangladeshi. 

fhe working class aspects to the area's landscape are reinterpreted as a unique 

charm for the area to make it distinct from other tourist sites in the capital. This irons 

in the reinterpretation of poverty as prestige is striking. Brick Lane and Spitallields Is 

the site for one of London's leading tour of the world', most ini. 11nous murder 

im-ster\". In I ti*8 the winding "trc et1 were the sites Of serial iliurderN popul. jrly 
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attributed to `Jack the Ripper'. The Jack the Ripper walks are internationally 

renowned and bring tourists from all over the world into Spitalfields. Part of the 

appeal of the Jack the Ripper tours is the opportunity to visit a dangerous location. In 

the past the poverty of Spitalfields acted as a barrier to inward investment from 

business and spill-over tourism from Tower Hill. Spitalfields is a five-minute walk 
from the Tower Hill, which held opportunities for capitalising on the back of this 

international tourist traffic. The area's unsettled and turbulent past is now seen as a 

rich source of cultural capital, as the bulk of the local tourist economy is based around 
heritage of the East End's resilience and macabre past. Much of the tourism activity 

also contributes to the impression that Spitalfields was a dangerous space and idea 

that a space of fear adds to the danger implicit in the tourist's adventure. 1he irony is 

that Spitalfields is brand marketed as precisely the kind of site that is best explored by 

foot by the discerning traveller. 

The discerning tourist is the audience in Spitalfields' new visitor economy. Taste 

and distinction of particular social classes (Bourdieu, 1984) has therefore changed the 

knowledge and perceptions of Spitalfields and its reputation in the wider national and 

international imagination. Consumption in Spitalfields is intimately linked to patterns 

in acquired distinction that are based on class, the expression of character, and 

pleasure in alternative experiences. The taste of the new cultural classes do not merely 

revolve around satisfying appetite, but instead the new cultural classes yearn a 

Bohemianism or romantic lifestyle, and the desire to experience in reality what is 

often in the imagination. The audience has an inverted bourgeois `aesthetic 

disposition' which allows it to embrace the inner edge of the city in a way that is 

linked to a left-leaning values and nostalgia for a classless society. 

('ityside and the Council produced the Bargains & Banter leaflet in 2000. The 

bargains and banter theme in their widest sense rely on a number of conventions and 

traditions typical of working class neighbourhoods in London. It includes comic oral 

and written comic compositions such as contradictions, vulgarity and quality together. 

It conjures what Bakhtin describes as a genre of the market-place by which the author 

means slang, humour, popular tricks and jokes, curses, oaths and all forms of'lowt-' and 

'dirty sorts of folk humour (cited in Stallybrass and White, 1980). The street markets 

in the East End are heavily marketed as part of the strategy and rhetoric of selling the 
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Cockney East End but especially draw out heritage aspects to this product that is the 

`street market' (see illustration 9). 
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The street markets historically developed from the concentration of trade practices 

unique to the East End over the centuries. It is a clear that the connection to the 

market place is the central idea behind the concept. The publicity therefore parodies 

the market place as a fair where trade exists as both an economic activity but also for 

pleasure, voyeurism and a visual carnevalesque treat. The markets are depicted as 

`vibrant' and 'busy', adding to a popular conception of a 'surviving' urban 

community that has managed to stay intact, despite large-scale industrial re- 

restructuring. The images show white market traders, jovial and smiling and selling 

their wares to the public. The design follows conventional marketing styles in setting 

out activities in terms of their function - eating, buying and seein(,. The discursive 

context of Spitalfields' tourist sites shows two dual identities as 'multicultural' and 

`authentic' Cockney spaces. The dominant representation of the Cockney in Bargain. '' 

and Banters is `authentic' and hard working while the dominant representation of 

Bangladeshis is multicultural, spicy, exotic and mystical. The everyday practice of 

`white' Cockneys is singularly expressed in images in other leaflets advertising the 

popular street markets and trading practices to suggest a thriving hard working 

population. Both the cultures of white working class and Bangladeshi working class 

East Enders is presented in sanitised and heritage-style scripts that have little 

connections to their actual lives in the contemporary East End. Writing about the 

discourses such as `quality of life' discourses in the US, Deutsche (1997) 

demonstrates the complex ways in which discourses produce public space in 

particular ways. This suggests that the representations of Spitalfields in place 

marketing work to produce public spaces in ways that include tourists and excludes 

others. These representations construct 'Cockney' as white and 'Bangladeshis' as 

'multicultural': the Bangladeshis are not represented as 'Cockneys'. This reveals 

interesting and complex readings of social relations and interpretations of space. 

Bangladeshis, particularly younger generations of Bangladeshi. reveal traditional 

L. ast End class attitudes and behaviours of family life described by Young and \Vilmot 

( 1957) in their seminal account of East End life in the 1950s and \\ hich has recently 

been updated by Power and Nlumford (2003). Nlany young, Bangladeshis speak in a 

'Cockney' accent yet somehow their Cockney identities are rendered invisible in the 

public imagery of the authentic East End, '). `While not wishing, to essentialise the 

20 See Tony White's novel 'Foxy I' using a new London vernacular of BengIish, incorporating East End Cockney with 'urban 
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Bangladeshis, Asian families on the whole believe in the values of collective and 
-community' life, which were the hallmarks of the 'old East End' (Stedman-Jone", 

1989). The community and the collective values around solidarity and survival are 
linked in the leaflet to the circumstances of the white communities. These svncretisins 
in white working class and Bangladesh lifestyles and values are not reflected in the 
frozen heritage portraits of Cockney and multicultural Spitalfields: the two are treated 

as mutually exclusive constituents of the new East End. 

I his process attempts to capture `culture' and people's lifestyles as 'fixed and 
frozen' processes; yet in reality, as anthropologists such as James Clifford have 

pointed out, culture is anything but a stable process and cannot hold still. Yet this is 

what urban imageering does. Some observers have argued that in consumption and 

tourist practices where difference and otherness marks the desire of affluent groups to 

enjoy new cultural experience, such processes works to silence and contain difference 

that is sought (May, 1993). In some places the descriptions or distortions go as far as 

to suggest that the `real' Eastender is impossible to find. However, as Stedman-Jones 

has shown, the East End was a discursive and socially constructed category, which 
had multiple representations in national story telling (Stedman-Jones, 1989: 278). The 

quotation below conceptualises the 'real' East End with a homogenous white 

population. 

But the real Eastender - the True Cockney - is rarely found in these 
parts today (www. schnoop. com) 

A guide published by the Mile End Partnership in conjunction with the Borough 

council entitled People's Choice: Public, 
. -lrt 

in the East End ei'London (no date 

given) shows how images play on the working class roots of the area and how they 

are re-invented for a visitor audience. The red background with the white font follows 

the British tabloid newspapers colours and the images of art impressively framed to 

imitate majestic qualities invoke nostalgia for the late Princess Diana's memory as a 

'People's Princess' but also the British working class social identities around 

consumption of tabloids. It is reminiscent of the East End's own legends and national 

fictions around the figure of the Pearly Kim, and Queen (samuel and Stedman-Jones. 

1989). This leaflet emphasises the diversity of the area's past and present but does not 

exclude/incItide social categories of people. Its marketing gimmick tocuseS more on 

Black slang and 'London' Sylheti. (2003 Fox' T. London: Faber and Faber) 
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the play with royalty and working class social pursuits, which works to grab people "s 

attention. In this regard its use of royal associations plays into conventional tourist 

publicity but interestingly it does not convey a sense of voyeurism that the Secrets of 
Spitalfields exudes. This suggests that the material may be aimed at both a local and 

an external audience. It is inclusive of working class audiences across the ethnic 
divide. The highlights include the 18`" century homes in Fournier Street used by 

French Huguenot silk-weavers and 19th century industrial buildings in Shoreditch, 

now used to home a new wave of artists and designers in live work spaces. While the 

discourses are partly resurrecting the heritage of the East End in all its diversity in a 

way that is inclusive, and the gaze of the audience in this leaflet is not simply one 

where an outsider is looking inside. It was produced by the Mile End Trust 

Partnership as part of its project on open spaces and opening up public spaces to 

residents who might not otherwise participate in public art initiatives. 

('ityside launched Bangla Bites as a campaign in 2000 to promote Bangladeshi 

restaurants in the area (see illustration 10). The brightly coloured, glossy leaflets were 

distributed to participating restaurants. As well as listing names for over 40 

restaurants, Bangla Bite'., encouraged diners to be adventurous and try dishes from 

Bangladesh rather than the British-Indian creation, `Chicken Tikka Massala'. The 

campaign was targeted at City firms, wine bars and gyms nearby in the hope that 

executives would spend their lunchtime in Brick Lane. Gradually the leaflets were 

distributed to other parts of London and widely circulated on Internet lists to attract 

tourists. The leaflet urges City-based executives and tourists to: 

Put some spice back into your life... come to Banglatown, East London 
(Bangla Bites, 2000) 

Bung/u Bites helps to create a sense of the exotic by highlighting in excess the 

expressive cultural practices as a singular form of culture, unrelated to the ewryday 

practice of Bangladeshi lifestyles. The theme of consumption is direct. It presents 

Spitalfields and Brick Lane in vibrant colour schemes indicating a liveliness and 

exoticism to the lived experience of Spitalfields. The exoticism represents a specific 
form of 'culture' from South Asia that is disjunctured from the experience of 

Bangladeshis in London 'out here' and therefore exemplifies the culture of'Asia 'out 

there' on the Indian sub-continent. the representations of culture 'out here' frequently 

open up political possibilities for marginalized groups as it anchors a group's sense of 

belonging firmly to the state and rights ot'citizenship. By referring to the culture(s) of 
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Bangladeshis as exotic and 'out there' the representations deny the possibility that 

Bangladeshi identities are part of an evolving British national identity. 
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Bangla Bites 
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Cityside also produced a series of publicity leaflets and dedicated web site to promote 
Spitalfields as a space of discovery in 2002. The Secret., D, f SpitaI/ elcl. s- (see 
illustration 11) is a typical leaflet in glossy up-market style, which invites its audience 

almost in a seductive manner to discover the delights of the area. The title and the 
listed buildings in the guide map use the evocative metaphor of taste, inviting the 

viewer or visitor into an enticing and sensual experience into Spitalfelds 'rich mi\' of 

past and present cultures. A visit to Spitalfields is presented as a personal invite to 

view a private and domesticated 'authentic' world still untouched by 'commercial 

tourism'. It is the voyeur's private show in dirty and dark spaces of the old 'East 1 lid'. 
This text plays with Spitalfields deteriorated and historical built environment but 

describes the streets with affection and nostalgia. The word 'betrayed' suggests that 

the space is still unspoilt and virgin for exploration for the discerning tourist. 

Spitalfields holds secrets behind its old doors, narrow alleys and 
tunnels. We hope we haven't betrayed too many of them - just made 
them a little easier for the right people to find (Secirc'ts o1'SE)itu4ielcls 
leaflet, www. spitalfields. org. uk) 

The quotation directs the audiences to the past social history of the area building a 

sense of a retro tourist experience. There is considerable emphasis on 'taste and 

distinction', to use the teens of Bourdieu's (1984) work on culture as a site for social 

distinction. In relation to gentrification in new urban settings. an interest in difference 

and otherness can be understood as a process by which members of the new cultural 

class accumulate cultural capital, which allows them to show off their liberal and 

multicultural badges and by implication, their socio-economic position (May, 

1996: 196). 

However, the Secrets of'Spital/ields does more than represent the past in terms of 

difference. It represents the area as an important space in understanding historical 

associations. The following extracts demonstrate the kind of history that urban 

planners and tourism auencies are re-creating, in Spitaltields: 

Did you know that the United States Liberty Bell was originally cast in 

Spitaltields'? 

Did you know that hing Henry VII used to practice his archery in 

Artillery Passage? 
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Did you know that 
movement could all 
surrounding area? 

trade unions, legal aid and the suffragette 
trace their roots back to Spitalfields and the 

Secrets of Spitalfields is based on the theme of secrets and 'real' London campaign 
found in the TourEast London, a public/private tourist company established in 1996. 

to promote the sustainable tourism economy of London's Eastside, both north and 

south of the River Thames. The campaign is designed to attract global attention and a 
fast growing tourist destination in London, reviving East London's history, as the 

world's largest trading port. The literature states, 

... This market is a mad mixture of treasures and fascinating finds. 
Expect to find anything from furniture to fruits, or kitsch to old hoots 
and bangles. 

Brick Lane Market is a mad mixture of treasures and trash 

Part of the fun is following the side streets to see where they lead and 
picking the jewels out from the junk. 

.... 
Wandering around you will find houses so old and unloved their interiors 

have not been changed for centuries. Others have had thousands of pounds 
lavished on their restoration to former glories, but for the most part this has 
been done lovingly so they have retained clues to the past (Sccrt'i. s of 
Spitalfields series Cityside 2002, www. spitalfields. org. uk). 

These examples of tourist paraphernalia show the powerful positions that the visitor, 

voyeur and tourist hold as 'gazers' on different Others (cf. Urry, 1992). The choice of 

'right people' excludes the `wrong people'; it re-casts Spitalfields in new eyes so that 

what is traditionally viewed as 'decay', half dilapidated listed buildings, are presented 

as evidence of an exciting heritage and a journey into an unmediated past for the 

'right people' who are new and well off. These discourses reveal a process of 

inclusion and exclusion in their selection of audience. Spitalfields is not a 

conventional tourist site and therefore much of the literature prepares the visitor for an 

alternative tourist experience - an experience of 'authentic' culture in urban London. 

In this respect the 'right people' envisaged in these texts are neither the local Bengalis 

nor the local Cockneys, as these were the objects of the desiring e\ c. The external 

audience is imagined a world apart from litt in Spitalfields. The \ Isual images and the 

texts might also include other 'local' people who do not fit these tied positions. 

These images appear to re-create in visitors' mind a mental picture of Spitaltields 

as a vital place in Britain's past. They re-create significant phases in l3ritkh history 

that capture Britain's role as a firmer colonial power in the Americas and the 
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significance of the East End as a political hot bed for radical ideas in the early 

twentieth century. The absence of multicultural heritage of Spitalfields is under- 

emphasised in these passages. It is not clear whether these are deliberate attempts to 

render invisible Spitalfields multicultural heritage. What is clearer is that the 

dominant representations articulated on the visitor's images are of a British identity 

that is racially homogenous. The leaflet on the Secrets of Spitalfields is only one of 

many information leaflets and one could argue that there are publicity materials that 

highlight multicultural Spitalfields. However, on reflection it may be that these 

representations are conscious heritage-based interventions. Urry for example has 

argued that that heritage, the rediscovery of history, should be seen as a confirmation 

of national identity (Urry, 1995). Spitalfields' current population is predominantly 

Bangladesh with pockets of `white' and Somali populations. It is not surprising that 

attempts are made to re-instate what might be perceived invisible, into the symbolic 

landscape. However, on closer inspection it appears that the Britishness presented in 

these images is predominantly `white'. The presence of Bangladeshis into the East 

End as linked to the larger British narrative may be an alternative register. Heritage 

can make visible different types of urbanisms, histories and multicultural isms. 

Heritage could be double edged as well and may exist to uncover Britain's 

relationship to India in the past that may go some way including local Bangladeshis as 

part of the audience for the sites. This would be an example of a counter-heritage that 

shows London's `imperial' heritage in less attractive terms for the national story. 

Most cities in Europe and North America in the late 20`h and early 21 " century are the 

products of global migration patters. Multicultural cities have been a part of Western 

traditions even if they have not been narrated into the dominant narratives of 'nation'. 

As Keith comments, cities or representations of cities `variously accommodates, 

assimilates or stagnates the racialised patterns through its forms (Keith, 2004: 16). 

Instead the national story is depicted in attractive terms where London's imperial 

heritage is told in ways that articulate homogenous English values. 

Maps of Spitalfields invite visitors to extend their gaze at the 'spirit of a surviving 

community' in Spitalfields. Maps are frequently viewed as factual statements, grids 

that are neutral, objective and technical (Pinder, 2003: 172). Pinder argues that maps 

are an important means of representation, they are socially constructed artefacts that 

revoke socially constructed realities, particular positions. knowledge and audiences. 
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The maps of Spitalfields produced by Cityside and TourEast London, a specialist 

waking tours organisation, work with specific forms of representations of the past and 

on the notion that the area is still rooted in a nostalgic representation of the past as 

something that only survives in Spitalfields. This achieves the purpose of suspending 

Spitalfields' in the past when notions such as `community' were still thought to be 

alive. This discourse mourns the passing of the good old days when people beha\ cd 

like they still lived in a `community'. It is a nostalgic fantasy that may not have been 

accurate at any time in the East End's history. But the fantasy is evoked and begs the 

question: why this fantasy is being evoked? Is it simply heritage? Or is the passing of 

this nostalgic fantasy blamed on something new? Deutsche (1997) has looked at the 

figure of the homeless person in public space to argue that the fantasy of social unity 

is kept alive by articulating homeless people as the source of conflict in otherwise 

harmonious public spheres. In reality public space is and ought to be the realm where 

difference and conflict come together. It is where and how democracy takes shape in 

urban cities. The construction of the homeless figure may therefore hide attempts to 

keep public spaces static and undemocratic to reduce possibilities for alternative 

politics. The fantasy of a surviving community conjures up a different myth: the unity 

of a homogenous `white' Cockney population dispersed by economic and social 

changes. The fantasy of the social unity can be taken one step further to suggest the 

fantasy of social unity or social cohesion is kept alive by the articulation of the 

[immigrants Other as the source again of conflict and the explanation for the by-gone 

era of `community spirit' in the East End. These aspects of place marketing also re- 

work Spitalfields' heritage as a home of the dis-possessed and the poor - the figure of 

the cheery Cockney in less ideological ways. Thus heritage has facilitated the growth 

of the market into Spitalfields in a way that would unsettle the conservationists that 

fought hard to resist the market in the 1980s and 1990s. 

Authenticity is an important aspect to urban imageeringand to \\hat Malbon 

(1999) describes as ' oeographies of experiential consuming'. The crossing of 

authenticity' with the representation of the national, London and the 1-.. ist Ind 

character, are regular features in Spitalfields' place-marketing. The place-market 

literature highlights the experiential nature of consumption in tipitalfields. Ley ( 1996) 

argued in a study of ̀ gentrification that the inner city has become a place of credential. 

containing a distinct identity shaped outside of the suburbs and with distinct appeal to 
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those middle classes in search of the `authentic' experience. The marketing trate`ýv 

for the Brick Lane Market, which runs along Brick Lane, Cheshire Street and Sclater 

Street demonstrates the juxtaposition of geographies of prestige and poverty that gives, 

Spitalfields the credibility that Ley (1996) suggested is part of the motives for the new 

cultural classes' movements into urban enclaves. The heritage industry and place 

marketing often rely on the authentically local and appropriative global. Authenticity 

is an elusive concept. Young (1990) has written it is hard to think of relations that are 

unmediated, and that even face-to-face encounters are always mediated. It is then hard 

to imagine which meanings or relationships might be unmediated. The distinction 

between the vernacular (authentic) and the commodified (appropriated) is no longer 

possible. Spitalfields is constructed as a `real' place with `real' bargains, where people 

congregate and `banter' on a daily basis. This construction of a place where people 

meet, talk and exchange stories in the midst of conducting business is a contrast to the 

reserved, stifled and `silent' street encounters that are more common in other parts of 

the sprawling metropolis. These observations are repeated by participants in the Brick 

Lane festival in September 2001 when they highlighted their reasons for coming to 

the festival: it feels like there 's a cornrnuniti here; another said, I bit' the atmosphere 

O1: /t'Stivals it makes a change to the usual grumpy sorts t"ou. fincl in the streets. These 

statements beg the question as to why Spitalfields holds a strong attraction for many 

people that come to visit and sometimes settle in the narrow, confined streets where 

the absence of green and open space is conspicuous. The discourse of' authenticity' is 

particularly strong in the Cockney leitmotifs. 

Images focus on re-inventing meanings of style through constructing Spitalfields as 

a site where counter-tourist and sub-cultures can be experienced. The literature invites 

the visitor, irrespective of age, to continue to re-define the meaning of style that is 

reflective of either a by-gone age of `youth' or 'community spirit' and 'solidarity' or 

is part of a generation's search for a contemporary meaning of urban style. 

Spitaltields attracts those who like to look beyond the obvious and 

stray a little from the beaten track... the [`guide] is designed to oIi r 

some ideas and inspiration as you saunter through the back of' 
Spitalficlds (Ba gain. \ and Bantei"s leaflet, 2000) 

Much of the marketing content IS focused on persuading visitors t& experience 

Spitalfields by walking and rambling. In many ways Spitalfields is presented as both a 
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place that is broadly refracted as 'upside down' in terms of bringing working class 
conventions closer to home but also 'outside in' in terms of bringing the world closer 
to home. The audience for this publicity is mainly the middle classes- and appeals to 
the idea of the rugged individual traveller echoing the frontier ethos of the discover), 

that explained geographical expansion of colonialism in the past. It is perhaps no 

coincidence that Smith's (1986) account of gentrification in New York City echoed 

similar themes of discovery, travel and conquest of the American's inner city, , hich 

represented a re-colonisation of deprived inner city neighbourhoods. The voyeur in 

these discourses navigates the streets of Spitalfields to experience the twin pleasures 

of class and ethnic difference in a brave new world. The technologies of 

representation from the leaflets, brochures, newspaper write ups and so on work to 
invert the knowahilihv, anonymity, the familiar and the strange in Spitalfields. 

Insights not Instructions: People who enjoy Spitalfields are those who 
like to explore and find things out for themselves (Secrets (If 
Spitalfields 2002). 

This material pitches and communicates a message to the intrepid and independent 

tourist but entices those tourists who are curious to see unconventional tourist 

landscape. The East End does not have a traditional shopping high street that features 

chain stores. Instead what has developed by default is now a deliberate strategy to 

preserve a shopping facility that has no physical centre and where visitors are not 

prescribed to a set shopping `site' but oriented to strolls and walks to lots of small 

sites, dispersed and a part of the overall experience of visiting Spitalfields. The 

publicity for the markets encourages people to suspend their usual habit and style of 

shopping characteristic of the High Street and shopping malls: 

Don't wait for the sales in the shops - you can find a bargain all gear 
round in the East London markets. This isn't just shopping, it's 

entertainment. Enjoy the bustle and banter of the traders and colourful 
characters Wayside leaflet 2001). 

Elsc« here, Time Out magarine tells visitors that second impressions matter: 

Whatever your perspective while roaming and rummaging in El and 
E2, however you choose to define all this: it goes on chanuin`,. and 
fast. So catch the current Fastside buzz while you can ([astride Story. 
Ti, nc' Out, 2004). 

The landscape is presented as a space waiting to he discovered rather than something, 

that can be a prescribed tonnat in a tourist itinerary. This is the kind of landscape' that 



attracted the figure of the flaneur. who is a street wonderer, interested in freely 

exploring everyday life. The performance element of consumption is an important 

feature in Spitalfields tourist economy. The figure of the urban street wonderer i, 

envisaged in the planning of Spitalfields as a public space signifies the importance of 

social distinctions in the consumption of visual urban cultures. The importance of 
being a part of Spitalfields consumption landscape carries a distinct cultural prestige 
for the potential flaneurs, and visitors. The street and the street markers of Spitalfelds 

are constructed as sites of difference, where the Other lives. Sometimes the visitor 

economy of Spitalfields is constructed as an urban space with a mixture of foreign 

buildings and people, which achieves an attraction in terms of the exotic and lower 

classes. An example of the promotional feature in a leaflet produced by the local 

council in conjunction with partners in Spitalfields states: 

Spitalfields is full of contrasts - quirky, historic, trend-settingly 
modern, tatty and smart. It's the kind of place where it pays to look 
beyond the obvious (Cityside, 2001). 

These extracts demonstrate the way in which Brick Lane is presented as a post- 

modern pastiche of kitsch where `experiment' and `experience' of Aladdin's den is 

the favoured milieu of the urban tourist. The experience of shopping is textured with 

references to discovery, adventure and the unfamiliar. The invitation to saunter in 

Spitallields, however, is always underscored by social relations between those who 

visit' its spaces and those who `live' here and contribute to the consumption 

landscape. The `ordinary' and everyday practices, tactics and coping strategies of last 

Enders is always presented as a consumption landscape for consumers, but rarely as a 

social or political landscape that may lead to a different set of social relationships 

other than one defined by consumption. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the discursive context of Spitalfields' tourist landscape shows the area 

as a space that is produced and reproduced to suit simple economic need in planning 

for profit but also to achieve social cohesion goals. The representation of space, 

howc\ er, is far from straightforward. The recurring pattern in discursi\ e landscape of 

Spitalf olds is 'authentic', 'multicultural', 'real', 'surN lying community' 'Struggling 

people' and so on. The III1derl\ Ing function in all these representations of the I Ist 1--nd 

is to boost the heritage of Spitalfields as a tolerant receptor of change in a midst of a 
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changing and uncertain world. The technologies of representations have behind them 

a particular way of seeing which directs the audience into a subject-object seeing 

relationship. My findings acknowledge the force of economic arguments in heritage 

deals with the Council. The power of heritage, conservation, tourism and voyeurism 

has reached new heights since the early 1990s. The interests of various regeneration 

partners are focused on economic development through art and tourism. In the past 

the work of public agencies was focused on economic development by reinvigorating 

a range of indigenous industries and providing education and training to meet the 

skills gap in the local population. New developments to revive the heritage and tourist 

economy raise pertinent questions as ever around the sustainability of regeneration in 

Spitalfields and Tower Hamlets more widely. Spitalfields has been constantly 

undergoing transformation and adapting to these changes creatively. The 

encroachment of the City may be another part of this change. Whether the large-scale 

investment in tourism, heritage, leisure and consumption and the visitor economy can 

exist indefinitely is an open question. The Council's success in attracting big money 

may distort the attractiveness of this locality as an alternative site in London's map. 

Once the corporate players arrive, if this has not happened already. it will be difficult 

to retain the same types of visitors and artists due to sky-high prices in houses and 

services. Spitalfields' mobile and affluent residents will move out to the next desirable 

locations. Its poorer residents will stay behind, unable to relocate but still forced to 

live with the price changes that were targeted at the capital's professional classes. 

Read in this way the current change in fortunes may ossify and suspend social 

mobility by preventing the traditional out migration patterns in the East End to the 

Essex suburbs. The next chapter looks at the way in which young people experience 

public spaces and how they interact in the new sanitised visitor spaces. Is the visitor 

economy completely meaningless in their lives as they are not the dominant audience 

For it or do young people participate in the new spaces in different ways and re- 

appropriate their neighbourhoods despite widespread change? 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

Safety, Ethnicity and Territoriality: Young People's Use 
of Public Space 

Introduction 

Studies of the geographies of youth culture have until recently been limited in ', Cope 
because they have focused largely on young people's experiences of public spaces 
through fear and regulation and not on emancipatory politics, even though subcultures 
is a very popular theme in cultural studies of youth (Skelton and Valentine, 199`: 9). 
The next two chapters consider both young people, and also young women's spatial 
oppression, and their sub-cultural capital and potential for politicised action. The 

transformation of Spitalfields has centred on property-led development as well as 
aesthetic development of the last corner of the City's edge. The previous chapter 

examined regeneration discourses that facilitate a different reading of the history of 

place in Spitalfields. An emerging body of work has analysed the impact of' this 
development on local residents and local economies (Foreman, 1989, Jacobs, 1996; 

Fainstein, 1994; Eade, 1997). However, very little of this literature documents the 

views and experiences of poverty and prestige from the perspectives of specific age 

cohorts of marginalised groups in Spitalfields. In this chapter 1 focus on the 

experience of regeneration from people living with the effects of' recent changes in 

Spitallields. In contrast to a top-down perspective of regeneration, this section will 

supplement the analysis of the effectiveness of such policies through the experience of 

those residents whose claim to public space is weakest. Spitalfields' publicly 

supported regeneration is premised upon the commitment to create public spaces, 

which are open to encounters between people of different classes, races, ages, 

religion, cultures and outlooks on life. Yet social relations are deeply marked out by 

inequalities in wealth and access to power. These geographies, of' power are most 

explicitly illustrated by the exclusion of young people and young, Mus-hin \\ornen 

from the new and old public spaces. 

This chapter therefore focuses on the experiences of two groups of re'identiarl 

populations who are linked to Spital fields' spaces in different wad ý,. If a1, /akin 

1995) suggests public spaces are an important means of framing a \Lion of social 

life in the city then there is significant cause for alarm for the e\clu'. lon 01 peclllc 
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groups in Spitalfields' symbolic landscape. My intention is primarily to explore these 
two groups' experience of public space and their sense of belonging to Spitalt eld.. 

.1 
secondary focus is to see how these groups interact with consumption sites as 
discussed in previous chapters. I begin by briefly highlighting issues discussed earlier 
in the methodological chapter in relation to researching young people and minority 
ethnic respondents. I develop the notion of Spitalfields as a restricted public space, 
highlighting the exclusion of local Bangladeshi/Muslim women from this key public 
space representing the heart of Spitalfields. I consider the experience of young people 
as a general category but focus on male respondents as a way to counter balance the 

young women's voices. Finally I consider the Brick Lane Festival as an interim site 
that brings young people and young Muslim women, among other groups of people, 
into a heterogeneous public space. The Brick Lane Festival is a rare occasion when 

people of all walks of life appropriate the streets as sites of consumption and leisure. 

The coming together of large crowds in an urban space that is normally highly 

stratified marks a democratic moment. The festivals highlight the use of the street as a 
heterogeneous space, for articulating difference and for defending the rights of 

marginal `others' to rightfully take their roles as the `public'. 

Youth, women and older people, comprise the dominant excluded groups within 

regeneration programmes. Their lack of participation in public spheres and 

mainstream services arises from agencies and organisations having an incomplete 

knowledge of how economic, social, cultural, religious, age and `gcndered identities 

interact in local spaces to (re) produce existing and new inequalities in access to 

public spaces. There is a relatively rich empirical literature on the contested places 

and the role of marginalised groups such as the poor, ethnic minority groups and the 

homeless and the dispossessed under urban redevelopment schemes (see für- example 

Smith, 1996; Fainstein, 1994). Others have looked at the positions of British 

Bangladeshis in East I. ondon in relation to redevelopment (Fainstein, 1994; Jacobs 

1996; Fade, 1998; Foster, 1999). However, even in these relatively detailed studies 

the experiences of young people and young Muslim women have largely remained 

outside of their remits. These groups in many ways comprise excluded suhject\, and 

their access to public space is not guaranteed; in different ways both groups negotiate 

their way into the public sphere. These young, Muslim \\omen hecaue are inhibited 

from using mixed public spaces due to their own values about Co-nllllgllrlg in mixed 
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gender spaces. The exclusion of these subjectivities from the public sphere also ha 

implications for thinking through pluralist multi-cultural spaces. Some writers- have 

argued that by claiming space in public areas marginalised social groups themselves 

become part of the public and that in this sense spaces such as the street, the plaza or 

green space are essential to democratic politics (D. Mitchell 1995,2003). The city 
ideal that marginalised groups seek to capture is represented hy Young's (1990) 

notion of a city space that is a heterogeneous public, a place of 'unassimilated 

otherness' or Sennett's (1994) ideas around the co-presence of strangers in civic 

spaces. Both notions of public space offer unpredictable and messy encounters with 

strangers that bring out alternative emotions and behaviours from usually self- 

contained rational individuals. Both may be described as political strategies, and are 

tested by the inclusion of youth and female young Islamic subjectivities in the public 

realm in Spitalfields. The inclusion of their differences in the public realm speaks 

volumes about the accessibility of public spaces in Spitalfields. This chapter is 

focused on public spaces for its democratic implications. Public spaces are important 

in the sense that they are where the diversity that constitutes the public' is most 

apparent and where idealised notions of 'public interest' can be challenged 

(McDowell, 1999: 157). The planning of urban space in Spitalfields might be 

stretched beyond mixed-use developments to consider the political challenge of 

creating such a heterogeneous public realm that makes young east Enders and young 

Muslim women feel part of the political public (cf. D. Mitchell 1995). 

Use of Public Space 

The discussion of public spaces and people's use and access to these spaces. is 

important for a number of reasons. Throughout the UK and in the south East of 

England in particular, development corporations and companies have emerged as 

significant players in the government's plans for regenerating urban and rural 

environments. The commodification of urban public spaces is inc\tricably linked to 

the choices (or the lack of choices) city authorities have in promoting 'locality' for 

consumption, leisure and business tourism. The financing of such environment" is 

often agreed at the national and the international level. away from 'localitle. where 

redevelopment might pay more attention to the needs of local people. I veal actors are 

no longer in charge of the planning of their environment where city -marketing 
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strategies are increasingly the business of regional and national government. The rise 

of crime and what is termed 'anti-social behaviour' in streets and open spaces has led 

to fewer people making effective use of the public sphere. The fear of crime. mistrust 

of strangers and the fortification of cities are causing people to retreat into private 

spheres outside society21. This trend is being reinforced by the creeping 

commodification of urban spaces as zones of consumption (Sennett, 1994, Davis, 

1991, D. Mitchell, 1999; 2003). Public urban spaces have become more and more 

semi-privatised and regulated, as seen in developments such as 'gated communities', 

electronic surveillance, and private investment in consumer sites. The 

commodification of urban public spaces, then, is reflected in Spitalfields' regeneration 

schemes and city-marketing. These trends can and do undermine the use of public life 

for those that are economically weaker, especially those individuals that are excluded 

and on the margins of mainstream development and public provision. Wilson (1995) 

discusses the economic and social inequalities that are made invisible in consumer 

sites. In this emerging public urban space invisibility is a defining feature of modern 

inequality and leads one to question whether the public space is open. As Deutsche 

(1996) observes, the 'definition of the public, like the definition of the city, is an 

ideological artefact, a contested and fragmented terrain'. She cites a description of the 

public "a discursive formation susceptible to appropriation by the most diverse -- 
indeed, opposed - ideological interests", (Owens cited in Deutsche, 1996: 59) This 

analysis calls into question the relationship between public space, access to these 

public spaces and the construction of identities. As I have already shown in chapter 

five, the defence of Banglatown and the Spitalfields Market reveals how the 

community and the public interest is appropriated by ideologically opposite 

organisations. The place of marginalized groups and their role and participation in 

public spaces is therefore a key concern for regeneration planners. 

Geographies of Youth 

Spitalfields has one of the youngest arge profiles in London, a fact which makes young 

people's reactions to cultural activities and cultural-led regeneration all the more 

important. An investment in young people is important for the future. Younger 

generations will live with the impact and consequences of Current regeneration 

21 These worrying trends partly explain the background to the Labour Government's Urban Taskforce (1999) which called for 

an 'urban renaissance' in the quality of urban cities and people's lives within them. 
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strategies. Tower Hamlets, like other London Boroughs, spends large amounts of 

resources on the overall regeneration of the Borough and yet young people and 

especially young women are rarely involved in local consultations. The voices of 

young people are often marginalised. Their active involvement in regenerating the 

physical environment is crucial, given the Borough's youthful profile. Their exclusion 

speaks volumes about a lack of democracy and involvement of marginalised residents. 

It is also important to locate masculine and feminine youth identities as relational 

upon each other, defined in relation to the other. Research on young people as active 

subjects involves making femininities and masculinities plural and addressing them as 

relational identities which young women and men construct and inhabit (Frosh et al, 

2002). Eade (1997) has demonstrated the fluid and the relational identities of 

Bangladeshi young people in East London where religion, class, and culture all 

interplay in the practices and rituals of daily-life. Dwyer's work on young Muslim 

femininities in Hertfordshire also demonstrated the crosscutting inter-play of 

ethnicity, culture, tradition, and religion in the lives of young Pakistani women (1993; 

1999). This involves recognising that ethnicity and `race' are plural, dynamic and 

socially constructed concepts which are produced in over-lapping ways. Finally in her 

study into the typology of male `Asian gangs' in London, Alexander (2000) also 

points to the difficulties in deconstructing masculine identities from ethnically, and 

racially prescribed behaviour. Alexander's work exposed the limits of sociological 

work that elevates the Asian identity in a pathological 'Asian gang' typology, often 

the by-product of researchers' inability to extract one identity (gender) from another 

(ethnicity or class). 

It has been noted that Tower Hamlets' Bangladeshi population is the largest mono- 

cultural group after white/English groups of any locality in the United Kingdom. The 

numbers and visibility of residential settlement exposes Bangladeshis in -rover 

Hamlets to the fear of racism (Keith, 1995: 551, Cohen, 1997: 76). Thus inclusion and 

exclusion in public space in Spitalfields must take into account the hegemony of 

racism that unites all Bangladeshis. Although understanding ethnicity and 'race' was 

not my primary line of investigation, ethnicity and "race" became intimately bound up 

with discussions of home and belonging in the East End (see also Pollen, 2002). `1v 

findings revealed that young people construct highly racialised identities for 

themselves and that equally these identities intersect with their positions as young 
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women and men in an inner city environment. The young people in this research were 

mainly from working class backgrounds. As a group they drew attention to their 

religion and `culture' as defining characteristics in their social identities. Racialised 

differences are taken up in different ways to inform and generate a hi`ghly fluid 

structure of identity and relationship to space. 

There has been a long tradition in social sciences that associates youth, especially 

male youth, with inner city trouble (Hall, 1978). A more recent literature configures 

young people as re-invented as a social category and also in racialised ways that 

subverts conventional understandings of hegemonic cultures (Hebdige, 1988; Gilroy. 

1988; Keith, 1995). Hebdige sums up this heritage well in his classic text on youth, 

style and sub-culture: 

Youth is present only in its presence as a problem or regarded as 

a problem. More precisely the category of `youth' gets mobilised in 

official documentary discourse, in concerned or outraged editorials 

and features, or in [... ] the social sciences at those times when 

young people make their presence felt by going `out of bounds', by 

resisting through rituals, dressing strangely, striking bizarre 

attitudes, breaking rules, breaking bottles, windows, heads, issuing 

rhetorical challenges to the law. (Hebdige, 1988: 17-18) 

This long tradition of associating young people with a `problem' is also continued 

in contemporary policy discourses on crime, social exclusion and citizenship, albeit in 

a slightly different form. As McDowell (2001) points out in her research on working 

class masculinities, the working class youth has reappeared in the policy arena as the 

`tailing boy' whose lack of achievement is beginning to worry policy makers. These 

groups of `boys' are problematic because they are not in education, employment or 

training and will therefore be unprepared to adjust to the impact of economic 

restructuring that has affected their communities - decline of manufacturing jobs, and 

an increasing trends towards service employment requiring new skills. The definition 

of young people as `problematic' and out of order' has been a recurring theme in 

urban policies since the 1980s, sometimes concurring with racialised discourses. but 

on the whole stigmatising young people, especially young men (Cochrane. 2000; 

Keith and Rogers, 1991: 1 lall. 1978). 
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Recent trends in regeneration policy have tended to focus on the anti-social 
behaviour of young people and large sums of funds ha% e been released to undertake 

work with disaffected youth on crime prevention issues. The present C'ornmunity Plan 

for the Borough has identified the local youth service as an area needing development 

to deal with the problem of youths `hanging out in streets' and other forms of anti- 

social behaviour22. The Antisocial Behaviour Act came into force at the start of 2004, 

and builds on existing legislation to streamline and reinforce the powers available to 

practitioners and agencies to curb low level crime and anti-social behaviour in local 

neighbourhoods. 

There are strong implications that follow from this shift towards punitive measures 

in terms of the services targeting young people. Many professionals working in youth 

agencies in Tower Hamlets believe that punitive measures such as those prescribed in 

the new Act may not be the best way to stop those 'low-level' crimes and antisocial 

behaviours. Sanctions will work for some - but since two thirds of defendants in such 

cases have `special needs', the strategy needs to incorporate other preventative and 

supportive methods. This is especially true of young people, who are both victims and 

perpetrators of crime; they should be consulted about their needs and their place in the 

community in advance of setting up schemes to support them into citizenship and 

responsibility. 

The punitive measures have been followed by declining subsidies for development 

work for young people who are not at risk' of offending. The availability of money 

for crime prevention far outweighs funds available to carry out social and recreational 

work with young people, on projects that facilitate social constructions of meanings 

with positive associations with youth and their desire to contribute to their 

communities through volunteering in local projects, and so on. All Rusbridge, the 

Youth Partnerships manager at Tower Hamlets College, laments: 

There is something terrible going on here with the government's anti- 
social behaviour agenda because it is criminalizing young people. The 

only regeneration money available to work with people is all crime- 
prevention related. It's building young people to be irresponsible and 
criminal... this makes every community project bend its projects to lean 

towards a crime prevention agenda when what we really need is to give 

22 Tower Hamlets Community Plan, 2001 
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young people positive signals about how adults think of their (. Ali 
Rushbridge interview. 12/04'2004) 

By the term `criminalizing', Ali is referring to the tendency among adults in authority 

to highlight criminal behaviour by particular groups of people, hence reintbrcing the 

likelihood of such people coming into contact with the criminal justice system. I -Ile 

government's misguided and un-balanced preoccupation with anti-social behaviour 

and crime prevention has received criticism from official watchdogs but little of this 

has been taken on board. The general consensus on official consultation reports is that 

there is not enough to do locally - facilities are limited and resources are sparse 
(LBTH Cultural Strategy 2002). 

Official and anecdotal attitudes towards young people in the Borough fluctuate 

between, on the one hand, an understanding of the reduced opportunities that are 

available for young people to invest in their future and, on the other hand, fear, 

anxiety and insecurity over young people's apparent propensity for moral degradation, 

violence and anti-social behaviour. The spectre of 'youth gangs' and its racialised 

parallel, the `Asian gang', continues to haunt residents' fears and preoccupy policy 

and social services locally. The Environment Trust, a long established local charity 

based in E 1, carried out a consultation into the views of young people in Tower 

Hamlets in relation to the building of a proposed Young People's Centre within the 

newly refurbished Mile I`nd Park in 2000. The report's conclusion demonstrates how 

the two attitudes have become conflated to produce a prescriptive impact on youth 

service provision in the Borough: 

Young people's services are often targeted towards young people at 
risk and focusing on addressing key public policy concerns. General 
preventative and diversionary work for all young people, such as play 
and youth services, have been easy targets for local authority cutbacks 
in recent years, especially as this provision is not a legal requirement 
for statutory provision (Consultation findings on proposed young 
people's centre, Mile F rid Park Partnership, 2000). 

I his statement is typical of many lengthy discussions with staff of youth programmes 

wt orking in Tower Flamlets for the past fifteen years. This is a far cry from the spaces 

of hope that are typically projected in the publicity of place promotional strate`gieý 

discussed in the previous chapter. Far from Tower Hamlets being viewed as a space of 

opportunity, dynamism, creati\ its and talent for young people. as presented in the 

official regeneration discourse, this view of' Tower FIamlets is still shared by man,, - 
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people living and working in Tower Hamlets. Ulan,,,, though not all, vouný1 people had 
fallen through the formal education system and were coming to tennis with the 
likelihood of being unemployed in the longer term, unless they took action now to 

change their circumstances. The extract below, recorded from a focus group with tour 

young men, aged 16-19 years old, and demonstrates the pessimism and a lack of hope: 

Bokor: The jobs out there... most of the jobs out there are for the A 
class people, not the C or B class people. 

Halima: Who are the C class and B class people? 

Bokor: Basically, like us, normal people, over there if you need a job, 
you need to be educated... 

(Focus group III, October 2001) 

My research has shown a complex reading of young people's interactions with their 

environment where a discourse of responsibility and the notion of the 'active citizen' 
is the dominant representation of working class youths. This is echoed in a recent 

report on youth empowerment in East London looking into the scope of young 

people's participation in local decisions, which showed how young people % ished to 

contribute to change and how they also wanted to change how they are perceived by 

officials. A report published by Hackney Council in 2000 looked at young people's 

involvement in regeneration programmes and has informed the work of Tower 

Hamlets Council's youth participation programme. As an anonymous young person 

commented on the report, 

Youth are a dynamic and energetic force for change; part of that 
process is fighting against the stigma attached to us (Hackney Youth 
1'mpowerment Strategy, 2000) 

Young people as a constituency are far removed from local decision-making 

structures and forums where their views may be heard. This signals woriying features 

around the accountability of current initiatives aimed at youth. The lack of young 

people's participation in decision-making has consequences for a healthy and 

democratic society, as it is a fundamental right to citircnship. There i, a lot of 

evidence nationally ur`. ýing public services and organisations to listen to young r 

people's voices and letting voun`g people have an active say in ddceisions that affect 

theme'. lt i` also recognised that promoting early engagement in public and 

23 Learning to Lititen, Core Principles for the Involvement of Children and Young People, Children and Young People's Unit, 

DfES, 2001. 
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community life is crucial to sustaining and building a healthy society. Successive 

reports from the Government's Social Exclusion Unit have shown that listening to 

young people is a powerful means of persuading disadvantaged young people that 

they count and can contribute. Yet despite the political prominence given to listening 

to young voices nationally, the local situation in Tower Hamlets, as elsewhere in 

London, is still far from achieving best practice in this area. 

I nam Hoque is an employee of the local Connexions Partnership, the education 

and training careers advice body for 16-19 year olds, closely working with Cityside 

Regeneration. Hoque, aged 27 years, is typical of a generation of advocates for young 

people, who have grown up with the Borough's Youth Service in the 1990s, and who 

gained prominence as youth advocates in the short-lived Tower Hamlets Youth 

Parliament. Hoque is now employed by Cityside to increase young people's advocacy 

skills in local decision-making. This means supporting young people to become 

involved in local projects and when necessary challenge decision-makers on issues 

that negatively impact on the environment. Hoque reminded me of my responsibilities 

towards the wider research constituency: 

Are you interviewing young people on their views on this? My main 
concern, that this will be seen as another piece of research that doesn't 
achieve anything, and raises people's expectations when research is 
being conducted (Enarn Hoque interview, 16/09/2001) 

A recent report into situation of young people, carried by the Public Policy Research 

Unit at Queen Mary, University of London, stated the youth question in Tower 

I lamlets in the following terms: 

l ower Hamlets] is an area of rapid youth population growth, where 
youth services are under pressure and under funded, where 
unemployment is rife, housing poor and overcrowded, drugs a growing 
problem and sporadic outbreaks of violence between groups of young 
people occur, it may seem a luxury to take some time out to ask young 
people what they think about youth services and what they want. What 

we found was that it was just what the young people wanted (QMUL, 
Public Policy Research Unit 2000) 

Territoriality 

Young people's use of public space and cumulative programmes to curb the use of 

public spaces through anti-social orders and zero tolerance is also fuelling 

territoriality, the desire towards private spaces and a reduction of public spaces. These 
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attitudes towards crime and order go back to the 1960s when it was thought that the 
best way to reduce crime and the fear of crime on large inner city housing estates was 
to reduce communal spaces and close off private developments or 'gated 

communities'. This was based on the understanding that people are more likely to 

police buildings if they owned the spaces. The raft of policy measures since the start 

of the 1980s to combat the `urban problem' has reinforced this attitude: wider policing 
(Keith, 1993), `Safer Cities' (Walklate, 1996), the use of CCTV, the spread of indoor 

shopping malls and so on. These types of urban surveillance helped to encourage 

notions of 'territoriality'. However, the implication of moving towards private 

affluence, `gated communities' and territoriality leads to increasingly to the denial of 

responsibility for poverty and public squalor. 

This territoriality and denial of responsibility for public ideals relies on a 

profoundly reactionary belief that human beings, like certain animal species, have an 

inbuilt `territorial instinct' and will only defend their own territory. The reverse side 

of this belief is that there can be no public or social responsibilities or obligations 

(Wilson, 1991: 153). 

Feelings of territoriality were important to the young people I interviewed but 

sometimes the defence of space was necessary to demarcate home when other forces 

were working against this. The intense significance of locality in young people's 

identities and lifestyles is at odds with sociological claims about the declining 

influence of place in people's lives. Time and time again in our discussions, issues of 

belonging were frequently expressed in territorial terms. This fits in with a developed 

literature on young people's relationship to their neighbourhoods (Keith, 199>, 

Alexander, 2000). According to Hesse et al, `territoriality is best understood as a 

spatial strategy to affect, influence, or control resources and people, by controlling 

area' (Hesse el al, quoted in Watt and Stenson. 1998: 252). Frequently territoriality has 

been linked to moves to preserve exclusive `white' estates or `locales' against Black 

and Asian residents in Southeast England. Beliefs around territoriality build suspicion 

and distrust of strangers and outsiders. However, other researchers ha\ c shown how 

young Black and Asian men defensively construct a street territoriality as a result of 

the ever-present threat of racial violence. Keith has thus charted the territorial defence 

of Banglatown by young British Bangladeshi men in Spitaltields in the early 1990' 

(Keith, 1995 ). 
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My respondents discussed territoriality less in terms of racial demarcations, and 

more in terms of `neighbourhood level' competition for resources. However, their 

friendship circles revealed very homogenous social groups with little voluntary 
interaction between different ethnic groups unless otherwise facilitated by an 
institutional agency such as collaborative work between Mo youth organisations or 
Council-led initiatives. The young people, mainly young men, felt that issues of 

belonging were paramount in their everyday routines of home and work life and they 

interpreted public spaces as `safe and `unsafe' according to feelings of familiarity and 

their sense of 'ownership' of the area. The over-riding marker of difference and 

similarity seemed to be territorial and `turf -based locations, which were later played 

out along lines of ethnic segregation. The territoriality is not related to a simple 

defence of a residential enclave. It is bound up with considerations of competitiveness 

around a lack of services for specific neighbourhoods, a perception that contributed to 

territorialism. Amina, aged 19, who lives off Bethnal Green, is frustrated at the lack of 

amenities for young people locally and also points to different notions of `safe' and 

`unsafe' feelings between young women and men in the extract below: 

There needs to be more do to around here in the day - it's not safe for 
us to be out in the evenings, I mean, ... where would we go, the boys 
are happy to just hang out in the streets, they get grief fron the police 
but they don't give trouble to anyone and no-one gives them trouble, 
sometimes they just fight anyway... it's different for girls, if you're out 
in the streets you're a asking for a bloke to give you grief, why bother 

going down there (Amina, interview, 11/09/2002) 

Hie overriding concerns that the young people articulated were around a lack of basic 

facilities for young people and this was frequently played out as a negative form of 

territorial or `turf politics, sometimes even verging onto to `turf warfare', -`. For the 

majority of young people aged between 15 years and 25 years of age, a 'there and us' 

situation guided their participation habits in local regeneration forums. Frequently the 

lines of neighbourhood demarcations would threaten to be crossed over. It seemed 

that territorial competitions and ownership of local facilities play a big role in 

preventing youth `groups from co-existing peacefully with each other. 'I'he youth focus 

group strongly Voiced their difficulties in walking to the next street to use the -youth 

facilities there. Rubel, a Bangladeshi male, aged IS ýýcairs old. %01o lives in the 

24 Competition between housing estates over ownership of local spaces. 
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Limehouse estate explained why the youth club in the neighbouring street was out of 
bounds for his peer group and friends on his estate: 

We get beaten up if we go there; we just don't go there and the% don't 
come here (Rubel, interview, 13/09/2002) 

The young people saw their local spaces in very stark territorial terms with cr`, clear 
delineations about which area was their 'own' and which belonged to an outsider 

group. Their perspective was influenced by how `safe' or 'unsafe' areas felt according 

to their street knowledge and awareness and their friends' experiences. The young 

men seemed to observe an unwritten code of conduct and rules about their territories. 

Rubel explains: 

I haven't been to Collingwood project but I know that it's got Bethnal 
Green boys - that's their patch, we have ours, we respect that (Rubel, 
interview, 13/09/2002) 

In particular, they were strongly united in their resentment of youth facilities in Brick 

Lane, which were seen as dominated by individuals who closed off opportunities for 

outsiders to take part. The participants also demonstrated the significance of local 

estates and neighbourhoods for defining young people's identities and lifestyles, as 

the majority of respondents identified with local places within Tower Hamlets. This 

explains their inability to respond to initiatives that may be taking place in another 

part of the Borough which are territorially grounded out of place' in their mental 

schemes of place. 

But, despite the respondents' frustration and anger at local services for the limited 

provision of play and recreation services, they showed little capacity for organising 

and meeting their own needs. This is not surprising. Specialisation, re-organisation 

and changes to funding structures in public agencies have made it more difficult for 

marginalised groups and workers to navigate between access support, advice and 

information. In light of the Borough's young demographic profile, civic engagement 

then becomes an issue of strengthening local democracy. This conclusion was 

confirmed in a recent study carried out by the Mile End Park Partnership (July' 2000) 

on the views of voting people on green space in the Borough. This is also reinforced 

by research findings from the National Youth Agency: 

Young people do not organise their lives to fit neatly into the 
boundaries of public service departments. There i,, a need. in particular 
for services to focus on the Lev transition process in young people's 
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lives - school to further (or higher) education. education to working 
life; living in the family home to living independently of it (Tile End 
Park Partnership, July 2000). 

Another paradox to emerge from the discussions with the young women and also with 

the young men is the identification of Brick Lane primarily as a 'white' space. 

Halima: Do you think many Bengali people use Brick Lane? 

Reba: No- no way... They're full of white people, partly because of 
that, it's whole thing, Asian people want to associate with Asian people 
and they're not going to go somewhere with white people, they 
wouldn't be living here if they wanted to. 

Shaira: Go to Brick Lane, it's full of white people and Asian people are 
the ones in the shops, so I don't think a lot of Asian people would go to 
Brick Lane. 

The safeness of the streets was a concern for young men and many respondents also 

spoke about the `danger' and violence between young men of a similar age and the 

social pressure to use drugs as a way of fitting in with the rest of the crowds. Writings 

on urban studies generally state that those living in unsafe areas are the biggest 

victims of crime (Cochrane, 2000: 534). Clare, 36, mixed race, and who works for a 

national pressure group on constitutional reform, comments on her conversations with 

women in the local sports centre: 

Basically one women on our way to football was saying she didn't let 
her kids out because there's someone selling drugs outside and then 
there's this other woman said her son got beaten up in Brick Lane, and 
I didn't register that, but she was saying, that its really dangerous for 

young men, they just get beaten up all the time, coz young men pick 
tights with other young men... (Clare, interview, 06/06/2002) 

This is backed up by accounts by the young men themselves. Shohid, aged 18 year old 

and a member of Tower Hamlets Summer University, explained why he preferred to 

travel in a group of friends rather than alone in the evenings. The threat of verbal 

abuse or violence is perceived from both other Bangladeshi `youths and White youths. 

It's like I know there's gonna be trouble if I walk down hv myself. So I 

avoid hanging out alone. Sometimes it's a Bengali `guy, sometimes it's 

group of white hoys, usually when they get drunk I feel tension, so I 

cross over. I can't really say where all the time but some bits, don't feel 

saic - round Poplar, bits of Globe Town, near Bow you `et the 
problem of racism from them but around Brick Lane it's our hoys that 

give you problems (Shohid. Focus Group III, October, 2002) 
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Gendered spaces 

Regeneration is still pretty much a male dominated environment, youth 
hardly get a look in, and you may as well forget about representing 
young women altogether - they are unable to participate for all sorts of 
reasons - structurally, cultural restrictions, attitudes of boys (Enarn 
Hoque interview, 16/09/2001) 

Public spaces, especially the streets, are contradictory sites of the public for many 

women because they represent both danger and potential spaces for liberation from 

stereotypical gender roles (Watson and Bridge, 2000: 370). This conclusion, which 
has been arrived at from a steady source of feminist writings on gender and urban 

studies, is echoed in the research findings on the experience of space by selected 

groups of women in Spitalfields. While Bangladeshi young people may be externally 

homogenous in terms of their experience of racism and socio-economic status, 

internally there some specific differences within the population in terms of their 

experience of public space. Above all, the young women's gender mapped out their 

boundaries, mobility and access. It could be said with even more force that what 

united the young Muslim women was their vulnerability to both racism and gender 

stereotypes of `proper' and 'respectable' cultural and religiously acceptable 

behaviour, from other Bangladeshi residents. The experiences of public space by these 

young women both confirm and dispute feminist writings on the use of public spaces 

in the city (Bondi, 1991; Ruddick, 1996). There is a significant literature on the ways 

in which women experience public space; often in open spaces women experience 

fear, anxiety, harassment and sometimes physical attack. This goes back to moral 

panics constructed by a Victorian morality, which defined women as out of place' in 

the streets, leaving out the figure of the prostitute who belonged neither in the 'home' 

nor in the public (Bridge and Watson, 2000: 370). Frequently the fear of public spaces 

in ww omen's minds is also disproportionate to the level of violence committed against 

women in private domains such as the 'home' (Valentine. 2001). The perception of 

fear in public spaces is pronounced, nevertheless, despite the fact that most crimes 

committed against women occur in domestic space. Another emerging body of 

literature on women's use of spaces shows paradoxically how public spaces of the city 

have also been significant escapes from male dominance and restricted gender- roles in 

the 'home' (McDowell, 1999: 148, see also Walkowt itz, 199`_', Wilson, 1991: Young. 

1990, see Bondi, 1999 on women gentrifiers). Thus the literature on gendered public 

spaces can demonstrate how public spaces can be simultaneously threatening and 
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disarming for women. My findings tend to follow this argument but the,,, - also 
demonstrate the need to merge feminist insights on public space with multiple 

subjectivities such as age, class and ethnicity (Pratt, 1998 ; Jacobs and Fincher, 1998). 

The redevelopment of Spitalfields as a place for 'home' and 'play raises important 

issues of gender difference and especially the male-dominated public life articulated 
in urban public spaces and the abstract and legible aspects to Spitalfields' 

consumption landscape. 

Young and Wilmot's (1956) classic sociological study of working East London 

kinship patterns showed matriarchal ties that bound families together which in turn 

produced tightly knit and homogenous communities. More recently Pollen's (2002) 

work on family life also shows continuity in these patterns within British Bangladeshi 

families. However, although family and kinship patterns are characterised by strong 

female role models the experience of public space reveals uneven patterns of access. 

The large scale industrial restructuring leading to the loss of manufacturing jobs in 

I"; ast London has had a detrimental effect on jobs of Bangladeshi men, wiping out jobs 

in the clothing sectors. The relative poverty of Bangladeshi families combined with 

the loss of male earnings has placed dependency on the female sections of the local 

population to step into the labour market and support their families. The impact of 

industrial restructuring on working class `white' male masculinities has been well 

documented (McDowell, 2001) but the impact of restructuring on working class 

`Bangladeshi' male masculinities, while sharing some patterns with the general 

breakdown of masculinities, also throws up disrupted social structures and gender 

roles in extreme measures. The increasing rate of participation of Bangladeshi Muslim 

ww-omen in the labour market in some cases has also changed power relations within 

households. A stronger assertion of female gender roles within the household and the 

local economy raises questions about the exclusion of Bangladeshi women. 

On the whole Bangladeshi Muslim women's experience of public space in 

Spitaltields is hounded, not fluid, pointing to the contradictor,,, coping strategics 

women employ negotiating their `right to be' in public streets. In order to ascertain the 

received wisdom on the perceived benefits of Spitalfields' transformation for young 

Muslim women I posed a series of questions around the accessibility of public space. 

prior to suggesting its significance as a consumption space. As a demonstration ot, the 

complex negotiating strategies Bangladeshi young women ernplo\. the following 
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extract shows the scanning, navigation skills that are put to use in everyday situations 

in pubic spaces in Spitalfields. Reba is a 21-year-old Bangladeshi woman who has 

recently graduated from university and is awaiting her results this summer. I met Reba 

and subsequently interviewed her at the Brady Centre, a local arts training venue. 

Reba was participating in an amateur fashion show organised by one of her peers as a 

way of building experience for a career in fashion promotion. Reba, by her own 

admission, is a confident woman who can hold her own when being cajoled or 

harassed by men in the streets. She frequently visits Banglatown when she and her 

friends want to 'go out for an Indian'. Reba is a committed Muslim and is typically 

interested in dressing in high-street fashion-styles, which puts her at odds with 

`cultural norms' such as traditional Salwar-Kameez dress. Her peers. relatives and 

neighbours heavily invest meaning into Reba's self-expression, appearance and 

physical mobility. Reba explains how people make judgements about her moral 

character as a result of her appearance and visibility in the public sphere: 

Reba: You have that tension, if I were to walk down the street, you 
have that tension, so I prefer to live down the west end, somewhere 
where you can walk freely, where you feel comfortable and relaxed 

Halima: What's this tension? 

Reba: People. Coz it's just one culture here, it's just Asian people 
here... You know the way I dress, quite modem for Asian people here, 

elderly Asian people just look at me, just the way I am dressed, young 
boys will look at you coz I am just Asian, you can't walk down the 
street in peace whereas if I was to walk down the west end area no 
one's gonna bother me, no-one's gonna look at me in that way, I am 
just by myself I walk down and do whatever I wanna do. 

Halima: What does that look mean" 

Reba: It just makes you feel uncomfortable, you know that look, it's 

sorta like a dirty, bad look, sort of like they're breathing on you. It's 
like I shouldn't be the way I am, their expectations of me is different to 
how I am ... 

[Expectations are of al.. . traditional Asian girl with a 
salw ar kameez, headscarf, no make-up, staving at home cooking and 
cleaning, basically. 

Halinia: So you can feel that and you knows what they're thinkinng? 

Reba: Their expectations are too extreme, see they like assume things. 
like, yeah. I am probably like a hoe [prostitute] or something like that 

walking down the street but I have my heliet's and at home I am at 
home, I do take care ofmy parents but people don't see this. 
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Halima: If you don't know these people. why should it matter what 
they think? 

Reba: It bothers you because they're looking at me, and they're giving 
me dirty looks and I don't have to go through that (Reba, interview. 
14/09/2002) 

Researchers on public space and women have noted that women use different tactics 

to avoid `safe' and `unsafe' spaces in the day and evening. Reba's apprehensive is 

related to these common threats women feel regardless of class and ethnicity. Reba's 

explanation of her vulnerability must be understood in the context of perceived 

cultural expectations of Bangladeshi women held by her family and their local 

networks of family, kinship and an imagined `community' of Bangladeshis links in 

Tower Hamlets. While the concept of `community' is something to be treated with 

scepticism, it is nevertheless important not to dismiss its relevance in Reba's 

neighbourhood. `Community' is understood not as a fixed or bounded community (i. e. 

a proxy for a minority group with shared customs, place of origin and language) but 

rather it is an `imagined community' whose boundaries and norms are in an on-going 

process of negotiation and contestation (Dwyer, 1999: 54; see also Eade and Garbin, 

2000). 'F he disciplinary gaze of this imagined community has mostly drawbacks for 

her. Women who are seen in public spaces run the risk of being seen as disreputable 

women, `out of place' and transgressing rules about femininity and domesticity. Reba 

is not able to shrug off the 'tension' she refers to and she is sensitive to both sexual 
innuendoes but also to remarks about perceptions about her lack of a care ethic 

towards her parents, something which matters to her a great deal. Reba's desire to 

deviate from the norm of `traditional Asian girl' transpires to a desire to participate in 

mainstream fashion but paradoxically any deviation from `custom' is imbued with 

sexual deviancy. Several leaps of imagination are being made in these assumptions - 
for example that discarding traditional dress amounts to choosing sexual promiscuity 

but it also points to insecurity around the shedding of `cultural' norms in a 

predominantly secular or Christian society. Reba, and other women like her, oscillate 
between the need to maximise their freedom and autonomy and the need to manage 

the expectations of male society and associated perceptions of the public arena as a 
dangerous, disorderly, unsafe lone. 

Reba's recollections concur with the politics of identity which do not always turn 

out to be progressiv e. In some cases the dislocation of migrant groups may result in 

the reformation of exclusionist and defensive enclaves (Hall, 1996). Migration has 
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sometimes brought with it the re-assertion of old gender relations as well as their 

transformation. Dislocation may frequently result in a desire to reject ne«w 

experiences, which is part and parcel of the coping strategies of many dispossessed 

groups. However, the experience of these younger groups of people, their relationship 

to public spaces and access to semi-public commercial spaces, raises questions about 

how `at home' they can feel and whether they still feel out of place' in a 

neighbourhood that has to all extent been a `home' until the physical environment was 

regenerated and sanitised. For many working class Bangladeshi families in East 

London, the social construction of gender is bound up with the public-private 

distinction; even if material and economic necessities have disrupted this distinction 

the division is maintained in informal ways such as informal zoning or policing of 

public space and encounters. Socially constructed gendered nouns are associated with 

the discouragement of women and men in public spaces together with the aim of 

reducing the possible encounters between male and female strangers. Reba makes 

references to how other Bangladeshi people make assumptions about her decorum and 

respectability based on her visibility in the streets. Her comments also show how the 

more a women is absent from public space, the more she is revered as an ideal 

women, suggesting that ideal feminine bodies belong in the home, something that is 

dangerously reminiscent of criminalizing the female body in the public. 

I raise these points not to essentialise British Bangladeshi families but to mark out 

the highly regulated roles that men and women perform in family and public life to 

maintain customs and traditions. Feminists have long maintained that both women 

and men are subject to disciplinary power and regimes of corporal production, 

although in different degrees (Valentine, 2001). I raise these points to demonstrate the 

diverse coping strategies that women of all backgrounds employ in their daily lives in 

travelling in public spaces. These findings tentatively suggest that a specific place 

may over time develop a public persona from speculation and pathological media 

discussions for being dangerous. Similarly on a micro-scale of local knowledge and 

information networks Brick Lane has developed a public persona as a male space, 

strictly out of bounds for local Bangladeshi women. Urban spaces are not just the 

straightforward, legible or scientific space for urban planners (\lcDowcll, 1999, 

Wilson, 1991,1993). It could not be the further from the intention of regeneration 

planners in Tower I lamlets to exclude women from participation in public lit e. Rather 
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urban spaces are constructed through sets of myths and representations, as de Certeau 

(1988) and Lefebvre (1991) suggest which then receive meaning through every day 

spatial practices. When these rules are transgressed it is often at the risk of the 
individual women's reputation and her family's social standing. There are no formal 

rules governing everyday practices but they may still be violated to produce disastrous 

consequences for the women concerned. These comments illustrate very different 

aspects of relationship between place, femininity and consumption. Indeed man}' 

writers have observed that just as personal identities are argued to be multiple, 

shifting, bounded and unbounded, variably positioned and located between interstices 

of difference, so too are the identities of space (Mouffe cited in Massey, 1994). 

Spitalfields' spaces do not hold out perceptions of anxiety for women of other cultural 
backgrounds and indeed such comments alarm many casual observers, as Spitalfields 

is popularly thought of as a desirable for its absorptive capacity for alternative 
lifestyles, expressions and dissident subjectivities. 

Spaces embody power relations of some sort - even the so-called `public' spaces 

are more `accessible' to some groups than others (Massey, 1994). Claims on the 

spaces of cities reflect the differential power of social groups and the constant, and 
frequently conflictual, negotiation between them. People's different relationships to 

place also demonstrates that spaces can have different meanings for different groups 

and each space, over the course of time, can be occupied by a series of different social 

groups whose practices imbue the same spaces with different meanings at different 

times (McDowell, 1999: 165). McDowell has argued against the grain of earlier 

feminist liberal theory, which maintained the public-private distinction in women's 

use of space. She suggests that a series of complex relationships between gender, 

sexuality and space exist in people's everyday use of public spaces. She has suggested 

that divisions and associations are more complicated than binary divisions bet%% een 

private and pubic spheres where each sphere is associated respectively with women 

and men, arguing `instead there are complex and paradoxical associations bet\% een 

gender and locale between identity and particular places for men and as %%ell as 

women' (McI)owwwell. 1999). To this conclusion I would add that the particular places 

are experienced differently by people of different class and ethnic backgrounds and 

that Spitalfields demonstrates both how the traditional binary division between priN ate 

and public spheres can and does operate in a disciplinary manner for local working 
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class Bangladeshi women and men but not in the same way for men and w omen of 

other class and ethnic backgrounds who experience Spitalfields as a space for home, 

work and recreation. Those spaces of leisure in Banglatown are also the workspaces 
for many waged employees who work long hours to maintain the 24-hour economy, 

and are almost exclusively Bangladeshi men. Juleka, another young Muslim, 

professional woman, aged 28 comments: 

I was told for years that I would get a beating if I was caught hanging 
out in Brick Lane - it is still the same even though I am now a grow n 
women, it doesn't change things in your head. Funnily enough I don't 
see teenage girls there much either, so things can't have changed much 
from when I was a girl (Juleka interview, 13/09/2002) 

Juleka uses the term `beatings' in a loosely metaphorical way to mean being told off 
by her parents. Juleka frequently visits Brick Lane with the company of friends and 

she distinguishes the different types of reactions from her Bangladeshi male peers 
depending on the gender and ethnicity of her company during her visits. She feels that 

women are stigmatised as `loose' and `provocative' when unescorted. However-, when 

she is in mixed company, by gender and ethnicity, the frequency of verbal abuse are 

limited. The following anecdote, from another young woman, in her twenties, was a 

typical of the stories I picked up in my interviews with Bangladeshi \w-omen in Brick 

Lane: 

I was out in Brick Lane with another Asian female friend. This cabbie 
was standing near his car and instead of saying the usual thing - do 

you want a cab, he said, do you want a man? A couple of other boys 

were standing by and they sniggered. It's late and dark, so I ignored 

them. I could swear to you that this same man wouldn't make these 

remarks if I was with another man or if I was with white friends. It's 

the same when you come out of the Vibe Bar - you can bet the cabbies 
won't ask you if you want a car - they'll ask you how much instead as 
if you were a prostitute yourself (Shupriya interview, 17/11/2002) 

The association of female body in the bar and clubbing spaces was often coupled with 

the figure of 'hoe' or 'prostitutes' by mild mannered mini cab drivers. There were 

other stories of a similar nature. Sadia, a Pakistani young woman in her ºnid twenties 

recounted her experience of being out one evening and the associated implications 

this held out For her due to the assumptions and stereotypes about visibility : \-ian 

women after hours and a link with prostitution. Being in public \ iew in Brick I 
. aºle 

marked Asian women out as a\ ailable commodity for- the sex trade. 
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Yeah my mate and me called a cab; we were waiting on the end of 
Brick Lane and the cab pulled up and so we asked, are you a cab and 
he said no very purposely, shaking his head and stuff. So we left and 
waited. But the car didn't move on. So a few minutes later we went up 
and asked again, are you from Angel Cars and he said yes. lie told us 
he first thought we were prostitutes and he was worried about letting 
them get into his car. I guess he's not used to seeing Asian `girls late 
night (Sadia interview, 19/11/2002) 

Sadia explained that she was startled by this incident. She and her friend were not 
dressed to mimic the appearance of someone selling sexual services. She has 

concluded with discussion from other local friends of both sexes that the 

misunderstanding has arisen because of the lack of visibility of Asian women in the 

evenings. Sadia's comments illustrate the negative incentives of using Brick Lane as a 

consumption site from threatening males and family pressure in the home for 

appearing to invite the possibility of harassment by being in these spaces. Spatial 

visibility here plays a key role on the social construction of sexuality. These examples 

demonstrate that sexual and spatial identities are mutually constituted. The sexual 

identity of these women has been pre-supposed from the particular spaces they are 

seen in. In some cases the conflation of spatiality and sexuality may result in an 

assertion of rights for sexual dissidents, such as in the case of lesbian and gay 

identities. In this case however, the conflation of spatiality and sexuality has 

restrictive consequences for women's mobility. Shupriya explains: 

It's a difficult thing to get to grips with, I've spent years avoiding those 
streets, partly coz I hate people staring and I don't want to be dealing 

with things like they assume you sleep around ... 
It's so ingrained in 

me, not sure that I will ever see it any differently... suppose there is 

that thing about not feeling great about going out too close to where 
you live - it's like you've never really left (Shurpriya intervieww', 
17/11/2002) 

These reflections reveal not an ambivalent relationship to the surveillance and the 

claustrophobia of her personal networks, but a removed relationship to local 

consumption sites. For some residents and visitors Spitalfields may hold significance 

of tlon-conformity and they who move to the inner city to reject the homoucncity and 

innuendo of small towns and suburbs. Areas such as Spitalfield` may hold the 

tvpographics of escape from conventions. For example McDowell (1999: 148) \% rites 

that the public spaces of the city have been significant locations in WomCn's e'capc" 

from male dominance and from bourgeois nouns of modern society (\lcl)o\%ell, 

1999: 14 also Wilson. 1991). I-lowe\ cr, for residents like Shupriya the distance and 
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the choice do not exist. If anything the same spaces hold out limited possibilities for 

self-expression as a result of her strong ties and a lack of anonymity. The remaking of 

gender and family relations has become one of the projects that gentrification has 

facilitated by encouraging and nurturing alternative and pluralistic lifestyles ( Bondi. 

1991; Butler, 1997) but this is the reverse situation for people already living in the 

inner city locations and whose choices are restricted and who may practice mono 

cultural lifestyles even in the midst of a plurality of lifestyles. However, amidst the 

strong articulations of drawbacks from the disciplinary gaze of the community there is 

also a sense of security and freedom from racism, which is equally powerful contrast 

to women's feelings of insecurity in connection with their gender. The following 

extract from Shaira, aged 20 years old, shows a high degree of confidence and 

assurance about her own neighbourhood, which ran counter to her narratives about the 

oppressive side to the disciplinary gaze and informal control exercised by the `Asian 

community' 

Shaira: I guess I feel most comfortable here, I've grown up here since birth, 

so it's where I have established myself , it's kinda familiar to me, I can go 
wherever I like, and I know something won't happen to me, in an unfamiliar 
environment I am kinda a bit weary about what can happen.. . Oh anything in 

general can happen .. 
just encountering people who might mug you , it's very 

rare to be mugged in your own area where you've lived in London, usually its 

outsiders, but if it does happen, it's not likely to happen in my own 
neighbourhood. Especially when I know people around, you can just see your 
friends around all the time, so you can just approach them and get help from 

them. 

Halima: I was just thinking, you were saying you feel quite safe but we also 
know that the area is slightly unsafe in other ways, so how does this work 
out? 

Shaira: I think the two are not related, me feeling safe is not related 

with the fact there are prostitutes and crackheads here, that's not gonna 

affect me, how are prostitutes and crackheads gonna affect me, no way 

at all, so I think it's not a big deal for me to feel safe here, to go 

somewhere.. I know if I went to another area where its full of white 

people and black people, if it were racist, I'd be like god, too many 

racist people here, I can't take it, so guess wherever I go, we'll always 
be complaining about it (Shaira interview, 14/10/2002) 

The women displayed a racialised understanding of space throughout their 

discussions. Their perceptions of fear of racism were linked with their experience of 

places outside Spitalfields as a 'white' space. In this respect the women were very 

much at home' and the taken-for-granted feelings of belonging and inclusion in 

Spitalfields also pointed to the positive advantages of informal surveillance and 
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community gaze, which protected them from hostile and unsafe racist spaces. 
Paradoxically, then, as Dwyer's work on young Muslim \ý omen from a small town in 

southern England revealed, community is simultaneously being imagined as a place of 
both safety and oppression (Dwyer, 1999). The perception that Spitalfields was 'safe' 

place from racism came almost as an afterthought in the women's con\ ersation, ". Yet 

it is no insignificant detail. The early feminist literature on women's participation in 

public spaces marked out the streets as unsafe, immoral and dangerous. Writing, ` 

against this, subsequent feminists have highlighted the ambiguous and contradictor% 

gendered spaces in the city. While urban planning may still be modelled along rigid, 

rational and scientific values, women's participation in urban spaces has been 

theorised with the complexity and diversity of their experiences l loww c\'er, as the 

findings from these women in Spitalfields reveal, `safe' and `unsafe' for British 

Bangladeshi women signals a specific relationship between public space, women's 

access to it and the construction or the recognition of identity. This is also true for 

British Bangladeshi men, as the previous chapter on Banglatown demonstrated. This 

dual notion of public spaces, both `safe' and 'unsafe' with different risks, dangers and 
inhibitions, suggests that the public arena is better understood in terns of \\ hat I` raser 

has called `subaltern counter publics', which may enable marginalised groups to 

assert their rights (Fraser 1990). Fraser's concerns are with the politics of' 

representation and the politics of recognition, which support the view that certain 

spaces can act as an affirmation of identity and political statement while at the same 

time, appearing to maintain the status quo. In this sense, places such as Banglatown 

for British Bangladeshis, or the festivals of Mardi Gras in Sydney for lesbian and gay 

communities, can act as an affirmation of identity, in addition to displaying and 

celebrating reified forms of cultures of marginalised groups. 

I'he leader of the Council, Helal Abbas is keen to stress that the exclusion Of 

women is largely the spontaneous by-product of the economic identity of space . Ili is 

confident that this will change in the future: 

Brick Lane is a trading space, trading, spaces by definition are not 
family friendly places but we are trying to introduce more rimed-W 
retail outlets to gradually change the streets so that families and 

children will also use the space (Helal Abbas interview, 09 09 200 

Abbas is content to rely on this as an acceptable explanation of gender pattern, in 

Brick Lane as being, the natural process of trading patterns. I'he presentation of 
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regeneration as a `natural' process and product by officials is often a convenient way 
of denying responsibility for a less than satisfactory arrangement. Abbas's comments 
did not tackle the heart of the issue - the unequal claims to Brick Lane', spaces by 

women, but an admission of the complexity of the issue might have helped to open up 
the issue as a public concern. No such reflection «was forthcoming. A quick glance 
into Banglatown's plans for the future reveal an intensification of the nighttime 
economy through extension of late night licenses and opening hours of bars and clubs. 
Presently the human traffic in Banglatown is exhausting the street's capacity to 

contain any more visitors on the weekend. There is no mention of the diversification 

of the retail outlets in Banglatown; on the contrary the intensification of competition 
between the curry houses seems on the increase. A Labour Party councillor gave 

another explanation for Banglatown's exclusion of local Bangladeshi women: 

well that's the cultural make-up of the area - you cannot impose a view 
of gender integration top-down and this is the hardest for minority 
`liberal' white leadership or professionals working on the ground- 
what do you do? The democratic "voice", that is the Bangladeshi male 
leadership in Spitalfields, is happy with the present segregated 
arrangement and it is very difficult position to challenge culturally 
and politically (Paul Barton interview, 09/09/2002) 

Helal Abbas, the leader of the Council, who is also a Bangladeshi male, discussed 

issues around equity and access to public routes by deferring to Spitalfelds' trading 

and economic identity as the main reason for the inaccessibility of place. In contrast 
the non-Bangladeshi councillor firmly places the responsibility for women's exclusion 
from Brick Lane as a cultural issue, thereby displaying a dangerous slippage into 

cultural explanations for processes that may otherwise be influenced by political, 

economic and structural factors. Barton suggests that Bangladeshi traditions are 

upheld by Bangladeshi males in key political positions within the Council's political 

structures. In reality the process is equally the product of all three factors - culture. 

political expediency and commerce. Brick Lane is the constituent of both a reflection 

of weak material relations that women find themselves in relation to men historically 

but more recently the women wage earners on better-paid jobs have unsettled this 

pattern, which has inadvertently dislocated and fragmented socially con', tituted social 

nouns. In a sense the gendered nature of public space, and in particular the , pacc,, of 

Banglatown, are the result of political negligence and self-inmposed Cultural 

Conventions. Amin et al (2000) have argued that cities are driven by e\clusloýns. 

imposed not by law but by custom, but hostile attitudes, by social cons ention. and the 
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difficulty of physical access. The case of Spitalfields shows remarkable consistency 

with these arguments. Councillor Abbas' comments illustrate the social construction 

at work on the spaces in Spitalfields. The gendered patterns are legitimised as the 

outcome of a natural process of trade rather than social construction. The 

transformation of such spaces into progressive city visions would require more than a 

wilful political intervention. It would require the transformation of Banglatown from a 

mainly restaurant/food quarter into a shopping/retail quarter mall where women can 

wander as consumers of clothes rather than unescorted voyeurs and flaneurs. 

On one level this would invite the criticism that opening a capitalist space to wider 

users such as women does not necessarily produce equity. The logic of capital works 

out differently, in different places, and by implication that increasing mix- 

development may not bring a change in the gender profile. This criticism, however, is 

misplaced. The use of public space is not exclusively related to consumption habits 

but it also connects to people's sense of neighbourhood, which is inextricably linked 

to visibility. Town centres, shopping malls and food outlets during the daytime act as 

key spaces for social interaction for young women, compared to the streets, which are 

used by young men for `hanging-out' socially. This came through in my interviews 

with the young men when I asked why there were so few women to be seen in the 

neighbourhood. In relation to perceptions of safety and danger this is true of young 

women across ethnicity and class background. However, the case of Muslim young 

women's utilisation of public spaces is far more limited due to both a common need to 

avoid danger when moving around in public spaces but also to avoid bringing on the 

watchful surveillance of reactionary sections of their male cultural communities. 

furthermore the active promotion of a night visitor economy only deepens the gap in 

participation for young Muslim women further. 

The Transformative Festival Spaces: Politics, Play and Performance 

Festivals and melas, the form of festivals celebrated in South Asian countries, like the 
West Indian and Brazilian traditions of carnival. are opportunities for celebrating local 

culture. Festi\al and carni\al spaces are frequently seen as transgressive or liminal 

see Bakhtin, 1968, Jackson, 19SS). Without completely abandoning this line of 

thought, I wish to argue that festivals, along, with other cultural e\ ents. are marked by 

ambivalence (`\ illerns-Braun, I L)86). Festivals form a\ cry public statement ol' the 
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area's heritage and can be read as a text on the area's multiculturalism. Festivals in 

multi-racial urban neighbourhoods can signal public acceptance and celebration` of 
diversity and social cohesion of local communities. In doing so, they can enhance a 

space, contribute to people's feelings of personal safety and promote pride in their 

neighbourhood. In recognising these functions local authorities in inner London have 

been promoting festivals and melas as part of a broader anti-racist statement. Tower 

Hamlets has a festival strategy in place, which serves a dual aim of promoting social 

cohesion and business objectives in the multicultural economy. The festivals bring 

economic benefits to local restaurants. The local authority views the staging of 
festivals and melas as a demonstration of its commitment to building a socially 

cohesive Borough. 

However, the rationale for the multicultural economy base is under-played in 

public statements about the festivals and its potential is highlighted in the less 

publicised documents such as business plans, and strategic documents of public 

agencies and is targeted for an internal audience. In many respects the festivals also 

present a visible strategy to show that Tower Hamlets is also a working and living 

`multi-cultural' mosiac, as opposed to a boiling cauldron. Officials in Tower Hamlets 

Council were desperate to avoid the situation in the northern towns in 2001 which 

caused a general questioning in the minds of policy-makers across the country on the 

damaging consequences of equating diversity with violence and friction in 

neighbourhoods. 

This multicultural mosaic in Spitalfields, with people from different ethnic 

backgrounds, with vastly varying interests and economic status, can either be a source 

of strength or tension for a Borough like Tower Hamlets. You need only to cast an eye 

northwards, to the riots in Bradford in 2001, to see how important it is to make every 

effihrt to harness the fruits of diversity for the benefits of the whole community 

(l. BT11 Cultural titrateuv 2002). 

I'he Brick I. ane festival that takes place in Brick Lane in September. which is the 

festival where I conducted participant observation and intervieww s. is primarily a curry 

promotion event with a remit to bring inward investment to the local economy and 

highlight the area's profile as a regional curry quarter. The restaurants cut back on the 

regular prices in an effort to attract new custom. The crowd-pulling e\ ents are the 

main sound tents in Allen Gardens, toward tihoreditch Station, away from Brick I. ane. 
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The planners hope that by pulling visitors to an annual festi\ al they can publicise the 

area's assets to bring in visitors to the Ban(, latown enterprise zone on a regular basis. 

The Brick Lane festival is therefore a key component in the Banglatown enterprise 

zone (see illustration 4). 

Many respondents agreed that the festivals contributed to an idea of a multi- 

cultural co-existence through the sporadic gathering of crowds in the streets to annual 

celebrate `Bengali' culture. However, this view of multiculturalism was for many a 

visual feast, where aesthetics of Bangladeshi 'culture' were on display as heritage 

rather than a manifestation of present-day urban political fonrn. Festivals, like their 

related events such as carnivals, can give rise to a paradox. These performed and the 

staged ̀ multi-culturalism' can only hope to please the fleeting gazes of the visitor or 

the flaneur (Sennett, 1994). Sheuli, aged 17, one of the young women taking part in 

the 16-19 year old focus group at Tower Hamlets Summer University explains her 

reasons for not going to the annual melas: 

Well for quite traditional reasons why, my mum and dad won't let me 
go and I am not really interested in so much Asian culture at the end of 
the day... I guess I should be into my roots and culture more than the 
western styles but unfortunately I am not, it's just not appealing, I get 
that when I go to weddings, you know, same sort of atmosphere, tood, 
loads of Asian guys being stupid (Sheuli, Focus Group III) 

On face value these comments sounds as though Sheuli is rejecting her 'roots' in 

Asian culture. Yet although many references are made to 'roots' and 'Culture' few 

individuals are able to give an explanation as to what they mean by their omn 

`culture'. Yet the power of culture as an explanatory tool is overwhelming. Sheuli 

articulates her choice of youth culture in opposition to her 'roots' but on closer 

examination it appears that the sample of cultural artefacts on display in the festivals 

was in fact trite and conservative and held very little appeal for her generation that 11, 

informed by a global youth culture. Sheuli is also aware of the superficiality of the 

cultural interface. Her comments are illustrative of the visible nature of 

multiculturalism that Sennett (1994) warned against in s o-called multicultural urban 

spaces. Fleeting encounters with multiculturalism rarely make für long-term political 

encounters or progressive city visions. There is very little contact between the people 

to forge a common ownership of' the neighbourhood or a commitment toi bringing 

about positiv c change in Spitalfields. 
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On the other hand festival spaces do offer alternative political possibilities for 

marginal groups who appropriate the streets in a symbolic way to make a statement 

about their visibility and `right to be' in the streets. Thus spatiality and and or 

ethnicity and sexuality can interact in festival or carnival spaces to assert the rights of 

marginal `others' in opposition to hegemonic cultures that limit their spaces of 

expression. In this sense the festival spaces can offer a limited notion of resistance tier 

some groups. The young people were using the festival spaces as a %ý av of creating 

new social identities, or at least expressing the possibilities of new tones of social 
identities, however transitory and momentarily. This connects writings on carnivals 

and festivals in urban environments and the political potentialities of spectacle that 

can follow as an outcome (Jacobs, 1998). For some young women the Brick lane 

festivals, and its precursor the Bengali New Year festival, temporarily suspends the 

strongly gendered roles and other locations of identities (class and ethnicity) annually 

in the streets and performs for participants what is normally not possible in their 

everyday routines. For other young women the festival was a collective excuse for 

young men to `get up close and personal' with every woman nearby. Reba is again 

critical of the space on account of the behaviour of men: 

It's full of men, you can't walk there because they try and touch you , 
really it doesn't matter if your wearing trousers, skirt, or a shalwaa 
kameeez, or a hijab, they will touch . It's really really disgusting 
(Reba, interview, 14/09/2002) 

Festivals are often used as examples of authenticity, mystery. community, and 

freedom of access, even where they have become commodities. Howl ever, the Brick 

lane festival is transgressive of norms because it disrupts traditional cultural and 

gendered relations in Banglatown. It is the single moment where Brick Lane is 

inhabited by large numbers of women who make use of the space as free and 

uninhibited. Some women, such as Reba, continue to find the behaviour of groups of 

adolescent men stifling, but other women, judged by their participation in the 

spectator crowds, find the festival inviting and open. It is also a singular moment 

when different ethnic groups in Spitalfields participate in consumption and leisure 

activities together in a heterogeneous public sphere, as equal spectators and punter.. It 

is also a singular moment when different groups of Bangladeshi women and men 

congregate in public spaces which is transgressive of segregated gender pattcrns that 

are the norm under other circumstances. It is the main con'umption- led event in the 
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visitor's map that is serving both the visitors and residents together without solely 
appealing to the interests of the visitor, voyeur or flaneur. The festi\ al e% eats also pit 
young Muslim women, frequently veiled by the traditional purda, alon`, side the 

slightly tipsy with alcohol, dancing 'raving' male youth, in a common ae"thetic 
pursuit. Juleka notes that the space is distinctive because she see women like her 

expressing their creativity through dance: 

It's the only time you see sisters head banging to rock or Bengali music 
in Spitalfields 

... It's difficult for Muslim women to take part in things 
around here, sometimes things go on in the evening and generally 
Muslim women tend not to go out to evening activities - that's why the 
mela is good. (Juleka interview, 13/09/2002) 

For Ruksana, 25, the anonymity of the Mela is the chief attraction: 

I don't normally feel comfortable -I don't feel comfortable because of 
what I am wearing - anything that sticks out makes you stand out it 

... 
in the Mela nobody notices, coz you just blend in, there are so many 

other freaks to look at (Ruksana interview, 14/09/2002) 

It is revealing that, for Rusksana, living in a visibly multicultural area such as 
Spitalfields does not reduce her anxiety about her Islamic dress, which attracts 

attention, ranging from mere curiosity, mild looks, to disapproving looks through to 

verbal abuse on buses and post-office queues. The festival's tendency to disrupt 

hegemonic discourses of pubic space is found not in its presentation of authenticity, 

mystery or community bonds, but rather in the freedom of access within diasporic 

communities whose `culture' is largely the 'object' of such spectator events but whose 

movements in the festival crowds may yet still subvert their representations as 

`objects' of culture to become 'subjects' with multiple locations in the ne« testi\ al 

landscapes. Such interactions where power relations (gender. class and ethnicity) are 

temporarily played out in carnevalesque spaces may turn out to activate ne ' political 

and social consciousness. This is an example of the `play of difference ' that Jacobs 

(1998) alludes to in her analysis of cities of difference raising the possibilities of 

political mobilisations in carnivals and festivals in marginal space,. There is also a 

paradox in this mobilisation in that such strategic defence of place can also produce 

its own negative spillo\ er. The site can be articulated as an ideological battle fier the 

control of public space for marginal others which would then be used to press for long 

tern social or political reforms. The Mardi Gras festi\ al has provided, for lesbian and 

gay communities of Sydney. a space of' representation, political statement alld 
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recognition. On the other hand, the site can be seen as a commodity space for creative 
purposes, non-political and open to all spectators. Jacobs' develops a progressive 
notion of collective aesthetisation as a process of re-activating neglected rights and 
claims to the city. Some writers have suggested that the commercialisation of leisure 

and the arts under the rubric of redevelopment schemes produces racialised social 
exclusion of minority groups in inner cities (Harvey 1989; Bhattacharya 1998). 

Against these writings, Jacobs has argued that the process of aestheticisation does not 
de-activate politics by reducing the struggles of minority groups into public festivals, 

melas and carnivals which celebrate and re-affirm identities in carefully regulated 

spaces. They in fact activate subversive and neglected claims to space (Jacobs, 1998: 

257-258). Her main argument concerns are with what she calls the `unpredictable 

outcomes of the process of aestheticisation at all scales', which are by no means 
known or pregiven (ibid 259). Festivals may not turn out to be ambivalent spaces 

which may sometimes reify pleasures, enact stereotypical celebrations of by-gone and 
fossilised migrant cultures and working class traditions. But they may provide new 

arenas for inverting play into the arena of politics and activate new possibilities for 

social change. 

Jacobs's arguments point towards an optimistic future for the spectaculisation, 

aestheticisation and the commofication of multicultures, in so much as the outcomes 

are not pregiven. In this case I would argue that the space should be used symbolically 

as dual spaces - free from racism and at the same time maintaining ethnic divisions or 

unequal social relations. These findings concur with early literature on carnevalseque 

spaces which highlight festivals and carnivals are highly complex maps of power 

relations which invert, subvert and re-affirm existing social hierarchies but where, for 

instance, in Rio, semi-nude performing women use their sexuality to master their own 

bodies and exercise power of spectators and voyeurs (Lewis and Pile, 1996: 23-41). 

The carnival women both actively perform and masquerade their femininity which 

makes their 'femininity' unstable, unknowable, which also opens up the possibility 

that their performance and participation in the carnival can act as a site of resistance 

(Lewis and Pile, 1996: 23). The early literature on carnival developed from Bakhtin's 

writings emphasised the mixing of high and low values within carnival moments 

which always held out the potential for it to become a site of resistance, a place where 

poorer groups could come together and affirm their own values without taking on the 

establishment. Carnival satirised the norms of society by turning them up side down, 
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it marks the suspension of rank, privilege, and prohibition: anything goes. Later 

theorisation on carnival questioned the transgressive value and argued that carnival is 

better theorised as a contested space where there are multiple voices competing to be 

represented and recognised (Jackson, 1988,1992). It makes little sense to theorise the 

Notting Hill carnival as a site of resistance without taking into account the policing 

and regulation that accompanies it, or the wider institutional discourses around 
immigration and discursive representations of black people in popular media, all 

common practice for much of the late 1970s and 1980s (cf. Flail 1978). But the 

Notting Hill Carnival nevertheless retains multiple voices seeking space for 

articulation, racism, commodification, and the politics of recognition (Gilroy Open 

Democracy interview, 2000). 

The street festivals of Spitalfields neither dispel the notion of carnival spaces as 

sites of resistance nor do they suggest that carnivals regulate social hierarchies by 

temporally allowing space for the celebration of alternative identities and politics. 

Instead Spitalfields reveals different subject positions or different publics in the same 

spaces. The festivals do represent an arena for the politics of play to be transformed 

into the politics of difference. But very little of this seems to be taking place at the 

grassroots level where private investors and official agencies dominate the staging of 

such events. The aestheticisation continues, regardless of the politics of the area or the 

people whose `culture' is beint performed and mapped out. Yet British Bangladeshis 

also participate as subjects, actively making and displacing myths and representations 

of `Asian' and `Bengali' culture and folklore. Bangladeshi women participate with 

less ease and face the risk of being out of place or being labelled with lower sexual 

morals. Participants take part to absorb the ambience of bohemia, alternative 

lifestyles, energy, self-expression and creativity. These festivals are, then. also, 

contested spaces, where multiple actors are competing for recognition. Appropriation 

is not the only outcome nor is de-politicisation of Bangladeshi struggles of 

recognition in the 1980s an unintended casualty. Instead the festivals in Brick Lane 

are just another spectator event \\, here the lines between trade. entertainment and 

pertorrnance are blurred and the audience is multi-layered, marking the o« nership of 

the staged events democratic but not the privileged site of resistance hoped for by 

carniv-alist theorist,. l he\, remain the messy, gritty and unpredictable multicultural 
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encounters that Sennett suggests is critical to a healthy democratic street space (1996: 
131). 

Conclusion 

The rebuilding of public spaces to facilitate both new forms of associations and modes 

of economic development has important implications for social identities and social 

order. The recent transformations have facilitated the exclusion of young people from 
longer settled East End families by a self-imposed exclusion. The young people do 

not take part in the largely middle class consumption circles of Spitalfields' visitor 

and consumer economy due to a received wisdom that these spaces are not for 'people 
like us'. Alternatively the possibility of Banglatown to offer a consumption and retail 

space for young Muslim women is severely limited. However, there is still scope for 

enlargement of the public sphere, outside and in-between hegemonic spaces 

constructed along gender and class, as the case of the festival spheres demonstrates. 

Such moments are few and far between, though, and as annual events they may 

activate fleeting mobilisations but additional intervention may be required to foster 

these new social identities so that may make a more permanent mark on Spitalficlds 

symbolic landscape. These additional interventions may take the form of the Rich Mix 

Centre, discussed in the next chapter. 

The previous chapter explored how urban regeneration discourses were articulated 

to bringing collective benefits to the area and local people. This chapter looked at 

conceptions of identities and how one belongs to 'place' and experiences consumption 

close to 'home'. The young people, despite their ethnicity and gender differences, 

were excluded from the public spaces as a result of their perceptions that they are 'out 

of' place'. While being `out of place' does not always leave a damaging legacy for 

most people the lasting impact of 'feeling out of place' in one's own 'home' or 'turf 

holds the potential to leave a lasting long term effect on the young people's self- 

esteem, sense of belonging and ultimately their ability to feel part of a shared cis is 

'community'. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

Re-Inventing Citizenship and Place 

What happens to those whose faces do not feature or fit within these 
official spaces of representation? In the narrative cartographies which 
link modernity, progress and urban regeneration, the poor. the 
unemployed, and the other large minorities find their inconvenient 
existence all too easily glossed over or written out of the picture? How 
then do those who have been made invisible put themselves back on 
the map? How do those who are silenced by the one script make 
themselves heard, if only between the official lines? (Cohen, 1997: 
170-1) 

Introduction 

The focus of this final empirical chapter is on alternative citizenships in Spitalfields' 

urban environments. The particular aspect of citizenship that this chapter addresses is 

the relationship between socialisation, politics and pleasure - sociability and 

opportunities for social expression as a pre-condition of civic participation. These 

practices point towards the emergence of insurgent or alternative citizenship practices 

in grassroots projects that expose the juxtaposition of local-global visions of the future 

multicultural city. The empirical material is drawn mainly from the Rich Mix Centre, 

an arts-led enterprise due to open in the East End of London in 2004, and I build on 

the empirical materials from chapters five and six. The Rich Mix Centre offers an 

alternative notion of city politics and highlights the importance of everyday struggles 

over resources, space and places of representation in a different way. The Rich Mix 

Centre offers young people a space for representation, and through it a capacity for 

rekindling alternative citizenship practices in the youth that use its projects and 

schemes. A running theme in this thesis has been how people can disrupt and 

transgress dominant norms and practices. I use the example of expressiv e musical 

cultures to discuss how notions of 'race' and established histories are also disrupted, 

and show the way in which the Rich Mix Centre contributes to the creation of an 

enlarged space for challenging established representations of race and belonging. 

Above all, this chapter is forward looking and interested in charting the political 

possibilities of a future city vision in the East End. 
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Moving Towards Insurgent Citizenships 

Exploring social participation often brings into sharp focus the role of consumer 

cultures in an era of globalisation. The argument that commercialisation has led to a 
de-valorisation of authentic cultural expression under global market forces points to a 
depressing scenario where young people - the consumers of global commodities - are 
divested of agency and responsibility and are being brain washed and carried a« acv in 

the maelstrom of mass consumerism. According to this argument, young people's 

agency for subversion and creating opposition to convention and tradition is reduced. 
On the other side of the spectrum, globalisation has opened the floodgates to a sea of 

commodities where dissident cultures may compete equally for global profit shares, 

consumer choice is able to exert power over which goods dominate the market share 

and therefore consumer democracy is a positive influence on youth agency. This 

argument also links the power of consumer citizenship to environmental and ethical 
forms of business practice. Consumer culture is a celebration of the diversity, fluidity 

and constellation of global cultures found today. Young people are invested ww ith 

rights and responsibilities and are thereby refigured to have political agency. Ho\\ C% er 

as the previous chapters showed, people's relationships to space, leisure and politics, 

is been far more complex. Both versions of the debate spell out different opportunities 

for insurgent citizenship for ordinary people living under the extra-ordinary influences 

of globalisation. The experience of young people in Spitalfields shows a complex 

relationship to the world of goods and commodities. 

The centrality of place in Spitalfields holds out the possibility for imagining the 

city of difference in more than one way. The articulation of difference in Spitalfields 

is based on a number of models - each intersecting each other and co-existing 

together in a tension-ridden relationship. This tense relationship is by no means an 

unhealthy symptom of deteriorating social cohesion among different social groups. It 

is, rather, a sign of a healthy democracy where the priority for planners is to 'mana`e 

change and conflict' rather than eradicating social friction alto ether. This line of re- 

thinking is put forward in alternative proposals to the government's agenda for 

reactivating people's sense of belonging in their neighbourhoods: 

\Vhat we are searching for here is. firstly, an approach, which might 

enable participation and debate (and even disagreement) in a NN a", 

which recognises the diversity of cities and the conflicting claims as 

well as the creative tensions, which that, throws up. But secoýndl\, We 

believe it important to establish also some notion of shared belonging. 
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a sense of citizenship, an idea that there may after all be such an idea 
of society. A city politics that could achieve this would be - what %% 
are aiming at -a confident democracy based on active citizenship. 
even when it clashes with `official' visions of what is right and who 
has a right. (Amin et al, 2000: 37). 

Spitalfields on the borders of the City of London is a global city, space par excellence 

and as such it represents a fertile terrain for understanding relations of diversity and 

adversity at the micro level. It is frequentely asserted that under globalisation, ne%\ 

and more complex kinds of ethnic diversity have come to test the elasticity of 

government in cities, particularly in global cities. The struggles over belonging are 

struggles over citizenship, in its broadest sense. Holston (1995) uses the term, `spaces 

of insurgent citizenship', to describe the sites of these struggles. Spaces of insurgent 

citizenship are the challenges from citizen groups and social movements to \\, in basic 

rights, to present their own realities and experiences as part of a national narrative, 

and to exert influence over decisions that affect future lives and environments. It is in 

both grassroots mobilisations and in everyday practices that struggle takes place over- 

what it means to be a member of the modern state, and the sites of such struggles are 

the spaces of insurgent citizenship. Holston continues, 'these are sites of insurgence 

because they introduce into the city new identities and practices which disturb 

established histories' (Holston, 1995: 44). The presence of migrants, old and new, 

from l. urope and the rest of the world, in addition to the increasing traffic of capital 

and goods in Spitalfields, both disrupt and reinforce, respectively. established 

histories. The homeless, refugees, migrant labour, sweat shops factories thwart 

established histories in Spitalfields. There is a potential for these new identities to 

disrupt narratives of the 'old East End' which was predominantly associated in the 

past with poverty and squalor. Many of these alternative spaces have become 

incorporated in the representation of space for reified and commodified pleasure 

which may undercut their insurgency potential. While economic motives ha% c been 

instructive in bringing financial investment into the area, economllic-led regeneration 

enterprises may simultaneously aid the spaces of insurgent citizen ship to flourish in 

ways that were previously thought impossible. Thus here in tipitalfields the insurgent 

spaces have merged with the spaces of capitalism to produce a powerful partnership 

for social changc, which is what the Rich Mix Centre, the Banglatown enterpri"c and 

the festivals ultimately aspire to exploit for social and economic gaifl". 

Holston suggests that when citizenship expansions and erosions focus on urban 

experiences, they 'constitute an insurgent urbanism' that can info rin de\ eioprilenN in 
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several ways. Firstly insurgent urbanism presents the city as both the text and the 

context of new debates about fundamental social relations, debates that valorise the 

role of conflict and ambiguity in shaping the multiplicity of contemporar`, urban life. 

Secondly, this heterogeneity works against a project of state building, provides new 

kinds of practices and narratives about belonging to and participating in society ̀. l his 

`working against', continues Holston, defines what he calls 'insurgent citizenship and 

applied, spatially, as insurgent urbanism. The role of conflict and ambiguity in 

shaping the multiplicity of urban life in Spitalfields has been demonstrated in the 

discussion of Banglatown in chapter six. Politics is pervasive in all aspects of 

regeneration in Spitalfields. Many observers in local politics Would note that the 

successes of regeneration projects are influenced by a degree of political involvement. 

Caroline Fenton, the government office neighbourhood renewal adviser to Tower 

Hamlets Council, and Beki Pope, project officer for the Rich Mix Centre, both point 

to the way in which aspects of local politics marred their work: 

I think it's difficult to get consensus here because so many groups 
speak with different voices and often there's a councillor involved. 

nothing is at face value (Government Office for London, NR 

coordinator, Caroline Fenton 12/06/2003). 

Sometimes it feels that there are lots of agendas behind organisations. 
In lots of ways being a new organisation helps because people do not 

associate you with the past - we're not held back by territorial ism 
(Beki Pope, interview, 26/03/2003). 

heir work is marred by competing influences, itself not an unhealthy situation, but 

the process seems to be hampered by residual politics. This is not a condemnation of 

political lift in Spitalfields but is merely a reflection of the complex relationship 

hetween local groups and the political structures. However, it is difficult to dispel the 

charge that the major local community enterprises are managed at the senior level h> 

local political elites thereby compromising the activist aspects of community work. 

Terry Fitz., a working class white English male, who has been working in lower 

Hamlets as a self-styled community activist since the 1970s in the he,, --da\ of housing 

action and the squatters mov cnment, deplores the extent to which politics Iha,, 

disappeared fromm the streets. 't'oday. he is an active member of the anti-r. irýýt 

publication Searchlight that cxp scs the activities of the British tar right: 

You know there \\ as a lot of direct action in the , O:. It has 

disappeared. \ohod\v will 
do allvtl' now unl i- unless there's a alllf"ý and 
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they will call themselves community activists when in fact if ý you look 
at their careers the British government has always paid them. And of' 
course a grant for this and a grant for that but that's where it come, 
from, it comes from the state { 

... } If you look at the anti-raci,, t 
movement which developed from the squatting and the housing 
movement which we were part of, well not a single one of all the lot 
who came up as so-called community leader activists ever did anything 
on housing. Never came out, never broke into a house, never moved a 
single family, never fought any racists, never volunteered to do, 
because it's hard work, it's quite dangerous and there's no money it 
(Terry Fitz interview, 29/06/2002). 

Similarly, Neil Jameson, a middle class white professional community organiser, who 

heads the East London Citizens Organisations Forum in Tower Hamlets. agrees that 

the role of the local state should be as far removed from community organisations as 

possible: 

It becomes impossible to campaign against them if you start accepting 
the few bread crumbs that they throw at you in a hid to silence }'cur 
voices (Neil Jameson, interview 05/06/2003). 

Both Fitz and Jameson's comments invoke a sense of direct action and dissident 

politics that was characteristic of Spitalfields grassroots politics in the past. For these 

two very different community organisers, the professionalism of the community 

sector has wiped away the raw politics that existed in Spitalfields' streets and 

reclaimed housing estates. The implication is that regeneration is destroying people's 

capacity to organise and challenge social and economic inequalities. Kay Jordon, 

another activist and director of the long serving Spitalfields Small Business 

Association, put similar vices forward in chapter five on Banglatoww, n. l itz's 

comments reveal the way in which politics have become 'professionalized' in 

Spitalfields, which is a far cry from the days he remembers when politics began and 

took place in the streets. The landscape in which politics takes place may also ha\ e 

changed, pointing to the everyday practices of resistance, rather than the st\ u sed 

direct action which enabled Fitz to settle homeless families into homes, against threats 

of violence and political odds. 

The participatory aspects of community groups and enterprise,, such as the Rich 

Mix Centre offer a very different view of politics and partlcipati\e action. The 

projects themselves are intensely locally driven but also ýuppýýrted by a [local and 

regionalI state framework. It is this partnership, which guarantees the , ucce' of the 

project in the long term. According to llolston such a planning would note the 
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contradictions between formal and substantive citizenship and ww ould work on behalf 

of the expansion of citizenship rights. The Banglatown enterprise, Rich Mix Centre 

and the festivals in Brick Lane show how political struggles of community groups 

operate at many levels, and illustrate how community organising has changed over the 

years. All three initiatives are grounded in community and grassroots politics. 
Although they have come under the influence of marketing and commercial pressure, 

they still spring from social and economic inequalities of local groups to stake out 

opportunities for themselves in a rapidly changing social economy. In the past such 

community organising in Spitalfields has tended to have a more ambivalent. 

sometimes outwardly oppositional role, to the state. This is true of the squatters' 

movement in Spitalfields in the late 1970s, the anti-racist alliances and housing 

lobbies in the 1980s, all of which expressed a desire to stay autonomous from 

government. Community groups operate in a different social and political 

environment today; many have been co-opted into the state and have complimentary 

relationships, rather than arms length relationships, to the local state. Iloww'ever, this 

has not meant a loss of an independent voice or autonomy of voices altogether. l he 

organisations and alliances involved in the three sites are broad-based groups who 

have been co-opted into the management structures of state-led initiatives but their 

relationship is not weak vis-ä-vis their larger institutional patrons. The community 

groups or citizens' organisation groups have become experts at the art of politics and 

representation and, as a result, find accommodation measures which sit comfortably 

with their needs and funding provision. There are also frequent limits to community- 

based insurgent movements. Community-based progressive urban policies can 

frequently come apart because they have not been able to relate to, or develop 

alliances within, a broader regional context. 

Spitalfields is teeming with dozens of local projects and organisations, some of 

which are helpful in democratising organisations, others that are more fraught 'i ith 

nepotism. But the scope for democratisation is there in the new generation of young 

people who can take forward deeper forms of participation in politics and community 

life. Globalisation from above has largely been about the movement of'capital acro'. s 

borders and usually away from the reach of low-income `groups. l'hesc attempts to 

rework the meaning of participation, identity, and citizenship practices represent in 

small ways how the state can give the city hack to lower-income families \w ho are 
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currently trapped in disillusionment by a lack of participation in civic and political 
life. This provides a way into conceptualising a common civic culture that is not 

rooted in self-less community solidarity, but in recognition of self-interest and conflict 

of interests, and which drives people into accepting consensus. This type of thinking 

also explains the way in which various grassroots groups have forged relationships 

with the state and other institutions traditionally seen as contradictory to their aims. 

Resistance and protest are best measured by assessing how much individuals risk 
in practising alternative identities and to what extent or they alter power relations in 

doing so. In order words, what to people give up to achieve their goal and on what 

terms they participate in everyday spaces such as the streets, shopping centres, and 

community spaces. Citizenship can then be framed as an everyday practice where 

people need the experience of negotiating diversity and adversity. Clare Rarnsaran, a 

36-year-old Irish-Guyanese resident who formerly worked at Charter 88, the pressure 

group for citizenship and constitutional change, believes that the value of resistance is 

not to be found in highly stylised forms of urban confrontations: 

Walking out of your home around here is like walking a tight rope - at 
least for the Asian kids - knowing when to be polite, when to shout 
when someone pushed against you, letting the mothers run their 
pushchairs past you and shout Paki to you while you can't say anything 
because you're thinking, no, she's got a child with her, no need to be 
reply back, standing in a post-office queue and listening to the old 
people moan about how things have changed, always a code for `there 
are too many Asians', it never stops. Yet the kids go into the clubs and 
make friends and get on with things with other white kids (Clare 
Ramsaran, interview, 02/04/2002). 

As Clare's comments reveal, public spaces are also sites of power and everyday forms 

of resistance (Scott, 1989: 4). Clare's sensitive explanation of the daily negotiations or 

what Back (cited in Amin et al, 2000) terns 'prosaic negotiations' concur with the 

argument that citizenship has to develop through practice, and by taking individuals 

outside of their comfort zones or familiar spaces (Amin et al, 2000). The 'rights to the 

city' needs to give young people the possibility of becoming something so much more 

by granting access to the means for developing capabilities, political judgement and 

sociability. 

The rest of this chapter tracks examples of the Rich Mix (entre and the anti-war 

demonstrations as two sites that are helping to rekindle people's 'rights to the city'. 
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Cut `n' Mix World Cultures: The Rich Mix Centre for London 

What does this mean in the context of organisations claiming to deliver progressive 
forms of interventions in local life in Spitalfields? One of the positive arguments 

around the Richness of Cities or Bohemian cities (Demos. 2003) is the value of 

culture to future cities. I have argued so far in this thesis that diversity and difference 

may be seen as opportunities for transforming cities and nurturing new ways of 

thinking about the national (or local) story. These two separate developments - multi- 

cultural-based regeneration and the creative and network city (Castells, 2000: Demos, 

2003) - have converged to produce powerful incentives for local, regional and sub- 

regional bodies to fund, support and patronise organisations institutions like the Rich 

Mix Centre. 

The Rich Mix Centre was scheduled to open in spring 2005. At the time of writing, 
its opening was delayed and building works remain incomplete, and new date for 

opening is spring 2006. 

The project will start with the radical transformation and enlargement of a derelict 

concrete frame building on Bethnal Green Road. Visibly, it will signify to visitors a 

statement on the cutting edge and innovative arts sector in the area, a flagship project, 

appropriate for London's image as a `Global City'. The building will boast a range of 

high quality performance and studio spaces for London. At the timing of writing, the 

key elements of the Rich Mix Centre were: 

"a 3-screen cinema complex, showing mainstream UK, US and Bollywood 
film, as well as arthouse and independent cinema from around the world 

" exhibition spaces 
"a permanent home for two of the UK's leading music training agencies- 

Community Music (CM )and Asian Dub Foundation Education (ADFED) 

" recording studios and rehearsal spaces 
" BBC London 

"I ntrance foyer with cafe bar 

" affordable workspace for creative businesses 

"a top-floor events and live performance venue with spectacular views 

The Centre has been dogged from the start by contradictory impulses. %\ nether it 

should be a black-led arts organisation or whether it should be an arts-led Centre. 

After 10 y, eai-s of discussions in the pipeline it has emerged as an arts-led organisation 

with a strong focus on dtv eloping innovative and multicultural talent. It now claim,, to 

respond to the challenge of uniting arts activity with education and blending culture 
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with business. The Centre has initiated and developed a number of activities. 
including local arts educational outreach into schools and youth club, takinu board 

consultation on content development. It has provided workspace for the Asian Dub 

Foundation Education to run sound workshops, singing, spoken word and rapping. It 

is also working with Community Music, a locally grown music production company 

working with young people from disadvantaged backgrounds. 

The Centre will be a flagship project for London, within an integrated visitor 

economy programme developed by Cityside Regeneration Company, the local not- 

for-profit regeneration company. It has provided a powerful incentive for garnering 

diversity for development and enterprise. Its overriding aim is to change the landscape 

of the East End of London into a flagship arts identity marker and to shore up the 

area's nascent and embryonic arts production. At its inception almost eight years ago, 

it was discussed as a small arts initiative with the local government. Today, it is a 

major initiative for East London signalling the importance of diversity to the political 

agenda of the New Labour government. The Centre has aspirations to: 

" Consolidate and build upon the growing awareness over the past 
decade that London's multicultural diversity is a major asset and 
that intercultural understanding is a need, an opportunity and a 
worthwhile promise. 

" Reflect on and celebrate the positive dimension of mixing cultures 
by focusing on the contribution of immigrant communities to 
London, economically, culturally and intellectually. At the same it 
will not forget the English, the Welsh, the Irish or the Scots 

" Focus on how mutual understanding and tolerance can positively 
transform people and create the new cosmopolitanism needed for us 
to live and work together more harmoniously in the 21" century, as 
the canvas of cities, regions and nations is increasingly drawn by 
diverse mixes of people. Globalisation, rapid flows of capital and 
mass movements of population triggered by the new world 
production order accentuate this need. 

" Seek to show how the core concept of inter-cultural understanding 
can agree issues such as distrust or social fragmentation and in that 
process unleash potential, creativity and confidence. The spin-offs 
could be surprising - greater wealth creation. more jobs and 
increased invventi\ eness. 

(Proposal by Cityside Regeneration, to the Millennium Commission 

- date missing) 

This will be a major international art, culture, education and heritage centre in the 

heart of the East I'nd. It is a major a bid to forge a cosmopolitan identity for the I . ast 

Fnd of London or the 'people of London' project, which aims to celebrate the city's 

cosmopolitan heritage. At the time of writing, the Centre has already raised L 13 
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million towards a capital target of E19 million and is the recipient of the GI 
_. 
VLondon 

Development Agency's largest donation to a cultural enterprise. It has sound reason to 

compare itself as a combination of the Institute of Arab Studies in Paris and the 

Institute of Contemporary Arts in London - by capturing the best institutional 

expressions of heritage and artistic innovation from these counter-part examples it is 

poised to be both a prestige and flagship project for London and Tower Hamlets. 

Finally, and most importantly, its projection and vision is both global and local: less 

to do with the last wave of large-scale immigration to the East End and more to do 

with constructing a version of the East End's history as forward looking. Its definition 

of culture is borrowed from a UN human rights framework 2s and, by referring to 

culture in the broader sense and addressing itself to all groups, this vision of future 

cityscapes avoids the reified/essentialist notion of culture that is associated with static 

multicultures. 

The Rich Mix Centre has a definitive and clear vision of the types of artistic work 

it will deliver. This vision will be based on programming around culture in a wider 

sense, incorporating interactive processes such as `sports' as in displays of martial 

arts, good, design, technology, food and music. They are not focusing so much on the 

visual arts, the area has a lot of existing visual art programmes, they want to be more 

inclusive, not high art, and are not scared of popular art, would like to shake things up 

a hit, different things, like skateboarding. 

The Centre aims to look at emerging identities, and meanings of 'race' and 

belonging, by encouraging different ways of looking at identity and belonging, 

distinct from a fine art or an academic approach to identity. This would involve 

mixing up different art forms such as film, gaming, fashion, music, sculpture and so 

on. Its view of culture is a mosaic, blending influences from across the world, and not 

just focusing on mono-cultures. While this is a positive statement on culture it is also 

a defence against charges that the Centre should be focused on black arts or Asian 

ails. 

The big idea is to encourage maximum audience participation, and for the Centre 

to act as a medium for transformative and emergent identities for young people 

through the arts. Key to this vision is participatory forms of vie\% iing, the 

25 In its widest sense, culture may now be said to be the whole complex of distinctive spiritual, material, intellectual and 

emotional features that characterise a societ', group. It indicates not only the arts and letters, but also modes of life, the 

fundamental rights of human beings, value systems, traditions and beliefs' (UNESCO world Conference on Cultural Policies) 
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encouragement of people flow and traffic into the Centre's walking spaces as well a 
designated 'art' exhibition spaces. There will be 75 meters of walled glass which will 

act as a public gallery on the street and within the building. There will also be a main 

gallery area but the Centre will be designed to open op participative spaces and a 

range of activities to encourage inclu"sivity and participation: artists, digital and time- 

based works, gaming, web based and filming. The art work is not so much about 

`objects' on display in the traditional sense, which sets up a hierarchical way of 

viewing but using art in a less voyeuristic way, but geared towards travel and 

movement in the building. One of the ways in which they will do this is by 

commissioning specific works for the building, for example, the use of a well known 

chef, or display art on the ticket purchase, artwork for the lifts with the main purpose 

of permeating the building with different forms of art. In addition, the use of food and 

sound workshops would encourage learning new skills for life long learning in an 

enjoyable format - what some might call citizenship skills. 

The Centre's development has also been dogged by rapid turnaround of staff 

during the last three years. Due to the high interest in the opening staff have been 

reluctant to divulge too much information about the range of activities in case the 

activities are not followed through and they are accused of not fulfilling their promise. 

The Centre has been streamlining its work to deliver a number of focused projects 

well and much of its current work is still evolving. 

There are a couple of projects which the Centre is developing to put flesh into its 

vision of rich mix and diversity. The first is an exhibition with the Whitechapel 

Gallery, one of its partners, entitled `Back to Black' on the 7 June, 2005. The project 

tracks black art from the 1960s and 1970s from the US, UK and Jamaica. This would 

be visual arts previously not shown in public. There will also be a vinyl record and 

CD of rare music to accompany the exhibition. A second project called East End 

Stories is a film based project working with five international film directors %\ ho %\ ill 

team up with local groups to produce a film. While this is still in the Research and 

Development phase, the idea is to produce a number of short films. using the profile 

of the international directors such as Fernando Meirelles (Brazil) and Abbas 

Kiarostami (Iran). They would like to change people's perceptions of the film-making 

process. 
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One of last year's successes was a art exhibition entitled The East Ind Academy 

(12 June -30 August 2004). The show marked the beginning of an ongoing 

partnership with the Whitechapel Gallery, the Rich Mix with public art commissions 

on the route between the two buildings and the show at the Whitechapel Gallery. The 

project called for entries in an open submission to artists across the UK and Europe. It 

sought to provide a snapshot of contemporary practice in Europe and the exhibition 

will be held every three years to showcase new and emerging artists and their work. 
The East End Academy commissions included a working football pitch only six 

meters long, a billboard on the building site which is now the Rich Mix building, 

email dialogues between Brick Lane residents and artists that formed a portrait of the 

community, displayed in the Whitechapel Gallery, and a painting of the chewing gum 

marks left by passers by on the streets in bright colours. 

For all its good intentions the Centre remains clouded in a shroud of anticipation 

and mystery around its opening and promise to deliver a range of innovative services. 

Its accessibility to a wide range of audiences will be critical as the Centre was 

developed using public funds, after years of anticipation from local arts communities. 

Its claims to credibility and success are in its public art mission and creating a 

people's arts centre, grounded in local and global influences. It will offer 

opportunities to create and consume excellence in the arts, encouraging participation 

from previously under-represented and under-resourced groups and individuals. It 

claims to challenge the preconceived notion of what a British cultural centre can be, 

suggesting an insurgent quality to its work. However, its desire to blend culture with 

business, brings suggests that the arts may be utilised and valued for their economic 

purposes. It therefore continues to be ridden with contradictory impulses. 

I he Rich Mix ('entre also aspires to be a local community development model, 

which aims to develop the capacities of young people to realise their creative 

potential. Its position as a public good opens it up to scrutiny in relation to how it 

positions itself to local young people's personal development. The Centre speaks to a 

politically significant youth agenda - giving young people the means to experiment, 

train and practice music and creativity. In doing so it recognises the importance of 

youth als a social category who have an active agency in the construction of a creati% e 

Britain. This is perhaps its most powerful contribution to developing the capacitie's cif 

young people to participate in the renaissance of the local urban area. the Centre has 
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been conceived as a means of interweaving community development, economic and 

urban regeneration agendas, as well as providing a cultural and tourism focus. Its core 

operational partners are Asian Dub Foundation Education (. ADFED), Community 

Music, the Whitechapel Gallery and London Guildhall Uni\ ersity. The partnership 

with Asian Dub Foundation Education and Community Music has been the real 

winning formula for political credibility, authenticity in craft and, by proxy. 

commercial appeal. The incorporation of these two groups into the management board 

structure reflects a shrewd reading of the local politics of representation and need for 

the project to be primarily locally driven. This has been a critical step in ensuring the 

representative basis of the Rich Mix's collaborative work with disadvantaged 

communities. But it also springs from the recognition that the flagship Centre may be 

reduced to nothing more than a state-of-the art venue space, weak in innovation, and 

unsustainable in the longer term. One of the attractions of these community music 

collectives is their campaigning zeal: they represent everyday struggles over resources 

and spaces of representation. They capture aspects of performance music, 

consciousness raising lyrics and rap poetry, direct action and give a political voice to 

young people expressed collectively. In the future more initiatives that headline 

campaigns against institutional racism and domestic violence against women are 

likely to originate from the musical workshops under Rich Mix which will spawn a 

generation of youth, anchored locally but speaking collectively on global issues such 

as diasporas, belonging, and citizenship. Sonia Mehta, the project manager for 

ADI: ED, says: 

The young people that come here to learn music are educated and 
inspired in more ways than one - they learn how to mix, find out about 
other musical influences, learn positive things about their cultural 
heritage - Asian young people in England and Black `oung people 
don't hay e positive messages about their musical heritage. Here they 
learn this heritage but by combining this with their English heritage, 
it's quite a powerful way of engaging disaffected youth who don't 
bother with most projects (Sonya Mehta inter\ ic\ti 

,2 
'03,2002). 

The work undertaken by ADFED point to important ways in which oral methods and 
tools are creatively used and manipulated by community facilitato(, to unleash 

politics and encourage deeper participation from young people, In Lower hamlet`. 

different immngrant communities ha\ c begun to reconstruct their histories and, across 

I ondon, local history groups and oral history projects felt the need to locate a pacc 
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what would enable them to celebrate their difference, focusing on their specific 

contributions to enhancement of London as a world city. The Centre is able to play a 
key role in recognising and promoting these alternative voices: 

The ever-increasing speed of the global flow of people. media, art, 
information, finance, goods and ideas has created a unique 
cosmopolitan culture in the heart of East London. The Rich Mix 
Cultural Foundation has positioned itself at the centre of this 
globalisation of cultures and people. By bringing together a broad 

range of cultures from across the world - the Indian subcontinent, 
Europe, Africa and eastern Asia - it will be a major contributor to the 
ongoing transformation of British culture in this global context. 
(www. richmix. org. uk) 

Michael Keith, the leader of the council in 1998, offered the following explanation of 

the Rich Mix project in an interview in Rising East, the journal for East London: 

On one level the idea is so nebulous that it's quite easy to be vague 
about these things until the moment the project becomes specific and 
local; on the other hand there's something very local that's driving the 
whole project. The nebulous idea is obviously around cultural 
hybridity: the idea that new identities emerging in places like the East 
End are not built from ossified forms of ethnic essentialism, but are 
instead about different ways in which novelty appears, and what that 
means in terms of somewhere like East London as the entry point for 
generation after generation of migrants. Part of the agenda that flows 
from that is straightforwardly political. Effectively it will be more 
politically progressive version of the people of London', an image 

which refigures London as always cosmopolitan in the past and 
increasingly cosmopolitan in the future. Migration is not new, what is 

seemingly familiar is actually strange in terms of where it comes from. 
If you like, to show the foreign inside the domestic, and also the ways 
in which the domestic itself is increasingly complex and involves 

people from different cultures and different parts of the world (Keith 
I998: page). 

The Rich Mix Centre benefits from London's premier position as a pre-eminent \\ t)rld 

city and its artistic and cultural activity is one of the reasons why it enjoys this 

reputation. There is something overtly political in this project, as Keith suggests. For 

instance it has established partnerships with the Ellis Island Museum in New York 

and the Robben Island Museum in South Africa. In doing so it i,, writing, the story of 

migration and trans-nationalism into the national story as part of I. ondon's heritage 

debunkino any myths of the homogenous past. 
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The potential of the project and its powerful patrons do not disguise the fact that 

the project is grounded in the reality of everyday experiences of local people. The 

Centre has a strong local vision that recognises the pressures and the opportunities 

available to support local young people. The mission statement is upfront about 

making the links between the lack of citizenship for many local youths and the 

opportunities that regeneration projects, such as this one, can bring to the local 

economy. It recognises the potential downside of creative opportunity in Tower 

Hamlets and seeks to remedy this. In its mission statement it articulates the 

predicament of youth in Tower Hamlets: 

Tower Hamlets has one of the largest youth populations in Britain, 
with 31% of the population less than 19 years of age. However, the 
Borough is still one of the poorest in the UK. And, paradoxically - 
given the creativity evident everywhere - the area's youth population 
has not engaged with the myriad of opportunities this throws up 
(www. richmix. org. uk) 

My interviews with staff and young members, and board representatives of the Rich 

Mix Centre made clear that the experience of young people participating in the 

projects, the power and appeal of musical collaboration, activated a transgressive 

element to the project. Rich Mix offers young people the possibility of training their 

skills in the arts and creative sector, by building bridges with young people from other 

neighbourhoods and ethnic backgrounds and by providing youth provision in a 

political environment where the cosmopolitan heritage of London is celebrated. The 

poverty and economic marginalisation of the young people is striking demonstrating 

the strong need to address youth exclusion as an agenda in the area. The 

unemployment rate in Spitalfields was 23.2 per cent in 1998, the highest in the 

Borough (the London Research Centre, February, 1999). The unemployment level for 

the Borough as a whole was 13.6 per cent, compared to 9.6 per cent in inner London, 

and 6.5 per cent in Greater London (ibid. 1999). The statistics relating to young 

people are also bleak. Youth unemployment rates tend to fluctuate more widely in 

comparison to general unemployment rates. These figures related to young people 

aged between 16-24 years. As with over-all unemployment Spitalfields and one other 

ward has the highest youth rates- though Spitalfields has shown the `reatest relative 

decrease in youth unemployment over the period 2000-2002 (LB 111 200-3). 

There is considerable debate in urban studies on the necessity to recover a sense of 

solidarity in cities. This, in turn, highlights the problem of socialization into torsi of 
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citizenship based on solidarity (Amin et al, 2000: 36). The Rich Mix can also be seen 

as an important means of socialization and rekindling political aww areness and the 

value of solidarity in young people. One of the most important ways in which the 

festivals and the Rich Mix Centre perform the function of political or civic 

participation is through combining politics and pleasure through sociability and 

informal association. Citizenship is nurtured through these social places where people 

meet, work together on arts projects and can return to again and again. They are 

everyday institutions, places for building sociability and community' without pressure 

from above to attend or participate. These places are governed from below, so to 

speak, and offer recreation, leisure and meeting spaces. Some of these sites, or rather 

projects located within them, do seek to politicize participants, but others do not, and 

their significance may be more on their `insignificant' meeting places that work on the 

value of political education through sociability. These insignificant connections 

unleash social energy that spawns collective efforts such as festivals, performances. 

and other collective events. This social energy is frequently critical for breathing 

political life into public spaces. 

The evidence from Spitaltields suggests there is power in the development or 

reinforcement of habitual engagement between young people of different backgrounds 

and geographical neighbourhoods. Back (pers. comm., cited in Amin 2001: 14) has 

suggested that the sites of coming to terms with ethnic difference are the `micro 

publics' where dialogue and `prosaic negotiations' are compulsory, in sites such as the 

workplace, schools, colleges, youth centres, sport clubs and other spaces of 

association. Many of the young people attending the Centre participate though 

structured routes. In many cases local youth clubs from across the Borough organise 

workshop session at the Rich Mix Centre and although young people attend with 

friendship circles and often exhibit a herd mentality they are nevertheless taken out of 

their communities and encouraged to negotiate access to space and resources with 

new users. For a temporary phase in their lives the Rich Mix space offers a relatively 

unstable and open meeting place, bringing together different young people in a 
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common musical venture or in other cases learning about anti-drugs work and teenage 

pregnancy prevention. Many of the young people unsure and uncertain of themselves 

attend and become open to new ideas and friendshilps. It is not the case that all the 

young people attending these initiatives do get involved in cultural exchanges but a 
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few individuals are likely to be sufficient ambassadors into their communities for 

spreading the desired political messages. Amin has urged that the transeressive 

element of sociality generated from such interaction in schools, colleges and other 

meeting places, needs to be made explicit and 'engineered' in any effort to make them 

worthwhile multicultural ventures. The reasons and motivations for young people's 
involvement in the Rich Mix Centre appeared to be mixed, ranging from boredom and 

the need to fill in time, to interest in developing music skills, through to mingling with 

the opposite sex. Cumulatively such ad hoc participation enables the young people to 

build a wider sense of belonging in their local environments. 

Dissident Politics I: Expressive Musical Cultures 

Public agencies are increasingly required to work with a variety of partners that bring 

in diversity to work practices, and ways of reaching disengaged groups -- in this 

instance, disaffected youth. Much of the language and the social and political aims 

behind the different sites under this study echo the analysis of new social identities 

and working creatively to unleash new possibilities. The Rich Mix Centre's 

partnership with the Asian Dub Foundation Education (ADFI: D), along with 

Community Music, another grassroots affiliated music technology partner, ensures 

that creativity and programming in the Rich Mix Centre reflects the political 

negotiations of place and identity. These links may be seen as a bold and radical 

move. ADFED espouses a degree of grassroots authenticity through their blend of 

street music, reggae, dub, classical Hindi, drum & base, and jungle taking the lead 

from its sister organisation and successful band, the Asian Dub Foundation (ADI ). 

ADI' is a successful Asian underground music band in London who used their life 

experiences in East London to create an eclectic musical style and have been leading 

the UK's Asian Underground scene since emerging in the late 1990s. The arts and the 

music content programming of the Rich Mix aspires to capture a sense of radicalised 

music and a spirit of direct action from the East End's grassroots campaigns against 

forms of racial and structural oppression. Much of ADF's music is linked to critically 

engaged campaigns such as anti-racism, asylum and immigration and challenging 

forms of' antra-conlmunlty oppression. ADl' l,. D take for\\ and these campaigns and 

knowledge to community spaces where the straggles can be discussed and debated h\ 

young Asian people. Rukon, a 16-year-old participant in began attending the 

music technology workshop in the Rich \1ix premises ay car ago and joined to have 
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fun. Within six weeks the programme's mix of music. technolo`i`v and social 

education had made an impact on the way in which Rukon understood and related to 

the social pressures in London: 

We sometimes have sparring sessions on drugs. racism or 
Islamaphobia with groups from other colleges. It's good because it 
helps to see things our way (Rukon interview, 2T/03/2002) 

The subject of drugs in Tower Hamlets has inevitably preoccupied the work of crime 

prevention units and the local police. There has been a significant increase in the years 
between 2000-2002 in the number of drug related incidents and crime related to drugs 

(LBTH 2003). These agencies bring to drugs prevention work an institutional view of 
drugs prevention and the negative impact of the widespread misuse of drugs. Flow ever 
it is the social context, in which drugs affect young men in Tower Hamlets, which is 

more startling. As Ed, a local resident, who grew up in Bethnal Green, describes 

below, the social implications for Bangladeshi youth experimenting wt ith dni`gs is far 

worse than the routes taken by other young people: 

In the past couple of years the drugs has got really bad round here.... 

never really used to be a heroine type of area, er... it was always a ... 
the East End boys will always be coke and Es or whatever that was 
drugs wise, and drinking, but a lot of the Asian kids are bringing in er.. 
heroine [... ] I just thought drugs was just drugs, and there weren't any 
particular groups that have one or the other but a lot of Bengali boys 
have been using heroine, and it's weird they haven't experimented, it's 
just straight to their estates, I mean I come from that school of thought 
where there are some drugs that are bad, I don't agree with it, but they 

say cannabis leads to hard drugs which I think it does, I mean there 

was an unwritten rule kinda of don't do smack it was always a dirty 
drug, it can kill you a lot quicker than crack or whatever, and the next 
thing we gonna start getting is angel dust, and all that kind of stuff. 
people skinning themselves alive, you know. you see people going 
down hill very quickly and a lot of these young kids are doing it 
because their older brothers are saying its cool and I don't think they 
have a grasp of what its like and this will bring crime up a lot more 
than it already is. It fucks you up, it's a drug that really fucks you up 

and you know... er.... so a lot of its imported from that part of the 

world, and a lot of it is done by fairly respectable people in that 

community. A lot of it is, I mean Ray [local youth worker and friend] 

still believes that a lot of Banglatown was made on that money (h. di 
). interview, 21810,14-001 

Public interventions spearheaded by drugs prevention agencies. the police and the 

local health cannot relate to the attitudes on the streets on drugs and neither are thc\ 

able to deal with the controversial issues hinted by l-. d on the importation cif drugs and 
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the complicity of `respectable' people. Instead what works with young people i-, the 

peer-to-peer education practiced by organisations like ADFED and other out-reach led 

youth organisations such as Docklands Outreach. Ed's last comment on the 

complicity of Banglatown with drugs is anecdotal and is not corroborated by other 

views. However, I have left the comments as they are because I did not wish to omit 

parts of his commentary. I also left the comments in full because I believe that his 

views were honest, daring and may or may not be true. 

ADFED works with young people who are passionate about making music and 

gives them opportunities to develop their creativity and involvement in local 

structures and projects, thereby increasing their sense of belonging. Its projects are 

specifically designed to represent arts issues from an Asian and minority black 

perspective and raising awareness of socio-economic barriers to the creative industry. 

Rokon's thoughts echo Sonya Mehta's earlier comments on the unique attractions of 

ADFED's work in Tower Hamlets. It also works to bridge opportunities in the 

creative sectors through festivals, production and arts events in Tower I lamlets. 

The sites also encourage a debate about the dissident quality of youth interactions 

through music and sound in city politics. There is a well-developed literature on the 

politics of expressive and performative cultures, especially musical cultures: 

sometimes they perform resistance; other times they maintain the status quo and 

dominant social relations; and other times they spark off a reactionary politics (Back, 

2002). Expressive cultures and specifically music, can do all these things, and 

sometimes simultaneously. In this respect the expressive cultures of young people, 

especially black and minority young people in London, can be double-edged: they can 

be both political and apolitical. Music and multiculturalism therefore share an 

intimate relationship but are not straightforward in their effects on progressive 

politics. The power of expressive cultures to spark off alternative politics is associated 

with the work of the sub-cultures agenda with its focus on counter-cultures. mu. "ic, 

rituals of everyday practice and so on. The concept of resistance that emerged from 

the work of the Birmingham based Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studie', in the 

late 1970s formed part of this analysis. Young people were understood to either 

negotiate with, or resist, the dominant mainstream values, or they subverted dominant 

meanings by actively appropriating and transforming those meanin`ýs. Hehdige 

für example used the notion of symbolic forms of resistance of youth culture a,, a 
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way of analysing resistance through everyday practices. In more recent times the post- 

sub cultures agenda (Thornton, 1995) has highlighted the ambivalence of expres i\ c 

cultures and the way in which young people may conform to social and clubbing 
forms under peer pressure and so on. 

Musical cultures have subverted, above all, elite understand in<es of 'race' and 

`belonging' to the British nation. While this is not true of all instances of expressive 

cultures of black and Asian communities, the long-term cumulative and short term 

one-off musical collectives have challenged popular stereotypes of ethnic minorities 

in the UK. The work of white bands such as the Sex Pistols, for example, have 

subverted British imperial nostalgia by opening up a view of the monarchy as 

backward looking in its vision of multiculturalism (Back, 2000). The earlier work of 

Gilroy also highlights the intensely political roles that black musical culture play in 

urban politics; in addition to sparking political consciousness of the global Black 

Diaspora (Gilroy, 1993). Despite the creeping influence of commercialism on 

expressive cultures I would like to argue that expressive cultures especially those that 

espouse dissident politics still hold some political significance in their ritual and 

symbolic value rather than the naked commercial/market value. This is most apparent 

in the grassroots projects that exist under the Rich Mix umbrella. It is worth reflecting 

on the Asian Dub Foundation's work to appreciate the significance of its legacy in 

encouraging dissent politics both locally and beyond East London. Their work has 

inspired a genre in the youth clubs and community organisations in East London 

where young people train and develop their musical talents both to enjoy the art but 

also to express their views and perspectives on the political status quo and wider 

power inequalities in society. The Rich Mix Centre, and Tower Hamlets Summer 

University, the organisation where I also recruited members for my youth focus 

groups, run similar music and sound workshops which collaborate \N ith local 

initiatives on teenage pregnancies, drugs misuse, anti-racism and anti-Islamic 

prejudice and sexism. Above all the emergence of these hybrid music forms has given 

young Bangladeshis a means with which to negotiate sub-cultural enN ironments 

where acceptance and belonging is contested. 

The popularity of Asian dance music in recent times has led to an intense 

questioning of the meaning and contestations produced by hand, such as the 
. -\sian 

I)uh Foundation. and artists Lalvin Siiw'll and Nitun Swanny. The popularity ul' this 
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genre raises the familiar spectre of exoticism, which is always present in multicultural 

spaces such as Spitalfields. The quote from Melville sums up the exotica critique of 

so-called Black/Asian music resistance model (Melville, 2000: see also Hutnv k and 

Sharma 2000): 

Are genres like the Asian Dub Foundation signs that the `West' is 
finally coming to terms with its post-colonial responsibilities, or is this 
another example of Said's Orientalism or Fanon's noble savage 
[desiring the Other]? (Melville, 2000) 

Melville's charge is both a serious and familiar one for this thesis. I have illustrated 

the complex relationships between the arts and multiculturalism, the market and 

feelings of belonging and `race' to the national and local story. The examples of 

Banglatown and the festivals showed how dominant narratives could be inverted, re- 

scripted and played out as subject-object power relationships. However, the focus 

throughout this thesis so far has been the heterogeneity and possibilities for different 

outcomes, depending on the particular examples of commodities. It is worth 

unpacking one further example to assess once again the outcomes of this complex 

valorisation of race, struggles and arts and the market. Asian Dub Foundation 

describes themselves as `21st century MIDI warriors' (www. adf. co. uk). The music is 

a distinctive combination of hard raga, jungle, indo-dub baselines, sitar, guitars and 

'traditional' Indian music, with 'fast-chat conscious' lyrics/rap. ADF's work in 

Europe is based on a anti-racist and anti-imperialist politics but also uses both the 

local context of their East London 'roots' and the roots in the peasant insurgencies of 

the 1960s and 1970s in rural West Bengal (Hutnyk, 2000). The band performs 

resistance by engaging intelligently with the research and anti-racist education 

through its grassroots community projects in disadvantaged parts of London. Its 

forceful presence has helped to demolish many stereotypes of Asian musicians and, 

by extension, Asian people as passive victims of racism. The band also directly speaks 

an anti-colonialist agenda and an anti-oppression agenda that Gilroy highlights in the 

Black 
. -I tlantic (Gilroy, 1993). Consider for example the lyrics on an ADI track, 

we're only here 'coz you were there. Here in England, a global village. 

Consequences of your global pilla`ge' (Debris Facts and Fiction alhum).: \Dl-"s music 

aippears to be what is left of the sub-cultures agenda, but this may be dissident musical 

culture at its \ Cry best. This is music linked to a political programme of anti-racism 

that is symbolically smashing down Fortress Europe. However. the : \sian Dub 

foundation rejects such attacks of exoticism. This is reinforced in another album 
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entitled Rgfi 's Revenge where they shout 'I a 'int eclectic, or exotic. The oii/v E is 

electric'. They see the exportation of music as old as the movement of people itself. 

The mixing of musical styles has always been a part of global migration and just as 

capitalism is relentless in its march so, too, is culture always on the move. In Ra/i's 

Revenge, the lyrics state: `Culture is always on the move. There is no fixed point', 

which subverts and resists myths of a 'pure English identity' as «well as pointing to the 

movement of cultures across national borders and social class. The lyrics in Ru/i '. c 
Revenge resonate with Hall's (1988) identification of new ethnicities', which shows 
how questions of identity are subject to particularly intense negotiation over time and 

space and demonstrated how people of African and Asian descent have been in 

IlIngland for centuries symbolically through the metaphor of tea. For its part the Asian 

Dub Foundation remains committed to struggle and resistance to capitalist forms of 

exploitation and the historical legacies of oppression: 

This context of struggle and being a warrior and being a struggler has 
been forced on me by oppression. Otherwise I would be a sculptor, or a 
gardener, carpenter - you know, I would be free to be so much 
more ... (Cominitted to Life, ADF cited in UNESCO Courier). 

The analysis above reveals the intensely political nature of music and its connection to 

establishing alternative histories and narratives of citizenship and belonging in 

London. ADF's music grew out of youth clubs in East London in the 1980s amidst the 

Cutbacks of local authority youth provision. Their journey and conscious lyrics speak 

to the predicaments of hundreds of young people living with the same uncertainly and 

political failure of the local and national state and this is why local young people and 

adult professionals in the local voluntary sector and funding bodies welcome and 

support the education arm in the Rich Mix Centre in the hope that this political vitality 

is not lost. In this locally grounded space the creeping influence of the market is not 

yet a threat and the progressive elements of expressive cultures are immediately 

apparent. It is not the lure of the market that brings young people the musical 

workshops. The incentives are numerous: opportunity to mix music, write rap poetry', 

take part in freestyle rap competitions, consolidate old friendships and make new ones 

and in the process develop personal skills as an active young citizen. 

The project also shows how young people negotiate their complex identities (Back, 

1996) and demonstrates how the process of negotiation chan`ies and shapes the 

provision of regeneration, and by proxy, the representations of e' eryday local public 

culture that local people and visitors eventually come to sce. Young people attending 
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the Rich Mix Centre in East London, through their craft and cultural values. reflect on 
the syncretic nature of their engagement and musical production. The workshops and 
the campaigns that the educational arm of ADF support develop the potential of 

young participants to think of themselves relationally, in their local neighbourhoods 

and nurture diasporic identities. Over the long term this diasporic aspect of their 

culture, be it places of worship or places of musical innovation. Through its arts 

programming and musical workshops and training programmes the Centre gilt-es 

meaning to the statement that Back makes in his discussion of youth multicultures in 

urban cities and in particular the idea that young people's identities collide and 

conflict across the ethnic divide and in doing so form productive close encounters 

(Back, 1996). 

Dissident Politics II: Anti-War Protests 

In this final section I focus on a different type of politics that is organised, stylized 

and confrontational. The protests following the US-led wars in Afghanistan and Iraq 

in 2001 and 2002 demonstrated the diverse routes taken by British-Bangladeshis in 

voicing their opposition to the two American wars. Most of the demonstrations \\ ere 

intertwined with the national Stop the War Coalition and other broad alliances on 

promoting a reduction of international hostilities. The way in which groups mobilised 

and used public spaces to speak out against terrorism and subsequent US and IýK 

attacks in Afghanistan and Iraq shows how the politics of Spitalfields are reactivated 

into intense urban struggles over fundamental rights and will to see a peaceful world 

order. The protests that followed are a salutatory reminder that the politics of 

difference exist alongside the politics of play in festivals and simultaneously and 

sometimes in the same streets. To demonstrate this point I would like to highlight one 

or two notable protests led by Muslim groups in 2001, separate from the broad-based 

coalitions I mentioned earlier, which demonstrate the nature of politics in public 

spaces in Spital (fields (sec also (jarbin, 2003). Spitalfields has a rich history ofurban 

confrontations with the famous battle of Cable Street in 1936 etched in popular 

memory and in history texts. Towards the end of 2001 the local chapter of the Young 

Muslim Organisation, a national affiliation of young, Muslims in the [UK. organised a 

series of marches in starting in Hanbury Street in Spitalfields and culminating in , lltab 

All Park. The march was attended by children, women and men, but was segregated 

into tcmale and male sections. For brief period towards the end of 2001. , -\ltah . 
\li 
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Park became the focal point for public rallies against the US-led war in Afghanistan 

(see illustration 12). 

The assurance and self-reliance of Bangladeshi Muslims to mobilise in these public 

spaces partly reflects the success of the organisational profiles of faith-based 

community organisations in Tower Hamlets. These organisations stand at an exciting 

turning point within the bigger picture of national regeneration priorities. During the 

past five years the UK government has become increasingly interested in the potential 

of faith groups to become key agents in improving their local environments (SEI», 

2000). The growing islamicisation of Bangladeshi populations in Tower Hamlets 

corresponds with the growing involvement of faith-based community organisations in 

social welfare provision. Many community-based partnerships involving faith-led 

groups have been instrumental in responding to the emerging `youth at risk' agenda - 

preventative work on drugs, youth homelessness and teenage pregnancy - and in 

curbing the anti-social behaviour of young Bangladeshi men, in particular. 

The multi-faceted dynamics of circumstances and social contexts in which 
identities operate is demonstrated by the street level protests. The decision to protest 

against the war cannot be separated from the context of everyday urban life in Tower 

Hamlets. The daily negotiation of mobile Bangladeshi identities and the politics of' the 

lived experience (that is the role of micro-publics of opposition and dissent) is part of 

a broader statement about the way in which Bangladeshis live in Spitalfields. 

The politics of lived experiences is most acute in the way in which young 

Bangladeshis experienced racism and religious prejudice in the months after the 

terrorist attacks in Washington and New York. Young people were most sensitive to 

street level reprisals in public spaces from white residents, particularly in the Poplar. 

Roman Road and Globe Town sections of Tower Hamlets. which were regarded by 

racists as the `last bastion of white communities' within the Borough. There has been 

a gradual increase in perceptions of fear and vulnerability in public spaces. mainly 

among Bangladeshi Muslim women, particularly those wearing the traditional Islamic 

hijah since September 11. l'here were also recorded and unrecorded incidences of' 

minor abuse against women usually dri\-e-by incidents and at queues for public 

amenities pers. communication,, with Abdul Ullah, member of the metropolitan 

police assembly in the ; greater London Assembly. 2002 ). \lanv community 

organisations stepped up their anti-racist work to include workshop's on anti- 
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Islamophobia. All these modes of expression were powerfully mediated by local and 

global projections of vulnerability and fear, and by the power to challenge and subvert 

official narratives concerning the `war on terror'. 
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The slogans of the Hizbut-Taher demonstration used in the marches reveal the 

contradictory ways in which this section of the Bangladeshi population vt as positioned 

with other Bangladeshi groups who had chosen to take part in mainstream protests. 
These slogans desperately exhorted Muslims not to participate in the national 'Stop 

the War coalition' with the absurd slogan `Don't say "No'* to ww ar'. This ambiguous 

statement reflects the Hizbut-Tuher's anger at the way in which the Muslim '. oicc was 
incorporated into the mainstream anti-war protest, weakening a single homogenous 

Muslim voice. 

The grassroots and street-level response to the US-led wars in Afghanistan and Iraq 

demonstrate the volatile process of global-local politics in Spitaltields. They also 

show how structural and economic inequalities and perceptions of unjust international 

order exist in the mindsets of many Bangladeshi Muslims. The scams that hold 

Spitalfields' migrant heritage together are volatile and unruly and are in need of 

recognition of the friction and conflicts that exists in minority migrant populations. 

This is the single weakness in current regeneration models. Are regeneration models 

able to accommodate forms of differences that challenge the dominant political 

positions on the war on terror? The protests show how the participants in the 

demonstrations are challenging the role of space in maintaining and reinfi rcing social 

inequalities by bringing conflict to the open, rather than allowing space to repress 

conflict. These actions echo Lefebvre's (1974) ideas on space and the \\ ay in which 

spatial organisations contain contradictions and hide social inequalities. The protest 

marches cannot be represented in public art sites in an uncontroversial manner. If \\'e 

take Rosalyn Deutsche's (1996) arguments on public art and the function it serves to 

paralyse criticism of redevelopment on the grounds that ordinary people are not 

qualified to comment on art and therefore are not considered valid critics of 

regeneration, it becomes apparent that the protest marches cannot he easily 

appropriated by art and regeneration partnerships on account of the contro\ er., \ they 

invite. The demonstrations provide critical voices in Spitalfields' politics against a 

plethora of' regeneration programmes that muffle and mute `gras roots activism. In this 

sense the protest marches by Bangladeshi 'Muslims can be seen as a pro`gressi\ c 

assertion of the politics of space in Spitalfields, in the tradition of the ('able street 

riots in the 1910s and the Irish '(ºordon Riots' in the pre\ sous century. I lie anti-\\ar 

protests reflect a concern with a just international order rather than an immediate 
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concern with political and economic rights for Bangladeshi Muslims at home in 

London. To this extent, these protests follow in the tradition of Spitalfields' history as 

a hot-bed for dissident politics and radicalism. 

Conclusion 

The examples of the Rich Mix, ADFED, ADF, festivals and anti-war demonstrationý, 

all suggest a different vision of politics in Spitalfields. How can these visions he 

analysed, narrated and theorised? The sites under investigation in this thesis provide 

an illustration of competing visions of representation of space. Broadly speaking two 

positions may be gleaned. One is suggestive of a single multicultural mosaic the 

present moment (Keith, 2002), and the other is a latent cosmopolitanism with 

potential for achieving more in terms of a multicultural future in years to come. Both 

visions of the future are marked out by ambivalence often associated ww ith 

multicultural living. This chapter illustrated the way in which Spitalfields continues to 

develop as a complex space. The projects highlight the way in which they contribute 

to questioning and critiquing dominant norms, practices of resistance and participation 

in everyday spaces and creating space for imagining a better future. Space has been 

vital in creating opportunities for developing this vision, and will continue to he 

important in determining the future prospects of these young people. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

The Spitalfields Story: Cosmopolitan Conundrum`? 

Introduction 

This thesis demonstrated the social outcomes of culture-led regeneration in 

Spitalfields and more broadly in the `East End' of London. This discussion has souýýht 

to capture the intertwining of multiple, often contradictory, discourses in the acti\ it", 

of visitors, festival-goers and campaigners in Spitalfields, many of whorl have 

ambivalent relationships to diversity and multiculturalism. 

These questions are largely grounded in debates about cultural creativity and 

multicultural forms of regeneration activity in the United Kingdom. In considering 

these debates a dilemma presents itself in theoretical discussions on the progressive 

outcomes of creativity and hybridity discourses. 

The evidence collected from the sites for my research study shows that it is far 

from easy to construct such straightforward binaries. I was confronted with an 

additional question of when does the strategic essentialism of community mobilisation 

become reification and when does it become defensible? This chapter will attempt to 

link the answers to this question in the context of urban regeneration through the arts 

and commerce in Spitalfields. The findings of this research do not point to a definite 

answer, but instead point to a number of answers depending on the time, the context, 

the population and the `place'. Instead of providing concrete answers I would like to 

highlight two interpretations of space that operate alongside each other and which 

spell out different outcomes. 

The chapter is organised in five sections. In the first section I discuss the failure of 

trickle down policies of urban regeneration programmes in Spitalfields. In the second 

section I discuss the centrality of trading spaces of multiculturalism, and suýý`ýc t that 

social relations found in Spitalfields are based on minimal engagements w ith 

difference and multiplicity. In the third section I present arguments in ta\ c ur- of 

building ethnic enclaves in sympathy with leftist discussions on the mobilisation of 

community' in defence of both class and racial interests and the implications for 

building a progr essi\ e sense of 'place'. Finally, I end with some conclusions Of ho%ý 

Spitaltields may he though t of as a city space that results in a radical space of 
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insurgent urbanism. Overall, the research findings point to a situation of ambivalence 

and complexity. The ambiguity, complexity and contradictory discourses can be best 

described as a `cosmopolitan conundrum', revealing tensions of living and planning 
for the sustainable multicultural urban city. 

Reinterpreting Space 

The East End of London is a site of recent cultural and economic re-imagination. 

There are two interpretations of the notion of place through commerce and culture. 
One interpretation views the new East End as creating new opportunities for learning 

and creativity; and another views the East End as remarkably like the old, with reified 

'cultures, ' packaged for commercial and political purposes. The marketing and the 

packaging has the appearance of a brand new representation but is in actual fact 

rooted in older representations of the East End as the Other' to the powerful City of 

London nearby. 

Traditionally the area has been deeply inscribed with ne, -e sociological burdens 

of representation. These narratives of deprivation and despair have partially been 

dislodged. A more contemporary reinterpretation with its emphasis on the nc'ý 

symbolic landscape treats the East End not as a space of deprivation and decay, 

though it partly is, but as a place of intense regeneration, cultural production and 

active political negotiation. In common with numerous representations of' the I ast 

l; nd in the past the area's social and cultural diversity is not especially new - it has a 

rich history of settlement, migration and trade going back hundreds of years. What is 

new however is how this diversity can be interpreted. It may be useful to recap the 

key features in this symbolic landscape. 

The East End is richly endowed with cultural resources. It has a di\ erse population 

with chains of transnational trading links across the globe, which offers opportunities 

for short cuts in economic transactions. The ebb and flow of capital in Canary Wharf 

and the City of London means that the East l nd is positioned rne\t to one of the 

largest financial centres in the world. The cosmopolitan miyturc of people and the 

intermingling of cultures create an atmosphere that invites people to live in IN 

quarters. The figure of the stranger is no longer a conspicuous one in the East Ind; it 

is merely one of many tortes of difference ju\taposed nest to other arc, of' di f f'erence. 

In this sense the last End may represent the quintessential urban space fier those \% ho 
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pursue an urban and uncanny lifestyle. All these characteristics make complete the 
instrumentalisation of space in a symbolic economy for living, workin`, and 

recreation. 

The push and pull of multicultural identities and border crossings by marginal 
`Others' in Spitalfields means that individuals at the grassroots level project an 

alternative sense of the `local' scale to challenge he`ýemonic cultural values of 
belonging that fossilise citizenship at national borders. In this sense multicultural 

subjectivities challenge state-centric conceptions of citizenship and practices. 
Resistance is depicted as working against the large-scale corporate development, 

along with the entrepreneurial success of sections of its migrant population as 

attempts at globalisation from below (Portes, 1997: Bhabha. 1994). The various 

alliances and coalitions offer local people a means to resist `hegemonic spaces' and 

pressures `from above'. These pressures materialise as big business, institutional 

racism, discriminatory practices and so on, which work against the notion of an 

empowered public. Taken together all these aspects may be seen as an expression of 

transnationalism in a consumption-based, post-industrial city. 

The strongest impetus for development in the East End's renaissance has been the 

growing strength of the cultural industries as an economic asset internationally, 

nationally and regionally. The growth of the sector in London lends support to the 

East End as a key site for cultural production. East London is placed in a uniquely 

advantageous position to demonstrate the strength of these claims surrounding the 

Cultural resources of cities and its contribution to city competitiveness. The East l 
. nd 

of London is at the centre of a new creative industries triangle linking other key 

clusters of creative networks in Shoreditch and Hoxton. The triangle represents the 

cutting edge of design, fashion and music in London. These industries promote all 

alternative vision of London as a style capital of Europe and the world. and 

Banglatown and Spitalfields are promoted as centre pieces alongside established 

landmarks of imperial London to mark the continuities and disjuncture in I. ondon'" 

status as a world city. I his explains the pride of place `-, iven to Spital l ields and 

Banglatown in the London Mayor's campaign for the capital. Spitalti ld: ' and 

Banglatown's proximity to London'.,, capital attractions speaks volumes in the local 

authority's strategic cit\' planning. In reco`enition of the economic impact of this 

burgeoning creative activity the local government has done much to vaunt the 
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competitive edge of the cultural industries, especially in Spitalfields. The cultural 
resources of the East End may be turned to economic advantage. The decision to re- 
brand the Brick Lane area into a theatrically staged construction of 'Banulatown' 
following on the model of Chinatown in London's Soho can be interpreted as one 

aspect of these shifts. Taken together these aspects allow for the construction of a 

representation of the East End as a space for new possibilities. mixing the old and the 

new and arriving at an openness to difference, innovation, risk taking and embracing 

change and a culture of learning. 

Official decision-makers in the local state as well as its numerous public 

regeneration partners share this interpretation and vision of the East End. These 

agencies have fought tirelessly in the past to challenge the negative representations of 

Tower Hamlets and Spitalfields within it. The chief reason for this concern is that 

negative representations have an adverse impact on inward investment and business 

development linked to critical perceptions around `place' and in this context sink 

locations'. Other local organisations, predominantly ones that have a grassroots user 

base, have fought long and hard to create and establish opportunities and spaces for 

disadvantaged communities and give them a higher stake and so on. The example of 

the Spitalfields Market Under Threat is well known. But there are others like the Rich 

Mix Centre, Summer University and the Asian Dub Foundation Education, which 

demonstrate alternative styles of resistance to challenge, complement and enhance the 

work of official agencies. It is within these organisations that marginalized }'oung 

voices are supported and developed with the view that their contributions will help 

shape a positive future in Spitalfields. It is the activities of these organisations that 

give substance to the idea of Spitalfields and Banglatown as a space, which belongs to 

the commons, or the people of Spitalfields. 

Failure of trickle down effects of urban regeneration 

There is still a series of awkward questions that remain around the relationship 

between cultural capital, class and power as they are played out in the process eßt 

regeneration. Evidence on exactly how this relationship-network operate:: to a hiC\e 

social and economic regeneration remains contradictory. Urban regeneration on IN 

own has not provided the appropriate trickle down eftcct I')r all residents. In 

Spitalfields. as elsewhere across the country, official regeneration plans have needed 
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to be supplemented by a community development agenda. There are a number of 
programmes and policies conceived centrally as a means to interweave community 
development, economic and urban regeneration. However, despite the rhetoric on 

community partnerships and community driven agendas, the main rationale for 

development continues to rely on using tourism to revive local competitiv cncss. The 

challenge has been to find ways of balancing the at times differing and contradictory 

needs and aspirations of local residents and tourists. It remains one of the key 

dilemmas for creating tourist attractions in East London generall}'. It is not a 

challenge that Tower Hamlets Council or its regeneration partners have significantly 

addressed in the redevelopment of Spitalfields. 

The views from local young people remain rooted in a different representation of 

the East End; one where the search for decent jobs is an up-hill struggle. There were 

numerous personal stories about the lack of opportunities for young people and 

women to get involved in major developments affecting the locality. A deep concern 

among young people is that the current regeneration policies affecting young people 

appear to be directed to youth at risk of offending. Funding for broader youth 

development work is limited and the greater levels of work on crime prevention ww ith 

young people may have the effect of criminalizing young, people. The increase in 

interest in the phenomenon of `Asian Gangs' in the East London is much a reflection 

of statistical occurrences of youth activity in groups as it is a discursive construction 

in policy circles, promoted by the concerns for social control and social cohesion. The 

majority of young people were oblivious to the leisure opportunities afforded by the 

newly developed consumption sites in Spitalfields and Horton nearby. The emergence 

of Iloxton as a competitor to London's West End has had little impact on the 

perceptions of young Bangladeshis. The nighttime economy of these new sites 

is rev-olvving around clubbing precludes their absence. l he exclusion of young women 

also a regressive feature and in continuity with the past built en% ironment ofthe area. 

The exclusion of women from public spaces is a critical concern. ('riticism may he 

levelled against the use of public initiatives to promote exclusionary gendered public 

spheres. 
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Trading Multiculturalism 

This brings us into the theoretical discussion of the promotion of public space in 

Spitalfields and Banglatown. The regeneration of Spitalfields is based on the planning 

wisdom that where cultural and ethnic groups have remained distinct, an economic 

advantage can be gained. It appears then that the theory of multiculturalism, far from 

being anti-racist in composition, seeks to represent the commodification of a diverse 

and spatialised culture. The Banglatown Enterprise is an illustration of this 

multicultural planning axiom. There is scope here to denigrate the commoditication 

hypothesis in this discussion of Spitalfields. As I have argued through the chapters, 

any understanding of `cultures' as untouched and authentic is also a mis-interpretation 

of cultural phenomenon. I argue therefore that the assault on commodification from 

positions of cultural authenticity and exploitation are an (negative) over-simplification 

of the situation in Spitalfields. The alternative is not to suggest that commodification 

is not exploitative in any circumstances; in many situations the power between the 

`object' and the `subject' of commodification is unequally distributed to produce a 

'win/lose' situation. I would argue for a deeper understanding of local forces, which is 

often shadowed in the commodification critique with its emphasis on giant pressures 

of globalisation, which reduce possibilities for local expression of culture and 

`authenticity'. We may need to re-think people's complex relationship with the world 

of goods and reconfigure the position of the consumer, and the consumed in relation 

to the market and the state. Unlike other studies of commodification I would like to 

assert the role of the state and the market as key influences on the commodification 

relationship. The prevalence of trans-national practices, social movements around 

localised resistance to corporate interests and so on give the area a range of voices that 

mediate in this relationship. I suggest that commodification of culture in the last l . nd 

is not simply a process in which the diasporic cultures and traditions are exploited, but 

that diasporic cultures need to be revisited and investigated in terms of their internal 

power relationships. This would then demonstrate that the commodification and 

related gentrification of Spitalfields still has a detrimental etlect on residential groups, 

not in terns of a homogenous impact on all Bangladeshi populations. but rather on 

weaker sections of the population. This analysis may focus attention on those 

vulnerable residents rather than broad critiques based on an anathema to econonlic 

redevelopment per se. 
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While the commodification of difference is not necessarily a bad thin,. those with 

more social capital can commodify difference to a greater extent than those with less. 

The capacity to commodify difference is only available to pri% ileged groups in society 

while those with fewer resources are more likely to have their cultural difference 

marked out for pleasure. If we take some of these arguments and relate them to 
Spitalfields we end up with a troubling interpretation. The consumption of' 
Bangladeshi and Indian food in the ethnically conscribed Balti Quarter of 
`Banglatown' is marked and experienced through the objectification and reification of 
Bangladeshi culture. Other cultural performative cultural markers such as the 

Festivals and Melas are consumed by being felt, heard, smelt, and most pervasively 

seen. There is an overt engagement with the visible aspects of multiculturalism but 

not necessarily the invisible engagements with multicultural isin that is not the topic of' 

consumer multiculturalism. This is a clear case of a situation where the local 

Bangladeshi population is the `object' of commodification. Asian culture begins to be 

the 'object' of a consumer gaze, up for profits in the market place. However what 

marks this relationship as troublesome is the disparity in the consumer relationships 

between the `objects' of commodification and the culture vultures that sample 

`culture' in Spitalfields. Following the work of the African American sociologist bell 

hooks (1992) it is possible to suggest that through consuming Bangladeshi cultures 

the consumers assert power and privileges over those whose cultures are consumed. 

hooks' powerful argument that in the commodification of difference lies a danger of' 

`consumer cannibalism that not only displaces the Other' but denies the significance 

of that Other's' history through a process of decontextualisation' (hooks. 1992: 31). 

Bangladeshi groups in Spitalfields tend to be among the poorest social groups in the 

UK by any indicator of deprivation. Consumer relations are imbued with power and 

they take shape spatially through Banglatown. The disparity in power in the 

relationship between the 'object' and the `subject' of consumption could not be 

starker. However, it may also be the case, that people come to Spitaltields to dine out, 

and not merely consume the 'Other'. Hooks' account of consume cannibalism may 

not he applicable in all circumstances. Finally to add a historical perNhccti\ e to thi: 

critique the markers of cultural difference are often the suhiect of racial violence and 

institutional discrimination. In contemporary terms the per \ , i,, i\ c Culture of'rac ism hay 

lno\-ed from the streets into the institutional settings to what the McPherson Fnquiry 
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termed 'institutional racism'. There is an unsettling balance. therefore, between the 
exoticisation of difference and racist discourses in multicultural Spitaltield, ý. 

Retrospective Fossil Cultures or Rights to the City? 

In many instances the representation of culture uses a notion of Bangladeshi culture 

that is focused on cultural artefacts and experiences from the Indian-Sub-Continent. 

Within South Asian political discourses there is considerable political controversy in 

the deployment of the term 'Indian Sub-Continent' which implies a regional Indian 

hegemony largely around Hindu cultures. South Asia, more broadly, is a mixture of 

other cultures and religions; in particular the role of Islam is highlighted in 

Bangladeshi culture. The melas and the performances, which emphasise I lindu 

branches of Bangladeshi culture, therefore run counter to Islamist strands of the 

national culture (Eade and Garbin, 2002). The Bangladeshis in Spitalfields are 

predominantly Islamic in their outlook at the expense sometimes of a narrower 

Bengali national identity. This has produced tensions and oppositions within 

Bangladeshi populations around the ownership of the cultural production and arts 

forms found in the Festivals and the Melas. This argument springing from imaginative 

geographies points to an understanding of the nature of spatial power in relation to 

treating others as 'exotic' for instance, or on the other hand, in constituting a more 

complex understanding of the interrelatedness of place. However there is another mis- 

representation with possibly significantly more symbolic ramifications. The 

representation of culture is largely based around loose heritage conceptions largely 

similar to tourist images of South Asian practices. There is a distant relationship in the 

images constructed as cultural practices largely 'Out There' in South Asia rather than 

Out Ilere in post-colonial London'. This has the effect of de-contextualisingthe 

experience of British Asians from London. The power of imauinatr\ e geographies iý, 

seen in the way in which such practices may weaken claims to British ertiienship for 

many British-Bangladeshi residents. .: 
\lternatiýcly, the melas and t1csti'al, perform 

and celebrate a culture that is remote from second and third ; generations of' British- 

Bangladeshis. The experiences of British : Asians in London ha\ e produced e\Citing 

and cutting edge influences in the arts, particularly in the work of' the : \sian Dub 

Foundation. The latter's alliance of' music and social justice campaigns repro cnt a 

new voice \\ ith subversive 'cultural baggage' in the form, of- politics and resistance. 
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This formula of arts and culture is much harder to sell or make palatable as its opens 
up political debates, which are not easily settled by visible engagements. 1he Rich 
Mix Centre has boldly incorporated the Asian Dub Foundation Education into its 

wings but it remains to be seen how many such artistic outfits will be nurtured in the 
East End's renaissance. 

Strategic Defence of `Community' 

The most important argument in favour of the construction and promotion of ethnic 

enclaves relies on the political mobilisations of `community' in a defensive wt ay. The 

development of Banglatown as a defence of a symbolic heartland for British 

Bangladeshis holds sway in many people's minds. This symbolic function as political 

dissidence is difficult to dislodge and thereby complicates accounts of commodity 

critiques in Spitalfields. The notion of Banglatown as a strategic buffer and bulwark 

works on two levels and it is the combination of these two that makes E3anulatm na 

powerful alliance in local politics. The first understanding of the buffer relates to the 

encroachment of the City further east; this was foremost in the minds of local groups 

worried about the onslaught of corporatism into their local heartlands and the 

vulnerability of the local Bangladeshi population was painted in all its tragedy to 

make the case for a Spitalfields threatened by corporate development. This took shape 

in the confrontation involving the Spitalfields Development Group (that is, the 

property developers). 

The local Bangladeshi elite were co-opted into this opposition campaign (largely 

comprised of the local white left) in confrontation with the SDG. However, the 

Bangladeshi population was not as united by leftist values of environmental concern', 

as they were concerned with resisting the take-over of a space synonymous with and 

their struggle against the Far Right in the 1980s. Spitalfields in the 1970 and 

was the site for violent confrontations in the streets of Brick Lane where Banglatown 

is staged. The right of Bangladeshis to make 'Spitalfields' their home in the täte of 

widespread racial violence and x ictimisation of women and children has been a hard 

and bitter battle. The streets saw daily confrontations between f:. ir Right and local 

Bangladeshi and white left liberals. The population's fight to resist racist has hcconme, 

incorporated into another stage for battle over Spitaliields future - the campaign to 

save the old [[-nit and Vegetable Market from the expansion of the ('ity of I undon. 

The emergence of Banglatown as a butter to the City's c\pansion and an economic 
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idea for promoting the interests of Bangladeshi male businessmen, along with the 

symbolic resistance to hegemonic constructions of Britishness suggests that 
Banglatown may be a powerful idea of a strategic defence of a local /communitv. 

Bangladeshis are internally different in their values and aspirations for the future of 
Spitalfields, however externally they are un-differentiated as homogenous and 

essentialised mass of `Bangladeshis in the eyes of racist Britain. This process of 

arresting internal fragmentation in favour of external solidarity gives expression to the 

powerful idea of strategic essentialism (cf Spivak, 1988). This is loosely based on the 
idea that `community mobilisations' in the form of ethnically constructed heartland 

such as Banglatown, Chinatown and so on may be vehicles for subversion and 

resistance to hegemonic constructions in racist national discourses. This does not rule 

out the possibility that these ethnic enclaves may not fall foul of ethnic ghettosisation 

or reified essentialisms. In some cases these spaces are neither defensive nor 

inclusive. In effect the complexity of these discourses point to layers of different 

audiences. 

Lack of Social Cohesion and Civic Connectedness 

The weak extent of connectedness between different social groups in the locality also 

emerged as a finding. I was interested in gauging the extent to which official policies 

of multiculturalism echo street level engagements of multiculturalism - or to reverse 

what Richard Sennett termed as visible multiculturalism to invisible multiculturalism 

which brings into focus a commitment to a shared sense of history and common 

struggle for a better urban future. Levels of interaction between Spitalfields' 

Bangladeshi population and new social groups are limited to fleeting encounters in the 

trading streets, restaurant shop floors and occasional festival gatherings. These 

random and transitory encounters have their meaning in creating liminal. and hybrid 

third spaces. However it is worth asking whether short-term encounters are 

meaningful in any sense and whether they can force a shared commitment to the 

health of the area, as Sennett (1994) suggested. There is little horizontal social 

interaction between different ethnic groups and there are limited vertical networks to 

channels of power; this is reflected by dwindling levels of voting patterns and 

participation in decision-making structures in the numerous public structures working 

to create social and urban change. These liminal border spaces are progressive to the 

extent that they herald alternative subjectivities and ways of being for residents. 
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However, their ability to garner a progressive sense of politics and place is limited to 
the point at which hybrid identities becomes a goal in itself for its consumer value. 
This smacks of consumer multiculturalism or kitsch or pastiche multiculturalism 
where value is derived from its heritage and retrospective value rather than 
contemporary arena of a politics of negotiation and prosaic confrontations in everyday 
life situations. The contributions by Black and Asian people in the music industry, 

cinema, sports and film, fashion and photography, supported by the enabling 
environments provided by public regeneration initiatives, has to some extent already 
and will contribute to transforming the politics of representation in cultural politics. 

Spitalfields' Insurgent Urbanism 

However there is scope to work against officially sanctioned versions of 

multiculturalism by a small number of innovative grassroots projects that represent 
`insurgent urbanism' in Spitalfields. These examples complicate traditional accounts 

of politics in Spitalfields with its emphasis on political confrontation and collective 

action. These accounts are typically those that focus on the stylised confrontations that 

grab the headlines, such as the campaign to save the threatened Spitalfields Market or 

the racist confrontations in the streets of Brick Lane in the 1980s or even further back 

in history to Cable Street in the 1930s and the anti-fascist mobilisations and workers 

risings in Poplar and so on. While these overtly political confrontations have played 

an important role in shaping the history of a loosely defined `East End' they also point 

to a particular form of protest and resistance. The application of 'class' as a marker 

for targeting campaigns against the better off in society no longer holds true in East 

London or elsewhere. More recently, the application of 'black' as a definition for 

analysing policy and anti-discrimination exposed the failure to cover the needs of all 

culturally different groups, especially where religion emerged as a source of conflict 

against mainstream norms and values. As a point of comparative reference the black 

civil rights movements and activists in the United States in the 1950s and 1960s were 

not always open to different models of resistance. Sometimes these methods rejected 

different strategies for opposition, including different anti-racist strategies. The South 

Asian experience of English racism and particular South Asian Muslims such as 

British Bangladeshis suggests that Asian groups have reacted to exclusion by 

reverting into their traditions and heritages, such groups have resisted discrimination 

and racism through their own cultural and traditional resources. Sites of protests 
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inevitably vary between time and space. Contemporary forms of expression and 
resistance to hegemonic tropes around development, the market or restricted notions 
of citizenship differ in terms of how the axis of opposition is drawn out. In a context 
of fluid and changing identities of individuals in a more globalised world, established 
lines of opposition appear to be faltering and reductionist. 

My thesis has sought to use a different conceptual framework fi)r theorising power 

and social change to complicate accounts of contemporary forms of protest and 

resistance in Spitalfields and has therefore focused on the tactics of the weak and on 

grassroots spaces. Spitalfields is an insurgent site because it introduce, into the city 

new identities and practices, which disturb established histories of imperial London. 

Insurgent urbanism informs developments in Spitalfields and Tower Hamlets in two 

ways. Firstly, it presents the city as both the text and the context of new debates about 
fundamental social relations and debates that valorise the role of conflict and 

ambiguity in shaping the multiplicity of contemporary urban life. The de% clopmcnt of 

the Rich Mix vision based on an alternative representation of London and means Ihr 

being a vehicle for young people's learning and development in musical production 

provides some directions for thinking through insurgent urbanism in Spitalfields. The 

Rich Mix brings together young people in conflict with authority (institutional or 

family) and encourages this experience of conflict and ambiguity to inform their %%ork 

as a valid source of inspiration. The Tower Hamlets Summer I. ! niversity programme 

with its focus on allowing young people to exert influence oxer decisions that affect 

future lives and environments to come also points to this insurgent urbanism. It 

provides a model of participation for others to follow. Secondly, and in keeping with 

Holston's original typology, this 'heterogeneity' of voices and different audiences in 

Banglatown works against modernist enterprises of conflating citizenship into >t, Ite 

building around the nation state The multiplicity and ambiguity pro\ ides alternative 

and possible sources for the development of new kinds of citizenship practices about 

belonging to multiple axes of 'homes' and ultimately results in a hiller sense 01' 

participation in society. 

Playing with Difference: Cosmopolitan Conundrum 

In thinking through the complexities that arise from living, in urban multicultural 

spaces, namely how to combat racism, rccognisc cultural identities. Ike with 
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difference, resolving the politics of recognition while also communicating across 
differences, I wanted to develop an understanding of the idea of a 'cosmopolitan 

conundrum'. The idea of conundrum came from the need to apply a metaphor for 

multicultural populations which did not apply the unfortunate use of 'the melting pot' 
with its homogenising slurring of differences into a single entity. Conundrum implies 

working through an issue, some complexity and, applied to my thesis. the messiness 
and grittiness of multicultural living. 

The word conundrum has two meanings: the first meaning is a riddle in which a 
fanciful question is answered by a pun. The second meaning is a paradoxical, 
insoluble, or difficult problem; a dilemma. I'd like to take forward the paradox 

meaning as a way of opening up possibilities of explaining some of the intractable 

difficulties that arise practically and analytically in the study of human geography and 
in culture-based urban regeneration. Harvey (2000b) notes that the term cosmopolitan 

originally implied the `outcast': Jews, communists, anarchists-dissidents and traitors 

to nations. These connotations have simply been "shaken off' or given a new spin in 

the favour of a more democratic vision. While the idea of cosmopolitanism or the 

cosmopolitan is a recurring theme in recent literature, as Harvey notes, there has been 

very little sustained analysis of cosmopolitanism since Kant (1784) initially developed 

his thinking. Harvey, for example, notes that there is a gap between Kant's 

philosophical and practical geographies (2000b) and that much work needs to be done 

to bridge this gap. While it is not possible to survey all the expansive literature on 

cosmopolitanism, it is useful to track some of the history to demonstrate the definition 

of cosmopolitanism that I have adopted and the need to place cosmopolitanism in a 

conundrum. 

So what does cosmopolitanism add to the conundrum? Well it might be better to 

ask the question as what does conundrum add to cosmopolitanism? Planning for 

multicultural cities, establishing governance structures that embrace an inclusive and 

expansive sense of citizenship, stretched out across the globe, under the impact of 

globalisation, is throwing up contradictory impulses for bounded governing structures. 

Contestation and discursive battles over these impulses, the global, the local, inclusive 

and exclusive forms of belongings, can bring out a negotiation and renegotiation of 

everyday politics, as Ash Amin (2001) describes 
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Local multicultures are borne out of the continual renewal of an equal 
and discursive public, so that the contest between claimants can become one between friendly enemies (agonism) rather than 
antagonists. (Amin, 2001: 18) 

All these factors can combine to form a civic space of vibrant opposition and 
negotiation - with full play of power and vested interests, but is open to the discursive 

clashes of what he calls `distributed citizenship' (ibid). I want to advance the idea that 

some of these challenges are intractable, even unsolvable, but the process of solving 
the issues in the cosmopolitan conundrum is positive, inventive, and creative. It 

encourages us to welcome antagonism, conflict and tension, in the hope that in 

working out, resolving and re-aligning ourselves, we might come closer to an open 
future. 

Are there any intellectual roots of cosmopolitanism that support this working and 

re-working or dialectical process? Yes, and for that we may go back to Kant himself, 

whose work lays down the foundation for the conundrum and the perennial search for 

civil society. In some of Kant's ideas of cosmopolitanism he advanced the concept of 

unsocial sociability: individuals are driven out from their state of nature into civil 

society because of their `unsocial sociability'. Individuals, though social, are also 

selfish. It is the competition or 'antagonism' between human being's selfish impulses 

that leads individuals into civil society as a means of mediating their differences 

peacefully. Unsocial sociability is therefore a progressive force and was later picked 

up by Hegel and Marx in respective their ideas on the socio-historical dialectic. If 

women or men were wholly social, they would be happy living in the state of nature 

and would not advance out of it. This concept of unsocial sociality, with its own spin 

as a conundrum, captures the tensions inherent in moving towards cosmopolitanism. It 

is selfish interest that takes individuals outside their comfort zones, into the unfamiliar 

and the unpredictable with risks of engagement and involvement. 

This idea of a cosmopolitan conundrum might also suggest a way out of the debate 

in human geography of the politics of recognition and cultural difference in that it 

does not suggest an overarching grand narrative on the means to achieve social 

change, and rejects a politics that is based on the assertion of one primary axis 

differentiation over all others (see Brah, 1996). 

This position seems to suggest a degree of idealism, but my definition of 

cosmopolis, taken from Leonie Sandercock, is about looking to the future and a sense 
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of promise. Sandercock (1998) has developed a progressive notion of a multicultural 

city in her vision of cosmopolitism and urges us to move from the conundrum towards 

what might be considered as the cosmopolitan conundrum and openness to difference 

from dilemmas of difference, to what might be, from the modern 
metropolis to a postmodern utopia, which I call cosmopolis, a 
construction site of the mind, a city/region in which there is a genuine 
connection with, and respect for, the cultural Other, and the possibility 
of working together on matters of common destiny, a recognition of 
inter-wined fates. (Sandercock, 1998: 164) 

This is significant move - the shift from the recognition of difference to respecting 
difference as an expected and anticipated outcome of moving towards more 

sophisticated forms of governance and interaction. This might be the best hope 

Spitalfields, and places like it, in the future. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion I would like to pose several questions. When does strategic essentialism 

become a reification of culture and a distortion and stereotype of marginal cultures'' Is 

the political mobilisation of `community' always a legitimate justification tier the 

representation of cultures as static and immobile? Does this immobility of culture 

have knock-on effects on real life socio-economic situations of minority populations? 

There are a multiplicity of voices, including my own voice, speaking on the issue of' 

representation and regeneration. This is congruent with the vvievv of' Spitalf olds as a 

place of competing interests and voices and therefore it would be difficult to make 

firm judgements on the social impact of recent changes. These changes are relatively 

hard to measure but the qualitative aspects of my research show that local people 

welcome some changes as long as the longer settled communities are not displaced. 

On the question of economic benefits it is more the case that small businesses have 

benefited from the tourism and related increase in the profile of the cultural agencies 

and industries. Individuals unconnected to the restaurant trade have not fared NN ell and 

will continue to view a career in the restaurant trade with low prospects. 

There are different kinds of interests that are being articulated in ýpitalfield". 

which are quite possibly contradictory with each other: there is ýr positive \alorisation 

ofculture alongside negative exoticisation and 'cuppachino' culture: but the mo are 

not mutually exclusive of each other. lt seems that this is a logical conclusion in a 

regeneration environment characterised by complex negotiated outconmes. 111c, e 
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regeneration processes do not produce monolithic outcomes, but reflect power 

relations between different social groups. This itself is a sign of a strong population. 

as opposed to a fledging one. British Bangladeshis will increasingly be able to 

participate in the consumption circuits in Spitalfields when income parity is reached. 
This must be the result of improvements in economic projects and job creation. These 

traditional concerns must be prioritised. 

However, the fact that Bangladeshis are able to exploit culture-led regeneration 

does not necessarily lead to a transgression and resistance of dominant nouns; neither 

does the research uncover instances where diaspora groups are sidelined and 

paralysed without any agency to negotiate change for their own ends. This highlights 

a difficulty which the exotica or consumer cannibalism critique gives rise to in 

relation to the multiplicity of the spatial (Massey et al, 1999). These ideas also relate 

to the aim of this thesis, to hold open the possibility of thinking about space as 

inherently imbued with power, drawing spatalised powers. Banglatown holds out the 

possibility of multiplicity, or at least dual and contradictory stories, which according 

to Massey is precisely one of the potentials held by really spatialising analyses and 

theories. Alterity, translation and mimicry must be possibilities alongside the 

reifications, consumer cannibalisms and the commodification of difference. I here 

findings also concur with recent developments in human geography in thinking 

relationally about space and moving beyond binary models to inform thinking on 

society and space. 

The agency of local Bangladeshis in shaping the regeneration agenda and, by 

proxy, contributing to the slow displacement of poorer sections of this population 

must be taken into account and challenged where appropriate in the interests of' the 

majority of Bangladeshi and other populations in Spitalfields that cannot directly 

benefit from property booms and the dispersal of cafe cultures on their pavements. 

The exclusive business orientation of. and consumption through, 13, anglato\t n 

precludes the possibility of the mixed-use development of an area that is a po\ýcrt-ul 

symbol for all sections of the local population, not just businesses. 1 his remains the 

ultimate test perhaps of whether the value of diaspora Cultures in the ne« Fast 1--rid 

can bring benefits to the most Vulnerable sections of diaspoýra groups the women, the 

young and the elderly. 
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Two additional questions arise in attempting to answer my original research 

questions, which presuppose that redevelopment needs to display the political goals 

such as social justice and inclusive regeneration practices. In the context of my 

research aims the relevant question arises whether these practices are resistant or 

vaguely political. This is another form of the dilemma on whether black and minority 

ethnic populations should show a uniform response of opposition to regressive 

immigration measures. Clearly it would be ludicrous to demand a single response on 

this question, as is the case of expecting all Bangladeshis in Banglatown to object to 

the `objectification' of their heritage; some sections of the population may welcome 

this and others may reject Banglatown with vehemence, and most Bangladeshis may 

not care until there is a downturn in jobs and a deterioration in local housing 

conditions. 

The ambiguity, complexity and contradictory discourses can be best described as a 

`cosmopolitan conundrum', revealing to us the tensions of living and planning for the 

sustainable multicultural urban city. 
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Appendix I 

List of Interview Participants and Informants 

1. Danielle Lemarch, local artist and consultant 

2. Terry Fitz, local activist, and now works for Searchliuht 

3. Clare Murphy, Spitalfields community worker 

4. Dave Holloway, Director of Summer Unii'ersih' 

5. John Eversely, Director of Queen Mary Public Policy Research Unit 

6. Mo Magic, local DJ 

7. Ansar Ullah, LBTH Regeneration Official for the Cultural Industries 

8. Michael Keith, LBTH Councillor and Rich Mix Centre board member 

9. Nisar Ahmed, LBTH regeneration department 

10. Kumar Murshid, GLA Regeneration Adviser 

1 1. Anwar Aktar, Director of Rich Mix Centre 

12. Nikki Burgess, Brick Lane festival coordinator 

13. Juleka Ali, resident and Spitalfields ward Labour Party activist 

14. Nurjahan Ali, Director for Jagonari Women's Centre 

15. Salema Gulbahar, Partnership worker, Community Organisations Forum 

16. Sonya Mehta, Asian Dub Foundation Education 

17. Mike Bear, Director of Spitalfields Development Group 

18. Tom Fleming, Deputy, Tower Hamlets Cultural Industries I)ev elopment 
Agency. 

19. Jon Adlenton, director for lover I lamlets Environment Tru,, t 

20. Andrew Bramidue, Director of Citvside Regeneration 

2 1. Beki Pope, Projects Officer, Rich Mix Centre 

22. Denise Jones. LBTIH Councillor 
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23. Gulam Mortuza, Spital fields-Banglatown Councillor 

24. Kay Jordon, Spitalfields Small Business Association 

25. Jill Cove, Spitalfields Market Under Threat 

26. Shorif Miah, Brick Lane Brassarie 

27. Spanish `Ed', owner of Columbia Road tapas bar 

28. Enam Hoque, Connections Partnership, resident 

29. Neil Jameson, community organiser, TELCO 

30. Helal Abbas, Leader of the Council 

31. Clare Ramsaram, resident 

32. Shaira Begum, (anonymous) resident 

33. `Roksana' (anonymous) Begum, resident 

34. `Shupriya', (anonymous) resident. 

35. `Sadia' (anonymous) resident 

36. Caroline Fenton, Neighbourhood Renewal Adviser, Government Office 
London 

37. All Rushbridge, Tower Hamlets College 

38. Ceri Williams, Tower Hamlets College 

39. Mohit Rahinan, student, Tower Hamlets College 

40. Abdul Ullah, member of the Metropolitan Police Assembly, GLA 

[. ist of Focus Grotip Participants 

Focus Group 1: 

Stuart, 29, owner eßt' fC\V, media company, resident 
Jules, 29, marketing professional, resident 
Nasreen, 28, media training body, resident 
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Ed, 29, resident 
Sharifa, 27, resident 

Focus Group II: 

Matt, resident, former community worker, resident 
Vicki, resident, community worker 
Rosie, youth worker, resident 
Sana, 28, development worker, resident, 
Claire, resident 

Youth Focus Groups: 

Bokor aged 16, Summer University 
Rubel aged 17, Summer University 
Shohid, 17, Summer University 
Khalid, 18, Summer University 
Emran, 17, Summer University 
Suretun, 19, Summer University 
Tahel, 18, Summer University 
Shefa, 17, Summer University 
Shaira, 17, Summer University 
Sheuli, 17, Summer University 
Mustafa, 18, Summer University 
Runu, 17, Summer University 
Akhtar, 19, Summer University 
Rashel, 17. Brady Centre 
Shohid, 19, Brady Centre 
Khaled, 18, Brady Centre 
Rashel, 16, Brady Centre 
Mukti, 17, SPLASH 
Shofiq, 17, SPLASH 
Igbal, 17, SPLASH 
Runa, 19, SPLASH 
Bokor, 16, SPLASH 
Shohid, 19, SPLASH 
Imran, 18, SPLASH 

Young Muslim Women's Focus Groups 

Nina Ali 
Shupria Rahman 
Sadia Siddiqui 
Reba Miah 
1-lallnla Rahman 
hhadcja Ali 
Flena Khatun 
Sheta Khatun 
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Reena Ali 
Rahima Ali 
Shorifa Begum 
Kay Begum 
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